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Résumé en français
Afin d’améliorer l’efficacité des moteurs aéronautiques, une des solutions envisagées par les industriels est d’augmenter la température d’entrée de la turbine. Cependant, ces hautes températures induisent de fortes contraintes thermiques sur les
pales de turbine ce qui réduit leur durée de vie. Pour surmonter ces problèmes thermiques, des systèmes de refroidissement efficaces sont nécessaires. Afin d’évaluer
la performance de ces systèmes, une prédiction précise de la température de paroi
des pales de turbine et des pertes générées par ces systèmes est requise. Profitant
de l’opportunité de récents développements d’outils de prédiction haute-fidélité,
cette thèse financée par Safran Helicopter Engines à travers le projet FUI CASCADE, a pour but de valider la prédiction de la température de paroi des pales
de turbine refroidie et des pertes générées par ces systèmes avec la Simulation
aux Grandes Echelles (SGE). Pour atteindre ces objectifs, différentes configurations académiques et industrielles refroidies par film de refroidissement ont été
simulées et étudiées. Les résultats obtenus dans cette thèse montrent que la SGE
est capable de prédire l’aérodynamique et l’environnement thermique pour de tels
systèmes. Pour faciliter l’utilisation de la SGE dans l’industrie et limiter le coût
CPU lié à la résolution de l’écoulement dans le système de refroidissement des
pales, un modèle de jets de refroidissement a été proposé et évalué dans ce travail. Les résultats montrent que ce modèle permet de reproduire l’aérodynamique
des jets de refroidissement et la température de paroi des pales sans mailler le
système de refroidissement. Pour évaluer les pertes dans ce contexte, l’approche
Second Law Analysis (SLA) est adoptée. Contrairement aux bilans de température
et pression totales, cette approche donne directement accès aux champs de perte
3D qui sont construits à partir des termes sources de l’entropie résolus sur le
maillage. Ainsi, le mécanisme de génération de perte peut être localement étudié
et ne requière pas de procédure de moyenne contrairement aux modèles de perte
1D. Ces champs de perte sont décomposés en deux contributions : une contribution
aérodynamique et une contribution thermique liée au mélange chaud-froid. L’étude
de ces champs montre que les pertes aérodynamiques sont principalement générées
dans les régions de fort cisaillement (couche limite et de mélange) alors que les
pertes de mélange sont générées dans les films de refroidissement et dans le sillage
des pales. Des analyses avancées des champs de perte mettent en évidence que les
fluctuations turbulentes dominent la génération des pertes pour ces systèmes. Ce
dernier résultat met en évidence les bénéfices de l’approche Second Law Analysis pour prédire les pertes à partir des champs obtenus avec la SGE. En effet et
contrairement aux approches RANS, les contributions turbulentes des pertes sont
directement résolues sur le maillage avec la SGE et ne requiert aucune stratégie de
modélisation. La principale conclusion de cette thèse est que l’approche Second Law
Analysis couplée avec la SGE est une méthodologie très prometteuse et pertinente
pour la prédiction des écoulements et des pertes pour les futurs designs de pale de
turbine industriel.
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Abstract
To improve the efficiency of aeronautic engines, the turbine entry temperature has
strongly increased in recent years. Such high temperatures induce high thermal
stresses for the turbine blades and vanes which reduces the blade lifetime. To overcome this thermal issue, efficient turbine cooling systems need to be designed. To
do so, the accurate prediction of blade wall temperature and losses generated by
these systems is required. Taking the opportunity of recent developments of highfidelity predictions, this PhD thesis funded through the FUI project CASCADE with
the support of Safran Helicopter Engines (SHE), aims to evaluate the prediction of
blade wall temperature and losses for cooled high-pressure vanes with Large Eddy
Simulations (LES). To do so, academic and complex anisothermal configurations
featuring film cooling are investigated. Results obtained in the present work show
that LES is able to predict the flow aerodynamics and blade wall temperature for
all configurations studied. The prediction is clearly improved if the mesh is sufficiently refined in high dynamic regions and if turbulent fluctuations are taken into
account at the inlet of the computational domain especially for cases presenting
separation bubbles. To ease the use of LES in an industrial context and reduce
the CPU effort associated to the resolution of the flow in the cooling system of
turbine blades and vanes, a new coolant ejection model is introduced and evaluated. This model is shown to well reproduce the coolant jets aerodynamics and
provides a good prediction of the wall temperature without meshing the cooling system. To accurately evaluate and investigate the losses in this context of turbine
blade cooling, the approach Second Law Analysis (SLA) is adopted. Contrary to
total temperature and total pressure balances, SLA directly gives access to 3D loss
maps which are constructed from the entropy source terms resolved on mesh. As
a result, the loss generation mechanism can be locally investigated and does not
require any averaging procedures contrary to 1D loss models. These loss maps are
split in an aerodynamic contribution and a mixing contribution which is linked to
mixing process between hot and cold flows. The study of these loss maps shows
that aerodynamics losses are generated in high sheared regions (boundary and mixing layers) while mixing losses are produced in the film cooling and in the wake
of the vanes. Advanced analysis of loss maps indicate that turbulent fluctuations
dominate the loss generation mechanism. This last finding evidences the benefits of
SLA to predict losses from LES fields. Indeed and contrary to RANS, the turbulent
contributions to losses are directly resolved on mesh with LES and do not require
any modelling strategies. As a consequence of this PhD work, SLA coupled to LES
is shown to be a very promising methodology to predict the flow aerodynamics and
losses for the design of future geometries of industrial turbine vanes and blades.
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Nomenclature
Acronyms

η

Adiabatic film effectiveness

[-]

ACL

ηt

Isentropic turbine efficiency

[-]

Thermal engine efficiency

[-]

Ratio of specific heat

[-]

Thermal conductivity

[W/m/K]

Axial Chord Length

AIT EB Aerothermal Investigations on Turbine ηth
Endwalls and Blades
γ
CF D Computational Fluid Dynamics
λ
CP U Central processing unit
µ
DES Detached Eddy Simulation
ν
DN S Direct Numerical Simulation
ω
DP
Design Point
ρ
F ACT OR Full Aerothermal Combustor Turτw
bine interactiOns Research

Dynamic viscosity

[kg/m/s]

Kinematic viscosity
Vorticity
Density

[m2 /s]
[s−1 ]
[kg/m3 ]

Wall shear stress

[P a]
[P a]

HP C

High Performance Computing

τi,j

Viscous shear stress tensor

LE

Leading Edge

θ

Momentum displacement thickness [m]

LES

Large Eddy Simulation

θ∗

Energy displacement thickness

N GV

Nozzle Guide Vane

ξ

Loss coefficient

PS

Pressure Side

uτ

Shear velocity

RAN S Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes

Operators

SGS

Sub-Grid Scale

< Φ > Surface-averaged

SLA

Second Law Analysis

Φ̄

SS

Suction Side

Φ

Favre filter (LES)

TE

Trailing Edge

q
Φ

Favre average (RANS)

T ET

Turbine Entry Temperature

b
Φ

LES filter

W ALE Wall-Adapting Local Eddy-viscosity

e
Φ

Mass-flow averaged

W M LES Wall-modelled LES

Subscripts

W RLES Wall-resolved LES

1, in

Inlet condition

Greek letters

2, ex

Outlet condition

(

Time-averaged

δ

Boundary layer thickness

[m] 40

Plane 40

δ∗

Displacement thickness

[m] 41

Plane 41

δf

Film thickness

[m] ∞

Freestream condition
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[m]
[-]
[m/s]

c, cool Coolant flow

Pm

Aerodynamic loss

[W/m3 ]

f ilm

Film condition

Pq

Mixing loss

[W/m3 ]

is

Isentropic

Pr

Prandtl number

P rk

Normalized turbulent kinetic energy production
[-]

Q

Heat

[W ]

q

Dynamic pressure

[P a]

mean Mean condition

[-]

RM S Root Mean Square
sgs

Sub-grid scale

shaf t Shaft condition
Qm , ṁ Mass flow rate
t

[kg/s]

Total or turbulent state

tan

Tangential to the wall

turb

Turbulent condition

wall

Wall condition

[s−2 ]

Qcrit

Q-criterion

r

Perfect gas constant

Rc

Curvature radius

[m]

Re

Reynolds number

[-]

s

Sensible entropy

sc

Curvilinear coordinate

sm

Local aerodynamic entropy production
[W/m3 /K]

[= 287 J/kg/K]

Variables
v

Velocity magnitude

[m/s]

Ṡ

Entropy production

[W/K]

ṡ

Local entropy production

c

Chord length

CD

Discharge coefficient

[-] Sij

Cd

Dissipation coefficient

[-]

T

Cf

Friction coefficient

[-]

u, v, w Velocity vector components

CP

Pressure coefficient

[-] W

Cp

H

Heat capacity per mass unit at constant x, y, z Cartesian coordinates
pressure
[J/kg/K]
y+
Wall normal unit
Density ratio
[-]
Ycoolant Coolant mass fraction
Shape factor
[-]

h

Sensible enthalpy

J

Impulse ratio

k

Turbulent kinetic energy

L

Characteristic length

M

Blowing ratio

[-]

Ma

Mach number

[-]

n

Normal wall distance

P

Pressure

Pk

Local turbulent kinetic energy production
[m2 /s3 ]

DR

[W/m3 /K]
[m] sq

[J]
[-]
[m2 /s2 ]
[m]

[m]
[P a]

viii

[J/K/kg]
[m]

Local mixing entropy production [W/m3 /K]
Symmetric part of strain rate tensor [s−1 ]
Temperature

Work

[K]
[m/s]
[W ]
[m]
[-]
[-]
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General introduction and
motivations
To reduce the impact of the aeronautic industry on the environment, the efficiency
of aeronautic engines needs to be improved. One solution is to optimize the design
of turbine vanes and blades to maximise the work recovered by the turbine. To
qualify the designs of turbine vanes and blades, the identification of loss locations
and mechanisms in turbulent flows is required. However, the keywords ”Turbomachinery” , ”Losses” and ”Turbulence” rise a lot of questions and generate even a
bit of anxiety for the researchers when they meet together. Indeed, these concepts
are very complex because they involve several branches of science such as fluid mechanics, thermodynamic and chaotic systems. Nevertheless, a better understanding
of turbulent flow physics has been possible through the use of Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD). Taking the opportunity of recent developments of high-fidelity
prediction tools, this PhD thesis funded through the FUI project CASCADE with
the support of Safran Helicopter Engines, aims to contribute to the understanding
of the loss generation mechanisms in turbine flows. First off all, the industrial and
scientific context of the PhD thesis is recalled.

Impact of aeronautic industry on environment
Aeronautic industry plays a key role in our modern society and globalization. An
illustration of its increasing importance appears through the study of future world
annual aeronautic traffic prediction by the Airbus’ Global Market Forecast (GMF)
and the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) plotted in Fig. 1. From

Figure 1 – World annual aeronautic traffic prediction by (GMF, 2018).
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Figure 2 – CO2 emitted per passenger per kilometer for different transport modes.
this study, world annual air traffic is expected to strongly increase in future years
by doubling every 15 years. However, aviation has a strong impact on environment and human health through pollutant emissions such as nitrogen oxide (NOx ),
carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2 ) and fine particles (Kampa and Castanas, 2008). Despite aircraft is the most convenient transport for long distances,
a large quantity of carbon dioxide CO2 is also emitted compared to other modes of
transportation for a passenger by kilometer as indicated on Fig. 2. To reduce the
environmental impact of aeronautic industry and to comply with Paris Agreement
goals on climate change, objectives of reduction of CO2 , NOx , fine particles and
noise have been established by the ICAO and can be found in (ICA, 2016). They
should be met by the aeronautic industry and one way of reaching the objectives
from an engineering perspective is to design more efficient aircraft’s. As a result,
the efficiency of gas turbine engines has to be improved. To better understand the
constrains of gas turbine optimization, the working principle of gas turbine engine
is recalled in the next section.

Gas turbine engine generalities
Gas turbine engines convert chemical energy of fuel by means of combustions into
mechanical work or to provide thrust. Due to excellent power to weight ratio, gas
turbines find a wide range of applications. Three typical gas turbine engines are
today used by aircraft (Fig. 3):
• In turbofans (Fig. 3 (a)), thrust is produced from the suction and ejection
of fresh gases through a fan located at the inlet of the engine and from the
expansion of hot gases in a nozzle located at the outlet of the engine.
• In turboprops (Fig. 3 (b)), thrust is mainly produced from a inducted propeller located at the inlet of the engine which has a larger diameter compared
2

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3 – Examples of the different types of aeronautical engines. (a) Turbofan,
Honda engine from General Electric (GE). (b) Turboprop, Dart engine from RollsRoyce taken (RR). (c) Turboshaft, Ardiden from Safran Helicopter Engine (SHE).
to turbofans. As a result, the by-pass ratio, defined as the bypass stream to
the mass flow rate entering the engine core, is higher than turbofans which
increases the engine efficiency (Mattingly et al., 2002). However, turboprops
can only run at low and medium Mach number due to mechanical stresses
on the propeller.
• In turboshafts (Fig. 3 (c)), a mechanical work is recovered by a free turbine
to supply a powered shaft to drive the helicopter main rotor.
This last class of engine applied to helicopter engines is of particular interest in
this document. Indeed, this thesis has been funded with the support of Safran
Helicopter Engines (SHE).
To better explain the inner working of this class of engine, a scheme of a
turboshaft and its associated Brayton cycle are presented on Fig. 4. The engine

(a)

(b)

Figure 4 – Turboshaft engine scheme (a) and associated temperature - entropy (T s) cycle (b). 1: Freestream condition. 2: Engine inlet. 3: Combustion chamber
inlet. 4: Turbine Inlet 5: Exit of the engine. The ideal cycle is represented by the
subscript is. The combustion energy supplied to the system is noted Qcombustion and
the work recovered by the high-pressure turbine (WT ) is supplied to the compressor
(WC = WT ). The useful work is retrieved by the free turbine (WF T ).
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is split into different parts separated by stations corresponding to axial planes to
shaft axis as shown on Fig. 4 (a). The working principles is summarized between
the stations for an ideal cycle as represented on the Brayton cycle on Fig. 4 (b):
• Station 1 corresponds to freestream ambient conditions.
• From station 1 to 2, the air enters in the engine through the air intake.
• From station 2 to 3, the air is isentropically compressed through a multistage compressor to increase the gas pressure and temperature. To do so,
the compressor supplies a work WC to the flow. This multi-stage compressor
is usually composed of low-pressure (LP) and high-pressure (HP) stages.
• From station 3 to 4, the fuel is injected and mixed with fresh air to produce
a chemical reaction in the combustion chamber at constant pressure. This
increases the total energy of burnt gases thanks to chemical energy of fuel
released by combustion reactions Qcombustion . As a result, highly hot gases
are obtained at the exit of the combustion chamber.
• From station 4 to 5, burnt gases are isentropically expanded in the turbine.
The turbine is usually composed of a high-pressure turbine (HPT) stage and
a low-pressure turbine (LPT) stage. The work recovered by the HPT and
LPT stages WT is use to supply work to the compressor, i.e, WC = WT .
Finally, the free turbine recovers useful mechanical work WF T which is then
transmitted to the powered shaft.
To evaluate the efficiency of such a cycle, the thermal efficiency ηth is defined as,
ηth =

WF T
Qcombustion

(1)

,

where WF T is the work recovered by the free turbine and Qcombustion is the heat
supplied by combustion. Assuming constant heat capacity ratio γ , 0D analysis of
the cycle is performed to express the thermal efficiency through the use of total
pressure Pt and total temperature Tt at stations 2 and 4 yielding (Boyce, 2012),

ηth =

t,4
ηt TTt,2
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,

(2)

ηc

where ηt and ηc are respectively the isentropic efficiency of the turbine and of the
t,3
compressor; π is the compression ratio of the compressor defined as π = PPt,2
; Tt,2
represents the total temperature at the inlet of the compressor and only depends
on flight conditions of the aircraft; Tt,4 represents the Turbine Entry Temperature
(TET) and depends on the compression ratio and combustion process. If the
compressor properties, i.e, π and ηc are assumed fixed, the thermal efficiency ηth
can be plotted against turbine efficiency ηt and TET Tt,4 on Fig. 5. Improving
efficiency of such an engine can hence be obtained through the increase of the
4

t,4
Figure 5 – Cycle efficiency ηth [-] against total temperature ratio TTt,2
[-] for different
turbine efficiencies. Other parameters are fixed at π = 10, ηc = 0.9, and γ = 1.4.

TET and ηt . Thus, the TET of industrial engines has significantly increased since
the first designs of gas turbine. To illustrate this increase, the evolution of the
TET over the year for different aeronautic engines is provided in Fig. 6. From this
graph, a clear trend is deduced showing an increase of the TET of 10K a year.
In recent engines, the TET is found to approach 1800 K. As a consequence, the
high-pressure turbine located downstream the combustor suffers from a very harsh
thermal environment. To illustrate the impact of such high temperatures issued
from the combustor on stator and rotor turbine blades, a scheme of the first stage of

Figure 6 – Temporal evolution of the Turbine Entry Temperature (TET) [K] for
different aeronautic engines. Extracted from (Terzis, 2014).
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Figure 7 – Scheme of stator and rotor stages of a turbine adapted from (Han and
Rallabandi, 2010). Leading edge (LE) and trailing edge (TE).
the turbine is provided on Fig 7. The first stage of turbine is composed of a stator
vane, called Nozzle Guide Vane (NGV), which accelerates, deviates and aligns the
flow on the rotor blades. Downstream, the rotor blades rotate around the axis of
the engine and extract mechanical work from the fluid. The blades are bounded
by their leading edge (LE) and trailing edge (TE). Due to their positions in the
engine, both stator vanes and rotor blades are exposed to high temperature levels.
However, the maximum capacity of turbine material lies around 1300 K despite the
use of new alloys and thermal barrier coating (Caron and Khan, 1999). Aside the
maximum temperature, large temperature gradients in the blade can also induce
high mechanical stresses which can degrade turbine blades (Brandt and Wesorick,
1994; Montomoli et al., 2012). To obtain an acceptable blade lifetime, maximum
temperature on the blade as well as temperature gradients must be limited. To do
so, cooling systems have been implemented for turbine blades and vanes and are
addressed in the next section.

Turbine cooling systems
The ability of a cooling system to limit the blade temperature is crucial for engine
design. Indeed, efficient cooling systems allows to increase the allowable gas temperature at the turbine inlet which improves the thermal efficiency of the engine.
Cooling systems consist in extracting air from the compressor which is around 600
- 800 K. Then, this air is transported to turbine stages through the secondary air
system of the engine. Finally, the air which is colder than hot gases exiting the
combustor is re-injected inside the vane through the internal cooling system and
around the vane through the external cooling system to limit the wall temperature. A scheme of a cooled turbine blade is provided on Fig. 8. For the internal
cooling system, Fig. 8 (a), coolant is injected though interior channels to evacuate
excess of heat. Thermal exchange between the solid and the coolant can be improved by the presence of impingement jets and ribs in the channels to increase
6

(b)

(a)

Figure 8 – Scheme of cooling systems of a turbine blade extracted from (Han and
Rallabandi, 2010). Internal cooling system (a) and external cooling system (b).

heat exchange surfaces and turbulence (Han and Ekkad, 2001). Then, coolant is
ejected around the blade through coolant holes drilled on the blade surface to form
a coolant film which corresponds to the external cooling system, Fig. 8 (b). It is
important to note that coolant is mainly ejected at the leading edge of the blade
where hot gases are expected to impact this region of the vane. Coolant is also
ejected at the trailing edge of the vane where the thickness of the wall is small and
then expected to suffer from high thermal stresses.

However, cooling systems were shown to degrade the thermal efficiency of the
engine (Horlock et al., 2001; Wilcock et al., 2005). Indeed, when the air is extracted from the compressor and transported to turbine stages, the coolant flow
suffers from pressure losses through the secondary air system. Then, when the
coolant is then ejected around the vane, the coolant mixes with the hot stream
coming from the combustor. This mixing process generates aerodynamic and mixing losses which degrades the turbine efficiency ηt . This mixing process is also
expected to decrease total temperature of the main stream which decreases the
work recovered by rotor blades.

As a consequence of the previous discussions, the main industrial challenge in
the context of turbine blade cooling is to improve the efficiency of turbine cooling
systems while limiting the losses generated by the flow aerodynamics. To overcome
such challenges, one solution is to qualify the designs of turbine blades and vanes
through the prediction of the blade wall temperature and the evaluation of losses
in such complex systems.
7
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Contributions of the thesis to industrial challenges
Taking the opportunity of recent developments of high-fidelity prediction tools,
the accurate prediction of blade wall temperature and losses is addressed in this
PhD thesis. To quantify the losses in such complex systems, current methodologies
used in the industry are mainly based on analytical loss models (Denton, 1993).
These loss models are generally based on a 1D evolution of the flow properties
constructed from simple configurations which neglects the local complexity of the
flow physics. Furthermore, the majority of the loss models are initially built for
isothermal configurations, i.e, without temperature difference. As a result to
evaluate the losses in the context of turbine blade cooling, a new context of work is proposed in this thesis. With this new context of work, the
loss generation locations and mechanisms issued by the flow aerodynamics and by
the mixing process taking place between the hot and the coolant streams will be
investigated. To simplify the study, the framework of the thesis will be limited to
cooled turbine vanes featuring only film cooling systems.
To precisely evaluate the losses, an accurate prediction of the flow physics is
nevertheless required. In an industrial context, Reynolds numbers generally lies
between 105 and 106 and transonic Mach numbers are observed at the trailing
edge of turbine vanes. The flow physics present in such configurations is then
expected to be compressible and highly turbulent. Since the difference of temperature between the hot and coolant gases is high (≈ 1000 K), the flow is considered
strongly anisothermal with variable heat capacity ratio. To predict such a flow,
the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (recalled in Appendix A.1) need to be
solved. Since the flow is expected to be highly turbulent, generalities on turbulent
flows are recalled in the next section.

Generalities on turbulent flows
Turbulence has been observed for a long time as indicated on Fig 9. To characterise

(a)

(b)

Figure 9 – Turbulence sketched and experimented by Leonard Da Vinci around
1510 (a) and experiment of Reynolds (b) in 1883.
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turbulent flows, Reynolds introduced in 1883 the Reynolds number Re so that,
Re =

V0 L
,
ν0

(3)

built from a reference velocity V0 , a characteristic length L and a reference kinematic viscosity ν0 . The Reynolds number represents the ratio between the convective term and the viscous term in the momentum equation of the Navier-Stokes
equations. When the Reynolds number remains low, the viscous term dominates
and damps instabilities in the flow. However above a critical value of Re, the nonlinear term dominates the viscous term and instabilities can develop in the flow
creating turbulent structures which are highly unsteady, 3D presenting a stochastic behaviour (Pope, 2000). In 1922, (Richardson, 1922) assumed that the size of
turbulent structures are of a wide range assimilated to eddies. He postulated that
turbulence is produced in the large eddies and then transmitted to smaller eddies,
where turbulence is dissipated by viscous effects. In 1941, (Kolmogorov, 1941)
proposes a theory to investigate the energy transfer in the turbulent structures
assuming homogeneous isotropic turbulence for large Reynolds numbers. He represented the energy transfer between the eddies of different sizes by the Kolmogorov
cascade represented on Fig. 10. The largest scales are characterized by the integral
length scale lt where the production of turbulence dominates. Assuming a small
perturbation in the velocity field in the Navier-Stokes equations, (Kolmogorov,
1941) shows that the non-linear term produces more perturbations of smaller scale
for high Reynolds numbers. It results in an energy transfer from the large eddies to
smaller eddies in the inertial range. Experiments confirm that this energy transfer
in the inertial range is characterized by the famous -5/3 slope against the size of
turbulent structures in the frequency space. Finally, the viscous dissipation domi-

Figure 10 – Kolmogorov cascade of the energy transfer of turbulent eddies. E(k)
represents the power spectral density for each wave number k.
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nates for the smallest eddies characterized by the Kolmogorov scale ηk . Performing
a non-dimensional analysis, (Kolmogorov, 1941) estimated that the ratio between
lt and ηk is mainly dictated by the Reynolds number reading,
3
lt
∼ Re 4 .
ηk

(4)

As a result for a given integral length scale, the higher the Reynolds number is,
the smaller the Kolmogorov scale is. If applying to turbomachinery, taking a
Reynolds number around Re ∼ 106 and an integral scale of the size of the chord of
a typical NGV, i.e, lt ∼ 100mm, the Kolmogorov scale is estimated to be around
ηk ∼ 1µm. To deal with such a wide of range, various modelling approaches
have been constructed to yield numerical predictions of turbulent flows. The most
common modelling approaches for the prediction of turbulent flows are presented
in the next section.

Numerical prediction of turbulent flows
To predict the flow of complex systems as in turbomachinery, the turbulence can
be either resolved or modelled according to 3 methods: Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) and Large Eddy Simulations
(LES). These notions of modelling rely on the energy transfer in the turbulent flows
represented by the Kolmogorov cascade and are summarized on Fig. 11.

Figure 11 – Strategies to deal with numerical turbulent flow prediction and associated represented of a turbulent jet. Adapted from (Laidlaw and Vilanova,
2012).
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Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) DNS consists in resolving all the range
of turbulence on the mesh. This method requires that the mesh size is sufficiently
small to resolve the Kolmogorov scale. High order numerical schemes are also necessary to avoid numerical dissipation of small wave lengths of turbulence which induces very CPU intensive simulations. For this reason, DNS are usually performed
in the context of fundamental research. However, due to the constant increasing of
the CPU resources, DNS of limited span wise blade begin to be accessible (ZAKI
et al., 2010; Sandberg et al., 2015; Wheeler et al., 2017). Nonetheless, it remains
very expensive for high Reynolds number flow and complex geometries.
Reynolds Average Navier Stokes (RANS) RANS consists in modelling the
entire field of turbulence to access only to the statistical mean flow properties. To
do so, the (Favre, 1969) averaging is applied to the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations and the effect of the turbulence on the mean flow is reduced in the
Reynolds stress tensor. By observing that the main effect of turbulence on the
mean field is the increase of the mixing and of the diffusion in the flow, (Boussinesq, 1877) proposed a turbulent viscosity closure to model the Reynolds stress
tensor. From this Boussinesq hypothesis, several methods are described in the
literature to close the turbulent viscosity (Pope, 2000). RANS has been used for
a long time for the prediction of the flow in complex systems of turbomachinery since the computational time and associated CPU effort are low compared to
others modelling approaches. However, RANS suffers from limitations for highly
unsteady flows and is very sensitive to the turbulence modelling as well as to the
mesh resolution (S. Lardeau, 2005). When addressing anisothermal flows, RANS
suffers from lack of accuracy to predict the mixing process between hot and coolant
streams (Dyson et al., 2012; Ravelli and Barigozzi, 2017; Dickhoff et al., 2018).
Large Eddy Simulations (LES) LES aims at resolving the most energetic
turbulent structures on mesh while the smaller turbulent structures supposed to
be more universal, i.e, independent of the geometry, are modelled (Sagaut, 2000).
Theoretically, this is obtained by applying a low pass filter (here noted •b) to the
governed equations with a filter size ∆f . The filtered equations can be found in
∆
Appendix A.2. Ideally, the grid size ∆x is recommended to satisfy ∆x = 2f to
ensure that the smallest resolved structures are correctly discretized by the mesh
and to avoid numerical issues (Lele, 1992). However in practise, ∆f ≈ ∆x to
limit the computational cost. In that case, it is important that numerical schemes
have good spectral properties to preserve the smallest resolved structures. Taking
advantage of the energy distribution of the turbulent structures, the majority of
turbulent energy will be resolved on the mesh. The effect of unresolved turbu00 00
[
lence on resolved fields is represented by the filtered residual stress tensor u
i uj ,
00
where ui is the residual velocity with respect to resolved field. To close this term,
a common approach is to use the Boussinesq approximation (Boussinesq, 1877)
which introduces an eddy viscosity model through the use of a sub-grid scale turbulent viscosity νt . Note that this approach assumes that sub-grid turbulence has
a purely dissipative effect on the resolved field. Others more sophisticated models
11
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have been introduced (Bardina et al., 1983; Germano, 1992; Zang et al., 1993) but
will not be here detailed.
If compared to DNS, the mesh size is less constrained with LES thanks to the
filtering which gives access to simulation of higher Reynolds number. Contrary to
RANS, LES is less sensitive to the turbulence modelling if 80% of the turbulent
kinetic energy is resolved on mesh (Pope, 2000). For these reasons, LES is well
appropriated for the flow prediction in turbomachinery (Tucker, 2011a; Tyacke
and Tucker, 2014). With the increase of computer power and using High Performance Computing (HPC) facilities, LES can predict high Reynolds number flows
in complex geometries (Gourdain et al., 2009b; Gicquel et al., 2012). As a result,
this specific approach is the CFD method retained in this work.
In the context of turbine blade cooling, the flow in the cooling system is
bounded by walls and the mixing process between the hot and coolant flows occurs
in the near wall flow region of the blade. However, turbulence in the near wall
flow region is known to strongly impact the mixing process and wall fluxes, i.e,
wall shear tress and wall heat flux (Pope, 2000). The treatment of the turbulence
in the near wall region is then highly critical in LES and needs to be specifically
addressed. To deal with such a flow when dealing with LES, two approaches can
be adopted.
One first solution aims to directly resolve turbulent structures on the mesh
which corresponds to a Wall-Resolved LES (WRLES). In this case, the mesh design near the wall is strongly constrained to ensure that turbulent structures are
resolved on mesh. To evaluate the near wall mesh resolution with respect to
the flow physics, a non-dimensional mesh resolution is used and corresponds to a
Reynolds number based on a friction velocity uτ so that,
s

uτ =

τw
,
ρ

(5)

where τw is the wall shear stress. From this friction velocity, the non-dimensional
normal mesh resolution is given through the evaluation of ∆y + so that,
∆y + =

∆yuτ
,
ν

(6)

where ∆y is the mesh resolution normal to the wall and ν is the kinematic viscosity. Note that a similar definition can be used to define the non-dimensional
streamwise mesh resolution ∆x+ and non-dimensional span-wise mesh resolution
∆z + . To predict the correct wall shear stress, one off-wall point must be included
in the viscous sub-layer of the turbulent boundary layer, i.e, ∆y + < 5 (Tyacke
and Tucker, 2014). To resolve the anisotropic wall turbulent structures in this
region, the mesh resolution is also constrained in the span-wise direction ∆z + and
stream-wise direction ∆x+ so that 50 < ∆x+ < 130 and 10 < ∆z + < 30 (Tyacke
and Tucker, 2014). This approach is then costly for high Reynolds number flows
12

Figure 12 – Turbulent boundary layer velocity profile along wall normal distance
y and the resulting velocity gradient ∂u
with and without wall models.
∂y
and usually used for academic vanes on a limited-span-wise extent. Nevertheless,
if the first off-wall point is not located in the viscous sub-layer of the boundary
layer, the predicted wall shear stress is over-estimated as shown on Fig. 12.
To recover the wall shear stress in such cases, wall models have been introduced
resulting in a Wall-Modelled LES (WMLES). It is important to note that the
majority of wall models are only valid for attached flows. The main families of
wall models are here summarized:
• Analytical wall law or equilibrium model. In this approach, the wall shear
stress is deduced from an analytical law. The first analytical wall law was
proposed by (Von Karman, 1930) and is known as the logarithmic law of the
wall. For this wall law, a turbulent boundary layer developing on a flat plate
is considered and only the mean flow is treated. For an incompressible flow
with no streamwise pressure gradient in the boundary layer and an equilibrium between the viscous and Reynolds stresses, the wall shear stress can be
analytically deduced from the properties of the fluid and the distance of first
off-wall point in terms of ∆y + . Note that in this approach, the Reynolds
stress tensor is closed with a mixing length model. More sophisticated wall
laws have been introduced to take into account compressibility effects in the
boundary layer for high Mach number flows (Driest, 1951; Huang and Coleman, 1994) and streamwise pressure gradient term (Mcdonald, 1969; Huang
and Bradshaw, 1995). In terms of mesh design, since the viscous sub-layer is
modelled, the first off-wall point can be included in the inertial zone of the
turbulent boundary layer, i.e, ∆y + > 30. To resolve turbulent structures in
this region, the mesh resolution is also constrained in the span-wise direction ∆z + and the stream-wise direction ∆x+ so that 100 < ∆x+ < 600 and
100 < ∆z + < 300 (Tyacke and Tucker, 2014).
• Integral Wall Model LES (IWMLES) (Catchirayer et al., 2018). In this approach, the turbulent boundary layer equations are integrated from the wall
13
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to the first off-wall point. Then the velocity profile is approximated by a
polynomial function. The coefficient of the polynomial function is deduced
from the integral boundary layer properties to reconstruct the velocity profile. The wall shear stress can be deduced from the resulting velocity profile.
In this approach, pressure gradient and compressibility effects are then taken
into account in the integral equations. However, it also requires numerical
methodologies to solve the integrated equations which increases the CPU
cost of the near wall region treatment.
• ODE / PDE based models. In this approach, the mean turbulent boundary
layer equations (TBLE) (Schlichting and Gersten, 2000) are resolved in a
wall-modelled layer defined from the wall to a normal distance located in
the LES mesh (Bodart and Larsson, 2011). If neglecting streamwise terms
in the mean TBLE, fields only depends on the normal direction and the
mean TBLE can be then reduced to a set of Ordinary Differential Equations
(ODE). Taking a model to close the Reynolds stress tensor, the set of ODEs
can be numerically solved on an 3D implicit grid defined in the wall-modelled
layer. In terms of boundary conditions for the TBLE, no-slip condition is
taken at wall and informations from the LES mesh is imposed at the top of
the wall-modelled layer. This implies a weak interaction between the wallmodelled and the external layer of the boundary layer. From this numerical
resolution, the velocity profile is obtained and so the wall shear stress can be
deduced. If taking into account streamwise terms, the TBLE corresponds to
a set of Partial Differential Equations (PDE) which should also be numerical
solved to obtain the wall shear stress (Bodart and Larsson, 2011). Note
that this approach is only limited to attached flows since boundary layer
hypothesis should be satisfied. As a result, difficulties are encountered for
the definition of the wall-modelled layer for cases featuring separations.
• Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) (Spalart et al., 1997). With this method,
RANS is performed in the near wall region where the flow is attached. Otherwise, LES is used far from the wall or in the wall region where the flow
is detached. Contrary to the ODE / PDE model approaches, the interface
between RANS and LES is not explicitly defined on mesh and is determined
by the turbulent model adopted for the numerical resolution. The exchange
of informations between the two zones requires a special treatment which
increases the CPU effort of such methodologies. Note that zonal DES’s have
been introduced where the interface LES/RANS is explicitly defined on mesh
by the user (Spalart, 2009).
In the present work, both approaches will be used:
• WRLES for academic vanes configurations to give access to the near wall
flow region.
• WMLES for industry-oriented applications to limit the CPU effort inherent
in the resolution of the near wall physics. For simplicity, the analytical
logarithm law of the wall will be adopted.
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Scientific objectives of the thesis
To overcome the industrial challenges discussed above, the main objective of this PhD work is to evaluate and investigate the loss generation
locations and mechanisms in the context of turbine blade cooling for
industrial purposes with LES. To evaluate the losses in such complex systems,
1D analytical loss models are generally used. These loss models assumes that the
flow is stationary, uniform for each axial section of the engine (fully mixed) with
constant heat capacity ratio. However, the hypotheses used to derive 1D loss models are not verified for turbine blade cooling where the flow is 3D, unsteady and
anisothermal with variable heat capacity ratio. To overcome the limitations inherent in 1D loss models and to evaluate losses in the context of turbine blade cooling,
a loss modelling is proposed and high-fidelity methodologies are introduced in this
PhD work. The first methodology is to evaluate the losses generated between two
stations of the flow through balances of total variables, i.e, total pressure Pt and
total temperature Tt (Denton, 1993). To reduce the LES data to a 1D steady
evolution, an averaging procedure is introduced in the present work. The second
methodology is to study loss maps through the use of Second Law Analysis (SLA)
(Bejan, 1982). In this approach, loss maps are constructed from the local entropy
source terms. The main advantage of this approach is that losses can be locally
investigated through the study of loss maps and does not require any averaging
procedures contrary to 1D loss models. With this approach, the loss generation
locations and mechanisms issued by the flow aerodynamics and by the mixing process taking place between hot and coolant flows will be investigated. A particular
attention will be paid to the losses generated in the near wall flow region (i.e,
boundary layer regions).
To investigate the loss generation mechanism, an accurate prediction of the flow
with LES is nevertheless required. When addressed LES to turbomachinery, this
approach has proved its capacity to predict the flow aerodynamics for academic
configurations (Collado, 2012; Papadogiannis, 2015; Koupper, 2015; Segui Troth,
2017; Pichler et al., 2017; Harnieh et al., 2018). However, when extended to
aerothermal configurations, only isolated cooling systems have been simulated
(Duchaine et al., 2009b; Fransen, 2013; Simiriotis, 2016; Aillaud, 2017; Grosnickel,
2019). Very few LES studies representing full span-wise extent of 3D cooled turbine vanes have been reported in the literature (Ling and Guoliang, 2011; Ravelli
and Barigozzi, 2017). As a result of the previous discussion, the second
objective of this thesis is to validate the capacity of LES to predict the
flow aerodynamics, the blade load distribution and the blade wall temperature in the context of turbine blade cooling. For the flow prediction,
the LES solver AVBP co-developed at CERFACS (Toulouse, France) and at IFPEN (Rueil-Malmaison, France) is chosen. A brief presentation of AVBP can be
found in Appendix A.3.
To achieve the different scientific objectives cited above, LES of academic highpressure vanes and blades of increasing complexity are performed. The configura15
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Figure 13 – Configurations studied in the thesis.

tions studied in this present work are presented on Fig. 13. The first configuration
is the academic uncooled highly-loaded cascade blade T120 experimentally studied in the European Aerothermal Investigations on Turbine Endwalls and Blades
(AITEB) project. The second configuration is the academic film-cooled blade
T120D which is based on the T120 design and experimentally studied in the same
project. For these two academic configurations, the capacity of LES to predict
the blade load distribution and the adiabatic wall temperature will be validated
through the comparison with experimental results. Then, the loss generation mechanisms issued by the flow aerodynamics and mixing process between the hot and
coolant flows will be investigated. To do so, WRLES will be performed to obtain
accurate predictions of the near wall flow physics. The third configuration studied
in this work is the industry-oriented configuration corresponding to the 3D filmcooled high-pressure vanes of the European Full Aerothermal Combustor Turbine
interactiOns Research (FACTOR) project. The capacity of LES to predict the
blade load distribution, the adiabatic wall temperatures as well as the losses for
such a complex configuration will be evaluated. Due to the configuration complexity, a global approach of losses is adopted. To do so, a WMLES will be performed
to avoid the overall cost imposed by the near wall flow resolution for an industrial
context. However, such a simulation still requires lot of CPU efforts to resolve the
flow in the cooling system of the vanes. To alleviate this CPU issue, the coolant
can be directly ejected on the vane surfaces without meshing the cooling system
through the use of a coolant ejection model. To ease the use of LES in an industrial context, a new coolant ejection model is introduced in this PhD work. The
capacity of the coolant ejection model to reproduce the adiabatic wall temperature
and losses is finally assessed on the high-pressure vanes of the FACTOR project.
For all configurations, the losses are investigated through the use of the different
methodologies introduced in this work. More specifically, the capacity of SLA to
evaluate the losses in strongly anisothermal flows is discussed.
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Organization of the manuscript
Based on the described objectives, the manuscript is organized as follows:
Part I In Chapter 1, an overview of the flow aerodynamics observed in film
cooled high-pressure turbine flows is provided to evidence the region of interests for
the prediction of the blade wall temperature and losses. Following this discussion
and to accurately predict such a flow, mesh and numerical property requirements
are discussed. In Chapter 2, the loss modelling is addressed and the methodologies
to evaluate the losses with LES are introduced.
Part II In this part, the academic T120 and T120D cascade blades are addressed. In Chapter 3, the WRLES of the uncooled T120 cascade blade is addressed. In Chapter 4, the WRLES of the cooled T120D cascade blade is presented.
Part III In this part, the industry-oriented configuration of the NGVs of the
FACTOR project is addressed. In Chapter 5, the WMLES of the NGVs of FACTOR is presented. In Chapter 6, the coolant ejection model is introduced and
assessed on the NGVs of FACTOR.
Note finally that a part of this work has been published in international conferences and journals:
• M. Harnieh, L. Gicquel, and F. Duchaine. Sensitivity of large eddy simulations to inflow condition and modeling if applied to a transonic high-pressure
cascade vane. In Proceedings of the ASME Turbo Expo 2017: Turbine Technical Conference and Exposition, GT2017-64686, Charlotte, USA, 2017.
• M. Harnieh, L. Gicquel, and F. Duchaine. Large eddy simulations of a
highly loaded transonic blade with separated flow. In Turbomachinery Technical Conference and Exposition 2018, GT2018-75730, Oslo, Norway, 2018.
• Harnieh, M., Thomas, M., Bizzari, R., Gicquel, L. Y. M. and Duchaine,
F. (2018) Assessment of a coolant injection model on cooled high-pressure
vanes in Large Eddy Simulation, 12th International Symposium on Engineering Turbulence Modelling and Measurements (ETMM12). Montpellier,
France, 9 2018, ERCOFTAC.
• Harnieh, M., Thomas, M., Bizzari, R., Gicquel, L. Y. M. and Duchaine,
F. Assessment of a coolant injection model on cooled high-pressure vanes with
Large Eddy Simulation. Flow Turbulence and Combustion (2019).
• N. Odier; A. Thacker; M. Harnieh; G. Staffelbach; L. Gicquel; F. Duchaine;
N. G. Rosa, PhD; J. Mueller. A mesh adaptation strategy for complex wallmodeled turbomachinery LES, Computers and Fluids, 2019.
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• M. Harnieh, N. Odier, J. Dombard, F. Duchaine and L. Gicquel. Loss
predictions in the high-pressure film-cooled turbine blade cascade T120D by
mean of Wall-resolved Large Eddy Simulation. In Turbomachinery Technical
Conference and Exposition 2020, GT2020-14231, London, England, 2020.
• M. Harnieh, N. Odier, J. Dombard, F. Duchaine and L. Gicquel. Loss predictions in the high-pressure film-cooled turbine vane of the FACTOR project
by mean of Wall-modeled Large Eddy Simulation. In Turbomachinery Technical Conference and Exposition 2020, GT2020-14232, London, England,
2020.
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Part I
Overview of high-pressure turbine
flows and loss modelling
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Outline of Part I
In this first part of the PhD work, the flow physics observed in film cooled highpressure turbines and loss modelling are addressed. In Chapter 1, an overview of
the flow physics of high-pressure turbines is presented to evidence the regions of
interest for the prediction of the blade wall temperature and losses. In Chapter 2,
a loss thermodynamic modelling is proposed and the different methodologies to
evaluate the losses in this work are introduced.
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Chapter 1
Overview of flow physics in film
cooled high-pressure turbines
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In this chapter, an overview of the physics of film cooled high-pressure turbines
is provided. The aim of this chapter is to identify the critical regions and parameters governing the flow aerodynamics, the blade wall temperature as well as the
losses. To do so, the flow aerodynamics around high-pressure turbine vanes is first
presented in Section 1.1. A specific focus of the near wall flow region is given
in Section 1.2. Next, a description of the flow dynamic observed in film cooling
systems is presented in Section 1.3. Afterwards, the effect of temperature heterogeneities coming from the combustor on the thermal environment of high-pressure
turbine vanes is addressed in Section 1.4. Finally, secondary structures observed
around 3D high-pressure vanes are presented in Section 1.5. From this overview
of the flow physics, mesh and numerical property requirements are discussed in
Section 1.6 to finely predict such a flow with LES.
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1.1

Flow aerodynamics of high-pressure turbines

To illustrate the flow aerodynamics observed around high-pressure vanes, instantaneous Mach number, numerical Schlieren and wall shear stress maps obtained
for the academic high-pressure vane LS89 issued from the work of (Collado, 2012;
Segui-Troth et al., 2017) are provided on Fig. 1.1. From the Mach number map,
Fig. 1.1 (a), the high-pressure vane is observed to deviate and to accelerate the
flow. The acceleration of the flow is induced by the local curvature of the vane
which generates a normal pressure gradient to the wall. Since the curvature of
the vane is different on its both sides, the acceleration is stronger on the suction
side (SS) than the pressure side (PS). The flow presents very localized features as
represented on Fig. 1.1 (b). Upstream the vanes, freestream turbulent structures
coming from the combustor are transported through the flow passage between the
vanes, zone 1. Downstream the vanes, a wake presenting a deficit of velocity is
observed in zone 2. The wake originates from the shear generated by the velocity
difference of the streams coming from both pressure and suction side of the vane
and depends on the shape of the vane trailing edge. The wake is generally observed
to be turbulent in turbine flows and contains large coherent structures which break
into smaller structures. The disturbances generated by the wake produce acoustic
waves which impact the other vanes as shown in zone 3. On the suction side of the
vane, the acceleration of the flow can lead to a supersonic region when the Mach
number overcomes 1. Downstream this supersonic region, shock waves interacting
with the wake are noticed, zone 4. Finally, a low velocity region is observed in the
near wall flow region, zone 5. This specific region is known to generate the majority of losses in turbine flows (Denton, 1993). A closer look of the flow structure in
this region is then given in the next section.

(b)
(a)

Figure 1.1 – Instantaneous Mach number M a [-] (a), numerical Schliren k∇ρk
[m−1 ]
ρ
and wall shear stress τw [P a] maps (b) for the high-pressure vane LS89. Adapted
from (Collado, 2012; Segui-Troth et al., 2017).
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1.2

Near wall flow region

The near wall flow region is characterized by a strong sheared flow due to the
velocity difference between the freestream flow and the no-slip wall condition. To
describe this specific region of the flow, (Prandtl, 1905) introduced the theory of
boundary layers. The main characteristics of boundary layers are presented on
Fig. 1.2. The boundary layer region is mainly dominated by viscous effects. The
boundary layer is characterized by its thickness δ which grows along a wall in the
streamwise direction. Normal profile of the streamwise velocity u(y) lies between
the freestream velocity U∞ and no-slip condition at wall u(y = 0) = 0. Wall
shear stress τw corresponds to the momentum diffusion due to viscous effects and
expresses as,
∂u
(1.1)
τw = µ ,
∂y
where µ is the dynamic viscosity. To model the evolution of the flow properties in
the boundary layer, the boundary layer equations can be derived from the NavierStokes (NS) equations following some hypothesis recalled here (Schlichting, 1955):
• The wall curvature radius Rc is small compared to the characteristic length
of the wall L so that RLc >> 1. In that case, the wall can be considered as a
flat plate.
• The thickness of the boundary layer δ is very small compared to the characteristic length of the wall L, so that Lδ << 1.
From these hypotheses a dimensional analysis of the NS equations can be realized
which leads to the following conclusions:
• Normal velocity v is negligible compared to tangential velocity u so that,
v << u.

Figure 1.2 – Scheme of a boundary layer. Characteristic length of the wall is represented by L, thickness of the boundary layer δ, streamwise velocity u, freestream
velocity U∞ and wall shear stress τw . Tangential and normal directions to the wall
are given by x and y.
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∂
∂
• Normal gradients dominate streamwise gradients, so that, ∂y
>> ∂x
. Stream∂P
wise pressure gradient ∂x is then considered independent with respect to normal direction to the wall in the boundary layer thickness and only depends
on freestream flow.

• Normal pressure gradient
τxy so that, ∂P
<< τxy .
∂y

∂P
∂y

is very small compared to normal shear stress

By introducing these assumptions in the NS equations, the boundary layer equations are obtained and can be retrieved in the majority of fluid mechanic books
(Schlichting, 1955; Chassaing, 2000; Greitzer., 2004). Boundary layers are observed
to be in two different states presenting different behaviour of the flow and correspond to laminar and turbulent state. The flow physics involved in both states is
hereafter described.

1.2.1

Laminar boundary layer

Laminar boundary layer is mainly driven by viscous effects. For a steady flow,
laminar boundary layer equations become a set of PDE which can be analytically
solved. For a 2D incompressible boundary layer developing on a flat plate with
no streamwise pressure gradient, (Blasius, 1908) derives analytical solutions using
self-similar variables known as Blasius profiles. Later, to deal with high Mach
number flows, compressible effects have been taken into account using the transformation of (Howarth, 1948). Finally, the effect of streamwise pressure gradient
can be taken into account by resolving the Falkner-Skan equations. To do so, the
freestream velocity is assumed to follow a power law with respect to the streamwise coordinate x so that, U∞ = Cxm where C is a constant and m a parameter
representing the streamwise pressure gradient. The analytical solutions obtained
from the resolution of the Falkner-Skan equations for different pressure gradient
parameter m are presented in Fig. 1.3. Naturally, if m = 0, the Blasius profile is
recovered. If m > 0, the pressure gradient is positive which accelerates the flow in
the boundary layer. Otherwise, if m < 0, the pressure gradient is adverse in the
boundary layer which decelerates the flow. This deceleration necessary implies an
inflexion point in the boundary layer profile. If the adverse pressure gradient is
sufficiently strong, the sign of the streamwise velocity in the profile can be locally
reversed. In that case, the boundary layer detaches off the wall which leads to
a creation of a recirculation bubble as represented on Fig.
 1.4. The separation
= 0. Downstream
point of the boundary layer is defined when τw = 0, i.e, ∂u
∂y y=0
the separation point, the boundary layer layer thickness strongly increases and
becomes not negligible compared to the characteristic length of the wall, which
breaks the boundary layer hypotheses. To reattach the boundary layer to the
wall, an acceleration of the flow is required to recover a positive wall shear stress.
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Figure 1.3 – Analytical solutions of Falkner-Skan equations for different pressure
gradient parameter m. Extracted from (Cebeci and Bradshaw, 1977).

Figure 1.4 – Effect of the adverse pressure gradient on the boundary layer.

1.2.2

Turbulent boundary layer

Turbulent boundary layer is mainly characterized by the generation of turbulent
fluctuations. Turbulent fluctuations are associated to turbulent structures present
in the boundary layer which are highly stretched in the streamwise direction.
These turbulent structures are composed of 3D vortices looking like hairpins and
elongated streaks near the wall as shown on Fig. 1.5. Turbulent fluctuations are

(b)

(a)

Figure 1.5 – View of streaks near the wall (a) and hairpin vortices (b).
.
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Figure 1.6 – Comparison between a laminar and a turbulent velocity profile. Extracted from (Greitzer., 2004).

known to increase the shear stress in the boundary layer. This results in a higher
wall shear stress and a sharper mean velocity profile compared to a laminar one as
represented on Fig. 1.6. The mean velocity profile of a turbulent boundary layer
can be split in different regions as shown on Fig. 1.7. In the inner region, the flow
is mainly dominated by both viscous effects and Reynolds stresses while in the
outer region, Reynolds stresses dominate the flow. The delimitation between the
inner and outer region depends on the Reynolds number of freestream flow and
generally lies around y/δ ≈ 0.1 − 0.2. In the inner region, different sub-layers are

Figure 1.7 – Normalized mean velocity u+ = uuτ [-] profile against the nodimensional wall unit distance y + [-] for a turbulent boundary layer with no pressure gradient. Extracted from (Cebeci and Bradshaw, 1977).
.
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defined according to the normalized wall unit y + defined as,
y+ =

yuτ
,
ν

(1.2)

where y is the wall normal distance, uτ the friction velocity defined by Eq. (5)
and ν the kinematic viscosity. In the linear sub-layer, i.e for y + < 5, only viscous
effects dominate the flow which necessary implies a linear relation of the velocity
profile with respect to y + . When increasing y + and approaching the freestream
flow, Reynolds stresses become predominant with respect to viscous stresses. Indeed, in the log-law region, i.e for y + > 50, the stresses weakly depend on the
laminar viscosity. If taking a mixing length model to close Reynolds stresses, the
velocity profile in this region follows a logarithm law. Finally, in the buffer zone,
i.e for 5 < y + < 50, the flow involves both viscous and inertial stresses.
Turbulent boundary layer originates from laminar boundary layer which has
suffered from a turbulent transition. The transition process from laminar to turbulent state of boundary layers is hereafter described.

1.2.3

Turbulent transition of the boundary layer

The turbulent transition process of a boundary layer is mainly characterized by
a loss of coherency of the flow. To illustrate this process, a view of a turbulent
boundary layer transition on a blade is provided in Fig. 1.8. During the transition
process, unsteadiness appear and develop in the boundary layer. This region is
associated to a strong increase of turbulence generation. Downstream the transition region, turbulence generation decays in a non-equilibrium region whose the
position can vary in time. Finally, a fully turbulent boundary layer is obtained
where turbulence generation is stabilized. Different modes of transition are found
in the literature (summarized in (Mayle, 1991)) and are hereafter described:

Figure 1.8 – Example of the transition of the boundary layer at the suction side
of a compressor blade. Taken from (Wheeler et al., 2017).
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Natural transition This mode of transition was found and investigated by (Emmons, 1951; Schlichting and Gersten, 2000) and is widely admitted in the literature. The different steps of the natural transition are summarized on Fig. 1.9. In
absence of freestream turbulence or entropy waves impacting the boundary layer,
the natural transition process occurs when the Reynolds number of the boundary is sufficiently large. For a boundary layer, the Reynolds
number
is based on

Rδ 
u(y) u(y)
the momemtum thickness of the boundary layer θ = 0 1 − U∞ U∞ dy so that
θ
Reθ = U∞
. Above a critical value of Reθ , non-linear processes become predomiν
nant in the flow and disturbances received by the boundary layer (such as acoustics
waves) grow and develop in the boundary layer. These disturbances generate 2D
instability waves in the boundary layer, called Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) waves.
Then, the TS waves grow and break into 3D stochastic structures involving abrupt
variations of the velocity fields (spikes). Afterwards, stochastic structures continue
to grow merging localized turbulent spots near the wall. Turbulent spots spatially
extends, overlaps each other and finally lead to a fully turbulent flow.

Figure 1.9 – Sketch of the natural transition of a boundary layer. Extracted from
(Emmons, 1951).

By-pass transition In this case, the development and breakdown of 2D instabilities is by-passed so that turbulent spots are directly obtained in the boundary
layer. Turbulent spots are generated from external disturbances of the boundary
layer such as freestream turbulence or turbulent wake. External disturbances penetrate the boundary layer and form elongated streaks which are highly stretched
in the streamwise direction. Then, streaks destabilize the flow and generate turbulent spots due non-linear processes. Note that the transition process generally occurs upstream the position where natural transition would have happened
without the presence of external disturbances. Indeed, freestream turbulence is
observed to decrease the critical value of Reθ for a flat plate with no pressure
gradient as shown on Fig. 1.10. It is important to notice that for a freestream
turbulent intensity above 3-4%, the beginning of the transition become insensitive
to the value of freestream turbulent intensity. This corresponds to a minimum
value of Reynold number around Reθ ≈ 300. For typical medium-sized gas tur30
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Figure 1.10 – Start and end of a turbulent transition with respect to Reynolds
number Reθ and freestream turbulence intensity T U from different experiments.
Reθ,start , start of the transition and Reθ,end end of the transition. Extracted from
(Abu-Ghannam and Shaw, 1980).
.
bine engines, Reθ ≈ 100 − 1000 are generally observed with a freestream turbulent
intensity around 5 - 10% (Mayle, 1991). As a consequence, the transition process
is expected to be mainly of by-pass type for turbine flows in industrial engines.
Separated flow transition The separated flow transition occurs when a region
of adverse pressure gradient is present in the vane boundary layer. As previously
explained, the adverse pressure gradient can generate a recirculation bubble. The
flow physics involved in a steady recirculation bubble has been investigated in the
literature (Lee et al., 2014; Uzun and Malik, 2017; Cadieux et al., 2014) and is presented on Fig. 1.11. Downstream the separation point, the first part of the bubble

Figure 1.11 – Flow dynamic of a recirculation bubble from (Lee et al., 2014).
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is laminar. At the edge of the bubble, a strong shear is created from the difference
of velocity between the reversed flow within the bubble and freestream flow. If the
bubble length and Reynolds number are sufficiently large, disturbances created
at the edge at the bubble destabilize the flow due to non-linear processes. Then,
disturbances grow and become 3D stochastic structures which initiate a turbulent
transition process. Unsteady fluctuations generated from this process increase the
wall shear stress which reattaches the boundary layer to the wall. Downstream
the reattachment point, a fully turbulent flow is thus obtained. It is important to
note that this transition process is observed to be highly sensitive to freestream
turbulence (Burgmann and Schroder, 2008; Zilli et al., 2017) which tends to reduce
the bubble size.
The last point shows that an adverse pressure gradient in the boundary layer
can induce a transition process. Otherwise, a favourable pressure gradient is also
observed to impact the transition process. The effect of the pressure gradient on
the transition mechanism is hereafter addressed.
Effect of streamwise pressure gradient To evaluate the effect of streamwise
pressure gradient on the transition process, the acceleration parameter K is used
and is defined so that:
ν dU∞
.
(1.3)
K=
U∞ dx
The combined effects of K with freestream turbulent intensity on the turbulent
transition process was investigated in (Mayle, 1991) and is shown on Fig. 1.12.
Naturally, separated flow occurs for negative acceleration parameters which corresponds to an adverse pressure gradient. When increase freestream turbulence

Figure 1.12 – Effect of the acceleration parameter and freestream turbulence on the
turbulent transition process of a boundary layer. Extracted from (Mayle, 1991).
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intensity, natural and by-pass transitions are encouraged because freestream turbulence is observed to reduce and even vanish the bubble (Burgmann and Schroder,
2008; Zilli et al., 2017). When K is strictly positive, only the by-pass transition
process is possible. Indeed, the acceleration of the flow in the boundary layer
stretches and damps the TS waves which makes impossible the natural transition.
Note that for the specific value of K > 3.10−6 , a reverse transition (from a turbulent to a laminar state) was observed in experiments (Mayle, 1991). Indeed
for such values of K, the acceleration of the flow strongly stretches and fully dissipates the turbulent structures which relaminarizes the flow in the boundary layer.
Independently of the mode of transition, the transition to turbulence is observed to increase the loss generation (Denton, 1993; Wheeler et al., 2017). To
evaluate the losses associated to boundary layer regions, an accurate evaluation of
the position of the boundary layer turbulent transition is then required.

1.3

Flow structure of film cooling systems

In this section, a brief description of the flow structure observed in film cooling
systems is presented. First off all, an illustration of a film cooling system is provided on Fig. 1.13. Hot stream is defined by freestream density ρ∞ , velocity U∞
and temperature T∞ . Cold stream is defined by coolant density ρc , velocity Uc and
temperature Tc . To characterize the coolant film through the pipes with respect
to freestream flow, density ratio DR, blowing ratio M and impulse ratio J are
defined so that,
ρc
,
(1.4)
DR =
ρ∞
M=

ρc Uc
,
ρ∞ U∞

(1.5)

J=

ρc Uc2
,
2
ρ∞ U∞

(1.6)

Figure 1.13 – Illustration of a coolant film system. Adapted from (Han and Rallabandi, 2010).
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Figure 1.14 – Typical hole design. Extracted from (Saumweber and Schulz, 2012).
where the subscript c refers to cooling flow properties at the exit section of the
cooling hole and ∞ to local freestream conditions. M represents the ratio between
coolant and freestream mass fluxes and J the ratio of kinetic energy. Note that
M2
J can be retrieved from DR and M by J = DR
. In the context of turbine blade
cooling, typical values of M and J lie around 0.5 - 2 (Han and Ekkad, 2001).
To eject the coolant, holes should be drilled on the vane surface. The shape
of holes is shown to strongly impact the cooling system performance (Goldstein
et al., 1974). The main hole shapes which can be found in the literature are
presented in Fig. 1.14. The most common shape found in the industry is the
cylinder hole because this is the simplest and cheapest hole shape to manufacture.
The exit ejection surface is generally elliptical. However, this specific shape induces
a jet detachment off the wall when the flow is ejected, leaving a part of the wall
without cooling (Goldstein et al., 1974). To help the jet to remain attached to
the wall, fan shaped-holes have been designed. Shaped-holes are characterized by
an expansion of the flow passage section to reduce the momentum flux as well
as the jet penetration. With this specific feature, fan shaped-holes are observed
to improve the performance of cooling systems compared to classical cylindrical
holes (Gritsch et al., 1998). However, the manufacturing cost of shaped-holes is
increased compared to cylindrical holes. As a result, cylindrical holes are still
mainly used in the industry. To illustrate the typical flow structure observed in
cylindrical holes, contours of mean velocity magnitude for a cylindrical hole are
plotted on Fig. 1.15. The flow velocity map is very heterogeneous in the coolant
pipe. A recirculation bubble is observed to originate at the inlet of the coolant
hole and extends in the pipe. This low momentum region acts as a blockage effect
which accelerates the flow out of the bubble. This specific flow structure results in a
strong sheared-flow at the exit plane of the hole. Indeed, the velocity map presents
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Figure 1.15 – Contours of mean velocity magnitude normalized by freestream velocity v/U∞ [-] for a cylindrical hole. Extracted from (Peet, 2006).
a high velocity region (red) located near the center of the section and low velocity
regions associated to recirculation regions (blue). In the sheared flow regions,
high levels of turbulent fluctuations are observed (Peet, 2006). Downstream the
coolant hole, the coolant flow is ejected on the blade surface and interacts with the
flow from the combustion chamber corresponding to a jet in cross-flow. The flow
structure of jets in cross-flow is quite complex and was experimentally studied in
(Fric and Roshko, 1994; New et al., 2003). To illustrate the flow structure of jets
in cross-flow, the sketches of the flow structure issued from the experiment of (Fric
and Roshko, 1994) are presented in Fig. 1.16. First of all, the jet is observed to be
detached off the wall. The jet detachment and penetration is observed to be linked
to the blowing ratio M (Goldstein et al., 1974). Several vortices are observed inside
and around the jet, Fig. 1.16 (a). First, horse-shoe vortices are observed around

(a)
(b)

Figure 1.16 – Flow structure of a cross-flow jet from (Fric and Roshko, 1994). 3D
views (a) and view of a cut plane through the center line of the jet (b).
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Figure 1.17 – Contours of turbulence intensity T U [-] of a jet in cross-flow. Extracted from (McGovern and Leylek, 2000).
the jet and originate from the 3D separation of the inflow boundary layer. Indeed,
the jet acts as an obstacle which induces a strong potential effect and adverse
pressure gradient on the inflow. Then, a counter-rotating vortex pair (CRVP) is
observed to be generated from the base of the jet and to propagate along the jet
direction. These vortices are generated from the shear between the coolant flow
and the inflow. This interaction also generates shear layer vortices (leading edge
and lee-side vortices) as observed on Fig. 1.16 (b). Finally, normal vortices to the
wall are noticed between the jet and the wall. Such a flow structure is observed to
be associated with strong turbulent fluctuations as shown on Fig. 1.17. Turbulent
fluctuations are mainly generated in the interaction region between the inflow
and coolant flow. Turbulent fluctuations are known to strongly affect the mixing
process between hot and cold streams and thus the cooling performance of the
film. To characterize the efficiency of a film cooling system, the adiabatic film
effectiveness η is defined so that,
η=

Taw − T∞
Tc − T∞

(1.7)

where Taw is the adiabatic wall temperature. To illustrate typical spatial distribution of η downstream a coolant jet, contours of adiabatic film effectiveness η
issued from (McGovern and Leylek, 2000) are presented on Fig. 1.18. Near the
hole position, η is observed not to be equal to 1 because the jet is detached from the

Figure 1.18 – Contours of adiabatic film effectiveness η [-] on a wall downstream
a coolant jet. Extracted from (McGovern and Leylek, 2000).
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wall. Downstream, the jet reattaches to the wall and η decreases due to the mixing
process between the hot and cold streams. This mixing process is enhanced by the
generation of turbulent fluctuations in jets. This mixing process is also shown to
be enforced with the presence of freestream turbulence (Bons et al., 1996; Ekkad
et al., 1997).
The previous discussion shows that adiabatic film effectiveness and blade wall
temperature depend on the coolant operating point, turbulence generated in the
jet as well as freestream turbulence. As a consequence to predict the blade wall
temperature and losses from the mixing process, an accurate evaluation of the
coolant flow aerodynamics and associated turbulent fluctuations is required.

1.4

Heterogeneities of the inflow from the combustor

In real engines, the flow issued from the combustion chamber is highly non-uniform.
A typical temperature map at the turbine entry is presented on Fig. 1.19. High
temperature levels are concentrated in hot spots located at the center of the plane.
Hot spots are created in the combustion chamber from the injectors. The migration of hot spots through high-pressure vanes has been widely investigated in the
FACTOR project (Bacci et al., 2015; Koupper, 2015; Thomas et al., 2017). To
illustrate the impact of the hot spot propagation on the thermal environment of
high-pressure vanes, a radial cut of total temperature located at mid-height of the
FACTOR NGVs is provided on Fig. 1.20. The hot spot is observed to impact the
NGV. Downstream, the hot spot is stretched by the flow acceleration in the flow
passage between the vanes. The position of the hot spot with respect to NGVs
is shown to impact the blade wall temperature (Koupper, 2015). The inflow can
also exhibit large scale structures coming from the combustor. These large scale
structures are observed to impact the mixing process with the coolant (Thomas
et al., 2018) and thus the blade wall temperature.

Figure 1.19 – Typical temperature map normalized by the temperature spatial
averaged T /Tmean [-] at turbine entry.
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Figure 1.20 – Total temperature normalized by the inlet spatial averaged temperature Tt /Tt,inlet [-] map at mid-height of the NGVs of the FACTOR project.

1.5

Secondary flows

When dealing with 3D turbine vanes, 3D vortices are experimentally observed near
the end-walls, i.e, near the hub and shroud. A schematic view of the secondary
flows for a 3D turbine vane is provided in Fig. 1.21. These 3D structures, called
secondary flows, originate from the separation of the inflow boundary layer. Indeed, the leading edge of the vane generates an adverse pressure gradient on the
inflow boundary layer. This adverse pressure gradient produces a 3D separation
of the inflow boundary layer and generates horse-shoe vortices which propagates
through the flow passage between the turbine vanes. The vortex located on the
pressure side of the vane migrates to the suction side of the other vane due to the
blade to blade pressure gradient and is thus called passage vortex. When reaching the suction side of a vane, the passage vortex merges with the suction side

Figure 1.21 – Sketch of secondary structures observed in turbine flows. Extracted
from (Attia et al., 2013).
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horse-shoe vortex. These secondary flows are shown to highly generate losses in
turbine flows (Harrison, 1990; Denton, 1993; Zlatinov, 2011). Indeed, kinetic energy contained in secondary flows is dissipated through viscous effects and then
corresponds to a loss of energy for the system.
To sum up this section, the flow observed in high-pressure vanes is complex and
presents very localized structures characterized by strong velocity and temperature
gradients. An accurate prediction of all these regions presented above is needed
to study the losses associated to the flow aerodynamics and mixing process. To
predict such a flow with LES, mesh and numerical property requirements are
discussed in the next section.

1.6

Mesh and numerical property requirements

To obtain an accurate prediction of the blade wall temperature and losses, the
flow dynamic in the regions presented above needs to be properly captured. To
do so, a fine mesh resolution is required in high dynamic regions as in turbulent
wake, coolant jets, mixing regions between hot and coolant streams as well as in
near wall flow regions (Tucker, 2011a). A fine mesh resolution is also needed in the
freestream region of the flow from the inlet to the flow passage between the vanes to
properly transport the heterogeneities imposed at the inlet of the computational
domain (Koupper, 2015). To ensure a proper transport of the resolved finest
structures in these regions, a low-dispersion and dissipation numerical scheme is
nevertheless required. Such numerical properties are complied with the use of
Taylor-Galerkin (TG) schemes (Colin and Rudgyard, 2000; Donea and Huerta,
2003). Indeed, TG schemes are shown to be well adapted for LES in the context
turbomachinery in the PhD of (Lamarque, 2007). Finally, the effect of sub-grid
scale (SGS) turbulent fluctuations on the resolved field is represented through the
use of eddy viscosity models introducing a turbulent viscosity νt . The choice of
the SGS model will be hereafter discussed for each computation realized in this
work.
In the next chapter, the loss modelling is addressed to link the flow physics
described here with the loss generation mechanism.
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2.5

The aim of this chapter is to introduce a new context of work to identify the loss
location and mechanisms for turbine flows. In this new context of work, different
methodologies are proposed for the loss evaluation of cooled turbine blades and
vanes. To do so, a loss thermodynamic modelling is first proposed in Section 2.1.
From this thermodynamic analysis, a review of the 1D loss models used in the
literature is presented in Section 2.2. To overcome the limitations inherent in
these 1D loss models, two high-fidelity methodologies are introduced to extent the
loss evaluation to 3D anisothermal flows. The first methodology is based on the
use of balance of total variables between two stations of the flow and is presented
in Section 2.3. The second methodology relying on the use of the Second Law
Analysis with LES is presented in Section 2.4. The capacity of both methodologies
to identity the losses in this PhD work is discussed.
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2.1

Thermodynamic representation of losses

A rigorous definition of losses is quite complex to give. The definition of losses
depends on the objective of the studied system. For instance, the objective of a
helicopter engine is to supply a work on a powered shaft thanks to a turbine. In
this specific case, the losses can be considered as work which is not recovered by
the turbine, in other words, a work lost for the powered shaft. To evaluate this
work lost, a thermodynamic modelling of the system is required. To do so, basic
thermodynamic laws are applied to the turbine part of the engine, i.e, between
stations 4 and 5 of the engine (Fig. 4). It is important to note that such a thermodynamic analysis assumes that the flow evolution is steady and purely 1D, i.e,
the flow is considered uniform for each axial section of the engine (fully mixed).
To link a 1D steady flow evolution and 3D unsteady data obtained with LES, a
specific procedure will be proposed later in this chapter.
Prior to applying thermodynamic principles, the system considered here must
be accurately defined. The system studied here is the turbine part of the engine.
It is assumed to be bounded by the inlet plane of the turbine, here noted in,
the exit plane of the engine, here noted ex and turbine walls including blade and
vane walls as well as shroud and hub. To simplify the analysis, the framework is
first limited to uncooled turbines. The extension to cooled turbines will be later
addressed in the work. The thermodynamic representation of such a system is
shown on Fig. 2.1. The control volume delimiting the system is represented by
the red box. The turbine extracts a work from the fluid Wshaf t arbitrary defined
positive. The heat flux Q passing through the turbine walls is supposed to be
fully evacuated in an environment at temperature T0 . Note that by convention,
Q is here defined positive when it goes from the system to the environment. The
environment is here complex to define. Indeed, in a real turbo-shaft engine, the

Figure 2.1 – Thermodynamic representation of the turbine. The system is delimited by the axial planes in, ex and by the turbine walls (blade walls, shroud/hub
walls...). Sensible total enthalpy ht at inlet and outlet. The heat flux Q passing through the turbine walls is supposed to be evacuated in an environment at
temperature T0 . The work extracted from the fluid is noted Wshaf t .
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turbine is surrounded by the engine components such as secondary systems or
the by-pass stream of the engine. To take into account the engine environment,
more complex thermodynamic analysis should be performed and can be found in
(Bejan, 1982; Horlock, 2013). For simplicity, if assuming that the heat flux passing
through the turbine walls is fully evacuated in the atmosphere through the engine
components, the environment can be here considered as the atmosphere (Greitzer.,
2004). For such a system, the work shaft recovered by the turbine is given by a
1D steady balance of sensible total enthalpy ht between stations in and ex so that
(Greitzer., 2004; Dixon and Hall, 2010),
Wshaf t = ṁ (ht,in − ht,ex ) − Q,

(2.1)

where ṁ is the mass flow rate entering in the turbine. Equation (2.1) shows that
the work recovered by a turbine depends on the capacity of the system to extract
total enthalpy from the fluid while limiting the heat flux losses Q through the
walls. The heat flux Q can be expressed with respect to the sensible entropy s of
the fluid through the use of the second principle so that,
ṁ (sex − sin ) = −

Q
+ Ṡ,
T0

(2.2)

where Ṡ is the entropy generated within the flow due to irreversible processes between stations in and ex. According to the second principle, this term is necessary
strictly positive. If combining Eq. (2.1) with Eq. (2.2), the work recovered by the
turbine per mass flow unit is,
Wshaf t
T0 Ṡ
= (ht,in − ht,ex ) + T0 (sex − sin ) −
.
ṁ
ṁ

(2.3)

Equation (2.3) shows that the work depends on the variation of total sensible
enthalpy and sensible entropy between the inlet and outlet planes as well as irreversibilities generated in the system. Note that the last term of the RHS is
necessary negative according to the second principle. As a result, irreversibility
processes taking place in the flow can only degrade the work recovered by the
turbine. From this observation, (Denton, 1993) proposes to define the losses as
all irreversible phenomena taking place in the flow. Furthermore, if heat is lost
through the turbine walls, the second term of the RHS is also negative according
to Eq. (2.2) which means that heat loss also degrades the work. As a result, to
evaluate the performance of a turbine, the ideal reference is taken as the isentropic
transformation (adiabatic Q = 0 and reversible Ṡ = 0) through the use of the
isentropic efficiency of the turbine ηt :
ηt =

Wshaf t
,
Wshaf t,is

(2.4)

where Wshaf t,is is the work recovered by the turbine if the expansion is isentropic.
To express Wshaf t,is , the total inlet enthalpy ht,in and the mass flow rate entering
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Figure 2.2 – ht - s diagram of the expansion of the turbine between the inlet of the
turbine, station in and the exit of the turbine, station ex. Isentropic expansion is
represented by is .
in the turbine ṁ are assumed not to be impacted by the losses. In that case,
Wshaf t,is is given by,
Wshaf t,is
= (ht,in − ht,exis ) ,
(2.5)
ṁ
where ht,exis is the total enthalpy obtained at the outlet plane of the turbine
through an isentropic expansion. If the walls are assumed adiabatic, Wshaf t and
Wshaf t,is can be represented on the total enthalpy - entropy diagram ht - s plotted
on Fig. 2.2. The expansion of the flow in the turbine is supposed to lie between
two isobars (static pressure) Pin and Pex . Since the station ex is taken as the exit
plane of the engine, the final pressure of the expansion Pex can be taken as the
atmosphere pressure. This pressure is then considered not to be impacted by any
transformation taking place in the turbine. On this graph, two transformations
are represented: the real transformation defined between in and ex and an isentropic (ideal) transformation defined between in and exis . This diagram clearly
illustrates that any entropy positive variation decreases the work retrieved by the
turbine. The work lost can be then naturally defined as,
Wlost = Wshaf t,is − Wshaf t .

(2.6)

Note that Wlost is here defined positive when work is lost in the real transformation.
To express Wlost with respect to the flow properties, Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.5) are
re-injected in Eq. (2.6) while using integral form for more clarity giving,
Z ex
T0 Ṡ
Wlost Z ex
=
dht − T0
ds +
.
ṁ
ṁ
exis
in

(2.7)

The first term on the RHS represents the loss of total enthalpy along the path
ex - exis as shown on Fig. 2.2. The second and third term on the RHS depend
on entropy variation and creation between stations in and ex. To simplify the
expression of the first term of the RHS, total enthalpy variation can be split into
static enthalpy variation dh and kinetic energy variation dK:
Z ex
exis

dht =

Z ex

dh +

exis

Z ex
exis
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dK.

(2.8)
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The impact of losses on kinetic energy is generally assumed very small Rcompared
ex
to
static enthalpy variation (Denton, 1993) and can be neglected giving, ex
dht ≈
is
R ex
exis dh. The variation of static enthalpy can be expressed as system temperature
T and static pressure variation dP using the Gibbs equation,
Z ex
exis

dh =

Z ex

T ds +

Z ex

exis

exis

dP
.
ρ

(2.9)

Since the pressure along ex and exis is taken as constant, the last term of the RHS
cancels. If re-injecting Eq. (2.9) in Eq. (2.7) and after rearrangement the different
terms, the work lost can be expressed as,
Z ex
T0 Ṡ
Wlost Z ex
=
T ds − T0
ds +
.
ṁ
ṁ
exis
in

(2.10)

The second term of the RHS corresponding to the entropy variation between stations in and ex can be also
expressed
between stations ex and exis as clearly
R ex
R ex
illustrated on Fig. 2.2, i.e, in ds = exis ds. After rearrangement of the different
terms, the lost work per unit mass flow rate is given by the following relation:
Wlost
=
ṁ

T0 Ṡ
| ṁ
{z }

+

Z ex
exis

Losses generated within the flow

|

(T − T0 ) ds
{z

.

(2.11)

}

Potential work lost at the exhaust

At the end of the day, the work lost can be divided into two contributions. The first
term of the RHS represents the losses due to irreversibilities generated within the
flow. The second term represents the work lost due to the difference of temperature
between T and T0 along the path ex - exis . To understand the meaning of this
last term, it is represented on the diagram T - s in Fig. 2.3. If assuming that
T > T0 , it means that the flow at the turbine outlet still contains thermal energy
depending on the temperature difference T − T0 . If the final pressure at the

Figure 2.3 – T - s diagram of the flow expansion in the turbine between stations in
and ex. Isentropic expansion is represented by is . The work lost due to difference
of temperature between T and T0 is shown in red.
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turbine outlet Pex corresponds to the atmosphere pressure, this energy can not be
extracted through another expansion process. This thermal energy can only be
recovered using an hypothetical Carnot cycle located at the nozzle of the engine
as explained in (Greitzer., 2004; Horlock, 2013). However, such systems are quite
complex to implement at the exhaust of an engine due to geometry constraints
and costs. If assuming that the temperature along the path exis - ex lies around
the atmosphere temperature T0 , the last term of the RHS of Eq. (2.11) can be
neglected with respect to the first term in Eq. (2.11). As a consequence of the
previous hypothesis, the work lost is shown to be directly proportional to entropy
creation within the flow so that,
Wlost = T0 Ṡ.

(2.12)

It is worth to note that this last expression recovers the theorem of Gouy-Stodola
for adiabatic systems (Bejan, 2013; Pal, 2017). To comply with the loss modelling
presented in this section, the walls of the configurations studied in this PhD work
will be considered adiabatic.
When extended the analysis to cooled turbines, the coolant contribution is represented as an additional inlet of the system. From this hypothesis, the 1D steady
balance of total enthalpy through the turbine should include the contribution of
the coolant total enthalpy ht,c so that,
Wshaf t = Qm,exit (ht,in − ht,ex ) − Qm,cold (ht,in − ht,c ) ,

(2.13)

where Qm,hot is the mass flow rate coming from the combustor, Qm,cold the coolant
mass flow rate and Qm,exit the mass flow rate leaving the system which is determined from a steady mass balance so that, Qm,exit = Qm,hot + Qm,cold . If assuming
that the coolant contributions ht,c and Qm,exit are not impacted by the losses, the
expression for Wshaf t is the same between a real and an isentropic transformation.
As a result, the expression of the work lost for adiabatic cooled turbines remains
unchanged to coolant ejection. It can be surprising that the effect of the coolant
ejection around the turbine blades on the work recovered by the turbine is not
explicitly given in Eq. (2.12). Actually, this effect is ”hidden” in the entropy creation term Ṡ through the creation of entropy by mixing of hot and cold streams
(Denton, 1993).
Aside this thermodynamic analysis, the definition of work lost is shown to be
multiple in the literature as shown in (Struchtrup and Rosen, 2002). More sophisticated aerodynamics analysis can be performed using the concept of exergy
which will not be here detailed and can be found in (Miller, 2013; Fiore, 2019).
Nevertheless, for a system with adiabatic walls, all these thermodynamic analyses are shown to be equivalent and lead to the same expression for the work
lost, Eq. (2.12). It is important to note that the work lost expression includes
the temperature environment T0 generally taken as the atmosphere temperature.
However, T0 is not clearly defined in the literature, e.g, it may be the atmosphere
temperature or the exit turbine temperature depending on the thermodynamic
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representation. Nevertheless, in this work, the choice of T0 is not essential to investigate the loss location and mechanisms. Indeed, T0 is a constant inherent of
the thermodynamic modelling. To investigate the losses, the entropy production
Ṡ will be further addressed in this PhD work.
As a consequence of the previous discussion, any entropy creation in the flow
through both stator and rotor stages degrades the work recovered by the rotor
stages. According to (Denton, 1993), losses can be seen as smoke produced by each
stage of the turbine (stator and rotor) which can not be destroyed and propagates
to the exhaust of the engine. If walls are assumed adiabatic, entropy creation Ṡ can
be related to entropy variation ∆s according to the second law of thermodynamic.
Based on this thermodynamic analysis, the loss evaluation in the literature is
generally based on a steady 1D evolution of the flow to recover thermodynamic
modelling. The measure of losses in 1D flows is then addressed in the next section.

2.2

Losses in 1D flows

To evaluate the losses in 1D flows, entropy variation should be measured between
two stations of the flow. In experiments and simulations, entropy variation is measured from the evaluation of total temperature Tt and total pressure Pt between two
stations of the system. The definition of total variables is well known if γ = cst
and can be found in most of compressible fluid mechanic books as in (Shapiro,
1953). However, this assumption is not fully verified for turbine flows where large
temperature differences are expected between the static and total state. As a result, the variability of γ can affect the computation of total variables. This specific
point is addressed in Appendix B. For convenience, γ will be assumed constant for
the following derivations.
As previously stated, entropy variation can be expressed as variation of total
temperature Tt and pressure Pt assuming γ = cst between 2 stations of the flow i
and j through the following relation (Denton, 1993),
Tt,j
∆s = sj − si = Cp Ln
Tt,i

!

Pt,j
− rLn
Pt,i

!

(2.14)

,

where r is the perfect gas constant. This equation shows that entropy variation
is non-linear with respect to the variation of the total enthalpy Tt and
the total

Tt,j
pressure Pt between two stations. The sign of the first term Ln Tt,i depends on




is not known
heat fluxes and work extracted from the flow. The sign of Ln PPt,j
t,i
in the general case of compressible anisothermal flows. In this specific case of a
stationary adiabatic vane, the total temperature within the flow is conserved, i.e,
Tt,i = Tt,j (Greitzer., 2004). Injecting the Meyer relation, r = Cp γ−1
in Eq. (2.14),
γ
entropy variation is given by,
∆s
γ−1
Pt,j
=−
Ln
Cp
γ
Pt,i
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This last relation shows that entropy variation is directly related to total pressure
evolution for a stationary adiabatic vane. Assuming that variation of Pt between
station i and j is very low compared to Pt,j , a Taylor expansion can be used to
−Pt,in
simplify the logarithmic term so that, Ln PPt,ex
. Since entropy can
≈ Pt,exPt,ex
t,in
only increase in an adiabatic system, total pressure Pt necessary decreases for a
stationary adiabatic vane. A simple consequence of the previous discussion is that
losses can be evaluated through the measurement of total pressure between two
stations of the flow for adiabatic vanes. In the literature, entropy and total pressure
1D variations are generally given using loss coefficients. A brief description of the
loss coefficient is hereafter provided.

2.2.1

Loss coefficients

In the literature, many loss coefficients are defined and a complete review can be
found in (Brown, 1972). These loss coefficients are based on 1D evolution of entropy, total enthalpy or total pressure between two stations of the flow here noted
i and j.
The first loss coefficient used in the literature is the entropy loss coefficient ξS
defined such as,
T0 (sj − si )
,
(2.16)
ξS =
Kj
where Kj is the kinetic energy at station j. ξS represents the work lost with
respect to the kinetic energy at the exit of the turbine stage. For incompressible
flow, kinetic energy variation is small and the loss coefficient can be built only
from variation of static enthalpy so that,
ξh =

hj − hi
.
Kj

(2.17)

For a stationary adiabatic vane, the most used loss coefficient is based on the
variation of total pressure generally noted ξ,
ξ=

Pt,i − Pt,j
,
qj

(2.18)

where qj is the dynamic pressure measured at station j. Note that ξ is equivalent
to ξS for stationary adiabatic vanes since entropy variation links to total pressure
variation if total temperature Tt is conserved between two stations of the flow.
By choosing carefully balance planes in the system, the losses generated by
specific regions of the flow can be evaluated. For instance, to evaluate the losses
generated by a turbine stage, 1D balances are generally performed between the
inlet and outlet stations of the turbine stage. From such an analysis, 1D loss
models are built to evaluate the losses generated by each region of turbine flows
(wake, boundary layer, shock...). An overview of these 1D loss models is provided
in the next section.
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2.2.2

Review of 1D loss models

In the literature, losses generated by a stationary adiabatic vane are split into
different contributions: profile loss, shock loss and secondary loss (Howell, 1945;
Ainley et al., 1951). Profile loss is associated to shear flow regions for 2D vanes,
i.e, boundary layers developing on vanes and wakes downstream the trailing edge.
Secondary loss corresponds to the losses generated by the secondary flows and the
boundary layers developing on end-walls for 3D vanes. To evaluate the losses in
these regions from the flow properties, 1D loss models are used in the literature
assuming a steady 1D state of the flow. To build these loss models, entropy balance
is performed on simple configurations representative of each region of turbine flows
so that, boundary layers, wakes, shocks... A complete review of these loss models
can be found in (Denton, 1993). In the following, a brief description of 1D loss
models is provided.
Boundary layers Boundary layers are known to be responsible for total pressure
loss and drag in wall bounded flows. To build a loss model for this context, a
2D incompressible boundary layer developing on an adiabatic flat plate without
pressure gradient is first considered. Then, an entropy balance is performed in the
boundary layer thickness δ giving (Denton, 1993),
d Z δ(x)
ρu(s − sδ(x) )dy = S˙δ ,
dx 0

(2.19)

where ρ is the density, u is the streamwise velocity, S˙δ is the integrated entropy
creation per unit volume in the boundary layer thickness, x streamwise coordinate
and y wall normal coordinate. For boundary layers, the integrated entropy creation
in the boundary layer thickness S˙δ is shown to be (Greitzer., 2004)
Z U∞ (x)

S˙δ =

0

1
τxy du,
T

(2.20)

where τxy is the normal shear stress. Equation (2.19) shows that losses generated
in a boundary layer depend on the work of the viscous forces and the local temperature. To evaluate this loss with respect to freestream flow, a local dissipation
coefficient Cd can be introduced so that,
Cd =

T S˙δ
,
3
ρU∞

(2.21)

where U∞ is the freestream velocity. Cd represents the local loss production with
respect to flux of kinetic energy in the freestream flow. By performing a kinetic
energy balance in the boundary layer thickness, Cd is shown to be linked to the
energy displacement thickness θ∗ of the boundary layer defined as (Greitzer., 2004),
∗

θ =

Z δ
0

u2
1− 2
U∞
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Figure 2.4 – Dissipation coefficient evolution against the momentum thickness
Reynolds number ReΘ for laminar and turbulent boundary layers. Extracted from
(Denton, 1993). Correlations from (Schlichting, 1955).
where U∞ is the freestream velocity and n the wall normal distance. θ∗ is a measure
of the kinetic energy dissipation in the boundary layer and its axial evolution is
directly proportional to Cd so that (Greitzer., 2004),
dθ∗
= 2Cd .
dx

(2.23)

In that respect, θ∗ is a measure of the losses for an incompressible adiabatic boundary layer. The evolution of the dissipation coefficient Cd can be plotted against
the momentum thickness Reynolds number ReΘ for laminar and turbulent boundary layers on Fig. 2.4. Cd is observed to be higher in laminar boundary layer if
compared to a turbulent boundary layer. Note that the evolution of Cd is very
similar to the skin friction coefficient Cf (Greitzer., 2004). Indeed, irreversibilities
taking place in the boundary layer are shown to be associated to the wall shear
stress. To link the dissipation coefficient Cd and the skin friction coefficient Cf ,
(Wheeler et al., 2017) proposed the following modelling for a turbulent boundary
layer without pressure gradient,
Cd =

Cf
Us + cτ (1 − Us ) ,
2

(2.24)
0 0

v
where Us is an effective normalized slip velocity determined from ReΘ and cτ = uU∞
is the Reynold stress coefficient. This model allows to estimate the dissipation coefficient Cd from the measure of the skin friction coefficient Cf but such a model
strongly depends on the Reynold stress modelling in the boundary layer.

When addressing the turbulent transition process of boundary layers, loss generation is more complex to investigate. Indeed, in the transition range, the boundary layer exhibits a non equilibrium state featuring high unsteady effects (Mayle,
1991). These unsteady effects lead to a sudden increase of the boundary layer
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Figure 2.5 – Loss coefficient against the Reynolds number and the mode of transition. Extracted from (Mayle, 1991).
energy thickness generating more losses (Wheeler et al., 2017). The mode of the
transition is also observed to strongly impact the loss generation (Mayle, 1991) as
shown in Fig. 2.5. At low Reynolds number, the separation of the boundary layer
generates losses due to the shear produced at the edge of the recirculation bubble.
For higher Reynolds number, losses are mainly generated from apparition of turbulent spots in the boundary layer. Finally, when turbulence is fully developed in
the boundary layer, (Dawes, 1990) showed that about 90 % of the loss generation
is mainly localized in the inner layer of the boundary layer, whose 50 % is the
viscous sub-layer and 40 % in the logarithmic layer.
Wake The wake mixes the two streams coming from both pressure and suction
sides of the vane downstream the trailing edge. (Denton, 1993) proposes a general
expression to determine the losses generated by a wake for a 2D blade. Using a
momentum balance between the trailing edge plane of the blade and an imaginary
plane far from the trailing edge where the flow is uniform (as represented on
Fig. 2.6), the loss coefficient ξ can be expressed as,
θ∗ + t
Cpb t 2θ
+
+
ξ=−
w
w
w

!2

,

(2.25)

where θ∗ and θ are respectively the displacement and momemtum boundary layer
thickness, t the trailing edge thickness, w the blade to blade distance and Cpb the
pressure coefficient at the trailing edge. The full demonstration of the formula can

Figure 2.6 – Sketch of the control volume used by (Denton, 1993) to compute the
loss generated by a wake.
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be found in (Denton, 1993). The first term of the RHS represents the effect of
the boundary layer separation at the trailing edge. The second term of the RHS
represents the mixing of the boundary layers coming from the pressure and suction
side of the blade. The third term of the RHS represents the blockage effect due
to the thickening of boundary layers in the flow passage between the vanes. This
last term is large if the boundary layer exhibits a separation upstream the trailing
edge. In the literature, Eq. (2.25) is still widely used to quantify the losses in wakes
as shown in the recent work of (Hammer et al., 2018). However, such a model is
only valid for 2D anisothermal flows. A more sophisticated methodology is needed
to evaluate the losses in the wakes of 3D cooled turbine vanes. This specific point
will be later addressed in this work.
Shock The main difficulty with shock waves is the sharp evolution of the flow
fields across the shock. Such variations can be evaluated using balance of energy
upstream and downstream the shock and using the Rankine Hugoniot jump conditions. By expanding entropy variation in terms of Mach Number M a, entropy
increase across a normal shock is shown to be (Shapiro, 1953),
∆s = Cv

2γ(γ − 1)
(M a2 − 1)3 ,
3(γ − 1)2

(2.26)

where Cv is heat capacity at constant volume. As a result, the losses generated by
a shock depends strongly on the Mach Number M a. Indeed, the more the Mach
number is, the more velocity gradients in shock are. However, shock waves in the
turbine are generally not strictly normal to the flow. More sophisticated models
were developed to give a better prediction of the losses generated by discontinuities
in a more general case and can be retrieved in (Denton and Xu, 1990).

Film cooling In film cooling systems, two streams of different temperature
mixes which generates entropy. To evaluate this entropy generation in this context, a simple configuration representing a coolant flow ejection in a hot stream
is addressed as shown on Fig. 2.7. A mixing plane located far downstream the

Figure 2.7 – Mixing of a hot and cold stream. Adapted from (Denton, 1993).
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mixing region where streams are considered fully mixed is defined. Then, entropy
balance is realized between the mixing plane and the hot and cold inlets. To simplify the balance, (Shapiro, 1953) assumes that the coolant mass flow rate is small
compared to hot mass flow rate. Assuming a 1D evolution of the flow, (Shapiro,
1953) showed that entropy variation ∆s is expressed as,
Qm,c
∆s = Cp
Qm,h

"

γ − 1 2 Tt,c − Tt,h
Vc cosα
1+
Mh
+ (γ − 1) Mh2 1 −
2
Tt,h
Vh




#

, (2.27)

where Qm,c and Qm,h are respectively the coolant and hot mass flow rate, Mh
the hot inlet Mach number, Tt,c and Tt,h respectively the total temperature of
coolant and hot streams, Vc the velocity of coolant stream, Vh velocity of hot
stream and α the angle formed between the hole and the main stream. In this
case, entropy variation depends on the total temperature differences between hot
and cold streams and velocity differences between the two streams. However, such
a model is only valid if balance planes are located far from the mixing region. In a
real cooled turbine, the hot and cold streams around the vane are not fully mixed.
The local complexity of the flow then needs to be taken into account to evaluate
the mixing losses in real cooled turbines. This specific point will be later addressed
in this work.
Measurement of cumulated losses downstream a cascade vane The overall losses generated by an adiabatic cooled vane can be evaluated by performing a
global balance between two stations of the flow respectively located upstream and
downstream the vane. To do so, the spatial distribution of total pressure Pt (y, z) is
measured in an axial plane (defined by the coordinate y and z) located in the wake
downstream the trailing edge of a vane as illustrated on Fig. 2.8. By measuring

Figure 2.8 – Measurement planes used to obtain overall losses for an adiabatic
vane.
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Figure 2.9 – Typical loss coefficient profile ξ( ut ) [-] for a 2D transonic cascade along
the blade to blade direction ut [-]. Adapted from (Gomes and Araujo, 2010).
the difference between the total pressure Pt (y, z) downstream the vane and the
total pressure upstream the vane Pt,upstream , a loss profile is obtained through the
total pressure loss coefficient ξ such as,

ξ=

Pt,upstream − Pt (y, z)
,
qex

(2.28)

where qex is the dynamic pressure measured in the exit plane of the turbine stage.
One example of a loss coefficient profile of a linear cascade taken at mid-span of a
vane is shown on Fig. 2.9. The shape of the profile depends on the losses generated
upstream the measurement axial plane. If the loss profile tends to be asymmetric,
it means that the loss generation between the pressure and suction side is also
asymmetric. For example, if the boundary layer on the pressure side of a vane
suffers from a separation followed by a turbulent transition, a higher value of ξ
toward the pressure side is obtained. The resulting value of ξ is also observed to
be sensitive to the Mach and Reynolds numbers of the vane (Mee et al., 1992). To
illustrate this, the contribution of each flow region of a 2D transonic cascade to
losses against the exit Mach number was evaluated by (Mee et al., 1992) as shown
on Fig. 2.10. For low Mach number flows, there is no losses generated by shock
waves because the flow does not exhibit supersonic zones. The boundary layer
produces about 65 % of the total losses and the wake about 35 % of the overall
losses. But if increasing the Mach number above 1, the global loss generation
strongly increases due the interactions between boundary layers, shocks and wake.
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Figure 2.10 – Loss contribution between near wall, mixing process and shock loss
against the exit Mach number of a 2D turbine extracted from (Mee et al., 1992).
Secondary flow To evaluate the losses generated by secondary flows, 2D loss
coefficient maps ξ can be investigated in an axial plane located downstream the
trailing edge of the vane. One example of the impact of the end-walls on the
loss coefficient profile of a transonic blade measured in an axial plane downstream
the blade is presented in Fig. 2.11. The loss coefficient map is observed to be
strongly marked by secondary flows. The different vortices observed in secondary
flows are well marked by the loss generation. Secondary losses represent about
1/3rd of the overall losses generated by a turbine blade (Denton, 1993). Since the
secondary flows are induced by the separation of the boundary layers end-walls,
the optimization of the shape of end-walls can lead to a reduction of 25 % of the
secondary losses as shown in the work of (Kumar and Govardhan, 2011).

Figure 2.11 – Secondary loss coefficient of a transonic blade downstream the blade
near the end wall. Extracted from (Ciorciari et al., 2018).
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To sum up this section, the loss models presented here are based on simple
geometries assuming a steady 1D evolution of the flow. However, such assumptions
are not verified in turbine flows where the flow is 3D unsteady. When addressing
film cooling systems, the hot and coolant streams are also not fully mixed around
the vane in the film region which breaks hypotheses used in 1D loss models. As
a result, a new methodology is needed to quantify the losses generated between
two stations of the flow for 3D unsteady anisothermal flows. To overcome the
limitations inherent to 1D loss models, one solution is to evaluate 1D entropy
balance directly from the LES flow fields. To do so, 1D balances need to be
extended to LES fields. This last point is specifically addressed in the next section.

2.3

Extension of 1D balances to LES data

In this section, a methodology to perform 1D balances with LES is proposed. To
link 3D unsteady LES data and 1D steady state, a LES data reduction is needed.
To do so, one solution is to use averaging procedures which are hereafter discussed.

2.3.1

Data reduction by the means of averaging procedures

This specific issue of averaging techniques has been widely studied in the literature (Pianko and Wazelt, 1983; Greitzer., 2004; Cumpsty and H. Horlock, 2006).
It is however note worthy to recall as stated by (Pianko and Wazelt, 1983), ”No
uniform flow exists which simultaneously matches all the significant stream fluxes,
aerothermodynamic and geometric parameters of a non-uniform flow.” Based on
this observation, (Cumpsty and H. Horlock, 2006) investigated the effect of different averaging procedures on the conservation of the fluxes, and work recovered by
a turbine. Among the procedure tested, the mixed out averaging introduced by
(Amecke, 1967) allows to reconstruct a 1D steady state by fully mixing the flow
on several axial planes representing different stations of the flow. This approach is
however found to increase the entropy of the obtained 1D flow compared to the entropy existing in the 3D flow. Another averaging procedure called the work average
was introduced by (Pianko and Wazelt, 1983) which conserves the work obtained
between the 3D flow and 1D model, but does not conserve entropy fluxes. In the
following, the averaging procedure to be derived will aim at conserving work and
fluxes between the 3D and 1D states so that losses can be adequately evaluated.
To build such an averaging operator, the transport of a variable φ is addressed
in a compressible unsteady flow. Here, φ can be any extensive variables (entropy,
enthalpy...) and is assumed to be governed by a generic transport equation so
that,
∂(ρφ) ∂(ρUi φ)
dφ
=
+
= S˙φ ,
(2.29)
ρ
dt
∂t
∂xi
where ρ is the density, Ui the velocity vector and S˙φ is the local source term of φ.
If the time average operator • is applied to Eq. (2.29) and assuming that the time
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average operator commutes with derivative operators, the unsteady term on the
LHS cancels which gives,
∂(ρUi φ)
= S˙φ .
(2.30)
∂xi
If Eq. (2.30) is integrated over a control volume bounded by an inlet section S1 , an
outlet section S2 and walls elsewhere and using the Green Ostrogradsky theorem,
one can obtain,
ZZ
S1

(ρUi φ)ni dS +

ZZ
S2

(ρUi φ)ni dS =

ZZZ
V

S˙φ dV.

(2.31)

Ah this point of the demonstration, it is worth to define a mass flow averaging on
surface S so that,
< ρUi ni φ >S
φeS =
,
(2.32)
< ρUi ni >S
where < • >S is the spatial averaged operator on the surface S and ni the normal
surfaces pointing outward of the control volume. This averaging operator applied
to Eq. (2.32) allows to obtain a 1D evolution for the variable φ so that,




Qm φeS2 − φeS1 =

ZZZ
V

S˙φ dV,

(2.33)

where Qm is the time averaged mass flow rate passing through the system. The
full demonstration of the formula can be found in Appendix C. Equation (C.12)
shows that the averaging operator •eS allows to reconstruct a 1D evolution of φ
between two stations of the flow. As a result, this averaging operator is a powerful
tool to link 1D steady state and 3D unsteady data for instance obtained from LES.
It is important to note that such an averaging procedure can be applied to any
transport equation following the generic form of a transport equation for a scalar.
In the following, this specific averaging procedure will be applied to total enthalpy
ht , total temperature Tt and total pressure Pt to link the 1D thermodynamic
modelling of losses with the 3D unsteady data obtained from LES.

2.3.2

Total enthalpy and entropy balance with LES

To recover the thermodynamic modelling of work, the total enthalpy evolution
needs to be addressed. The transport equation of the total enthalpy has been
derived in lot of studies for unsteady, compressible and no reactive flows (Greitzer.,
2004),
∂ (Ui τij ) ∂P
∂qi
dht
=
+
−
,
(2.34)
ρ
dt
∂xj
∂t
∂xi
where qi is the heat flux and τij the viscous stress tensor. To integrate this equation,
a control volume must be first defined. The control volume chosen here corresponds
to a turbine stage bounded by an inlet Sin , an outlet Sex , moving walls Sblade
(rotor) and stationary walls Sw (stator and end-walls). If Eq. (2.34) is integrated
in such a control volume and using the mass flow averaging operator •eS previously
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introduced, the 1D evolution of ht between stations Sin and Sex is obtained through
the following relation,




f
f
Qm h
tSex − htSin = −

ZZ
Sblade

|

P Ui ni dS −

{z

Work shaft

ZZ
Sw ∪Sblade

}|

qi ni dS +
}|

{z

Heat flux

ZZ
Sex ∪Sin

Ui τij nj dS .

{z

Work of viscous forces

}

(2.35)
The first
term of the RHS recovers the 1D steady work W supplied to rotor blades,
RR
W = Sblade P Ui ni dS. The
second term recovers the 1D steady heat flux Q lost
RR
through the walls, Q = Sw ∪Sblade qi ni dS. The third term corresponds to the work
of viscous forces which is generally neglected in 1D analysis. As a consequence of
the application of the mass flow averaging operator •eS to total enthalpy, the 1D
thermodynamic analysis is fully recovered,




f
f
Qm h
tSex − htSin = −W − Q.

(2.36)

Note that if Cp = cst, the balance can be expressed in terms of total temperature
variation so that,


f
f
Qm Cp T
(2.37)
tSex − TtSin = −W − Q.
For an adiabatic stator vane, ht (and also Tt ) is shown to be naturally conserved
between Sin and Sex . Note that if Cp is not constant, only total enthalpy should
be considered to evaluate the work recovered by rotors. In the following, the mass
flow averaging is applied to the entropy balance for the loss prediction.
Starting from the Gibbs equation expressed as infinitesimal variations of total
temperature Tt and pressure Pt for Cp = cst,
ds = Cp

dPt
dTt
−r
,
Tt
Pt

(2.38)

multiplying the LHS and RHS by ρ dt• and using the logarithm derivative, a transport equation for the sensible entropy s can be derived,
ρ

ds
dLn (Tt )
dLn (Pt )
= ρCp
− rρ
.
dt
dt
dt

(2.39)

One can notice that each term in both LHS and RHS corresponds to the particle
derivative through the generic expression ρ d•
. Since Cp and r are thermodynamic
dt
constants, the mass flow averaging operator •eS can be applied on each term of
Eq. (2.39) to make appear a 1D variation of entropy, total temperature and total
pressure. To do so, the same control volume as the one used above (for total
enthalpy) is chosen. If Eq. (2.39) is integrated in such a control volume and using
the mass flow averaging operator •eS is applied, one can derive a 1D evolution of
entropy between stations Sin and Sex so that,
Qm (sg
ex − sf
in ) = Qm Cp









Ln^
(Tt,ex ) − Ln^
(Tt,in ) − Qm r Ln^
(Pt,ex ) − Ln^
(Pt,in ) .
(2.40)
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This equation shows that the 1D entropy evolution can be retrieved from 1D balances of the logarithm total temperature and total pressure between two stations
of the flow. It is important to note that the logarithm operator Ln is included
f = T
f using
in the averaging expression. For stationary adiabatic blade, T
tin
tex
Eq. (2.37). For this specific case, the entropy balance is reduced to the evolution
total pressure Pt . Using the Meyer relation, the 1D loss thermodynamic modelling
for stationary adiabatic blade given by Eq. (2.15) is recovered:
γ−1
(sg
ex − sf
in )
=−
Ln^
(Pt,ex ) − Ln^
(Pt,in ) .
Cp
γ




(2.41)

As a result of the application of the mass flow averaging operator •eS to entropy, the
1D thermodynamic analysis is also fully recovered. If neglecting the commutation
error between the averaging operator e and the logarithm operator Ln, the loss
coefficient ξ can be reconstructed so that,
ξ=

g
Pg
t,in − Pt,ex
,
qex

(2.42)

where qex is the reference dynamic pressure measured downstream the blade. 1D
loss coefficients can be then recovered from LES data through the use of the mass
flow averaging •eS . However, it is note worthy to recall that total pressure drop only
represent the losses in anisothermal flows, i.e, if the total temperature is conserved.
Indeed, increase of total pressure has been observed for 3D viscous flows and has
been investigated by (Williams et al., 2016). To understand such a behaviour of
total pressure in viscous flows, he derived a transport equation for the total pressure and showed that the total pressure can locally increase thanks to the work
of viscous forces in particular cases. Although this results is counter-intuitive,
it is worth to recall that 1D thermodynamic analysis does not take into account
these viscous effects. As a consequence, total pressure is not fully representative
of losses for viscous anisothermal flows. To evaluate the losses in cooled turbine
flows where the flow is strongly anisothermal, total pressure can not be used and
another methodology is required.
To sum up this section, the mass flow averaging operator •eS is shown to be
powerful tool to recover the thermodynamic modelling of work and losses for turbine flows. For a system bounded by adiabatic walls, the entropy balance in a
control volume bounded by an inlet in and outlet ex can be also expressed as local
entropy generation ṡ per unit volume so that,
Qm (sg
ex − sf
in ) =

Z

ṡdV.

(2.43)

V

A simple consequence of this last expression is that the losses can be also investigated through the study of the entropy source term ṡ. The study of the entropy
source term corresponds to the Second Law Analysis methodology. This specific
methodology is hereafter addressed and detailed in the next section.
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2.4

Second Law Analysis

The Second Law Analysis (SLA) was initially introduced by (Bejan, 1982) to
study the losses for energetic systems. As previously stated, the main idea of this
methodology is to directly investigate the entropy source term in the flow. The
main advantage of SLA is that the source of losses is directly studied in the flow
without introducing any averaging procedures which greatly simplifies the loss
evaluation. To use such a methodology, the entropy source term expression should
be first addressed in the context of compressible fluid mechanics.

2.4.1

Second Law Analysis applied to fluid mechanics

For a compressible anisothermal flow, the entropy source term expression can be
demonstrated from the comparison of an entropy balance applied to an infinitesimal fluid volume to the second law of thermodynamic. The demonstration can
be found in many fluid mechanic books as in (Chassaing, 2000) and will not be
detailed here. The entropy source term ṡ is shown to be split in two contributions
so that,
ṡ = sm + sq ,
(2.44)
where,
sm =

1 ∂Ui
τij
,
T ∂xj

(2.45)

−qi ∂T
,
(2.46)
T 2 ∂xi
where τij is the shear stress tensor, qi the heat flux vector, Ui the velocity vector
and T the static temperature. From these expressions, sm is shown to be associated
to velocity gradients, shear and local temperature while sq is associated to heat
flux and temperature gradients. In a general case, the flux terms need to be closed.
Assuming a Newtonian fluid, τij is given by the following relation,
sq =

1
τij = 2µ Sij − Sll δij ,
3






(2.47)


j
i
where µ is the dynamic viscosity, Sij = 12 ∂U
+ ∂U
is the symmetric part of
∂xj
∂xi
the strain-rate tensor and δij the Kronecker symbol. To model the heat flux qi ,
a Fourier law is adopted through the introduction of a thermal conductivity λ so
that,
∂T
qi = −λ
.
(2.48)
∂xi
If re-injecting Eq. (2.47) in Eq (2.45) and Eq. (2.48) in Eq. (2.46), the entropy
source terms are expressed with respect to local flow properties so that,

1
1
sm = 2µ Sij − Sll δij Sij ,
T
3




sq =

λ ∂T ∂T
.
T 2 ∂xi ∂xi
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It is worth to note that if compressibility effects are neglected, i.e, Sll = 0, both
entropy source terms are strictly positive. This confirms that both terms correspond to irreversibilities generated within the flow. To evaluate the work lost by
local entropy generation, loss maps are constructed so that,
1
(2.51)
Pm = T sm = 2µ Sij − Sll δij Sij ,
3
λ ∂T ∂T
Pq = T sq =
,
(2.52)
T ∂xi ∂xi
where Pm is the loss map associated to aerodynamic losses and Pq the loss map
associated to heat transfer within the flow. It is worth to notice that Pm also corresponds to the kinetic energy dissipation rate generally noted Φ in the literature.




As a result of the SLA, the study of loss maps Pm and Pq allows to locally
identify the loss generation in a compressible anisothermal flow. This way, the
overall work lost Wlost for the turbine can be retrieved from the integration of the
time-averaged loss maps over the turbine volume Vturbine (Eq. (2.12)) according to
the following relation,
Wlost =

Z
Vturbine

T0
(Pm + Pq )dV.
T

(2.53)

Since the definition of T0 is not rigorous in the literature (as already discussed in
Section 2.1), only loss maps Pm and Pq will be studied in the following of this work
to identify and investigate the loss generation mechanisms. In the next section,
the expressions of loss maps are extended to the LES formalism.

2.4.2

Second Law Analysis adapted to LES

In the context of LES, the loss maps are obtained from the fields resolved on mesh.
In this context, the sub-grid fluxes, i.e, sub-grid Reynolds stresses τijt and sub-grid
heat flux qit need to be taken into account in the loss expressions so that,
Pm = (τij + τijt )

c
∂U
i
,
∂xj

(2.54)

(−qi − qit ) ∂ Tb
,
(2.55)
∂xi
Tb
where •b are the filtered quantifies. A Boussinesq assumption is used to model the
sub-grid Reynolds stress tensor (Boussinesq, 1877) giving,
Pq =

1c
2
= 2µt ij
Sll δij − kSGS δij ,
(2.56)
3
3
where µt is the turbulent viscosity and kSGS is the turbulent SGS kinetic energy.
In this study, kSGS is neglected. To close the sub-grid heat flux term, a turbulent
conductivity λt (Pope, 2000) is introduced so that,
τijt



d−
S

qit = −λt
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∂ Tb
.
∂xi
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Note that λt is deduced from a sub-grid Prandtl number P rsgs = µtλCt p taken as
constant and equal to 0.6. If re-injecting Eq. (2.56) and Eq. (2.47) in Eq (2.54) as
well as Eq. (2.57) and Eq. (2.48) in Eq (2.55), the expressions for the resolved loss
maps read as:


1c
d
d,
Pm = 2(µ + µt ) Sij − Sll δij S
(2.58)
ij
3
(λ + λt ) ∂ Tb ∂ Tb
.
(2.59)
∂xi ∂xi
Tb
In the following, the filtering notation b will be omitted to simplify the expressions of the loss maps. From these loss map expressions, aerodynamic losses Pm
are expected to be generated in regions of high sheared flows such as boundary
layers or wakes. On the other hand, mixing losses Pq are expected to be produced
in regions of high temperature gradients such as shocks or mixing regions taking
place between two streams of different temperature. It is worth to note that the
sub-grid scale (SGS) model is expected to drive the loss terms in the flow regions
where µt >> µ and λt >> λ. The choice of the SGS model and of the sub-grid
Prandtl P rsgs is then expected to impact the loss terms, especially in the near wall
flow region. Nevertheless, the impact of the SGS model on the loss maps will not
be studied in this work but could be investigated in future studies.
Pq =

With such an approach, both loss maps Pm and Pq are built from the resolved
quantities obtained from a LES simulation. As a consequence, the losses can be
investigated through the study of the loss maps to identify the loss generation locations and mechanisms. Indeed in the literature, this methodology has been mainly
used to identify the losses for uncooled vanes as in (Zlatinov, 2011; Wheeler and
al., 2016; Lin et al., 2017; Jin et al., 2017; Lengani et al., 2018; Fiore, 2019). To
illustrate this approach, an example of an entropy generation map issued from the
work of (Lin et al., 2017) is shown on Fig. 2.12. These numerical studies showed
that losses are mainly generated in boundary layer and wake regions. Although
these regions were expected to generate losses, SLA is shown to locally give access

Figure 2.12 – Entropy generation map Sgen [W/m3 /K] from (Lin et al., 2017).
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to the loss sources for a compressible anisothermal flow, not only from a qualitatively point of view but also quantitatively. To the author’s knowledge, SLA has
not yet been used to study the losses for cooled turbine vanes. As a result, the
SLA approach will be adopted to identify the loss generation mechanisms for the
configurations investigated in this PhD work.

2.5

Chapter conclusions

As a consequence of this chapter, 1D loss models here presented were developed
for isothermal flows of simple geometries and suffer from strong hypothesis on the
flow physics. These models are then not adequate for the loss evaluation in the
context of turbine vane cooling where the flow is naturally non-isothermal and
complex, i.e: 3D, viscous and turbulent. To overcome the limitations inherent in
these loss models and to identify the loss generation mechanisms, two high-fidelity
approaches will be adopted in the following of the PhD work: entropy variation
between two stations of the flow will be first evaluated through total variable 1D
balance equations by using the mass flow average operator •eS . To identify the
loss generation mechanisms within the flow, loss maps Pm and Pq obtained from
LES will be then investigated by the use of SLA. These loss maps will be further
analysed to link the flow physics with the losses. Finally, the capacity of the
SLA approach to evaluate and quantify the losses for cooled turbine vanes will be
discussed.
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LES of academic blades
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Outline of Part II
This part addresses the LES predictions for the academic T120 and T120D cascade blades. The uncooled T120 blade is designed to be highly loaded for which a
recirculation bubble is present on the pressure side while the film-cooled academic
T120D cascade blade presents a coolant film. The main objective of the present
part is to validate the capacity of LES to predict the blade load distribution and
the adiabatic wall temperature for both academic blades. After validations of
the LES predictions, the loss generation locations and mechanisms issued by the
flow aerodynamics and coolant film are investigated using the different approaches
introduced in Chapter 2 i.e, through the use of total variable balances and Second Law Analysis (SLA). First, the uncooled T120 cascade blade is addressed in
Chapter 3. In this chapter, the prediction of the flow structure and load distribution along the blade is first explored and validated. Then, only aerodynamic
losses are addressed for this isothermal configuration. Afterwards, the anisothermal film-cooled T120D cascade blade is addressed in Chapter 4. In this chapter,
the prediction of the blade load distribution and adiabatic film effectiveness is first
assessed. Then, the losses issued by the flow aerodynamics and by the coolant
film are investigated. From these analyses, the capacity of SLA to evaluate the
losses and to identify the mechanisms associated to the loss generation for cooled
high-pressure blades is finally discussed.
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Chapter 3
Loss prediction of the academic
uncooled T120 blade
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This chapter addresses the WRLES prediction for the academic uncooled T120
cascade blade presenting a bubble recirculation on the pressure side of the blade.
The objectives of this chapter are first to validate LES predictions for such highly
loaded blade and secondly investigate the aerodynamic losses using the different
methodologies introduced in Chapter 2. To do so, the study is organized as follows.
First, the T120 design, experimental operating point and available experimental
database are described in Section 3.1. A review of existing numerical predictions
of the uncooled T120 blade is provided to highlight the positioning of this work.
From this review, freestream turbulence is shown to be a crucial parameter for flow
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prediction of the T120 blade. To evaluate the impact of freestream turbulence on
the flow prediction, wall resolved LES are performed with and without turbulence
injection at the inlet of the computational domain. The impact of freestream
turbulence on the flow prediction is assessed from the comparison between the two
LES. The methodology adopted to inject turbulence and numerics are presented in
Section 3.2. Then, the LES predictions are detailed and compared in Section 3.3.
The impact on the mean flow organization and near wall flow region is explored
and detailed. Next, the LES predictions are validated through the comparison
to experimental results. After validations, aerodynamic losses and associated loss
generation mechanisms are investigated. Finally, conclusions issued from the study
are given in Section 3.4. Note that this specific part of the manuscript has been
published in the proceedings of the international Turbo Expo conference (ASME):
• M. Harnieh, L. Gicquel, and F. Duchaine. Sensitivity of large eddy simulations to inflow condition and modeling if applied to a transonic high-pressure
cascade vane. In Proceedings of the ASME Turbo Expo 2017: Turbine Technical Conference and Exposition, GT2017-64686, Charlotte, USA, 2017.
• M. Harnieh, L. Gicquel, and F. Duchaine. Large eddy simulations of a highly
loaded transonic blade with separated flow. In Turbomachinery Technical
Conference and Exposition 2018, GT2018-75730, Oslo, Norway, 2018.
Both publications can be found in Appendix D and Appendix E.

3.1

Review of the T120 academic blade

In this section, the T120 blade design issued from the AITEB II project is presented. First, the context of the project is recalled in Section 3.1.1. Then, the
T120 blade design, experimental set up and operating point are described in Section 3.1.2. Next, available experimental database is provided in Section 3.1.3.
Finally, a review of numerical predictions of the uncooled T120 blade is presented
in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.1

Introduction of the AITEB II project

Reduction of engine size and weight leads to a reduction of the number of blades per
stage and size of individual blades (Gomes and Niehuis, 2009). The flow deviation
while reducing the blade size inevitably yields to highly curved blades. The strong
curvature of the blade generates high adverse pressure gradient regions on both
sides of the blade. Such pressure gradients yield easier the separation of boundary
layers and creation of recirculation bubbles (Schlichting, 1955). The load for recent
blades is then highly increased. To investigate the flow structure of such highly
loaded blades, the academic high-pressure turbine T120 blade was designed and
studied at the High-speed Cascade Wind Tunnel of the Institute of Jet Propulsion
at the Armed Forces University Munich in the AITEB project (Haselbach and
Schiffer, 2007). In the following, the design of the blade and experimental set up
are introduced.
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3.1.2

Experimental set up and operating point

The design of the T120 blade is presented in Fig. 3.1. The geometric specifications
are presented in Table 3.1 (Gomes and Niehuis, 2013). The true chord length
of the blade l is 120mm while the axial chord length c is 76 mm. The blade is
highly curved on both suction and pressure sides to represent typical design of
recent high pressure blades, Fig. 3.1 (a). The blades are investigated in a cascade
form in the instrumented wind tunnel of Institute of Jet Propulsion of the German
Armed Forces University Munich (Sturm and Fottner, 1985). In the experiment
facility, the flow passes through a compressor to reach the desired operating point.
A Pitot tube and resistance thermometers measure the inlet total pressure Pt,1
and inlet total temperature Tt,1 upstream the cascade, Fig. 3.1 (b). Note that the
inflow is not aligned with the cascade and exhibits an inlet flow angle β1 of 138.6◦ .
The inflow is disturbed by a turbulence grid located upstream the cascade (not
shown here). The corresponding turbulence intensity is measured with a hot wire

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1 – T120 blade cascade design on left (a) and scheme of the test rig on
right (b). Extracted from (Gomes and Niehuis, 2013) and (Harnieh and Duchaine,
2017).
Feature
True chord length
Axial chord length
Blade height to chord ratio
Pitch to chord ratio
Inlet angle
Turning

Symbol
l
c
h/l
p/l
β1
∆β

Value
120 mm
76 mm
1.5 [-]
1.007 [-]
138.6◦
120◦

Table 3.1 – Geometric characteristics of the T120 blade.
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probe located 0.6c upstream the cascade in the middle of the passage between two
blades. Downstream the cascade, a large tank is pressurized at the static pressure
P2 by a second compressor.
The operating point of the blade is specified at the exit of the cascade by the
isentropic Mach number and Reynolds number respectively noted M a2 and Re2 .
The isentropic Mach number M a2 is given by,
M a2 =

v
u
u
t

2
γ−1

"

q2
1+
P2

 γ−1
γ

#

−1 ,

(3.1)

where q2 = Pt,1 − P2 is the dynamic pressure in the tank downstream the cascade.
The Reynolds number Re2 is based on the inlet total temperature so that,
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assuming a Sutherland law for the temperature dependent viscosity and R is the
gas constant of perfect gases. Experimentally, 3 operating points have been investigated yielding different value of Re2 and M a2 as summarised in (Gomes and
Niehuis, 2013). For all experiments, the exit Mach number ranges from 0.87 to
0.95 to retrieve operating conditions of industrial blades while the tested Reynolds
number are 390,000 and 800,000. In this work, the chosen operating point corresponds to the following couple: M a2 = 0.87 and Re2 = 390, 000.

3.1.3

Aerodynamic measurements

The aerodynamic of the uncooled T120 blade is experimentally characterized by
the load of the blade, the wall shear stress as well as loss profiles downstream the
cascade.
Load distribution on the blade surface measurement
In the experiment, the pressure distribution on the blade surface is obtained using
static pressure taps located at mid-span of the cascade on the pressure side of
one blade and on the suction side of another blade of the cascade. From the
pressure taps, the static pressure P is recorded and time-averaged. Then, the
axial evolution of the time-averaged static pressure P is normalized to build the
isentropic Mach number M ais along the blade so that,
M ais (x/c) =

v
u
u
u
t



2 
Pt,1
γ−1
P (x/c)

! γ−1
γ



− 1,

(3.3)

where x/c the normalized axial distance along the blade and γ is the heat capacity
ratio taken at 1.4. The axial evolutions of M ais for the 3 operating points are
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Figure 3.2 – Experimental distribution of the isentropic Mach number M ais [-] for
different operating points. Taken from (Gomes and Niehuis, 2013). The leading
edge (LE) is located at x/c = 0 and the trailing edge (TE) is located at x/c = 1.
given on Fig. 3.2. The stagnation point is located at x/c = 0.05 and does not
correspond to the leading edge due to the inflow angle β1 . On the pressure side
of the blade, M ais increases from x/c = 0.05 to x/c = 0.15. Next, the decrease
of M ais between x/c = 0.15 and x/c = 0.40 indicates a region of adverse pressure
gradient. This interval corresponds to the observation of a recirculation bubble
on the pressure side (Gomes and Niehuis, 2013). From x/c = 0.40, M ais strongly
increases which indicates a strong expansion and acceleration of the flow. On the
suction side, the flow also exhibits a strong expansion between the leading edge to
x/c = 0.55. From this axial position, the decrease of M ais indicates a compression
region. Downstream, the rapid decrease of M ais at x/c = 0.75 for the targeted
operating point highlights a shock.
Quasi-wall shear stress measurement
To evidence the wall shear stress on the blade surface, the blades are painted with
a special oil mixture sensitive to skin friction. Due to the flow friction on the blade
surface, the remaining oil concentration on the surface gives an indication on the
level of local wall shear stress. For the targeted operating point, the time-averaged
experimental oil flow on the unwrapped blade surface is shown on Fig. 3.3. Note
that white color corresponds to low shear stress region. The stagnation line is
represented by the white line at the leading edge of the blade located at x/c = 0.05.
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Figure 3.3 – Experimental oil flow visualization to evidence the wall shear stress
on the unwrapped blade surface. Extracted from (Homeier et al., 2004).
On the suction side of the blade at x/c = 0.5, the dark zone evidences a turbulent
transition of the boundary layer. Note that this transition occurs at the beginning
of the deceleration meaning that the transition is probably induced by the adverse
pressure gradient region. On the pressure side, no drastic change of the wall shear
stress is noticed. Near the end-walls, vortices are observed and correspond to
secondary flow structures. To avoid the impact of such secondary flows on the
measurements, static pressure taps are exclusively located at mid-span.
Loss measurement
To experimentally evaluate the losses, total pressure variation is measured between
the inlet total pressure Pt,1 and the axial plane located x/c = 0.4 downstream the
cascade, i.e, in the wake of the blade as shown on Fig. 3.4. In this axial plane,
local value of the total pressure is measured with a five probe hole along the local
coordinates u and z corresponding respectively to the blade to blade and span
directions, Fig. 3.4 (a). Then, the total pressure difference is normalized by the
dynamic pressure q2 to build the loss coefficient ξ so that,
ξ=

Pt,1 − P t,2 (u, z)
.
q2

(3.4)

Loss profile is shown on Fig. 3.4 (b). The mark of the secondary flows on loss coefficient map is noticed between z/h = −0.4 and z/h = −0.2. On the center-line
at z/h = 0, the shape of the loss coefficient corresponds to the wake developing
downstream the blade. Such map also evidences that the flow field is independent
of the span-wise direction (z) near mid-span of the blade for −0.1 < z/h < 0.1.
Taking this property into account, numerical predictions for this blade can be performed on a limited span-wise domain using periodicity conditions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4 – Scheme of the measurement loss plane (a) and experimental loss map
ξ = Pt,1 −Pq2t,2 (u,z) , [-] downstream the trailing edge in the axial plane at x/c = 0.4
(b). Taken from (Homeier et al., 2004).
To investigate the flow structure and flow expansion for such a highly loaded
blade, CFD predictions were performed and are detailed hereafter.

3.1.4

CFD prediction of the T120 uncooled blade

In the literature, the T120 blade has been numerically investigated. Due to high
Reynolds number value (390.000), no DNS has been performed for this blade to the
author’s knowledge. In the following, numerical predictions obtained with RANS
and LES are detailed to establish a state of the art on this configuration.
RANS computations of the T120 blade
To study the flow aerodynamics, RANS has been first performed by (Homeier
et al., 2004) and later by (Gomes and Araujo, 2010; Gomes and Niehuis, 2013).
As discussed earlier, to exclude the effect of the observed secondary flows, a limited span domain of 16 mm containing one blade is represented using periodic
boundary conditions. The mesh contains 150.000 nodes and mesh resolution is
enforced near the blade wall to obtain a normalized wall units y + near 1. For
these simulations, turbulence was modelled with the model k − ω SST transition
model (Menter et al., 2004). Total pressure, temperature, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate obtained from the experiment probes at the
inlet are imposed at the inlet of the domain. The distribution of the isentropic
Mach number obtained from this work is compared to experiment data on Fig. 3.5.
Overall, RANS results reproduce fairly the experimental distribution except on the
pressure side. In the RANS computation, the large plateau located in the interval
between x/c = 0.15 and x/c = 0.5 evidences a large recirculation bubble (Gaster,
1967; Arena and Mueller, 1980; Lee et al., 2014). Despite the fine resolution in
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Figure 3.5 – Isentropic Mach number M ais [-] distribution along the blade between
the experimental and RANS. Taken from (Gomes and Niehuis, 2013).
the near flow regions, RANS does not recover the load distribution in the bubble
region. To improve the prediction, different turbulent models like the k −  or
Spalart Almaras models have been tested but no improvement has been noticed
for this region (Homeier et al., 2004). On the suction side, although M ais is underestimated, the expansion and compression regions are correctly predicted. Strong
sensitivity to turbulence models has been pointed out for the turbulent transition
of the suction side boundary layer (Homeier et al., 2004).
This specific study illustrates the limit of RANS to predict unsteady phenomena such as bubble separation or turbulent transition of the boundary layer. Although solutions may exist in this context, the complexity of all mechanisms and
their coupling makes the exercise quite difficult to be generalizable as of today.
LES computations of the T120 blade
LES of the academic T120 blade was first performed A. Corpron, a trainee employed at Safran Helicopter Engines (Pau, France) in 2008. Note that this work
is the property of Safran Helicopter Engines and the associated full report is not
public. Only the numerics and blade load distribution can be presented. The LES
mesh contains 6 million of tetrahedra with a near wall resolution of y + ∼ 40 at
walls. Same steady inlet conditions as RANS without turbulence specifications
is imposed at the inlet. The sub-grid scale turbulence was modelled using the
sub-grid turbulence WALE model (Nicoud and Ducros, 1999) to recover the correct behaviour of the turbulence modelling at wall. The obtained isentropic Mach
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number distribution along the blade is compared to experimental data on Fig. 3.6.
The stagnation point is shifted compared to experiment indicating a deviation of
the inlet angle with the experiment. On the pressure side of the blade, the level of
the isentropic Mach number is over-estimated in the bubble region from x/c = 0.05
and x/c = 0.55 as the RANS computation presented above. From x/c = 0.55, the
isentropic Mach number is well predicted on the pressure side. On the suction
side, the distribution of M ais is well captured from the leading edge to x/c = 0.4.
Downstream, the isentropic Mach number is under-estimated from x/c = 0.4 to
x/c = 0.8 indicating a potential deficit of the expansion level and mass flow rate
with the experiment. As a result, such LES set up was not able to predict the
adverse pressure gradient regions. Later (Gomes and Niehuis, 2013) performed
a new LES to study the bubble separation topology on the pressure side. The
flow region near the pressure side was refined to reach a normalized wall unit y +
between 1 and 3. Same numerics, boundary conditions and turbulence model as
the previous LES have been used. However, the bubble size issued from this LES
work was also found to be too large compared to experimental data. More details
on the results can be found in (Gomes and Niehuis, 2013). Such differences can be
explained by the fact that the wall mesh is not sufficiently refined leading to a bad
prediction of the wall shear stress. Indeed wall resolved LES require a wall unit
y + near 1 (Tyacke and Tucker, 2014). Likewise, flow with separation and bubble
regions are known to be highly sensitive to near wall mesh resolution as well as
freestream turbulence in DNS / LES (Burgmann and Schroder, 2008; ZAKI et al.,
2010; Wheeler and al., 2016; Cadieux et al., 2014; Uzun and Malik, 2017). None
of which was adequately taken into account in discussed LES.

Figure 3.6 – Isentropic Mach number M ais [-] distribution along the blade. Red
line − are LES data from Corpron and black circles • experimental data.
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Although not fully extensive, the previous discussion indicates that no existing
numerical approach was able to recover the full experimental distribution of the
isentropic Mach number for the T120 blade. RANS is too sensitive to turbulence
models and attempted LES’s were not able to predict the bubble region so far.
Since the separation is known to be sensitive to the freestream turbulence, one
solution is to inject turbulence at the inlet of the LES computational domain. To
evaluate the impact of freestream turbulence on the flow prediction, the adopted
strategy is presented in the next section.

3.2

Methodology and numerics

To evaluate the impact of freestream turbulence on the flow prediction, wall resolved LES are performed with and without synthetic turbulence injection at the
inlet and are compared. Both cases will be respectively refer as laminar inlet and
turbulent inlet cases. Prior to the application of such strategy to the T120 blade,
a quick review of the different methodologies to inject turbulence in LES is first
presented in Section 3.2.1. Then, the numerics and LES modelling retained for
this work are presented in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1

Methodologies to inject fluctuations at the inlet of a
LES computation

The specification of turbulence at the inlet of a computational domain is a complex
issue since no analytical expression exists to specify a turbulent field, i.e, a field
that satisfies the filtered Navier-Stokes equations and that includes unsteady as
well as spatially fluctuations. In the following, two methodologies, presented in
Fig. 3.7 and recently developed around the AVBP LES solver are introduced:
• Synthetic turbulence injection: This method consists in building a fluctuating signal at the inlet which approaches a specific turbulent signal generally
issued by a Homogeneous Isotropic Turbulence (HIT). One example of such
synthetic turbulence injection for the LS89 blade issued from the work of
(Segui Troth, 2017) is shown on Fig. 3.7. To do so, a pseudo turbulent signal
is built to recover the modelled analytical energy spectrum distribution of
Passot-Bouquet (Passot and Pouquet, 1987; Smirnov et al., 2000). By construction, this model is not a solution of the filtered Navier-Stokes equations
and adaptation of the injected fields are needed for the proper physics to
establish. Indeed, the turbulent structures injected at the inlet were shown
to be partially dissipated (as shown on Fig. 3.7 (a)) because of adaptation to
mesh resolution and due to non-physical turbulent energy spectrum imposed
at inlet. This method furthermore requires to specify a turbulent intensity
and an integral length scale to scale the signal. The turbulent intensity is
generally obtained from experimental data but the integral length scale is
generally unknown. One solution proposed in the literature (Wheeler and al.,
2016) is to simply impose the integral length scale to enter in the span-wise
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extent domain and adjust the value to match experimental turbulent specifications. However, the value of the integral length scale is known to strongly
affect the turbulent dissipation rate (Sreenivasan, 1998; Pope, 2000). Verifications of the decay of the turbulent signal between the inlet and the leading
edge of the blade are then mandatory to ensure that turbulent structures
injected at the inlet reach the leading edge of the blade.
• Precursor computation (Eswaran and Pope, 1988): This method couples
the inlet of the domain to a precursor computation representing a turbulent
channel or a HIT box. Turbulent fields are extracted from the precursor
domain and interpolated at the inlet of the domain as shown on Fig. 3.7 (b).
Since this methodology requires two LES computations, the CPU cost is
then higher compared to the previous approach. This methodology has been
implemented and validated in the thesis of (Segui Troth, 2017).
Both approaches have been tested at the inlet of a LES computation of the LS98
blade in the work of (Segui-Troth et al., 2017). To evaluate both approaches, a
Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the temporal signal at the inlet plane and decay
of the turbulent kinetic energy between the inlet and the leading edge are plotted
on Fig. 3.8. Clearly, the -5/3 slope of the HIT turbulence is better predicted
with the precursor approach than the synthetic turbulence approach, Fig. 3.8 (a).
If the decay of the turbulent kinetic energy is compared to the analytical model
using the Taylor hypothesis (Sagaut and Cambon, 2008), Fig. 3.8 (b), the decay of
turbulent kinetic energy is better predicted with the precursor approach. Indeed
and contrary to synthetic turbulence injection, the turbulent fields imposed from
the precursor approach originate from numerical resolution of the filtered Navier-

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7 – Example of a synthetic turbulence injection at the inlet on left (a)
and using a precursor on right (b). Taken from (Segui-Troth et al., 2017).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8 – Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the signal at the inlet plane on left (a)
and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) decay between the inlet and the leading edge
on right (b) for the synthetic turbulence approach (red) and precursor approach
(blue). Extracted from (Segui-Troth et al., 2017).

Stokes equations. As a result, no adaptation is needed when imposed at the inlet
of the computational domain. Although superior, difficulties in correctly injecting
turbulence in the LES make the precursor approach complex and still function of
parameters as the turbulent length scale. To avoid the CPU cost of a precursor
LES computation, synthetic turbulence injection approach is chosen for this work.

3.2.2

Numerical set up and LES modelling

In this section, the numerics and LES modelling of laminar inlet and turbulent
inlet cases are presented. First, the computational domain extent and the mesh are
introduced. Then, numerics and LES modelling are provided. Finally, boundary
conditions and inlet turbulent specifications are addressed for both cases.

Computational domain
The computational domain represents one blade of the cascade and is presented
on Fig. 3.9. The span-wise domain extent is limited to 8 mm, i.e, 3 % of the
blade span and 10% of the axial chord length to reduce the span-wise length of the
domain allowing grid refinement in the near wall flow regions. Periodic conditions
are applied in the y and z directions to represent only one single blade. One
chord length is taken in the front part of the domain to avoid interactions between
acoustic and potential effect of the blade at the inlet of the computational domain.
Three chord lengths have been chosen between the blade and the outlet to dissipate
the wake as well as acoustic waves prior to the outlet boundary condition.
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Figure 3.9 – Computational domain of the T120 blade. True chord length l, axial
chord length c and pitch distance between 2 blades p are defined in Table 3.1.
Mesh
The unstructured mesh is composed of 24 million of tetrahedra and 10 million of
prisms corresponding to a total number of vertices of about 9.3 millions. As shown
on Fig. 3.10, the mesh is refined on the pressure side, suction side and wake regions
to capture strong gradients and near wall flow structures on mesh. Ten layers of
prisms at the blade surface are used to reduce the simulation computational cost
while complying with a wall resolved approach. Indeed, the normalized wall unit,
y + , plotted on Fig. 3.11, remains below 2 along the blade except near the leading

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10 – Mid-cut of the mesh in the near leading edge on left (a) and trailing
edge on right (b).
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Figure 3.11 – y + [-] distribution along the blade. Red line - represents the laminar
inlet case while blue line - is the turbulent inlet case.
and trailing edges. Although y + is partially superior to 1 along the blade, the
designed mesh is in full agreement with requirements for a wall resolved LES
(Tucker, 2013; Tyacke and Tucker, 2014) and is therefore expected to predict the
wall shear stress in the viscous sub-layer of the boundary layer. The wall surface
is meshed with isotropic triangles, i.e, x+ ≈ z + . The aspect ratio of the prisms
is limited to 5 along the blade, i.e, x+ ≈ 5y + . Finally, cell volume jump at the
interface between tetrahedron / prism is by construction imposed to 3 to ensure
proper numerics in this part of the associated hybrid mesh.
Numerical scheme
The LES compressible equations (Garnier et al., 2009; Poinsot and Veynante, 2011)
are numerically resolved for all simulations. The convective terms are integrated
with the high order scheme TTGC (Colin and Rudgyard, 2000), i.e, 3rd order in
time and space. This numerical scheme has good spectral properties and does not
dissipate the smallest length scale flow structures resolved on mesh and thus is well
adapted for LES (Colin and Rudgyard, 2000). The diffusive terms are integrated
with a 2nd order finite element scheme.
LES modelling
The WALE sub-grid scale model is used to comply with the correct wall behaviour
of the turbulent viscosity (Nicoud and Ducros, 1999).
Targeted operating point and boundary conditions
As a reminder, the chosen operating point of the blade for this work is defined
by the doublet (Re2 ; M a2 ) = (390, 000; 0.87) for both laminar and turbulent in82
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Patch
Inlet

Outlet
Wall

Variable
Pt,1
Tt,1
Inlet angle
P2

Value
26720 P a
333 K
138.6 ◦
16307 P a
Adiabatic no slip

Table 3.2 – Boundary conditions used in the computations.

let cases. In the computation, the inflow specifications are imposed by the total
pressure Pt,1 , total temperature Tt,1 and the inlet angle. The static pressure P2 is
imposed at the outlet. The corresponding boundary condition targeted values are
summarized in Table 3.2 to match numerically the experimental operating point.
To impose the targeted values on boundary conditions, the NSCBC formalism
(Poinsot and Lele, 1992; Odier et al., 2018) is used to deal with acoustic treatment. With this approach, the instantaneous values on the boundary conditions
are temporally relaxed towards the targeted values. The laminar and turbulent
inlet cases are built by imposing different inflow specifications and this specific
point is hereafter addressed.

Test cases and turbulence injection
To assess the effect of the inlet turbulent injection on the flow structure, different
LES are established by differing the boundary inflow specifications as detailed in
Table 3.3. For the turbulent inlet case, synthetic turbulence is injected at the
inlet following the method of (Smirnov et al., 2000) presented in Section 3.2.1.
The integral length scale lt imposed at the inlet is adjusted at 6mm to enter in
the span-wise domain (8mm). The obtaining integral length scale to chord ratio
is then lct = 0.08c and corresponds to the same order of magnitude used in wall
resolved LES of academic blades (Wheeler and al., 2016; Segui Troth, 2017). The
inlet turbulence intensity is adjusted at 20% to comply with the experimental
measurement obtained with the hot-wire probe located x/c = 0.6 upstream the
cascade in the mid-flow passage between 2 blades.

Case
LAMINAR INLET
TURBULENT INLET

Inlet turbulent intensity
0%
20%

Table 3.3 – Test case matrix.
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3.3

LES predictions of the uncooled blade T120

In this section, the impact of freestream turbulence on the flow prediction is evaluated through the comparison between the laminar inlet and turbulent inlet cases.
To do so, the injection of synthetic turbulence at the inlet of the computational
domain is first validated in Section 3.3.1. Then, the comparison between both
laminar an turbulent inlet cases is detailed in Section 3.3.2. The impact on the
near wall flow region is specifically addressed in Section 3.3.3. Finally, losses are
investigated in Section 3.3.4.

3.3.1

Validation of the synthetic turbulence injection

To ensure that structures are generated at the inlet and transported to the blade,
an instantaneous view of the iso-surface of Q-criterion taken from the turbulent inlet case is shown between the inlet and the blade on Fig. 3.12. Unsteady structures
are clearly identified at the inlet of the computational domain. The decreasing of
the number of structures when propagating evidences the dissipation of the synthetic turbulence between the inlet and the blade. It is important to note that
structures are not fully dissipated when reaching the leading edge of the blade. To

Figure 3.12 – Instantaneous view of an iso-surface of Q-criterion equal to Qcrit =
4.107 s−2 coloured by the span vorticity ωz [s−1 ] between the inlet and the blade.
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evaluate the synthetic turbulence injected at the inlet, the signal of the velocity
fluctuation located at the experimental probe (represented in Fig. 3.12) and decay
of turbulent kinetic energy from the mean flow are shown in Fig. 3.13. At the experimental probe location, the signal of the velocity fluctuation is recorded during
4ms with a sampling frequency of 2.105 Hz. From this signal, the Power Spectral
Density is computed and shown on Fig. 3.13 (a). The -5/3 slope corresponding to
the spectra of homogeneous turbulence is recovered for the middle range frequency
between 2.103 Hz and 2.104 Hz. The behaviour of the signal for higher frequencies
(> 2.104 Hz) is coherent with observations of (Segui-Troth et al., 2017). Then,
the decay of the turbulent kinetic energy between the inlet and the leading edge
is compared to an analytical model in Fig. 3.13 (b). The model results from the
decay of an homogeneous isotropic turbulent field (Sagaut and Cambon, 2008).
For such a flow, the turbulence can be described by the initial turbulent kinetic
energy k0 and the initial turbulent dissipation rate 0 . From such hypotheses, time
evolution of the turbulent kinetic energy k then reduces to,


k(t) = k0

1

t (− C −1 )
,
1 + (C − 1)
τ0

(3.5)

with τ0 = k00 and C = 1.92. From the integral length scale imposed at the inflow
and from dimensional relations, the initial turbulent dissipation rate 0 is estimated
at 0 = 3.78.106 m2 s−3 . Using the Taylor hypothesis (Sagaut and Cambon, 2008),
the temporal evolution can be recast into a spatial evolution x along a streamline
so that x = u0 ∗ t as long as the mean flow velocity u0 is not affected by non-linear
effects. The decay rate of turbulent kinetic energy is observed to be stronger than
the model in part attributed to the unphysical spectrum imposed at the inflow

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13 – Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the axial velocity signal taken at
the probe located at x/c = −0.6 in the mid flow passage (a) on left. Frequency
limitations are given by the duration of the signal and the sampling frequency.
Decay of the turbulent kinetic energy k [m2 /s2 ] from the inlet to the leading edge
along a streamline passes in the mid-passage (b) on right.
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Case
Experiment
LES

Turbulence intensity
5%
5.23%

Table 3.4 – Turbulence intensity measured at x/c = 0.6 upstream the leading edge
in the mid-flow passage. Experimental value taken in (Gomes and Niehuis, 2009).

as observed by (Segui-Troth et al., 2017). Finally, to validate the turbulence injection, the turbulence intensity is extracted at the probe location represented in
Fig. 3.12 and compared with the value measured in the experiment in Table 3.4.
At this specific location, a good agreement is found with the experiment which
validates the level of turbulence intensity upstream the blade.
After validation of the synthetic turbulence injection, both laminar inlet and
turbulent inlet cases are compared in the next section to assess the impact of
freestream turbulence on LES flow prediction.

3.3.2

Impact of freestream turbulence on the flow prediction and validations

Prior to compare both LES predictions, the numerical operating point should be
verified and compared to targeted operating point for both LES cases. Then, the
impact of freestream turbulence on instantaneous and mean field predictions are
described. More specifically, the impact of freestream turbulence on the recirculation bubble on the pressure side and on the boundary layer turbulent transition on
the suction side is addressed. Finally, the prediction of the wall stresses for both
LES cases is evaluated through the comparison with experimental results.
Numerical operating points
To check the numerical operating point, mass flow rate Qm and expansion ratio
P2 /PtLE for both cases are compared to experimental data in Table 3.5. The
expansion ratio represents the ratio between static pressure at the outlet P2 over
the spatial averaged total pressure at the leading edge plane PtLE . Although
both LES cases target the same experimental operating point, the expansion ratio
Case
EXPERIMENT
LAMINAR INLET
TURBULENT INLET

P2 /PtLE (-)
0.61
0.6103
0.6109

Qm (g/s)
18.08
18.07

Table 3.5 – Expansion ratio P2 /PtLE and mass flow rate Qm for both cases and
experiment. Note that no data of mass flow rate from the experiment is available.
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Figure 3.14 – Spatial averaged total pressure between the inlet and the leading
edge axial plane.
slightly differs between both cases. Indeed, despite the outlet static pressure P2
is imposed by the outlet boundary condition, PtLE is not fully monitored by the
inlet boundary condition and results from total pressure loss between the inlet and
the leading edge. To verify this last statement, the axial evolution of the spatial
averaged total pressure between the inlet and the blade is plotted on Fig. 3.14. For
the laminar inlet case, the total pressure remains constant. For the turbulent inlet
case, the spatial averaged total pressure decreases from x/c = 0.6 to the leading
located at x/c = 0. This region corresponds to the dissipation of the turbulent
structures in agreement with Fig. 3.12. The dissipation generates losses which
decreases total pressure between the inlet and the leading edge of the blade. As
a result, the expansion ratio for the turbulent inlet case is then necessary higher
than the laminar inlet case. Note that this specific point will be later addressed
more in details in the loss investigation section. If looking at the mass flow rate, no
strong deviation is observed between both cases. Such differences remain negligible
and then 0D values can be considered equivalent between both cases. In the next
section, the impact of freestream turbulence on instantaneous large scale flow is
addressed.
Impact of the turbulence injection on large scale flow structure
The large scale flow structure for both LES predictions is presented by providing
an instantaneous view of the vorticity magnitude map extracted at mid-span of
the blade on Fig. 3.15. The flow structure is first described for the laminar inlet case, Fig. 3.15 (a). On the pressure side, a recirculation bubble, evidenced
by the white isocontour of zero axial velocity, is observed. The bubble originates
from near the stagnation point region and then reattaches to the blade wall. The
shape of the bubble and levels of vorticity on the white isocontour indicates that
unsteady structures are generated at the edge of the bubble. On the suction side,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.15 – Instantaneous map of vorticity magnitude kωk [s−1 ] at mid-span of
the blade. White isocontour corresponds to zero axial velocity. Laminar inlet case
at top (a) and turbulent inlet case at bottom (b).

the boundary layer develops along the blade and exhibits a turbulent transition.
Downstream the trailing edge, a turbulent wake presenting coherent structures is
observed. For the turbulent inlet case, Fig. 3.15 (b), turbulent structures injected
at the inlet propagates from the inlet to the blade. From the leading edge, turbulent structures are stretched by the acceleration of the flow. If compared both LES
predictions, the bubble and turbulent transition positions and topologies differ. A
closer look in these two regions is hereafter provided.
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A closer look of the near wall flow region on the suction side of the blade
for both cases is shown Fig. 3.16. For the laminar inlet case, Fig. 3.16 (a), a
supersonic region is evidenced by the white sonic lines M = 1. To discriminate
potential shock waves, a numerical Schlieren visualization is shown at mid-span of
the blade. Downstream this supersonic region, multiple unsteady shock-waves are
observed and tend to move upstream. Such shock-waves, called shocklets, have
been described in (Handa et al., 1999) and appear when the flow is weakly supersonic, i.e, when the Mach number M a satisfies 1 < M a < 1.1. It is noted that
the shocklet intensity is weaker in the turbulent inlet case in comparison with the
laminar inlet case. Downstream the shocklets, a turbulent transition of the boundary layer occurs for both cases. Indeed, turbulent structures as hairpin vortices
are observed along the suction side of the blade. If compared to the turbulent
inlet case, Fig. 3.16 (b), the position of the turbulent transition position moves
upstream in comparison with the laminar inlet case. Such effects of the impact of
freestream turbulence on the position of turbulent transition of boundary layers
have already been observed in LES / DNS (Brandt et al., 2004; Segui Troth, 2017;
Wheeler et al., 2017). Finally, the turbulent wake is observed downstream the
trailing edge for both cases.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.16 – Instantaneous view of an iso-surface of Q-criterion coloured by the
span velocity w [m/s], Qcrit = 1.109 s−2 in the near wall flow region on the suction
side. Numerical Schlieren k∇ρk
[m−1 ]. White sonic lines M a = 1. Laminar inlet
ρ
case on left (a) and turbulent inlet case on right (b). Dashed lines represent the
position of the turbulent transition of the boundary layer.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.17 – Instantaneous view of an iso-surface of Q-criterion, i.e Qcrit =
1.105 s−2 , in the bubble region coloured by the axial velocity u. Red represents
positive axial velocity u > 0 and blue negative axial velocity u < 0. Laminar inlet
case on left (a) and turbulent inlet case on right (b).
On the pressure side of the blade, a closer look at the bubble structure is
shown by plotting an instantaneous view of the iso-surface of Q-criterion coloured
by the axial velocity in Fig. 3.17. For the laminar inlet case, Fig. 3.17 (a), KelvinHelmholtz (KH) roll-up are produced at the edge of the recirculation bubble which
are transported and stretched by the acceleration of the flow. In the recirculation
bubble, i.e, blue part, coherent structures are also evidenced. For the turbulent
inlet case, Fig. 3.17 (b), the bubble structure is quite different and interacts with
freestream turbulent structures at the edge of the bubble in the red part. Although
coherent structures are still noticed in the bubble, no KH structure is observed at
the edge of the bubble. Finally, the size of the bubble is strongly reduced in the
turbulent inlet case.
To go further in the analysis, a statistical description of the flow is adopted. To
do so, the flow fields are time-averaged on 4 flow time passages defined as a time
for a fluid particle to go from the inlet to the outlet of the computational domain.
Such a convergence time is sufficient to ensure that the flow statistics (mean +
RMS) are converged. The mean flow organization is hereafter addressed.
Impact of the turbulence injection on the mean flow
The time-averaged pressure fields issued by both simulations are provided at midspan in Fig. 3.18. The laminar inlet case is first described, Fig. 3.18 (a). On the
pressure side of the blade, the recirculation bubble is retrieved on the mean flow
evidenced by the black isocontour u = 0. On the suction side, a strong expansion
of the flow is observed leading to a supersonic region identified by the white isocontour sonic line M a = 1. Downstream, a compression region is observed. When
compared to the turbulent inlet case, Fig. 3.18 (b), the bubble size is strongly reduced. The spatial distribution of the static pressure between pressure and suction
sides is also observed to be impacted by freestream turbulence.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.18 – Time-averaged pressure P [P a] map at mid-span. Black isocontour
is null axial velocity u = 0 and white isocontour is sonic line M a = 1. Velocity
vectors are represented by arrows. Laminar inlet case at top (a) and turbulent
inlet case at bottom (b).

To evaluate the impact of freestream turbulence on the static pressure distribution in the passage between both pressure and suction sides, time-averaged axial
momentum profiles ρu are extracted on different axial cuts in the passage along
the blade as shown on Fig. 3.19. It is worth to recall that ρu represents the spatial
distribution of mass flux in the passage between the blades. Note that the current
paragraph focuses on the passage between pressure and suction sides excluding
the boundary layer regions. The boundary layer region will be specifically investigated later in this chapter. Axial cut positions are represented in Fig. 3.19 (a).
Note that y = 0 corresponds to the suction side wall and y = L to the pressure
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(a)

x/c = 0.1

(b)

x/c = 0.35

x/c = 0.5

(c)

(d)

x/c = 0.8

(e)

Figure 3.19 – Mass flow rate by surface unit normalized by the surface averaged
mass flow ρu/ < ρu >S [-] along the passage at different axial position indicated on
left (a). From left to right, x/c = 0.1 (b), x/c = 0.35 (c), x/c = 0.5 (d), x/c = 0.8
(e). y = 0 corresponds to the suction side wall and y = L the pressure side wall.
L is the distance between the blade walls. Red line represents the laminar inlet
case and blue the turbulent inlet case.

side wall where L is the distance between the blades. Note that L remains constant along the axial coordinate for such a cascade configuration. Near the leading
edge at x/c = 0.10, Fig. 3.19 (b), no deviations between both profiles are noticed.
This confirms that same mean inflow impacts the blade between both cases. At
x/c = 0.35, Fig. 3.19 (c), axial momentum is higher near the pressure side for
the turbulent inlet case. Indeed, since the bubble is reduced in that case, more
flow can passes near the pressure side of the blade. At x/c = 0.5 and x/c = 0.8,
Fig. 3.19 (d) & (e), a deficit of axial momentum appears near the suction side
in the turbulent inlet case in comparison with the laminar inlet case. Since the
mass flow rate is ensured to be the same for both LES predictions, the additional
mass flow rate observed on the pressure side necessary yields to a deficit of mass
flow rate Ron the suction side to preserve the conservation of the integrated mass
flow rate S ρudS through the axial cuts. This redistribution of mass flux between
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.20 – Mach number profiles M a [-] along a streamline from x/c = 0.5 to
x/c = 0.9 located at a wall normal distance of 0.2L on pressure side on left (a)
and suction side on right (b). Red line represents the laminar inlet case and blue
line the turbulent inlet case. Dashed line represents the sonic value.
the pressure and suction sides results in a different flow speed and expansion in
the passage between both cases. To confirm, time-averaged Mach number M a
is extracted along a streamline from x/c = 0.5 to x/c = 0.9 located at a wall
normal distance of 0.2L on both sides of the blade and shown on Fig. 3.20. On
the pressure side, Fig. 3.20 (a), Mach number distribution does not differ. On
the suction side, Fig. 3.20 (b), profiles deviate in the interval between x/c = 0.6
and x/c = 0.7 which corresponds to the compression region on the suction side.
This compression region corresponds to the shocklet region and is observed to be
shifted upstream in presence of freestream turbulence.
As a consequence of the previous discussions, freestream turbulence is found
to affect the flow expansion around the blade. The wall normal and shear stresses
are then expected to be also impacted and are hereafter investigated.
Skin friction and load distribution on the blade surface
In this paragraph, the impact of freestream turbulence is quantified on the normal
and shear stresses on the blade surface. In the following, the wall shear stress is
represented by the friction coefficient Cf by,
Cf =

τw
0.5ρ1 v12

(3.6)

where τw is the wall shear stress, ρ1 and v1 are respectively the density and inlet
velocity. It is worth to recall that for separated flow, Cf is negative in the recirculation bubble. Separation (S) and reattachment (R) points of the bubble are
defined for Cf = 0 and the distance between these two specific points represents
the bubble size. Cf is extracted along on both sides of the blade for both cases
and compared to experimental results in Fig. 3.21. The pressure side of the blade,
Fig. 3.21 (a), is first described and discussed. From x/c = 0.1, Cf decreases and
cancels at x/c = 0.15 for the laminar inlet case and x/c = 0.14 for the turbulent
inlet case. This specific position corresponds to the separation of the boundary
layer and the creation of the recirculation bubble. The reattachment point of the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.21 – Friction coefficient Cf [-] evolution along the pressure side on left
(a) between x/c = 0.1 and x/c = 0.6 as well as along the suction side on right
(b) between x/c = 0.5 and x/c = 1. Laminar inlet case is represented by the red
line and the turbulent inlet case by the blue line. The bubble size is indicated and
compared with the experiment extracted from (Homeier et al., 2004). Separation
point (S) and reattachment point (R) are indicated when Cf = 0 and turbulent
transition position (T) is also indicated when the minimum value of Cf is reached
on the suction side.

boundary layer is located at x/c = 0.5 for the laminar inlet case while it is located
at x/c = 0.35 for the turbulent inlet case. In the bubble region and for the laminar
inlet case, the absolute value of Cf is near 0. This indicates a region of very low
velocity in the bubble (Gaster, 1967; Arena and Mueller, 1980; Lee et al., 2014).
If compared the bubble size obtained from both LES to experimental data, the
bubble is clearly too large in the laminar inlet case while the prediction is improved
for the turbulent inlet case. A view of the axial evolution of Cf is presented on
the suction side of the blade, in the compression region defined between x/c = 0.5
and x/c = 1, Fig. 3.21 (b). Due to the deceleration of the flow in this region, Cf
decreases from x/c = 0.5 to x/c = 0.75 for both cases. From this latter position,
both cases deviate. Indeed, for the laminar inlet case, Cf remains near 0 and then
strongly increases at x/c = 0.85. Such an increase combined with observed turbulent structures on Fig. 3.16 confirm a transition to turbulence of the boundary
layer (Schlichting, 1955). This transition occurs upstream in the turbulence inlet
case at x/c = 0.75. Downstream the transition position, Cf decreases.
Normal stresses on the blade surface are represented by the pressure distribution on the blade surface. Pressure distribution is here given by the Isentropic
Mach Number M ais computed with Eq. 3.3. Axial evolution of M ais is shown
at mid-span of the blade and compared to the experimental results on Fig. 3.22.
For the laminar inlet case and on the pressure side of the blade, the bubble region
presents a plateau of M ais between x/c = 0.15 and x/c = 0.5 and differs from
the experiment in agreement with previous findings (Gomes and Niehuis, 2013).
For the turbulent inlet case, the prediction of the isentropic Mach number profile
in the bubble is clearly improved and allows to recover the experimental results.
On the suction side, the acceleration of the flow in the interval between x/c = 0.
and x/c = 0.4 is well captured in both cases. In the compression region, the sharp
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Figure 3.22 – Effect of the turbulence injection on the isentropic Mach number
M ais [-] along the blade: •, experiment (Gomes and Niehuis, 2009); Red LES
laminar inlet case; Blue - - LES turbulent inlet case.

-

decrease of M ais corresponds to the shock region which is not well predicted in
the laminar inlet case while the prediction is improved for the turbulent inlet case.
To sum up this section, freestream turbulence is found to affect the bubble
size on the pressure side of the blade, which changes the mass flow distribution
in the passage impacting also the suction side. At the end of the day, freestream
turbulence allows to fully recover the load distribution for the T120 blade. To the
author’s knowledge, this is the first LES study able to recover the blade load distribution for this blade. Clearly, such results confirm the importance of the inflow
turbulence specification for blades presenting recirculation bubbles. The impact
of freestream turbulence on separated flows has been confirmed in experimental
and numerical investigations (Burgmann and Schroder, 2008; ZAKI et al., 2010;
Wheeler and al., 2016; Cadieux et al., 2014; Uzun and Malik, 2017). Since the near
wall flow region was observed to be strongly changed by freestream turbulence, the
following section focuses on boundary layer regions.

3.3.3

Investigation of the boundary layers

In this section, the impact of freestream turbulence on boundary layer properties
is studied. To investigate the near wall flow region, boundary layers must be
extracted from LES predictions. To do so, available methodologies to extract
numerically this specific region are first introduced. Then, the validity of the
boundary layer assumptions in the context of the T120 blade is discussed. Finally,
boundary layer profiles and evolutions of integral properties are investigated.
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Extraction of the boundary layer in turbomachinery The thickness of
boundary layer hereafter noted δ is commonly defined when the tangential velocity
component utan along the wall normal distance n reaches (Schlichting, 1955),
utan (n = δ) = 0.99U∞ ,

(3.7)

where U∞ is the tangential freestream velocity located outside of the boundary
layer. This definition suits well for flow on flat plates, where U∞ is easily defined. However, for turbomachinery applications, freestream velocity is affected
by freestream pressure gradient and varies along the blade. To alleviate this issue,
the definition of δ must be adapted. Alternative propositions exist and some of
which are detailed afterwards.
One solution is to reconstruct the freestream velocity from the isentropic Mach
number M ais and the local speed of sound csound assuming that there is no loss
in the freestream flow region. Using this method, δ can be defined as the location
where the tangential velocity satisfies,
utan (n = δ) = 0.99M ais ∗ csound .

(3.8)

However, this solution is limited to freestream laminar flow featuring no loss which
is not satisfied in the context of synthetic turbulence injection.
b

∂u
A second solution is to use a functional f defined as f = na ∂n
where a, and b
are constants (W. Stock and Haase, 1999). This way, δ is built from the maximum
of the functional fmax so that,

δ = fmax ,

(3.9)

where  is a threshold value. This method relies on the constants a and b chosen
from correlations (not presented here) and is then highly dependent on the test
case studied.
A last solution is to use the magnitude of vorticity kωk, here noted ω for
simplicity, which is known to be high in the boundary layer region. In this case, δ
is based on the minimum and maximum vorticity evolution along normal profiles
to the wall, respectively noted ωmin and ωmax . Proposed by (Michelassi et al.,
1998), the obtaining thickness satisfies,
ω(n = δ) = ωmin + (ωmax − ωmin ) ∗ 0.01.

(3.10)

This definition suits well to our study and will be therefore used in the following.
The boundary layer investigation presented in this study requires that the near
wall flow region complies with the boundary layer hypothesis (Schlichting, 1955).
In the following, the validity of such hypotheses is checked for the T120 blade.
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Validations of the boundary layer hypothesis The boundary layer assumptions are recalled here (Schlichting, 1955):
• The thickness of the boundary layer δ is negligible compared to the characteristic length of the wall L, i.e, Lδ << 1.
• The curvature radius Rc is assumed large against the characteristic length
of the wall L,i.e, RLc >> 1.
The validity of such hypotheses in the context of the T120 uncooled blade is discussed. Indeed, the first hypothesis is generally verified if the Reynolds number
is sufficiently high (Schlichting, 1955). The latter hypothesis which involves curvature needs to be here discussed. Indeed, if curvature can not be neglected, the
centrifugal force leads to a normal pressure gradient to the wall in the boundary
layer. This effect is generally omitted in the boundary layer model equations.
The effect of curvature on boundary layer equations was first studied by (Murphy,
1953) in the particular case of incompressible flow. With a dimensional analysis, (Murphy, 1953) showed that the effect of curvature can be estimated from
the local ratio Rδc . If Rδc << 1, the curvature is not ”viewed” by the boundary
layer and the curvature effect in the boundary layer equations can be neglected.
For the T120 case, axial evolutions of Rδc and δc are plotted along the blade for
both pressure and suction side on Fig. 3.23 for the laminar inlet case. Note that
oscillations observed on both sides between x/c = 0.8 and x/c = 1.0 originate
from small defaults in the CAD of the blade. If taking the characteristic length
of the wall L as its axial chord length, i.e, L = c, the thickness of the boundary
layer on both sides remains two order of magnitudes below c. This confirms the
first hypothesis of the boundary layer approximations, i.e, Lδ << 1. Regarding
the second hypothesis, the boundary layer thickness on the suction side remains
one order of magnitude below the local radius curvature away from the bubble

Figure 3.23 – Evolution of the local ratio Rδc [-] and δc [-] for the pressure and
suction sides of the T120 blade for the laminar inlet case. Solid lines represent
δ
and dashed lines δc . Blue represents the pressure side and red represents the
Rc
suction side.
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region. Indeed, in the bubble region, i.e, in the interval between x/c = 0.15 and
x/c = 0.5, the thickness approaches the curvature radius of the blade. In this
specific region, the effect of the curvature should then be considered for boundary
layer investigation. As a result, the boundary layer profiles can be gauged against
boundary layer model equations on both sides of the blade. Note nevertheless that
the bubble region will be excluded from the boundary layer investigation.
Flow boundary layer evolutions The axial evolution of boundary layer thickness δ relying on Eq. (3.10) and associated freestream velocity U∞ for both LES are
plotted on Fig. 3.24. On the pressure side of the blade, Fig. 3.24 (a), δ smoothly
increases from the stagnation point located at x/c = 0.05 to x/c = 0.15. From
x/c = 0.15, δ suddenly grows which corresponds to the separation of the boundary layer and creation of the bubble. In the bubble region, the maximum of δ is
higher in the laminar inlet case because the bubble is larger in comparison with
the turbulent inlet case. The boundary layer then reattaches at different positions
depending on the cases. Downstream at x/c = 0.7, δ remains constant due to
the flow acceleration which stretches the boundary layer as confirmed in the experiment (Gomes and Niehuis, 2009). Freestream velocity U∞ , Fig. 3.24 (c), also
smoothly increases from the stagnation point located at x/c = 0.05 to the boundary layer separation point located at x/c = 0.15. In the bubble region, U∞ remains
constant for the laminar inlet case while it decreases in the turbulent inlet case.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.24 – Boundary layer thickness δ [m] at top (a) & (b) and freestream
velocity U∞ [m/s] at bottom (c) & (d) evolutions along the blade. Pressure side
on left (a) & (c) and suction side on right (b) & (d). Red line represents the
laminar inlet case and blue line turbulent inlet case.
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Indeed and since the bubble is large for the laminar inlet case, the flow dynamic
in the bubble is low which weakly impacts U∞ . Downstream the bubble, both
cases converge towards same levels of freestream velocity. On the suction side,
Fig. 3.24 (b), δ grows slowly from the leading edge to x/c = 0.6. At this location,
δ increases more rapidly due to the compression induced by the adverse pressure
gradient region in both cases. The freestream velocity, Fig. 3.24 (d), strongly accelerates from the leading edge to x/c = 0.55 due to the strong flow expansion on
the suction side. From x/c = 0.60, U∞ suddenly decreases corresponding to the
compression and shock regions. To go further in the analysis, normal profiles to
the wall of tangential velocity utan in the boundary layer are extracted at different
axial positions on both sides and represented on Fig. 3.25: i.e, near the separation
point at x/c = 0.1, in the bubble at x/c = 0.3, at x/c = 0.7 and near the trailing
edge at x/c = 0.9. Time-averaged velocity normal profiles in the boundary layer
are plotted on Fig. 3.26 and compared to analytical Blasius and turbulent power
law profiles (Schlichting and Gersten, 2000). The turbulent power law profile corresponds to an empirical profile for the mean flow assuming no pressure gradient
 1

= nδ 7 . The effect of the pressure gradient on boundary
and expressed as uUtan
∞
layer profiles can then be deduced from the deviations between LES and analytical
profiles. For each extracted boundary layer profiles, only the most suitable analytical profile is plotted, i.e: Blasius profile for laminar boundary layer and turbulent
profile for turbulent boundary layer. It is worth to note that 11 points of the mesh
are located in the boundary layer thickness on the pressure side, i.e, from n/δ = 0
to n/δ = 1. On the suction side, normal profiles are discretized with between 10
to 20 points depending on the axial position. First, the boundary layer profiles
are described along the suction side, i.e, Fig. 3.26 (a)&(b)&(c)&(d). At x/c = 0.1,
Fig. 3.26 (a), the profile is laminar and the deviation with the Blasius profile evidences a favourable pressure gradient due to the flow expansion in this region. No
deviation is observed between both cases. At x/c = 0.3, Fig. 3.26 (b), no deviations is also found. At x/c = 0.7, Fig. 3.26 (c), profiles exhibit an inflexion point
which highlights an adverse pressure gradient in this region. No strong deviation

Figure 3.25 – Positions of the investigated boundary layer normal profiles. Bubble
position is indicated in red.
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x/c = 0.3

x/c = 0.7

x/c = 0.9

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Pressure side

Suction side

x/c = 0.1

Figure 3.26 – Boundary layer normal mean velocity profiles. From left to right,
x/c = 0.1, x/c = 0.3, x/c = 0.7, x/c = 0.9. Top, suction side and bottom, pressure side. n/δ [-] is the normalized wall distance and utan /U∞ [-] the normalized
tangential velocity. Red line represents the laminar inlet case and blue the turbulent inlet case. Black dot dashed line represents a Blasius profile without pressure
gradient and dashed line the turbulent power law profile

utan
U∞

=

 1
n
δ

7

.

is also noticed between both cases. At x/c = 0.9, Fig. 3.26 (d), both profiles are
clearly turbulent since this station is located downstream the turbulent transition.
For this station, the profile in the laminar inlet case deviates from the analytical
profile which indicates a streamwise pressure gradient in the boundary layer. The
turbulent inlet case profile is found to recover the analytical turbulent profile. As a
result, freestream turbulence is found to decrease the adverse pressure gradient for
this axial position. Afterwards, the boundary layer profiles are described along the
pressure side of the blade, i.e, Fig. 3.26 (e)&(f)&(g)&(h). At x/c = 0.1, Fig. 3.26
(e), profiles are laminar for both cases. Contrary to the laminar inlet case, the
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turbulent inlet profile recovers the Blasius profile. This shows that the favourable
pressure gradient at this station is then reduced by the freestream turbulence. At
x/c = 0.3, Fig. 3.26 (f), no comparison with analytical boundary layer profiles can
be done because the boundary layer hypotheses do not hold in the bubble. For
this station, the profiles differs between the cases. The deviations here noticed
are due to the difference of U∞ between the cases. Indeed, since U∞ was found to
be much smaller in the turbulent inlet case (Fig. 3.24 (c)), profiles of normalized
are also expected to strongly differ between the two cases. Despite
velocity uUtan
∞
this scaling difference, the profile in the bubble is found to be greatly impacted by
freestream turbulence as confirmed in numerical studies (Lee et al., 2014; Cadieux
et al., 2014; Zilli et al., 2017). Looking more in details these profiles, negative peaks
are observed at n/δ = 0.14 in the laminar inlet case while it is located further in
the bubble at n/δ = 0.60 in the turbulent inlet case. These peaks result from the
development of an ”intern boundary layer” which originates from the reattachment point by the reversed flow in the bubble. Since the bubble was shown to be
larger in the laminar inlet case, this ”intern boundary layer” in the bubble develops and extents more in the bubble region than for the turbulent inlet case. At
x/c = 0.7, Fig. 3.26 (g), profiles remain laminar and admit a favourable pressure
gradient due to the flow acceleration in this region. The deviations between both
cases shows again that the pressure gradient is reduced in the turbulent inlet case.
At x/c = 0.9, Fig. 3.26 (h), the profiles remain laminar and present a favourable
pressure gradient. Finally, no strong deviation is here observed between both cases.
As a consequence of the previous discussion, freestream turbulence is found to
impact boundary layer profiles and to decrease the effect of pressure gradients in
this region. Such impacts of freestream turbulence are consistent with the theory
of laminar and turbulent boundary layer (Schlichting and Gersten, 2000). From
the boundary layer profiles, one can build the integral properties of the boundary
layers which are hereafter described.
Boundary layer integral properties investigation From the boundary layer
profiles, the displacement and momentum thickness noted respectively, δ ∗ and θ,
can be built and are defined for compressible boundary layer (Schlichting, 1955)
by the following expressions:
∗

δ =

Z δ
0

Z δ

!

ρutan
dn,
1−
ρ∞ U∞

(3.11)

utan ρutan
dn,
(3.12)
U∞ ρ∞ U∞
0
where utan is the local tangential velocity, n the wall normal distance and the
subscript ∞ refers to freestream condition. It is important to note that the superior integration bound is limited to δ and does not tend to infinity to exclude
the freestream region and potential flow effects on the computation of integral
2
properties. ρ∞ U∞ δ ∗ and ρ∞ U∞
θ respectively gives the deficit of mass and momentum fluxes for a span unit due to the presence of the boundary layer. From
θ=

1−
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these integral values, the shape factor H is built so that,
H=

δ∗
.
θ

(3.13)

The value of H gives an indication about the state of the boundary layer when no
pressure gradient is present: i.e, the boundary layer is laminar around 2 - 2.5 and
turbulent around 1.5 (Schlichting, 1955).
The displacement and momemtum thickness’s are plotted on both sides and for
both LES cases on Fig. 3.27. Note that values in the bubble region are not shown
in both cases. On the pressure side of the blade, Fig. 3.27 (a), δ ∗ rapidly grows
near the separation point and the creation of the recirculation bubble located at
x/c = 0.15. Downstream the bubble region, δ ∗ decreases for the laminar inlet case
while it remains constant for the turbulent inlet case and both converge to the
same local values at x/c = 0.6. From this location, δ ∗ remains constant due to the
flow acceleration which stretches the boundary layer. Regarding the momemtum
thickness on the pressure side, Fig. 3.27 (c), the shape of profiles are very similar

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.27 – Displacement thickness δ ∗ [m] at top (a) & (b) and momemtum
thickness θ [m] at bottom (c) & (d) evolutions along the blade. Pressure side on
left (a) & (c) and suction side on right (b) & (d). Bubble size is indicated for
both LES and no values are shown in the bubble region. Red line represents the
laminar inlet case while blue line corresponds to the turbulent inlet case.
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to displacement thickness, Fig. 3.27 (a). On the suction side, Fig. 3.27 (b), δ ∗
increases from the leading edge to x/c = 0.6. At this location, δ ∗ increases more
rapidly from x/c = 0.60 to x/c = 0.75 due to the adverse pressure gradient
present in this region. Downstream the shock positions, δ ∗ decreases to the trailing
edge in both cases. Same conclusions hold for the evolution of the momemtum
thickness on the suction side, Fig. 3.27 (d). Shape factor axial evolutions for
both LES cases are plotted on Fig. 3.28 . On the pressure side, Fig. 3.28 (a), H
strongly increases from 2.5 to 3 upstream the bubble region in both cases. Such
values of H indicate a strong effect of the adverse pressure gradient which can
potentially cause a separation of the boundary layer (Schlichting, 1955; Greitzer.,
2004). Downstream the bubble and for the laminar inlet case, H decreases to
1.5 at x/c = 0.6 corresponding to the turbulent transition of the boundary layer.
Downstream this location, H increases and remains around 2.5. This means that
the boundary layer relaminarizes due to the strong acceleration of the flow as
pointed in the experiment (Gomes and Niehuis, 2009). This confirms the presence
of laminar boundary layer profiles downstream the bubble as previously depicted
on Fig. 3.26. For the turbulent inlet case, H remains around 2.5 downstream
the bubble. This means that the boundary layer on the pressure side remains
laminar along the blade. Indeed, the bubble is supposed to be too short to exhibit
a turbulent transition in this case. Downstream the bubble region, H is clearly
lower for the turbulent inlet case to x/c = 0.6. As a result, freestream turbulence
tends to reduce the shape factor in this region. A smaller shape factor results into a
reduction of the adverse pressure gradient and favors the resistance of the boundary
layer to separation (Schlichting, 1955; Greitzer., 2004). Such effects of freestream
turbulence on H have been observed in numerical investigations (Wheeler and
al., 2016; Segui Troth, 2017; ZAKI et al., 2010; Uzun and Malik, 2017). On the
suction side, Fig. 3.28 (b), H increases from the leading edge to x/c = 0.6. At
this location, H increases more rapidly due to the adverse pressure gradient in the
compression region to x/c = 0.8. Downstream the shock position, H decreases to
1.5 which is consistent with typical values found for turbulent boundary layers. In

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.28 – Shape factor H [-] evolution along the boundary layers. Pressure
side on left (a) and suction side on right (b). Bubble size is indicated for both
LES and no value is shown in the bubble region. Red line represents the laminar
inlet case while blue ones corresponds to the turbulent inlet case.
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Figure 3.29 – Normalized integrated turbulent kinetic energy production P rk [-]
(Eq. (3.14)) for the suction side boundary layer. Red line represents the laminar
inlet case and blue the turbulent inlet case.
the turbulent inlet case, the decrease of H is shifted upstream in comparison with
the laminar inlet case. This confirms that the transition to turbulence is shifted
upstream with the presence of freestream turbulence. To confirm this finding,
the integrated normalized production term of turbulent kinetic energy P rk in the
boundary layer can be evaluated through (Wheeler et al., 2017),
1 Zδ
Pk dn,
P rk =
U∞3 0

(3.14)

i
is the turbulence production term, u0i u0j is the velocity correwhere Pk = −u0i u0j ∂U
∂xj
lation tensor and Ui is the time-averaged velocity. P rk is plotted on the suction side
of the blade for both cases in Fig. 3.29. The turbulent kinetic energy production remains low for x/c < 0.60 in both cases. From this location, P rk strongly increases
up to a peak. For the laminar inlet case, the peak is located at x/c = 0.86 while
is located at x/c = 0.80 for the turbulent inlet case. This peak corresponds to the
transition to turbulence. Downstream, the decrease of the turbulent production
corresponds to the non-equilibrium region of the turbulent transition (Bradshaw,
1967; Wheeler et al., 2017).

The axial evolution of integral values in a general case is given by a momemtum
balance in the boundary layer using the boundary layer assumptions for steady
compressible flow is given by the following expression (Schlichting, 1955) ,
 θ dU
Cf
dθ 
∞
2
+ H + 2 − M∞
=
.
dx
U∞ dx
2

(3.15)

where M∞ is the freestream Mach number and Cf is the friction coefficient. The
first term of the LHS represents the momemtum thickness spatial rate, the second term is the normalized pressure gradient term while the RHS represents the
skin friction at wall. To quantify the impact of freestream turbulence on the pressure gradient in the boundary layer, the axial evolution of the second term on
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(a)

(b)

2
Figure 3.30 – Normalized pressure gradient term (H + 2 − M∞
) Uθ∞ dUdx∞ [-] along
the boundary layer blade. Pressure side on left (a) and suction side on right (b).
A zoom is shown upstream the separation point indicated by the arrow. Red line
represents the laminar inlet case and blue the turbulent inlet case. Favourable and
adverse pressure gradients zone are indicated.

2
) Uθ∞ dUdx∞ , is plotted on both sides for both
the LHS of Eq. (3.15), i.e,(H + 2 − M∞
LES cases on Fig. 3.30. By definition, a favourable pressure gradient corresponds
to negative values while an adverse pressure gradient yields positive values. If
zooming upstream the bubble region on the pressure side, Fig. 3.30 (a), the normalized pressure gradient is shown to be adversed to the flow. This confirms the
presence of the separation of the boundary layer at this region. When comparing
both predictions, the adverse pressure gradient is reduced in the turbulent inlet
case. This confirms that the boundary layer is more resistant to separation with
freestream turbulence. Downstream the bubble, the normalized pressure gradient
remains smaller with the presence of freestream turbulence and helps the flow to
reattach to the wall. On the suction side, Fig. 3.30 (b), a favourable normalized
pressure gradient is observed in the expansion region. Downstream, the normalized
pressure gradient becomes adverse in the compression region for both cases. The
normalized pressure gradient term is stronger in the shock regions and reduced in
the turbulent inlet case.

Finally, the evolution of kinetic energy thickness θ∗ along the blade is investigated and is expressed for a steady compressible flow by (Schlichting, 1955),
∗

θ =

Z δ
0

u2
1 − tan
2
U∞

!

ρutan
dn.
ρ∞ U∞

(3.16)

θ∗ gives the deficit of kinetic energy induced by the presence of the boundary layer.
The axial evolution of θ∗ along the blade is plotted for both cases on Fig. 3.31.
On the pressure side of the blade, Fig. 3.31 (a), θ∗ increases from the stagnation
point located at x/c = 0.05 to the bubble region located at x/c = 0.15 for both
cases. Downstream the bubble region, both cases converge towards similar values
at x/c = 0.6. On the suction side, Fig. 3.31 (b), θ∗ smoothly increases from
the leading edge to x/c = 0.6. From this location, θ∗ increases more rapidly
corresponding to the turbulent transition region for each case. As a result, more
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.31 – Energy thickness evolution θ∗ [m] along the blade on the pressure
side on left (a) and suction side on right (b). Red line represents the laminar inlet
case and blue line is the turbulent inlet case.

kinetic energy is lost in the turbulent transition of the boundary layer. Using
the boundary layer assumptions and performing a kinetic energy balance in the
boundary layer, the axial evolution of θ∗ for a steady compressible flow is given by
the following expression (Schlichting, 1955; Greitzer., 2004),
 θ ∗ dU
(s∗ T )BL
dθ∗ 
∞
2
+ 3 − M∞
=
.
3
dx
U∞ dx
ρ∞ U∞

(3.17)

The first term on the LHS gives the spatial rate of θ∗ , the second term represents
the work of the pressure gradient while the RHS represents the integrated loss production (s∗ T )BL in the boundary layer. The axial evolution of θ∗ then results from
the work of pressure gradient and entropy production in the boundary layer. This
confirms that losses are generated in the boundary layers and that loss generation
is strongly impacted by separations and by boundary layer turbulent transitions
as shown on Fig. 3.31. The investigation of losses in boundary layers will be later
addressed in this work.
To conclude the boundary layer investigation, freestream turbulence is found
to reduce the adverse pressure gradient on both sides of the blade and enforced
the resistance of the boundary layer to separation. This investigation corroborates
that freestream turbulence strongly affects the near wall flow region of the blade
which clearly improves the flow prediction if compared to experiment. As a result,
turbulent inlet specification is a crucial parameter to recover the load for blades
presenting separated flows with wall resolved LES. Note that detailed analysis of
the T120 blade sensitivity flow response to operating point uncertainties was studied in a conference paper of Turbo Expo in 2017 which can be found in Appendix
D. In the next section of the study, the loss generation issued from the aerodynamics of the T120 blade is investigated. From the comparison of both LES cases,
the impact of freestream turbulence on loss generation will be also addressed.
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3.3.4

Investigation of losses

The mechanisms by which losses are produced for the T120 uncooled blade are
investigated in this section. To do so, the losses are first evaluated using total
variable balance equations introduced in Chapter 2. Losses are then analysed
using the Second Law Analysis to identify the source of the loss generation process.
Advanced decompositions of the loss maps are introduced to link the loss maps to
flow physics. A particular attention will be finally paid to boundary layer regions
and to the impact of the turbulent transition on losses.
Assessment of the loss distribution using total quantities
The losses are first evaluated using balance of total energy, total pressure and
entropy. To perform such a balance, the notion of control volume must be first
off all defined. In this section, the control volume is bounded by an axial section
S1 located at x/c = 1 upstream the leading edge and a moving axial section
Sx (x) associated to the normal ni as represented on Fig. 3.32. To retrieve an
axial dependency, Sx (x) will move from S1 to 1.3 axial chords downstream the
trailing edge. Total energy balance equation is first applied to the control volume.
In Chapter 2, total energy balance equation is shown to be reduced to the total
temperature balance assuming Cp = cst and reads as,
Qm Cp
|



Te

t,Sx

{z

− Te



t,S1

}

Total temperature balance

=

ZZ
Sx

|

RR

Ui τij nj dS −
{z

Viscous flux

}

ZZ
Sx

|

qj nj dS ,
{z

Heat flux

(3.18)

}

RR

where Sx Ui τij nj dS is the viscous flux, Sx qj nj dS the heat flux though Sx , Qm
the mass flow rate and •eS is the mass flow average operator. The LHS represents
the 1D variation of total energy. The first term in the RHS represents the viscous
flux induced by shear forces on Sx . The second term represents the heat flux on
Sx induced by temperature gradients if assuming a Fourier law. Note that fluxes

Figure 3.32 – Control volume bounded by an axial section S1 located at x/c = 1
upstream the leading edge and a second axial section Sx defined by the normal ni .
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Figure 3.33 – Axial evolution of mass flow rate Qm (x) along the blade. Red line
represents the laminar inlet case and blue squares the turbulent inlet case.

at the periodic boundaries conditions necessary cancel and are omitted in the balance. Since such a balance is only applicable to a statistically converged flow, the
convergence of the mean field needs first to be checked. To do so, axial evolution of
mass flow rate Qm (x) is plotted on Fig. 3.33 for both cases. The value of the mass
flow rate keeps unchanged along the blade for both cases which recovers the mass
flux conservation for a statistically converged flow. As a result, potential variations in total temperature will necessarily result from the flow dynamics.
To study


the balance, axial evolution of the total temperature term (Qm Cp Tet,Sx − Tet,S1 )
is plotted on Fig. 3.34 for both cases. For the laminar inlet case, the total temperature remains constant along the computational domain, except near the trailing
edge located at x/c = 1. At this point, the total temperature slightly decreases.
This weak variation remains negligible and is probably due to numerical errors
generated at the trailing edge of the blade, where a strong velocity gradient is
expected. For the turbulent inlet case, the evolution is clearly different. From
x/c = −1 to x/c = 0, the total temperature increases. This interval corresponds
to the dissipation of the turbulent structures injected at the inlet. Freestream
turbulence generates gradients of velocity and temperature on section S1 which
activates the viscous fluxes corresponding to the LHS of Eq. (3.18). Between the

Figure 3.34 – Balance of total temperature between the axial section S1 located
x/c = 1 upstream the leading edge and Sx (x). The origin of the normalized axial
distance is set at the leading edge, i.e, x/c = 0. Red line with square represents
the laminar inlet case while blue line with square represents the turbulent inlet
case. Leading edge (LE) and trailing edge (TE).
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leading and trailing edges, i.e from x/c = 0 to x/c = 1, the total temperature
changes. This variation shows that freestream turbulence affects the viscous and
heat fluxes along the blade. As a result, the 1D evolution of total temperature is
not necessary constant in presence of freestream turbulence. However, this effect
is generally neglected and omits in the literature. Indeed, the maximum of total
temperature variation in the turbulent inlet case is located at x/c = 0.8 and is
limited at 0.01K. Finally and in the wake, the total temperature decreases and the
associated variation tends to zero since the flow tends to be uniform downstream
the blade. Indeed in this region, viscous effects tend to dissipate the velocity and
temperature gradients which decreases the viscous fluxes in Eq. (3.18). Downstream the blade, the total temperature balance then closes which recovers 1D
thermodynamic analysis for adiabatic static blades (Greitzer., 2004).
The losses are hereafter evaluated using entropy balance equation assuming
Cp = cst by combining Eq. (2.40) with Eq. (2.43), giving the following relation:
^t ) − Ln(P
^t ) ) =
^t ) − Ln(T
^t ) ) −Qm r(Ln(P
Qm Cp (Ln(T
Sx
S1
Sx
S1
|

{z
^t )
Qm Cp ∆Ln(T
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{z
^t )
−Qm r∆Ln(P

}

Z
V (x)
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Pm + P q
dV .
T
{z

integrated losses

}

(3.19)
The LHS represents the entropy balance between S1 and Sx and is split into a
total temperature contribution and total pressure contribution, hereafter respec^t ) and −Qm r∆Ln(P
^t ). The RHS represents the intetively noted, Qm Cp ∆Ln(T
grated source term of entropy in the control volume expressing from the loss maps
Pm and Pq . Note again that fluxes at the periodic boundaries conditions and on
the walls necessary cancel and are omitted in the balance. The total quantity
^t ) and −Qm r∆Ln(P
^t ) are
contributions in the entropy balance, i.e, Qm Cp ∆Ln(T
plotted on Fig. 3.35 along the blade for both cases. The different contributions

Figure 3.35 – Total temperature and pressure balances in the control volume defined between the axial section S1 located x/c = 1 downstream the leading edge
and Sx (x). Red line represents the laminar inlet case and blue the turbulent inlet
case. Lines with triangles show the total temperature term while lines with circles
show the total pressure term. Leading edge (LE) and trailing edge (TE).
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are first described in the freestream region, i.e, between x/c = −1 and x/c = 0. In
this interval and for the laminar inlet case, both total temperature and pressure
contributions cancel. For the turbulent inlet case, both total temperature and
pressure vary due to the dissipation of freestream turbulence injected at the inlet
as previously observed in Fig. 3.34. In the interval between x/c = 0 to x/c = 1 and
for the laminar inlet case, the total temperature variation remains near zero. In
the turbulent inlet case, the total temperature remains almost constant while total
pressure variation increases in the blade region. Indeed, total pressure loss in the
blade region is induced by losses generated in boundary layers (Denton, 1993). A
change of slope for the profiles is noted from x/c = 0.8 corresponding to the turbulent transition of the boundary layer on the suction side. Indeed, the transition to
turbulence has been shown to increase the loss of total pressure (Denton, 1993). In
the wake, i.e, from x/c = 1 to x/c = 1.3 , the total temperature variation converge
towards the same value between both cases. In this interval, the total pressure loss
still increases due to losses produced in the wake. If compared both total quantities
contributions, total pressure variation clearly dominates total temperature variation. As a result, if neglecting total temperature variation, the integrated entropy
production can be measured using only total pressure variation for this adiabatic
case. To validate the total pressure loss, the loss coefficient profile ξ is extracted
in the axial cut located at x/c = 0.4 downstream the trailing edge at mid-span
and compares with the experimental profile in Fig. 3.36. The loss profile is represented against the y direction (blade to blade direction as represented on Fig. 3.9
and normalized by the spacing between the periodicity patches Lp . Although both
LES cases are in gross agreement with experimental measurements, the loss profile

Figure 3.36 – Loss coefficient ξ [-] profiles at the mid-span located at x/c = 0.4
downstream the trailing edge along the y direction normalized by the spacing
between the periodicity patches Lp .
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is over-estimated at the wake center-line located at y/L = 0.38 in comparison with
the experimental data. One can notice that the prediction is improved near the
pressure side for y/L < 0.38 in the turbulent inlet case in comparison to the laminar inlet case. From Eq. (3.19), such total pressure loss in the wake originates from
the integrated entropy source term in the considered control volume. To evaluate
the losses generated upstream the wake for both cases, the RHS of Eq. (3.19) is integrated in the control volume defined between S1 and the axial cut Sx (x/c = 1.4)
in Table 3.6. Note that the integrated entropy production is normalized by the
entropy flux at the inlet of computational domain Qm sf1 where sf1 is the mass flow
averaged entropy on S1 . As expected, injecting freestream turbulence at the inlet
increases the global loss generation within the computational domain. To evaluate
the loss axial distribution along the blade, the axial evolution of the time-averaged
integrated entropy production in the control volume defined between S1 and the
moving axial cut Sx (x) is plotted on Fig. 3.37. Note that the time-averaged inteR
grated entropy production V (x) PmT+Pq dV is normalized by the entropy flux at the
inlet of computational domain Qm sf1 . In the freestream inlet region, i.e, between
x/c = −1 to x/c = 0, no entropy is generated for the laminar inlet case. For the
turbulent inlet case, a weak quantity of entropy is generated due to the dissipation
of turbulent structures in this region. In the interval between x/c = 0 to x/c = 1,
entropy is mainly produced in boundary layer regions (Denton, 1993). Again, a

R

CASE
LAMINAR INLET
TURBULENT INLET

V (x/c=1.4)

Pm +Pq
T

Qm se1

dV

(-)

0.00073
0.00083

Table 3.6 – Integration of the entropy production in the control volume defined by
S1 and Sx (x/c = 1.4) and normalized by the entropy flux at the inlet Qm sf1 .

Figure 3.37 – Axial evolution of the normalized integrated entropy production
between the axial section S1 located x/c = 1 downstream the leading edge and
Sx (x). Red line represents the laminar inlet case and blue the turbulent inlet case.
Leading edge (LE) and trailing edge (TE).
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change of slope in the profiles is observed near the turbulent transition position.
In the wake, entropy is still generated from viscous effects taking place in this
region (Denton, 1993). If comparing both cases, more losses are generated for the
turbulent inlet case with respect to laminar inlet case. However, such balances
do not provide further informations on the loss generation mechanisms within the
computational domain. To identify the loss generation mechanisms, loss maps are
hereafter investigated thanks to the Second law Analysis.
Investigation of the loss maps using Second Law Analysis
In this section, time-averaged loss maps Pm Pq are investigated. As already stated
in Chapter 2, these maps give access to loss generation local terms within the
computational domain. Aerodynamic loss Pm and mixing loss Pq maps are shown
at mid-span on Fig. 3.38 for both laminar inlet and turbulent inlet cases. For
Laminar inlet

Turbulent inlet

Pm

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Pq

Figure 3.38 – Loss contributions at mid-span. Aerodynamic loss contribution Pm
at top (a) & (b) and mixing loss contribution Pq at bottom (c) & (d). Laminar
inlet case is shown on left (a) & (c) and turbulent inlet case on right (b) & (d).
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the laminar inlet case, Fig. 3.38 (a), Pm is found to be mainly produced in the
boundary layer and in the wake of the blade. Aerodynamic losses are also found
to be generated in the sheared region at the edge of the recirculation bubble. In
the freestream region near the leading edge, Pm also activates due to the strong
flow expansion in this region. Indeed, the flow expansion induces a streamwise
and transverse velocity gradient activating Pm . Near the inlet, no loss is produced
in the laminar inlet case because the fields imposed at the inlet are uniform for
this case. For the turbulent inlet case, Fig. 3.38 (b), Pm is generated in the same
regions described for the laminar inlet case. However, levels are higher confirming
that more losses are generated in the turbulent inlet case. Indeed, the dissipation
of freestream turbulence involves both laminar and SGS viscous effects in the expression of Pm , Eq. (2.58). Mixing contribution Pq , Fig. 3.38 (c), is observed to
be only activated in the wake and boundary layer on the suction side of the blade.
These regions are shown to be associated with high compressibility effects due to
high levels of Mach number in these regions. Indeed, compressibility effects generate temperature gradients which are involved in the expression Pq , Eq. (2.59).
For the turbulent inlet case, Fig. 3.38 (d), the mark of the turbulent dissipation
on Pq is noticed near the inlet. Indeed, the injection of turbulence also induces
temperature gradients due to compressibility effects. If comparing the two LES
predictions, Pm is found to clearly dominate the loss generation process. As a
result, only the time-averaged field Pm is considered in the following.
From the loss maps, the contribution of the different regions of the flow to the
global loss production can be evaluated. To do so, Pm is integrated in 4 volumes
representing each region of the flow as displayed in Fig. 3.39. Local volumes are
built to represent the boundary layer, the wake, the region upstream the blade and
the rest of the computational domain here called freestream region. Note that the
wake volume is extracted downstream the trailing edge when the magnitude of the
vorticity satisfies ω < ωcrit where ωcrit = 0.01ωmax is a threshold value determined
with the maximum of the vorticity ωmax downstream the blade. Integration results

Figure 3.39 – Local control volume for integration of the losses.
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R

CASE
INLET
FREESTREAM
BOUNDARY LAYER
WAKE

Contribution of V Pm dV
with respect to the total losses
LAMINAR TURBULENT
10 %
8%
70 %
74 %
20 %
18 %

Table 3.7 – Summary of the contribution of each zone on the overall loss production
for the laminar and turbulent inlet cases.

are normalized by the integrated loss production in the computational domain to
quantify the contribution of each region. Integration results for both LES predictions are shown in Table 3.7. Since losses generated upstream the blade are not
induced by the presence of the blade, the contribution of the inlet region regarding
to global loss generation is excluded. The first contributor to the loss generation
is the boundary layer region for both cases. Indeed, almost 3/4th of losses are produced in the boundary layer. The second contributor is the wake region. Finally,
the third contributor is the freestream region. Although no turbulence is present
in the freestream region for the laminar inlet case, the flow expansion is sufficient
to generate losses. Note that this loss distribution is coherent with the ones found
in the literature (Mee et al., 1992; Curtis et al., 1997). If comparing both LES
predictions, the presence of freestream turbulence impacts and increases the losses
produced in each volume.
The wake and the boundary layers generate most of losses for this blade and
are known to present high vorticity levels. Indeed and in the literature, losses are
shown to be linked to the vorticity field ωi assuming adiabatic, incompressible and
inviscid flow by the Crocco’s theorem (here written in vectorial form for simplicity),
T ∇s = u ∧ ω,

(3.20)

where u the velocity vector, ω the vorticity vector, ∇s the gradient of entropy and
∧ the vectorial product. However, this expression does not hold for compressible
and anisothermal flows. To alleviate this limitation, the Bobyleff-Forsyth formula
(Serrin, 1959) generalises the Crocco’s theorem to compressible flows. This expression links aerodynamic losses Pm to enstrophy defined as the squared of vorticity
magnitude ω 2 so that,




Pm = 2µ

j
− Uj ϑ
∂ Ui ∂U
∂xi

∂xj

4
+ µω 2 + µ ϑ2 ,
3

(3.21)

i
i
where ∂U
is the velocity gradient tensor, ϑ = ∂U
the divergence term and µ the
∂xj
∂xi
laminar viscosity. The full demonstration of the formula can be found in (Wu et al.,
1999; Buresti, 2012). On the RHS, the first term represents the flow deformation
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due to the flow expansion and can be positive or negative. The second term on
the RHS is linked to the enstrophy and the third term represents compressibility
effects, these terms being necessarily positive. This means that any region of the
flow presenting non zero vorticity and dilatation necessary generates losses. It is
important to note that, even if the first term can be negative, the sum of the 3
contributions should be positive to ensure that Pm is positive. Adapted to the
LES framework, the SGS viscosity should be included in Bobyleff-Forsyth formula
so that,




Pm = 2 (µ + µt )
|
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Dilatation term

The second and third terms of the RHS hereafter respectively noted vorticity term
and dilatation term and Pm are plotted at mid-span on Fig. 3.40 from instantaneous solutions. For the laminar inlet case, Fig. 3.40 (a), the vorticity term
activates in the boundary layer on both sides of the blade, in the wake and at the
edge of the bubble. All these regions are known to present high vorticity levels. If
focusing on the boundary layer on the suction side of the blade, the vorticity term
is observed to be strongly activated by the turbulent transition of the boundary
layer. For the turbulent inlet case, Fig. 3.40 (b), in addition to regions previously
described, the vorticity term is also activated by freestream turbulence. The dilatation term, Fig. 3.40 (c)&(d), activates in shocklets and in the wake for both
laminar and turbulent inlet case. If comparing both vorticity and dilatation terms
to the loss map Pm , Fig. 3.40 (e)&(f), the vorticity term is shown to dominate the
loss generation for both cases. To confirm this finding, Pm , vorticity and dilation
terms are integrated in the computational domain and integration results are given
in Table 3.8. Integration values confirm that the vorticity term dominates the loss
generation. It is noted that the integrated deformation term is negative meaning
that this term limits the loss generation. If neglecting the deformation and dilatation terms, the integration of Eq. (3.22) in a control volume gives a simple link
between the entropy production and enstrophy so that,
Z
V

Pm dV =

Z
V

(µ + µt ) ω 2 dV.

(3.23)

Note that Eq. (3.23) is mainly used in the literature to estimate the integrated
loss generation in a control volume for incompressible flows (Buresti, 2009).

LAMINAR INLET CASE
TURBULENT INLET CASE

Deformation term
-1.4 W
-3.4 W

Vorticity term
12.7 W
19.0 W

Dilatation term
0.01 W
0.03 W

Table 3.8 – Integration of the Bobyleff formula terms in the computational domain
for both cases.
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Laminar inlet

Turbulent inlet

(µ + µt ) ω 2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(µ + µt ) 34 ϑ2

Pm

Figure 3.40 – Vorticity contribution at top (a) & (b). Dilatation contribution in
the middle (c) & (d). Total aerodynamic loss generation at bottom (e) & (f).
Laminar inlet case on left and turbulent inlet case on right extracted at mid-span.

From the previous observations and discussions, the loss maps are observed to
be strongly activated in unsteady regions of the flow. In that case, it is of interest
to discriminate the mean flow contribution from purely unsteady effects. To do
so, the Reynolds decomposition is introduced on the resolved shear stress tensor,
i.e, Sij = Sij + Sij0 where • is the time-averaged operator and •0 the temporal
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fluctuation. Introducing the Reynolds decomposition in Eq. (2.58), one obtains,
1
1
Pm = 2(µ + µt ) Sij − Sll δij Sij + 2(µ + µt ) Sij0 − Sll0 δij Sij0 ,
|
{z 3
} |
{z 3
}






Loss due to mean field



Loss due to unsteady field

1
1
+ 2(µ + µt ) 2Sij Sij0 − Sll δij Sij0 − Sll0 Sij δij .
3{z
3
|
}




(3.24)

Loss due to mean / unsteady field interactions

In the RHS, the first term represents the loss generation from the mean field
while the second term represents the loss generation from purely unsteady fields.
The third term represents the loss generation from interactions between mean
and unsteady fields. To simplify Eq. (3.24), one can assume that the temporal
correlations between (µ + µt ) and Sij0 are negligible to cancel the third term on
the RHS. If neglecting also the compressibility effects on the loss generation, i.e,
Sll ≈ 0, Eq. (3.24) reduces to the following expression:
Pm = 2(µ + µt )Sij Sij + 2(µ + µt )Sij0 Sij0 .
|

{z

mean
Pm

}

|

{z

turb
Pm

(3.25)

}

The first term on the RHS will be hereafter noted Pmmean and the second term
Pmturb . Pmmean can be reconstructed from a time-averaged solution and Pmturb can be
evaluated from the difference between Pm and Pmmean . Note that in RANS, only
Pmmean can be obtained from the mean flow while Pmturb needs to be modelled. In
the LES context, no modelling is needed because Pmturb is directly obtained from
the turbulence resolved on mesh. Mean and turbulent contributions are shown at
mid-span in Fig. 3.41 for both cases. For the laminar inlet case, Fig. 3.41 (a),
Pmmean dominates in the laminar boundary layer, in the flow expansion region and
in the bubble, where laminar shear stress is expected. For the turbulent inlet case,
Fig. 3.41 (b), Pmmean level is mainly reduced in the bubble because its size is much
more smaller for this case. Regarding the turbulent contribution Pmturb for the
laminar inlet case, Fig. 3.41 (c), the turbulent contribution mainly activates in the
wake, in the turbulent transition of the boundary layer and near the reattachment
point of the bubble. Indeed, transition to turbulence of the flow in the bubble
was previously observed and discussed in Section 3.3.3 for the laminar inlet case.
Finally and for the turbulent inlet case, Fig. 3.41 (d), the mark of the turbulence
injection at the inlet is clearly identified in the freestream region. Indeed, Pmturb
can be also assimilated to the dissipation rate of resolved turbulent kinetic energy.
If comparing levels of both mean and turbulent contributions, Pmturb is observed to
clearly dominate Pmmean in the boundary layers and in the wake. Since unsteady
effects are shown to produce most of losses, the effect of the boundary layer turbulent transition on the loss generation is specifically hereafter addressed.
The following focuses on the losses generated by the turbulent transition of
the suction side boundary layer. To quantify the loss generation in the boundary
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Pmean
m

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Pturb
m

Figure 3.41 – Mean Pmmean at top (a) & (b) and turbulent Pmturb at bottom (c) &
(d) contributions to the loss generation at mid-span. Laminar inlet case is shown
on left (a) & (c) and turbulent inlet case on right (b) & (d).
layer, the integrated loss production in the layer noted (s∗ T )BL is given by,
∗

(s T )BL =

Z δ
0

Pm dn,

(3.26)

where n is the wall normal distance. Then, (s∗ T )BL is normalized by the flux of
3
to obtain the dissipation
kinetic energy at the edge of the boundary layer ρ∞ U∞
coefficient Cd defined as (Denton, 1993),
Cd =

(s∗ T )BL
.
3
ρ∞ U∞

(3.27)

It is worth to recall that Cd also corresponds to the kinetic energy thickness rate in
Eq. (3.17). The axial evolution of Cd is plotted for both cases on the suction side
of the blade on Fig. 3.42. From the leading edge to x/c = 0.7, i.e, in the laminar
part of the boundary layer, Cd decreases. No difference is observed between the
LES predictions. Indeed, this region was shown not to be affected by freestream
turbulence in Section 3.3.3. From the position of the turbulent transition, Cd is
observed to strongly increase similarly as the turbulent production previously described in Fig. 3.29. This confirms that the transition to turbulence increases the
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Figure 3.42 – Dissipation coefficient Cd [-] evolution in the boundary layer on the
suction side of the blade. Red line represents the laminar inlet case while blue line
is the turbulent inlet case.
loss generated by the boundary layer as already observed in experiments and numerical studies (Wheeler and al., 2016; Wheeler et al., 2017; Lengani et al., 2018).
Finally, Cd decreases from x/c = 0.9 to the trailing edge. This specific evolution
of Cd through a turbulent transition is consistent with numerical investigations
found in the literature (Denton, 1993; Greitzer., 2004; Wheeler et al., 2017).
To understand the behaviour of the loss production in laminar and turbulent
boundary layers, normal loss profiles to the wall are extracted from the laminar
part of the boundary layer on the suction side at x/c = 0.5 and from the turbulent
part at x/c = 0.9. At this position, the boundary layer was shown to be turbulent in both LES predictions in Section 3.3.3. For the turbulent boundary layer,
the different sub-layers (viscous, transitional and log) are indicated on the profiles
according to values of normalized wall distance y + . Then, Pmmean and Pmturb are
plotted against the wall normal distance normalized by the boundary layer thickness n/δ on Fig. 3.43. For the laminar boundary layer, Fig. 3.43 (a), the mean
contribution Pmmean increases and reaches a peak when approaching the wall. This
peak is directly linked to the time-averaged wall shear stress τw . Indeed, if taking
Eq. (2.58) and using boundary layer hypotheses, Pmmean is given by,
(Pmmean )(n/δ)=0 =

τw2
.
µ

(3.28)

Pmturb rapidly decreases toward zero for n/δ < 0.8 because no turbulent fluctuation
is expected within the laminar boundary layer. If comparing both LES predictions, no impact of freestream turbulence on the mean contribution is observed.
Freestream turbulence only increases the penetration of Pmturb in the boundary
layer but still converge toward zero for n/δ < 0.8. As a result, laminar boundary
layer is not affected by freestream turbulence which confirms findings found in
Section 3.3.3. For the turbulent boundary layer, Fig. 3.43 (b), Pmmean increases
when approaching the wall and rises faster from the translational sub-layer for
n/δ < 0.15. Pmturb also increases when approaching the wall to a peak located
at the edge between the transitional and viscous sub-layers at n/δ < 0.05. For
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Laminar
boundary layer

(a)

Turbulent
boundary layer

(b)

Figure 3.43 – Mean Pmmean and turbulent Pmturb normal loss profiles on the suction
side of the blade at the axial positions x/c = 0.5 on left (a) and x/c = 0.9 on right
(b). Red line represents the laminar inlet case while blue is the turbulent inlet
case. Filled square is Pmmean and filled triangle is Pmturb .
this normal position, Pmturb decreases and converges to zero at wall. Indeed, since
no turbulent fluctuations is expected in the viscous sub-layer, Pmturb necessarily
cancels at wall. If comparing both contributions, Pmmean is observed to dominate
Pmturb for n/δ < 0.1 while Pmturb is higher than Pmmean for n/δ => 0.1. No impact
of freestream turbulence on loss profiles is noticed. Finally, to evaluate the contributions of the different sub-layers on the loss generation, Pmmean and Pmturb are
integrated into each sub-layers for the turbulent inlet case and results are provided on Fig. 3.44. The loss production is found to be distributed between the

Figure 3.44 – Integrated mean and turbulent loss contributions in sub-layers of the
turbulent boundary layer located at x/c = 0.9 for the turbulent inlet case.
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viscous sub-layer (≈ 28%), transitional sub-layer (≈ 32%) and inertial / outer
layers (≈ 40%). In the viscous and transitional sub-layers, the mean contribution
is more important than the turbulent contribution because turbulent fluctuations
are less present in these regions. In the inertial sub-layer and outer layer, the loss
generation is clearly dominated by the turbulent contributions.

3.4

Chapter conclusions

In this chapter, the capacity of LES to predict the blade load distribution for the
T120 cascade blade presenting a recirculation bubble was first validated. To do
so, wall resolved LES were performed with and without synthetic turbulence injection at inlet and compared. The injection of synthetic turbulence at the inlet
is found to recover the experimental bubble size. The investigations of boundary
layers profiles show that freestream turbulence reduces the pressure gradient in the
boundary layer which makes the boundary layer more resistant to separation. The
resulting distribution of mass flow on both pressure and suction sides is shown to
be changed. Indeed, since the separation is reduced, more mass flow passes near
the pressure side of the blade and then less mass flow passes near the suction side
to conserve the integrated mass flow rate. This allows to recover the experimental
load of the blade with turbulence injection. Afterwards, the losses are evaluated
using methodologies introduced in Chapter 2. Total quantity balance equations
confirm that total pressure variation dominates total temperature variation and
measure the integrated entropy generated in the computational domain. Investigations of the loss maps through the use of SLA show that boundary layers produce
the most of the losses followed by the wake. Advanced analyses of loss maps
confirm that the loss generation occurs mainly in zones of high vorticity and compressibility. Introducing the Reynolds splitting in the loss expressions evidences
that unsteady contributions of losses dominate the mean ones. Investigations of
the loss generation in the boundary layer show that the turbulent transition of
the boundary layer generates more losses than the laminar boundary layer. Local integration of the losses in the turbulent boundary layer shows that the mean
contribution dominates the viscous and transitional sub-layers while turbulent contribution dominates the inertial and outer layers. Finally, freestream turbulence
increases the loss generation in the log and outer layers while the viscous sub-layer
is not impacted.
To conclude this chapter, LES has shown its capacity to predict the blade
load distribution for the highly loaded T120 blade. Aerodynamic loss generation
mechanisms were clearly identified for the T120 blade thanks to the Second Law
Analysis (SLA). Indeed, SLA is found to be an efficient approach to identify the
loss generation mechanisms for compressible anisothermal flows contrary to total
temperature and total pressure 1D balances. In the next chapter, the complexity of
the configuration is increased by investigating the cooled blade T120D presenting
a coolant film on the pressure side. For this cooled blade, losses issued by both
flow aerodynamics and by the coolant film are investigated.
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This chapter addresses the WRLES prediction for the academic cooled T120D
blade. In this chapter, the capacity of LES to predict the blade load distribution
and adiabatic film effectiveness for T120D blade is validated. After validations,
losses issued by the flow aerodynamics and by the coolant film are investigated
using the methodologies introduced in Chapter 2. To do so, the study is organized
as follows. First, the cooling system of the T120D blade and the experimental
operating point are presented in Section 4.1. To highlight the contribution of this
work, a review of the existing CFD predictions is provided. Next, numerics and
LES modelling are detailed in Section 4.2. Then, the LES prediction is presented
in Section 4.3. The instantaneous flow structure and mean flow organization are
first described. Then, LES results are validated through the comparison of the
blade load distribution and adiabatic film effectiveness to experimental results.
Afterwards, the loss generation mechanism is explored. Finally, conclusions of this
study are recalled in Section 4.4.
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4.1

Review of the T120D academic cooled blade

In this section, the T120D blade configuration is presented. First, the context of
the T120D blade design is recalled in Section 4.1.1. Then, the cooling system of
the blade is presented and the experimental operating point is introduced in Section 4.1.2. Available experimental database is presented in Section 4.1.3. Finally,
a review of numerical predictions is detailed in Section 4.1.4.

4.1.1

Introduction of the T120D blade

As already described in Chapter 3, the T120 blade exhibits a recirculation bubble
on its pressure side which impacts not only the flow aerodynamic but also the
thermal stress on the blade wall. Indeed in a real engine, hot streams trapped
in this recirculation bubble lead to a high temperature region near the blade wall
(Gomes and Niehuis, 2013). To avoid such a phenomenon, ejection of coolant in
the bubble helps in reducing the bubble size and heat transfer at wall (Deinert and
Hourmouziadis, 2004; Gomes and Niehuis, 2011). However pressure variations in
freestream flow can lead to oscillations of coolant mass flow rate in coolant pipes
and produce re-ingestion of hot flows (Deinert and Hourmouziadis, 2004). To
avoid such a re-ingestion process, coolant has to be injected at a pressure much
higher than the pressure within the bubble. As a consequence, jets have a strong
penetration which leads to a detachment of jets off the wall. For high Reynolds
number flows, interactions between the detached jets and the main stream generate
turbulent activity. This turbulent activity induces a turbulent diffusive process of
cold temperature present in jets with the wall enhancing the film effectiveness at
wall (Zhang and Moon, 2007; Polanka et al., 2000; Gomes and Niehuis, 2011).
Indeed, turbulence was numerically observed to impact the film effectiveness in a
complex way (Ekkad et al., 1997; Drost and Bocs, 1998; Polanka et al., 2000). A
second point of coolant ejection is the increase of the momentum flux present in the
bubble which helps in reducing its size and associated aerodynamic losses (Gomes
and Niehuis, 2013). As a result, the prediction of flow aerodynamics and adiabatic
wall temperature for such cooled blades is highly complex and still remains a
challenge today. The academic cascade T120D cooled blade of the AITEB II
project is the typical configuration for which all effects previously described can
be investigated. Since the T120D blade was experimentally investigated with the
same test rig than the T120 blade, the experimental set up will not be here recalled
(Cf. Chapter 3). In the following, the design of the cooling system of the T120D
blade is presented.

4.1.2

Cooling system and operating condition

The T120D blade relies on the T120 geometry (Cf. Chapter 3) for which 3 rows of
coolant pipes are added on the pressure side of the blade. A detailed view of the
pipes is displayed in Fig. 4.1. Each row contains 21 holes uniformly distributed
along the span of the blade (z direction) and separated by a distance of tf c = 8
mm. Geometric details of the cooling pipes are provided in Table 4.1. The first
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Figure 4.1 – Detailed view of the cooling system of the T120D blade. Adapted
from (Gomes and Niehuis, 2011).
Symbol
x/c
(t/D)f c
α
γr
γf s

Row 1
0.077
4
84.2◦
37.2◦
0◦

Row 2
0.198
4
56.2◦
0◦
7.5◦

Row 3
0.35
4
35.1◦
30◦
0◦

Table 4.1 – Geometric details for the T120D blade. tf c is the distance between
holes of each row, D the diameter of holes, α, γr and γf s are geometric angles
defined on Fig. 4.1.
row is composed of cylindrical holes of diameter D = 2mm and locates near the
stagnation point of the blade. The second row is composed of shaped-holes which
locates in the bubble region of the blade to reduce the separation length. Finally,
the last row is composed of cylindrical holes presenting a transverse angle with
respect to the freestream flow direction.
The pipes are fed by a plenum located inside the blade at a constant total
pressure Pt,c and total temperature Tt,c controlled by a compressor. The coolant
temperature is set at 303 K while the main flow total temperature Tt,1 is set at
333 K. The temperature difference between the hot and coolant streams is then
30 K. The cooling operating condition is defined by the ratio between the coolant
total pressure Pt,c to the inlet total pressure Pt,1 . In the experiment, 3 ratios have
been studied: i.e, 1.03, 1.09 and 1.12. In this study, the intermediate ratio, i.e,
Pt,c
= 1.09 is arbitrary chosen. The coolant mass flow rate Qm,c injected in the
Pt,1
plenum results from the total to total pressure ratio
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losses in the pipes. Such losses are experimentally evaluated by a global discharge
coefficient CD so that,
Qm,c
CD =
,
(4.1)
Qm,ideal
where Qm,ideal is the ideal coolant mass flow rate in case of an ideal flow, i.e,
through an isentropic process. As a result, Qm,ideal can be evaluated assuming an
isentropic expansion from the total coolant pressure Pt,c to the local span averaged
static pressure P at the hole locations on the blade using the following expression,
Qm,ideal = Af c

P
Pt,c

!1
γ

v
u
Pt,c u
u
t
q

rTt,c



2γ 
P
1−
γ−1
Pt,c

! γ−1 
γ

,

(4.2)

where Af c is the film cooling section at the exit of the pipes, r the perfect gas
constant and γ the heat capacity ratio fixed at 1.4. From the coolant mass flow
rate and freestream conditions, each pipe is characterized by its density ratio DR
and blowing ratio M defined by Eqs. (1.4)&(1.5). To compute the blowing ratio M ,
one must know the coolant mass flow ρc Uc through the ejection surface of holes as
well as the local freestream mass flux ρ∞ U∞ . Since the plenum was designed to be
sufficiently large, the coolant mass flow distribution between the cooling pipes can
be considered uniform along the height of the blade (Gomes and Niehuis, 2011).
As a consequence, equal mass flow distribution between the 21 holes for each row
is assumed, i.e:
Qm,ideal
,
(4.3)
ρc Uc =
21 ∗ 3 ∗ Shole
where Shole is the ejection surface for the considered hole. To evaluate the local
freestream mass flow ρ∞ U∞ near the holes, an isentropic expansion of the main
stream from the inlet total pressure Pt,1 to the local static pressure P is also
assumed so that,
s

ρ∞ U∞ =

2γ
P
Pt,1
(γ − 1)rTt,1
Pt,1

v
!1/γ u
u
u
t1 −

P
Pt,1

! γ−1
γ

.

(4.4)

Using previous assumptions, the corresponding experimental values for DR, M
and CD for each row is given in Table 4.2. Note that the 1st , 2nd and 3rd row
of pipes are respectively noted by the subscript 1, 2, 3. It is important to note
that high blowing ratio does not necessary correspond to high coolant mass flow
rate. For instance, the third row locates near the reattachment point of the bubble
and then low values of ρ∞ U∞ are expected which likely increase M (Gomes and
Niehuis, 2013). For this coolant operating point, available experimental database
is detailed in the next section.
DR
1.052

M1
2.23

M2
2.93

M3
25.21

CD
0.735

Table 4.2 – Coolant flow properties. Taken from (Gomes and Niehuis, 2011).
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4.1.3

Available experimental measurements

In this section, available experimental aerodynamic and thermal measurements are
provided. All presented experimental results correspond to the following operating
t,c
= 1.09 and Tt,1 − Tt,c = 30K. The aerodynamic operating point
point: PPt,1
corresponds to the one used in Chapter 3, i.e: M a2 = 0.87 and Re2 = 390, 000.
Aerodynamic measurements
The aerodynamic of the blade under investigation is experimentally characterized
by the load distribution on the blade. The load distribution is experimentally
obtained from pressure taps located near the mid-span of the blade. The timeaveraged pressure distribution is then normalized to obtain the isentropic Mach
number M ais (x/c) distribution on both sides of the blade (Cf. Eq. (3.3)) and
provided on Fig. 4.2. The flow expansion is found to be very similar to the uncooled
T120 blade (Cf. Fig. 3.2). On the suction side of the blade, the flow exhibits a
strong acceleration and becomes supersonic around x/c = 0.3. Downstream, a
decrease of M ais from x/c = 0.6 evidences a compression region followed by a
shock located at x/c = 0.7. On the pressure side, ejection of coolant changes the
pressure distribution nearby the bubble region. At the coolant ejection locations
(evidenced by straight vertical black lines), the local increase of M ais shows a local
acceleration of the flow due to coolant ejection. Between x/c = 0.4 and x/c = 0.5,
low velocities combined with coolant ejection from the third row of holes induce a
local static pressure that is reported to be superior to the inlet total pressure. In

Figure 4.2 – Experimental Isentropic Mach number M ais [-] distribution of the
t,c
T120D blade for the operating point (M a2 ; Re2 ) = (0.87; 390, 000) and PPt,1
= 1.09.
Adapted from (Duchaine et al., 2009a). Coolant ejection locations are shown by
straight vertical black lines.
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this specific zone, M ais is therefore fixed at 0 to avoid non-physical values (Gomes
and Niehuis, 2013). To evaluate more closely the flow dynamics in the coolant
jets, the experimental local pressure coefficient CP is experimentally evaluated at
mid-span of the blade so that,

CP (x/c) =

P (x/c) − P2
,
Pt,1 − P2

(4.5)

where P is the time-averaged static pressure on wall and P2 the static pressure
downstream the cascade. To evaluate the impact of coolant ejection on the load
distribution, CP profiles are then plotted on the pressure side between the leading
edge and x/c = 0.6 for both cooled and uncooled cases on Fig. 4.3. Compared to
the uncooled case, the flow expansion on the pressure side seems strongly impacted
by the coolant ejection. Indeed and as expected, the flow accelerates at the coolant
ejection positions: i.e, at x/c = 0.08, x/c = 0.2 and x/c = 0.35. Downstream the
coolant ejections, CP increases indicating a compression region of the flow which
points potential jet detachments off the wall. Between x/c = 0.4 and x/c = 0.5,
CP > 1 because the local static pressure is superior to the inlet total pressure
as previous discussed. The peak of CP at x/c = 0.45 finally indicates that jets
impact the wall in this concave part of the blade and then remain attached to the
wall. Such a behaviour of coolant jets presenting a strong penetration in the main
stream has already been observed in other experimental studies (Polanka et al.,
2000; Colban et al., 2006).

Figure 4.3 – Pressure coefficient CP [-] on the pressure side of the T120D blade.
Taken from (Gomes and Niehuis, 2011). With and without film cooling (FC).
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Thermal measurements
In the experiment, the thermal environment of the blade is characterized by the
adiabatic film effectiveness η along the pressure side of the blade and reads as,
η(x/c) =

Tr (x/c) − Taw (x/c)
,
Tt,1 − Tt,c

(4.6)

where Taw is the measured wall adiabatic temperature at mid-span of the blade and
Tr is the recovery temperature. Tr represents the wall temperature if the cooling
flow would be injected at the same temperature than the main stream, i.e, at isoenergetic conditions (Goldstein, 1971). For incompressible flows, Tr is constant if
walls are adiabatic and no work is done on the flow. However, for compressible
flows, Tr is not constant along the blade due to compressibility effects. It thus
must be taken into account introducing the recovery factor rf (Goldstein, 1971)
in the evaluation of Tr by,
Tr (x/c) = Tt,1 + (rf − 1)

u∞ (x/c)2
,
2Cp

(4.7)

where Cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure and u∞ the local freestream
velocity. The recovery factor rf is defined as rf = P r1/2 for laminar boundary
layer and rf = P r1/3 for turbulent boundary layer (Goldstein, 1971). In the
experiment, wall temperature is measured using thermochromatic liquid crystals
with a sensitivity of 1 K. Nonetheless and due to temperature difference between
cooling and main stream, the blade is exposed to heat flux q̇. To build the adiabatic
wall temperature Taw , the experimental wall temperature Tw must be corrected
using a local heat transfer coefficient h yielding,
q̇
Taw (x/c) = Tw (x/c) + .
h

(4.8)

The heat transfer coefficient h is obtained from dedicated heat transfer experiments
where the walls are heated with a constant heat flux. Then, the heat equation is
resolved for the solid blade using a Finite Element Analysis code to obtain the wall
heat flux q̇ of the experiment. As a result of the above discussion, experimental
value of η suffers from uncertainties estimated around 5 - 8 % but can reach up to
30% for low values of η (Gomes and Niehuis, 2011). Experimental results of η on
the pressure side of the blade are shown on Fig. 4.4 for one hole pattern, i.e, only
one hole for each row is shown. Here, results are normalized with the maximum
value of η reached on the pressure side. From such a map, η is observed to increase
from x/c = 0.1 and x/c = 0.15 downstream the first hole. Although the coolant
jet is detached from the wall, interactions with the main stream are suspected to
generate a turbulent activity which diffuses the coolant temperature to the wall
(Gomes and Niehuis, 2011). A small amount of coolant flow ejected through the
second row is supposed to be brought back upstream due to the reversed flow
present in the bubble (Deinert and Hourmouziadis, 2004). Around the second
hole near x/c = 0.2, a region of low efficiency is observed because the coolant flow
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Figure 4.4 – Experimental map of the film effectiveness normalized by the peak
value η/ηref [-] for one hole pattern. Taken from (Gomes and Niehuis, 2011).
is supposed to be deviated by the jet issued from this hole. Downstream, the mark
of the coolant is clearly evidenced between x/c = 0.25 and x/c = 0.35. Then, the
film effectiveness is homogenized in span-wise direction which is explained by the
deviation of the film by the jet issued from the third hole combined with strong
turbulent diffusion (Gomes and Niehuis, 2011). Then, η increases to a peak located at x/c = 0.55. Finally from x/c = 0.6, η decreases because of mixing with
the hot stream while the film remains attached to the wall (Gomes and Niehuis,
2011). Span-wise averaged results are given on Fig. 4.5. In agreement with the
map of Fig. 4.4, the efficiency increases downstream the first hole. Between the
second and third coolant holes from x/c = 0.15 to x/c = 0.3, the efficiency reaches
a plateau. Regarding the map of Fig. 4.4, this plateau is not clearly observed and
probably results from the span-average operation. From x/c = 0.3, the efficiency
increases to a peak located at x/c = 0.55 and then decreases essentially due to
mixing with the hot stream.

Figure 4.5 – Normalized adiabatic film effectiveness η/ηmax [-] on the pressure side
of the T120D blade. Taken from (Gomes and Niehuis, 2011).
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Such a complex evolution of the film effectiveness results from complex interactions between the hot and coolant stream (Zhang and Moon, 2007; Polanka
et al., 2000; Gomes and Niehuis, 2011). To investigate such interactions, CFD
predictions for the T120D blade were performed and are hereafter detailed.

4.1.4

CFD predictions of the T120D blade

CFD predictions of the film effectiveness have been attempted although the prediction for such a configuration remains a challenge. To the author’s knowledge, the
only CFD prediction of the cooled blade T120D was performed by (Duchaine et al.,
2009a). An adiabatic LES was performed with the compressible solver AVBP. The
computational domain was based on a periodic domain in the span-wise direction
representing only one hole pattern, i.e, one hole for each row was represented. The
mesh was composed of 6.5 millions of tetrahedra. The wall unit y + was around
40 but was inferior to 5 in the region of jets. The sub-grid turbulence was WALE
(Nicoud and Ducros, 1999). A noslip condition was applied in an attempt to produce a wall resolved LES although the wall unit y + was superior to 1. Note that
no turbulence was injected at the inlet of the computational domain. A view of
the coolant jet trajectories issued from the simulation is shown on Fig. 4.6. As
discussed for the experiment, the jets issued from the first and second holes are
shown to be detached from the wall. Note that coolant temperature iso-surface
quickly vanishes as jets penetrate the main stream flow indicating a strong mixing
process with the hot stream. The third jet slightly detaches from the wall but
then impinges the wall near x/c = 0.45 as also observed in the experiment. Timeaveraged isentropic Mach number obtained in the CFD prediction is compared to
experimental results on Fig. 4.7. Overall, the prediction issued from the LES is
satisfactory. On the pressure side of the blade, LES predicts well the load distribution. The stagnation point located at x/c = 0.05 is not perfectly positioned in the
LES indicating a slight deviation of the inflow angle with the experiment. Local
differences in the coolant ejection region suggest that the jet topologies are not
exactly predicted. This is confirmed if focusing in the interval between x/c = 0.4

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6 – Isosurface of cold temperature. Side view (a) and pressure side view
(b). Extracted from (Duchaine et al., 2009a).
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Figure 4.7 – Isentropic Mach number M ais [-] distribution along the blade between
the experimental and LES. White squares • represent the experiment data and
black squares  the adiabatic LES from (Duchaine et al., 2009a).
and x/c = 0.5 where M ais is not null contrary to experimental data. One reason could be that the size of the predicted jet separations which probably differs
with the experiment. On the suction side, a good agreement with the experiment is
found despite a slight under-estimation observed between x/c = 0.3 and x/c = 0.5.
Film effectiveness on the pressure side is compared to the discussed adiabatic
LES, experiment data and a RANS prediction using the k − ω / SST transition
model (Menter et al., 2004) on Fig. 4.8. Note that experimental results do not take

Figure 4.8 – Adiabatic film effectiveness η [-] on the pressure side of the blade.
Extracted from (Duchaine et al., 2009a). Black circles O represent the experiment
data, blue dashed lines −− the adiabatic LES and red solid line − the RANS
(Gomes and Niehuis, 2011).
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into account the adiabatic correction explained in Section 4.1.3 for the wall temperature. RANS was not able to recover the film effectiveness distribution along the
pressure side. From x/c = 0.5, η is clearly over-estimated indicating that RANS
under-estimates the mixing process between the coolant and hot streams. Indeed,
the turbulent mixing is known to be greatly under-estimated with RANS (Dyson
et al., 2012; Dickhoff et al., 2018). Although LES is observed to predict well the
evolution of the efficiency, levels are also under-estimated along the pressure side.
In the region of coolant ejection, i.e, from x/c = 0.1 to x/c = 0.35, the efficiency is
also under-estimated. Such deviations between LES and experiment in this region
could originate from the mesh which was not able to capture the turbulent mixing
between coolant and hot streams. The limitation of the span-wise extent of the
computational domain could also limit the interactions between coolant jets with
hot stream. Indeed, and based on the return of experience of (Duchaine et al.,
2009a), the first and the third coolant holes are partially oriented in the span-wise
direction. Interactions between two rows of holes in this direction are then expected. The size of the span-wise extent is then expected to affect the flow in the
region of the coolant holes.
As a result of the previous discussion, a new WRLES with a doubled span-wise
extent is produced in this work while generating a finer mesh to comply with a
wall resolved approach. To do so, numerics and LES modelling are described in
the next section.

4.2

Methodology and numerics

In this section, numerics and LES modelling of the WRLES for the T120D blade
are addressed. First, the computational domain and the mesh retained for this
work are presented. Then, the numerical scheme and LES modelling are provided
and justified. To reach the targeted operating point, the boundary conditions of
the WRLES are finally presented.
Computational domain
The LES computational domain retained for the upcoming analysis is shown on
Fig. 4.9. The domain is built from the one used for the computation of the uncooled blade T120 (Cf. Chapter 3) with a span-wise extent of 16mm (which is
doubled with respect to the work of (Duchaine et al., 2009a)). This span-wise
extent incorporates 2 span-wise pitches of hole pattern, i.e, 6 holes are represented
in the domain as shown on Fig. 4.10. Although authors are aware of such reduced
span-wise extent, only 2 span-wise pitches of hole pattern are retained for this
work to allow grid refinement in the near wall flow regions while limiting the CPU
effort of such a detailed simulation. Finally, periodic conditions are used in the
span-wise (z) and blade to blade (y) directions to limit the computational domain
to one single blade. In the experiment, coolant is fed by 2 endpoint boundaries of
the plenum where a constant coolant pressure is applied. To numerically monitor
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the coolant ejection in the computational domain, this plenum is represented in
the computational domain and bounded by two inlets being located 16mm, i.e,
≈ 0.1c away from the holes to avoid any interactions between the hole surfaces
and the numerical coolant inlets.

Figure 4.9 – LES computational domain. Span-wise domain is limited to 16mm,
i.e, 2 film cooling hole patterns. The inflow angle β1 and the flow direction at the
inlet are displayed. Periodicity boundary conditions are represented with ∼.

Figure 4.10 – Computational domain view of the plenum and holes.
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Mesh
The mesh generated for this study is composed of 100 million of cells including
82 million of tetrahedra in the main stream and 18 million of prisms near walls
as shown on Fig. 4.11. The blade surface is meshed with isotropic triangles, i.e,
x+ ≈ z + . The aspect ratio of the prism layer is by construction limited to 5 along
the blade, i.e, x+ ≈ 5y + . The cell volume jump at the interface tetrahedron /
prism is by construction imposed at 3 to ensure proper numerics in this region.
Meshing efforts have been furthermore focused on the mixing region between the
hot and the coolant streams near the pressure side, Fig. 4.11 (a). The mesh is also
refined near the suction side of the blade and in the wake to capture the strong
gradients in these regions, 4.11 (b). To ensure the resolution of the flow in the
cooling system, 10 million of cells are used to mesh the plenum and the pipes.
The surface mesh of the pipes and plenum are displayed in Fig. 4.12. The mesh
is refined near the wall of pipes, Fig. 4.12 (a). Note that meshing the corners
between pipes and the blade wall were difficult to handle with prism layers. The
diameter of each hole is meshed with 35 - 40 points as shown on Fig. 4.12 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11 – Mesh view at mid-span near leading edge (a) and trailing edge (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12 – Surface mesh on the pipes on left (a) and mesh cut of one specific
pipe on right (b). Red line represents the cut position.
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Figure 4.13 – Wall unit y + [-] on the walls of the computation domain.
The wall mesh resolution is checked a posteriori by showing the wall unit y + along
both sides of the blade on Fig. 4.13. The wall unit y + is observed to be around 2
on the blade and around 3 in the pipes. Although y + is superior to 1 along the
blade, the designed mesh is in full agreement with requirements for a wall resolved
LES (Tucker, 2013; Tyacke and Tucker, 2014).
Numerical scheme
Similarly to Chapter 3, the compressible LES equations are numerically resolved
with the code AVBP. The numerical scheme is the finite element scheme TTGC
(Colin and Rudgyard, 2000), 3rd order in time and space. The diffusive terms are
integrated with a 2nd order finite element scheme.
LES modelling
The sub-grid turbulence model is WALE (Nicoud and Ducros, 1999) to comply
with the correct damping of the turbulent viscosity in the near wall flow region.
Targeted operating point and boundary conditions
The targeted operating point for this study corresponds to an outlet isentropic
Mach number M a2 of 0.87 and a Reynolds number Re2 of 390,000. The cooling
operating condition corresponds to a difference of total temperature between the
coolant and the hot flows of 30 K and the total to total pressure ratio between
t,c
= 1.09. To numerically reach this operating
the coolant and the main flow is PPt,1
point, total pressure and temperature are imposed at all inlets of the computational domain. Note that no turbulence is injected at the inlet because it would
require more convergence time and additional verifications which is not compatible
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Patch
Main flow Inlet

Coolant flow Inlet

Outlet
Wall

Variable
Pt,1
Tt,1
Inlet angle
Pt,c
Tt,c
Inlet angle
P2

90

◦

Value
26720 P a
333 K
138.6 ◦
29130 P a
303 K
(Normal to the patch)
16307 P a
Adiabatic no slip

Table 4.3 – Boundary conditions used in the computation.
with the PhD deadline. Note also that the coolant mass flow through the pipes is
not imposed with such an approach but will result from the pressure ratio between
the local static pressure at the hole exits and the coolant total pressure as well
as pressure losses. Static pressure is specified at the outlet to produce the correct
expansion ratio obtained from M a2 . All boundary conditions are imposed using
NSCBC formalism (Poinsot and Lele, 1992; Odier et al., 2018) to deal with acoustics and targeted values are summarized in Table 4.3. To track the coolant fluid,
a passive scalar is injected at the coolant inlets so that it equals 1. The passive
scalar is then transported with a simple convection-diffusion equation. For this
passive scalar, the diffusion coefficient corresponds to a Schmidt number equal to
1. From this definition, the fictive species tracks the coolant and its value remains
between 0 and 1. In the following, the value of the fictive species will be noted
Ycoolant and assimilated to the coolant mass fraction.

4.3

LES prediction of the T120D cooled blade

In this section, the LES flow prediction is investigated. First, the flow structure
issued by the WRLES is detailed and validated in Section 4.3.1. Then, to investigate the evolution of the film effectiveness along the pressure side of the blade,
the mixing process in the coolant film is specifically investigated in Section 4.3.2.
Finally, losses are studied in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1

LES results and validations

Prior to the description of the flow organization, both aerodynamic and coolant
operating conditions are first verified while comparing 0D and 1D values with the
experiment. Then, the large scale flow structures and mean flow organization
are depicted. Afterwards, the near wall flow region is specifically addressed by
studying boundary layer evolutions and compared to the uncooled T120 blade.
Next, a detailed description of the mean flow structure in cooling pipes and in the
coolant jet region is provided. Finally, wall stresses and temperature are addressed
and validated through the comparison to experimental results.
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Validation of the numerical operating point
First, the flow expansion induced by the presence of the blade is verified by comparing the span-averaged isentropic Mach number M ais on both sides of the blade
to experimental results on Fig. 4.14. A good agreement is found between the WRLES and experiment. However, it is noted that the stagnation point located near
x/c = 0.05 is not perfectly positioned in the LES. A slight deviation of the inflow
angle is then suspected with the experiment. On the suction side of the blade,
the expansion and compression region are correctly predicted by the LES. The
decrease of M ais near x/c = 0.7 is slightly shifted downstream in the LES. On the
pressure side, the flow expansion is observed to slightly over-estimated by the LES
between x/c = 0.05 and x/c = 0.5, corresponding to the coolant ejection region.
To explain this deviation, it is important to recall that pressure tapping probes
in the experiment are not perfectly located at mid-span of the blade due to the
presence of the holes. As a result, the distribution of isentropic Mach number in
the coolant ejection region given by experimental probes is not fully comparable
with the span-averaged M ais given by the LES. Another reason of the deviation
could be the absence of turbulence injection at the inlet of the LES which has
been observed to impact this specific region of the flow in Chapter 3. Downstream
this region, the acceleration of the flow from x/c = 0.6 to the trailing edge is well
predicted by the LES. As a result of the previous discussion, LES results can be
considered satisfactory.

Figure 4.14 – Span averaged isentropic Mach number M ais [-]. Black squares
represent the experiment data and red solid line − the WRLES.
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LES
Experiment

Qm,c,1
0.087
-

Qm,c,2
0.106
-

Qm,c,3
0.082
-

M1
2.39
2.23

M2
1.57
2.93

M3
2.03
25.21

DR
1.083
1.052

Qm,c,t
0.275
0.260

CD
0.735
0.715

Table 4.4 – Coolant operating condition. Mass flow rate Qm,• values are given
in g/s. Results are span-averaged for each row of holes. Experimental data are
extracted from (Gomes and Niehuis, 2011). Experimental mass flow rate of each
individual hole is not available.

The coolant operating condition is now addressed and needs also to be verified.
To do so, the coolant mass flow rate Qm,c , blowing ratio M for each row of holes as
well as discharge coefficient CD are compared to experimental values. To compute
the blowing ratio M , equal repartition of the coolant flow through the pipes is assumed to be comparable with the experiment (Cf. Section 4.1.2). Span-averaged
results are here given in Table 4.4. The mass flow rate distribution among the
holes is found not to be perfectly equal. Indeed, the second row has a higher mass
flow rate than the first and third rows. Since the 3 rows are supplied with the same
coolant total pressure, the flow structure and associated losses probably differ in
the pipes between the 3 rows. The resulting computation of the blowing ratio M is
then expected to also differ with the experiment since not perfect equal repartition
of coolant was found in the LES. Indeed, although M is correctly predicted for the
first jet, M is under-estimated for the second and third jets. Nevertheless, if added
the contribution of each hole, a good agreement with experiment is found on the
total coolant mass flow rate Qm,c,t , discharge coefficient CD and density ratio DR.
Despite local deviations are observed for the distribution of the coolant mass
flow rate among the holes, the flow expansion as well as the total coolant mass
flow rate are well predicted by the LES. In the following, the instantaneous large
scale flow structure is described.
Instantaneous view of large scale flow organization
To exhibit the large scale flow structure issued by the LES prediction, an instantamap at mid-span of the CFD domain is
neous view of the numerical Schlieren ∇ρ
ρ
shown on Fig. 4.15. On the pressure side of the blade, the mixing region between
the hot and coolant exhibits a strong turbulent activity presenting unsteady structures of different sizes. Downstream this region, unsteady structures are found to
be stretched by the flow acceleration. Downstream the trailing edge of the blade,
a turbulent wake is noticed. On the suction side, a supersonic region (evidenced
by the white sonic line) and followed by multiples shocklets are observed recovering the flow structure obtained for the uncooled T120 blade (Cf. Chapter 3). If
looking at the near wall flow region, a turbulent transition of the boundary layer
is also observed on the suction side of the blade. Detailed view of instantaneous
flow structure in the near wall flow region are hereafter provided.
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[m−1 ] at mid-span
Figure 4.15 – Instantaneous view of the numerical Schlieren k∇ρk
ρ
of the CFD domain. White isoline represents the sonic line M a = 1.

A closer look to the near wall flow region on the suction side of the blade
is shown on Fig. 4.16. The iso-surface of Q-criterion, Fig. 4.16 (a), evidences
the presence of turbulent structures as hairpin vortices which appear and develop
along the suction side of the blade. Smaller turbulent structures are also observed
between the hairpin vortices confirming that the boundary layer transits to turbulence in this region. On the wall shear stress map, Fig. 4.16 (b), traces of turbulent
structures are observed. On the pressure side of the blade, a new iso-surface of
Q-criterion coloured by the coolant mass fraction Ycoolant evidences the coolant jet
structure on Fig. 4.17. Coherent structures are first observed within the pipes.
These structures, shaped as rings, correspond to shear layer vortices produced from
recirculation bubbles located in cooling pipes (Leylek and Zerkle, 1994; Lee et al.,
2014). Then, in the jets, coherent structures shaped as rings are also observed.
These specific structures are often observed in jets in cross flow (Fric and Roshko,
1994; New et al., 2003) and are here generated from the strong shear between the
jets and the main cross stream. Downstream the jets, these coherent structures
are observed to be dissipated and substituted by smaller turbulent structures. The
effect of these turbulent structures on the mixing process is clearly identified by
the strong spatial variation of Ycoolant on the iso-surface. To investigate the effect
of such a turbulent activity on the coolant film, instantaneous spatial distribution
of coolant mass fraction is shown on Fig. 4.18. The film is observed to develop
along the pressure side of the blade presenting a strong turbulent activity. Indeed,
the spatial distribution of Ycoolant illustrates a large range of turbulent eddies. This
turbulent activity generates local segregations of the coolant, i.e, regions of high
and low coolant concentrations are locally observed in the film. Such findings
are coherent with existing experimental and numerical studies of coolant jet ejection (Leylek and Zerkle, 1994; Peet and Lele, 2008; Simiriotis, 2016; Bizzari, 2018).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.16 – Iso-surface of Q-criterion equal to Qcrit = 2.1010 s−2 on the suction
side of the blade at top (a) and wall shear stress τw [P a] at bottom (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17 – Iso-surface of the Q-criterion equal to Qcrit = 4.109 s−2 on the pressure
side coloured by the fictive species Ycoolant . Side view (a) and bottom view (b).
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Figure 4.18 – Instantaneous view of the coolant mass fraction map Ycoolant [-].

To go further in the analysis, a statistical description of the flow is adopted.
To do so, the flow fields are time averaged on 3 flow time passages defined as a
time for a fluid particle to go from the hot inlet to the outlet of the domain. Such
a convergence time is sufficient to ensure that the flow statistics (mean + RMS)
are converged. The mean flow organization is hereafter described.
Statistic description of the aerodynamic flow organization
Figure 4.19 shows the time-averaged static pressure and the turbulent kinetic energy k at mid-span of the CFD domain. The mean static pressure map, Fig. 4.19 (a),
exhibits a region of flow expansion on the suction side of the blade followed by a
supersonic region. In agreement with the distribution of isentropic Mach number
shown on Fig. 4.14, the flow re-compresses downstream the supersonic region. On
the pressure side, a compression region is also observed downstream the leading
edge. In this region, the compression induces an adverse pressure gradient and
leads to a small recirculation bubble evidenced by the black line. The turbulent
kinetic energy k map, Fig. 4.19 (b), shows a production of turbulence in the near
wall flow region on the suction side of the blade. This confirms the transition to
turbulence of the boundary layer in this region. On the pressure side, turbulence
is also evidenced in the coolant ejection region confirming that this region presents
a turbulent activity. Downstream the trailing edge, k increases in the turbulent
wake.
The mean flow structure of the T120D blade is found to be very similar to
the T120 uncooled blade (Cf Chapter 3) except for the coolant ejection region on
the pressure side of the blade. The near wall flow region is hereafter addressed
through the investigation of boundary layers.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.19 – Time-averaged static pressure P [P a] on left (a) and turbulent kinetic
energy k [m2 /s2 ] on right (b) at mid-span. Black iso-contour represents zero axial
velocity u = 0 and white iso-contour the sonic line M a = 1.
Near wall flow region and boundary layers
To evaluate the impact of coolant ejection on the near wall flow region, friction
coefficient Cf and boundary layer evolutions are here provided and compared to
results from the uncooled T120 blade without turbulent injection (Cf. Chapter 3).
The friction coefficient is evaluated through Eq. (3.6) and extracted at mid-span
of the CFD domain on both sides. Results are then plotted and compared to the
uncooled T120 blade on Fig. 4.20. Note that the value Cf = 0 corresponds to the
separation/reattachment of the boundary layer and negative values correspond to
the presence of a recirculation bubble. On the pressure side, Fig. 4.20 (a), Cf

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.20 – Friction coefficient Cf [-] at mid-span of the CFD domain for the
cooled T120D blade (blue) and uncooled T120 blade (red) on the pressure side on
left (a) and on the suction side on right (b).
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differs between both blades near the coolant ejection positions from x/c = 0.1 to
x/c = 0.6 as expected. At x/c = 0.15, a peak of Cf is observed for the T120D blade
corresponding to the position of the first row of pipe. Downstream, Cf remains
positive between x/c = 0.1 and x/c = 0.25 for the T120D blade while Cf is negative for the uncooled blade T120 in this interval. This confirms that the coolant
ejection delays the separation of the boundary layer (Deinert and Hourmouziadis,
2004; Gomes and Niehuis, 2011). Downstream, Cf becomes negative in the interval
between x/c = 0.25 and x/c = 0.4 for the T120D blade. This interval is shorter
for the T120D blade compared to the T120 blade confirming that the bubble size
is strongly reduced by the coolant ejection. From x/c = 0.4, the boundary layer
reattaches and the flow accelerates which increases Cf . From x/c = 0.6, both cases
converge to same values of Cf . On the suction side of the blade, Fig. 4.20 (b), the
strong increase of Cf located at x/c = 0.8 corroborates the presence of a turbulent transition of the boundary layer. No strong deviations are observed between
both cases. Thus, the coolant ejection only impacts the near flow region on the
pressure of the blade as expected. To go further in the analysis, the boundary
layer evolutions are investigated on both sides. To do so, the boundary layers are
extracted using the methodology proposed by (Michelassi et al., 1998) based on
the vorticity field (Cf. Chapter 3). The boundary layer thickness δ is extracted
at mid-span of the CFD domain and compared to the T120 uncooled blade on
Fig. 4.21. On the pressure side, Fig. 4.21 (a), the evolution of δ differs in the
region of the bubble between both blades. Indeed, local peaks are observed for the
T120D between x/c = 0.1 and x/c = 0.6 and correspond to local thickening of the
boundary layer thickness due to local ejections of coolant. Indeed, since δ is built
from the vorticity field, the value of δ in this region is necessary impacted by the
vorticity generated in the coolant ejection region. Such an effect highlights that
the approach to extract the boundary layer proposed by (Michelassi et al., 1998)
should be improved in the context of coolant jet ejection. Nevertheless, this is out
of the scope of this chapter and no improvement will be proposed in this work.
Downstream the coolant ejection region for x/c = 0.7, no deviations are observed
between both cases. On the suction side, Fig. 4.21 (b), no deviation is observed

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.21 – Boundary layer thickness δ [m] at mid-span of the CFD domain for
the T120D cooled blade (blue) and T120 uncooled blade (red) on the pressure side
on left (a) and on the suction side on right (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.22 – Shape factor H [-] at mid-span of the CFD domain for the T120D
cooled blade (blue) and T120 uncooled blade (red) on the pressure side on left (a)
and on the suction side on right (b). Values are omitted in the bubble.
confirming that the ejection of coolant only impacts the pressure side of the blade.
The state of the boundary layer is now addressed by plotting the shape factor H
on both sides on Fig. 4.22. Note that no values are plotted in coolant ejection
region because the boundary layer hypotheses (Schlichting, 1955) are not verified
in this region. On the pressure side of the blade, Fig. 4.22 (a), H is around 2.5 for
x/c < 0.15 confirming that the boundary layer is laminar near the leading edge for
both cases. Downstream the bubble region for 0.6 < x/c < 0.7, H is below 2 for
both cases meaning that the boundary layer transits to turbulence. For x/c > 0.7,
H increases and reaches again a value around 2.5 in both cases corresponding to
a relaminarization of the boundary layer as observed in the experiment (Gomes
and Niehuis, 2013). Indeed, the strong flow acceleration downstream the bubble
stretches and dissipates the turbulent structures as already discussed in Chapter 3.
On the suction side, Fig. 4.22 (b), H increases from x/c = 0.6 for both cases in the
region of adverse pressure gradient. This increase of H in the compression region is
coherent with the literature of boundary layer (Schlichting, 1955; Greitzer., 2004).
Downstream and from x/c = 0.8, H decreases to 1.5 confirming the transition to
turbulence of the boundary layer on the suction side. Again, no strong deviations
between both cases are observed on the suction side.
As a consequence of the previous discussion, the coolant ejection was observed
to only affect the pressure side of the blade. In the following, the mean flow
structure of jets is described.
Mean coolant jet flow structure
To evidence the mean flow structure of coolant jets, an iso-surface of the timeaveraged coolant mass fraction equal to Ycoolant = 0.5 is shown in the coolant jet
region on Fig. 4.23. On the side view, Fig. 4.23 (a), the jets issued by the first
and second rows are clearly observed to be detached from the wall. It is noted
that these jets penetrate strongly in the main flow. The jet issued from the third
row is found to be slightly detached to the wall as observed by (Duchaine et al.,
2009a). If looking at the bottom view, Fig. 4.23 (b), the direction of the jets
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.23 – Iso-surface of the time-averaged of the coolant mass fraction Ycoolant =
0.5. Side view on left (a) and bottom view on right (b). White arrows show the
direction of the coolant jets. Different cut planes are defined by A, B and C.

clearly differs from the main stream direction. Indeed, the coolant jets deviate in
the span direction (z) because of the orientation of holes. The jets issued from the
third row are observed to be strongly spread in the span direction as also noticed
in the experiment (Gomes and Niehuis, 2011). This can indicate a strong mixing
process with the hot flow downstream the holes.
The flow structure in the pipes is now addressed. To investigate the flow in
the pipes, different cuts are performed for each row respectively noted A, B and
C. These cuts are performed normal to the principal axes of the pipes respectively
noted •x and •z as represented on Fig. 4.23 (a). On these cuts, time-averaged
velocity magnitude v and turbulent kinetic energy k are extracted. The cuts corresponding to the first row, i.e, cuts Ax − Ax and Az − Az are shown on Fig. 4.24.
Note that streamlines are added for the cut Ax − Ax to evidence potential recirculation bubbles. On the cut Ax − Ax , Fig. 4.24 (a), a low velocity region is observed
in the pipe and is associated with a deviation of the streamlines. This low velocity region corresponds to a recirculation bubble created by the separation of the
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Ax − Ax

Az − Az

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 4.24 – Mean velocity magnitude v [m/s] at top (a)&(b) and turbulent
kinetic energy k [m2 /s2 ] at bottom (c)&(d) on Ax −Ax on left (a)&(c) and Az −Az
on right (b)&(d). White lines show the streamlines and black line iso-contour
Ycoolant = 0.05.
boundary layer at the corner between the pipe and the plenum walls (Leylek and
Zerkle, 1994). The bubble reduces the passage section in the pipe leading to an
acceleration of the flow. In the jets, Counter Rotating Vortex Pair (CRVP) are
observed and are generated from the interaction between the coolant jet and the
mainstream flow (Fric and Roshko, 1994; New et al., 2003). On the cut Az − Az ,
Fig. 4.24 (b), the bubble is retrieved meaning that the bubble has a 3D shape in
the pipe. Downstream, the jets are clearly detached off the wall. If looking at
turbulent kinetic energy k, Fig. 4.24 (c) & (d), turbulence is clearly produced by
the strong shear present at the edge of the bubble and in the jets. Next, the flow in
the second row of holes (shaped-holes) is shown on Fig. 4.25. On the cut Bx − Bx ,
Fig. 4.25 (a), large recirculation bubbles are also observed in the pipes. Contrary
to the previous holes, the mean flow structure is observed to be symmetric with
respect to the axis of the pipe. Bubbles reduce the flow passage and act as a
venturi effect which accelerates the flow in-between. Downstream, the expansion
part of the shaped-hole produces an adverse pressure gradient and generates small
bubbles on the pipe wall. If looking at the cut Bz − Bz , Fig. 4.25 (b), bubbles are
also retrieved. The jets issued from these holes are also found to be detached off
the wall. If looking at turbulent kinetic energy k, Fig. 4.25 (c) & (d), turbulence
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Bx − Bx

Bz − Bz

(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

Figure 4.25 – Mean velocity magnitude v [m/s] at top (a)&(b) and turbulent
kinetic energy k [m2 /s2 ] at bottom (c)&(d) on cuts Bx − Bx on left (a)&(c) and
Bz − Bz on right (b)&(d). Black line shows iso-contour Ycoolant = 0.05.

is confirmed to be generated at the edge of bubbles and in the jets as previously
observed for the first row of pipes. Finally, the flow structure in the third row of
pipes is shown on Fig. 4.26. The mean flow field and turbulent maps are found
to be very similar as the first row and same conclusions are thus drawn. This
specific flow structure described above corroborates experimental and numerical
studies of (Leylek and Zerkle, 1994; Peet and Lele, 2008; Simiriotis, 2016; Bizzari,
2018). Such a flow structure in pipes is expected to yield non-symmetric flow field
on the ejection surface at the exit of the pipes. To confirm, the time-averaged
velocity magnitude and turbulent kinetic energy maps are extracted on the ejection surface for the three row of pipes and given on Fig. 4.27. Since no strong
deviation was observed between the holes of each row, only one hole for each row
of pipe is shown. For all jets, Figs. 4.27 (a) & (b) & (c), the mean flow has a
horse-shoe pattern evidencing a strong sheared flow. The second jet issued from
the shaped-hole presents a symmetric flow field with respect to a symmetric axis.
These specific shapes corroborate profiles found in experimental and numerical
studies (Leylek and Zerkle, 1994; Peet and Lele, 2008). If looking at the k maps,
Figs. 4.27 (d) & (e) & (f), turbulence mainly localizes in the sheared region of the
profiles underlying the potentially highly unsteady nature of jets.
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Cx − Cx

Cz − Cz

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.26 – Mean velocity magnitude v [m/s] at top (a)&(b) and turbulent
kinetic energy k [m2 /s2 ] at bottom (c)&(d) on cuts Cx − Cx on left (a)&(c) and
Cz − Cz on right (b)&(d).

First jet

(a)

(d)

Second jet

Third jet

(c)

(b)

(f)

(e)

Figure 4.27 – Mean velocity magnitude v [m/s] at top and turbulent kinetic energy
k [m2 /s2 ] at bottom for the three jets.
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Such jet aerodynamic structures are expected to affect the coolant film development along the pressure side of the blade. In the following, the mean film
development is specifically addressed.
Description of the coolant film
To investigate the film development along the pressure side of the blade, the film
volume must be first extracted from the LES. Similarly to boundary layer extraction methodologies, the film thickness δf is defined as the wall normal distance
for which the arbitrary value Ycoolant = 0.05 is reached. With this definition, it
is worth to note that δf represents the thickness of the mean film and does not
necessary correspond to the mean of instantaneous film thickness. The mean film
obtained through this approach is shown on Fig. 4.28. The film thickness is observed to increase from the hole positions. On the side view, Fig. 4.28 (a), traces
of jets are observed in the film. Downstream the coolant ejection region, the film
is observed to be stretched by the flow acceleration. If looking at the bottom view,
Fig. 4.28 (b), traces of jets issued by the first row are clearly identified. From
the drawn black line, all the span-extent of the blade wall is covered by the film.
Downstream, an uniformization of the film thickness in span is observed. To quantify the axial evolution of the film thickness, δf is span-averaged and results are
plotted on Fig. 4.29. From the position of the first row located at x/c = 0.08, δf
increases due to the ejection of coolant to x/c = 0.3. It is noted that δf grows
rapidly in this region. This effect is explained by the fact that the concave shape
of the wall naturally increases the distance from the first jet. Then, δf presents
a plateau between x/c = 0.3 and x/c = 0.4. This interval corresponds to the
maximum penetration of the coolant jets in the main stream. From x/c = 0.45,
δf decreases which indicates that the film reattaches to the wall. For x/c > 0.6,
δf still decreases due to the flow acceleration which stretches the film.

(b)
(a)

Figure 4.28 – Time-averaged coolant mass fraction Ycoolant [-] in the film thickness.
Side view on left (a) and bottom view on right (b).
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Figure 4.29 – Axial evolution of the span-averaged film thickness δf [m].

The coolant mass fraction spatial distribution in the film is now investigated.
To do so, a detailed view of the mean and RMS fields of Ycoolant in the coolant
ejection region is extracted on the cut Bz − Bz and provided on Fig. 4.30. From
the mean flow field, Fig. 4.30 (a), the jets issued from the first and second rows
are observed to be detached off the wall confirming previous findings. This jet
detachment leads to a coolant free region downstream the first jet. A low coolant
concentration region is also observed downstream the second jet as observed in
the experiment (Gomes and Niehuis, 2011). From the third jets, the coolant film
reattaches to the wall. The RMS of Ycoolant , Fig. 4.30 (b), represents the impact of
unsteady effects on the mixing process between the coolant and hot streams. Turbulent mixing is shown to be mainly activated in the jets. It is noted that levels of
Yrms are higher in the detached jets compared to the attached film region. Indeed,
more turbulent activity was observed around the detached jets on Fig. 4.17. In the
region where the film remains attaches to the wall, turbulent mixing is probably

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.30 – Time averaged coolant mass fraction Ycoolant [-] on left (a) and temporal Root Mean Square Yrms [-] on right (b) on the cut Bz − Bz . White iso-line
represents the film thickness δf and black iso-line the iso-contour Ycoolant = 0.5.
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Figure 4.31 – Position of the extracted normal profiles of coolant mass fraction.
White iso-line represents the thickness of the film δf .

the reason for the span uniformization previously observed on Fig. 4.28. To go
further in the analysis, wall normal span-averaged profiles of Ycoolant and Yrms are
extracted at different axial positions in the film: i.e, downstream the first row of
holes at x/c = 0.15, downstream the second row of holes at x/c = 0.30, downstream the reattachment point at x/c = 0.60 and finally at x/c = 0.80 as presented
on Fig. 4.31. Normal profiles are plotted against the wall distance n normalized
by the local film thickness δf (x/c) on Fig. 4.32. At x/c = 0.15, Fig. 4.32 (a), the
passive scalar profile presents a peak at n/δf = 0.4 corresponding to the maximum
center-line value. If the detachment distance is defined as the wall normal distance
where Ycoolant is maximum, this peak confirms that the jets are detached from the
wall for this axial position. The RMS profile also exhibits a peak near n/δf = 0.4

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.32 – Wall normal span-averaged profile of Ycoolant [-] (solid blue line −)
and Yrms [-] (red dashed line −−) located at x/c = 0.15, x/c = 0.30, x/c = 0.60
and x/c = 0.80 in the span-averaged film. n/δf represents the normal distance n
to the wall normalized by the local film thickness δf (x/c).
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and then decreases when naturally approaching the wall due to viscous effects
when penetrating the boundary layer. At x/c = 0.3, Fig. 4.32 (b), the detachment
distance is reduced compared to the previous position. Although the jets are still
detached from the wall at this position, the level of Ycoolant at the wall has increased
thanks to turbulent mixing which spreads the coolant from the first detached jets
to the wall. Indeed, the RMS profile reaches a peak corresponding to the detachment distance of jets, confirming that turbulent mixing mainly occurs in the
detached jets. At x/c = 0.60, Fig. 4.32 (c), the coolant maximum value is located
at wall confirming that the film is attached to the wall for this position. The RMS
profile is located further from the wall near n/δ = 0.6. At x/c = 0.80, Fig. 4.32
(d), the slope of the mean profile is lower than the previous position due to the
effect of the mixing process on the spatial distribution of Ycoolant . Indeed, the level
of the RMS profile shows that turbulent mixing process still occurs at this position.
As a result of the previous discussion, the coolant jet structure is complex
presenting detachments and reattachments along the pressure side of the blade.
The effect of such coolant flow structures on wall stresses and temperature is now
investigated.
Effect of coolant jets on wall stresses and temperature
First, time-averaged wall shear stress τw map is shown along the pressure side of
the blade on Fig. 4.33. Zero wall shear stress iso-contour is added to evidence
potential recirculation bubbles. The stagnation line is clearly identified by the zero
wall shear stress iso-contour near the leading edge at x/c = 0.06. Downstream, a
local increases of the wall shear stress is observed in-between the holes of the first
row near x/c = 0.08. This effect is explained by the fact that jets issued from these
holes probably act as an obstacle for the flow upstream which accelerates the main
stream to by-pass the jets. Downstream the first row, a short recirculation bubble

Figure 4.33 – Time-averaged wall shear stress τw [P a] on the pressure side of the
blade. White iso-line represents zero shear stress.
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is observed near x/c = 0.1. Then, a second bubble is noticed upstream the second
holes between x/c = 0.15 and x/c = 0.2. Downstream the second row, recirculation bubbles are also observed. These recirculation bubbles originate from the
separation of the boundary layer due to coolant ejection. Indeed, the jets issued
from these holes are assumed to have a strong potential effect on the upstream
flow leading to an adverse pressure gradient and separation of the boundary layer.
Downstream from x/c = 0.45, τw becomes positive meaning that the boundary
layer reattaches to the wall. For x/c > 0.45, the flow acceleration increases the
wall shear stress. it is finally noted that τw tends to be more uniform in span from
this position corroborating previous findings.
The wall normal stress is now addressed and represented by the pressure distribution on the wall. To do so, the pressure coefficient CP is plotted on Fig. 4.34
on the pressure side and compared to experimental results. Note that the plot
is limited to the coolant ejection region from x/c = 0 to x/c = 0.6. The peak
located at x/c = 0.05 corresponds to the stagnation point. In the interval between x/c = 0.1 and x/c = 0.45, CP increases indicating a compression region.
This compression region is then expected to induce an adverse pressure gradient
which confirms the presence of recirculation bubbles observed in this region. At
x/c = 0.45, the maximum value of CP on the pressure side is reached and corresponds to the reattachment of the boundary layer and impact of jets on the wall
(Gomes and Niehuis, 2011). For x/c > 0.45, CP decreases confirming the acceleration of the flow downstream the holes. If comparing to experimental results,
CP is globally under-estimated. This means that the flow expansion and bubbles
sizes are probably not perfectly predicted by the LES. To explain this deviation, it
is worth to recall that bubbles are shown to be sensitive to freestream turbulence

Figure 4.34 – Span averaged CP [-] on the pressure side of the blade. Black circles
O represent the experiment data and red solid line − LES results.
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as shown in Chapter 3. As a result, deviations with the experiment could originate from the lack of turbulent injection at the inlets of the computation domain.
Nevertheless, LES results can be considered satisfactory because deviations are
included in the experimental uncertainty of 0.5% (Gomes and Niehuis, 2009).
The adiabatic wall temperature is now addressed. In the following, the wall
temperature will be represented by the film effectiveness η defined by Eq. (4.6).
Note that the value of the recovery factor rf in Eq. (4.6) is adapted according
to the state of the boundary layer to comply with the experimental methodology.
Film effectiveness is provided along the pressure side of the blade on Fig. 4.35. The
presence of cooling on the wall is evaluated by plotting the black iso-contour corresponding to Ycoolant = 0.01. Downstream the first row of pipes, the coolant free
region is retrieved due to the jet detachment from the wall between x/c = 0 and
x/c = 0.18 and corresponds to zero film effectiveness. From x/c = 0.18, although
jets are detached, the traces of jets can be identified and η increases. This is explained by the fact that the recirculation bubbles located between x/c = 0.15 and
x/c = 0.20 probably bring back coolant from the second row of holes to this region.
Furthermore, the turbulent mixing process observed in this region is supposed to
diffuse the coolant to the wall increasing the film effectiveness. This specific effect
of detached jets on film effectiveness has already been observed in experimental
studies (Zhang and Moon, 2007; Polanka et al., 2000; Gomes and Niehuis, 2011).
Near x/c = 0.45, the film effectiveness reaches its maximum value due to the impact of jets on wall at this position. For x/c > 0.45, the film effectiveness tends to
be more uniform in the span direction due to the strong turbulent mixing process
which homogenizes the wall temperature. The turbulent mixing process present
in this region also mixes the cold with the hot flows which ”re-heat” the film and
decreases η. To be comparable to the experiment results, the film effectiveness is
here span-averaged and normalized by its maximum values. Span-averaged results
for the experiment, LES and RANS predictions are shown on Fig. 4.36. For the
LES, film effectiveness begins to increase from x/c = 0.15. Downstream, the film

Figure 4.35 – Map of the film effectiveness η [-] along the pressure side of the blade.
Black iso-contour represents the iso-contour Ycoolant = 0.01.
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Figure 4.36 – Span-averaged film effectiveness axial evolution η/ηmax [-] normalized
by the peak value. Black circles O are the experiment data, red solid line − is the
WRLES and blue dashed line − − − RANS (Gomes and Niehuis, 2011).

effectiveness increases almost linearly between x/c = 0.15 and x/c = 0.45. At
this position, the maximum of efficiency is reached due to the impact of jets on
wall. For x/c > 0.45, the film effectiveness decreases in agreement with the map of
Fig. 4.35. If the LES prediction is compared to experimental results, deviations are
mainly observed in the jet regions. However, it is important to recall that experimental data in this region suffer from strong uncertainties. Indeed, the recovery
factor rf of Eq. (4.7) is experimentally difficult to define in the jet regions because
the boundary layer is partially separated from the wall. The comparison between
results is then not relevant in the jet regions. Downstream, for x/c > 0.45, despite
deviations are observed with the experiment, results are satisfactory. Deviations
with the experiment suggest that the mixing process between the coolant and hot
streams is not perfectly captured by the LES. Again, the lack of freestream turbulence could explain such differences with the experiment. Finally, when compared
to RANS, LES clearly improves the prediction.
To conclude this section, the mean flow organization around the T120D blade
is found to be very similar to the uncooled T120 blade. Indeed, similar flow
structure and boundary layer evolutions are found between both configurations
if excluding the coolant ejection region. On the pressure side of the blade, the
jets are observed to be detached from the wall. The investigation of the flow
field in the coolant pipes shows such jet structures originate from separations and
recirculation bubbles present in the pipes. Such a flow structure in the pipe is found
to generate a strong turbulent activity. This turbulent activity tends to increase
the film effectiveness in the detached jets, by spreading the coolant from the jets
to the wall. Downstream, when film is reattached to the wall, the coolant flow still
mixes with the hot stream, decreasing the film effectiveness. Such a behaviour
of film presenting detached jets is coherent with literature findings (Zhang and
Moon, 2007; Polanka et al., 2000; Gomes and Niehuis, 2011). To further analyse
the evolution of the film effectiveness along the pressure side of the blade, the
mixing process in the coolant film is specifically investigated in the next section.
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4.3.2

Investigation of the mixing process in the film

In this section, the mixing process in the coolant film is investigated. To simplify
the investigation, the 3D time-averaged flow fields are first span-averaged to fall the
dependency in span and to obtain a 2D view of the flow. To do so, different cuts are
extracted at different height of the blade and interpolated on the mid-span mesh
of the domain. Then, values obtained on the mid-span mesh are span-averaged.
The resulting 2D mass fraction map obtained from this span-average is displayed
in Fig. 4.37. The mark of jets is retrieved on the 2D view as well as the evolution of
the film thickness. To ensure the continuity of the coolant mass fraction in the film
thickness, the coolant free region located near the leading edge will be excluded
from the following analysis. From such a 2D view, the coolant concentration in
the film can be represented by the mass flow weighted film coolant mass fraction
Yf ilm defined for each axial position x so that,
R δf (x)

Yf ilm (x) =

0

ρUi ni Ycoolant dn

R δf (x)
0

,

(4.9)

ρUi ni dn

where n is the wall normal distance, ρ the density, Ui the local velocity vector,
ni the normalized vector tangential to the wall and • the time-averaged operator.
The axial evolution of Yf ilm is provided along the pressure side of the blade on
Fig. 4.38. Note that the profiles are taken sufficiently far from each other in the
concave region of the blade to avoid any intersections between the wall normals.
Yf ilm begins to increase from the hole positions for x/c = 0.05. Downstream, Yf ilm
decreases from x/c = 0.1 to x/c = 0.2 meaning that less coolant is present in the

Figure 4.37 – Span-averaged Ycoolant [-] 2D map shown on the mid-span mesh.
White iso-line represents the film thickness δf .
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Figure 4.38 – Evolution of the mass flow weighted film coolant mass fraction Yf ilm
[-] in the span-averaged film along the pressure side of the blade.
film. From this location at x/c = 0.2, Yf ilm increases again due to the coolant
ejection from the second and third row of holes to a peak located at x/c = 0.5.
From this location, Yf ilm decreases due to the mixing process with the hot stream.
To investigate such an evolution of Yf ilm along the pressure side of the blade, a
coolant mass balance is performed in the span-averaged film. To perform such a
balance, a control volume must be wisely defined. The control volume retained for
this work, here noted Vf ilm , corresponds to the film volume bounded by the walls
Swall , by the ejection surfaces Scold , by the film thickness Sδ and by a moving section
Sf ilm (x) normal to the wall. The control volume is represented on Fig. 4.39. It is
important to note that the control volume is built from the 2D map obtained from

Figure 4.39 – Control volume Vf ilm to apply the mass balance in the span-averaged
film. The control volume is delimited by the sections corresponding to the ejection
exit of the coolant pipes Scold , the walls Swall , the film thickness Sδ and the film
section Sf ilm .
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the span-averaged process. Using such a control volume thus reduces the mass
balance to a 2D space which makes the balance easier to apply. For a statistically
converged flow, the mass balance of Ycoolant in the control volume gives,
Z

Z

Sf ilm(x)

ρUi Ycoolant ni dS = −

Sδ(x)

ρUi Ycoolant ni dS −

Z
Scold

ρUi Ycoolant ni dS, (4.10)

where ρUi is the local mass flux, ni is the surface normal pointing by definition
out of the volume and • the time-averaged operator. Equation (4.10) shows that
the mass flux through Sf ilm (x) (LHS) depends on the coolant mass flux through
the hole sections Scold and through the film thickness Sδ (x) (RHS). To simplify
the expression of Eq. (4.10), several hypotheses are hereafter introduced. First,
since the balance is realized on a purely 2D flow, the section Sf ilm (x) exactly
corresponds to the film thickness δf (x). Using Eq. 4.9, the first term on the RHS
of Eq. (4.10) can be then replaced by Qm,f ilm Yf ilm where Qm,f ilm is the mass flow
rate passing through Sδ . Assuming that the map of Ycoolant on the coolant ejection
surfaces Scold is stationary, uniform and equal to 1, the second term of the RHS
of Eq. (4.10) can be replaced by the coolant mass flow rate Qm,cold . From the
previous discussion, Eq. (4.10) is re-arranged to make appear the axial evolution
of Yf ilm (x) in the mass balance so that,
Yf ilm (x) =

1
Qm,f ilm

Qm,cold −

!

Z
Sδ(x)

(4.11)

ρUi Ycoolant ni dS .

This last expression shows that the coolant concentration in the film Yf ilm (x)
depends on two contributions. The first contribution (first term on the RHS) corresponds to the coolant mass flux provided from the holes. This term is necessarily
positive because no-reingestion of hot flow by the pipes was observed. The second
contribution (second term the RHS) corresponds to the coolant mass flux through
Sδ and its sign is a priori not known. Using the Reynolds decomposition and Favre
(1969) averaging (denoted q
•), this last contribution can be split in a mean and
turbulent contributions so that,
Z
Sδ(x)

ρYcoolant Ui ni dS =

Z
Sδ(x)

|

q
ρY
coolant Ui ni dS +
{z

Mean field contribution

}

Z
Sδ(x)

|

00 00
ρYcoolant
Ui ni dS . (4.12)

{z

}

Resolved turbulence contribution

00 00
Ycoolant
Ui corresponds to the resolved turbulent coolant mass diffusion and 00 the
temporal fluctuations with respect to the Favre averaging. The first term on the
RHS represents the mass flux resulting from the mean flow topology and then
depends on the alignment between the normal of Sδ and the mean velocity vector
Uqi . When the film is attached and remains tangential to the wall, the velocity
vector Uqi can be considered aligned with the film thickness. As a result, Uqi can
be reasonably considered as normal to the normal of Sδ . From this hypothesis,
the mean contribution in Eq. (4.12) is then neglected with respect to the resolved
turbulence contribution. If combining Eq. (4.12) with Eq. (4.11), the mass balance
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finally reads as,




Yf ilm (x) =

1



Qm,cold
Qm,f ilm 


−




Z
Sδ(x)

|

00 00
ρYcoolant
Ui ni dS 
.

{z

Turbulent mass flux

(4.13)


}

As a consequence of the previous discussion, the axial evolution of Yf ilm (x) results
from the coolant mass flux from the pipes (first term on RHS) and from the
turbulent mass flux through the external limit of the film (second term on RHS).
To investigate this last turbulent contribution, axial evolution of the local turbulent
R
00 00
00 00
mass flux ρYcoolant
Ui ni and integrated value Sδ(x) ρYcoolant
Ui ni dS along the film
00 00
thickness are plotted on Fig. 4.40. From such a plot, Ycoolant
Ui ni is observed to
rapidly grow to a peak located at the position of the first row and then decreases
to x/c = 0.4. This confirms that the turbulent mixing process originates from the
jets issued by the firs row of pipes. Then from x/c = 0.45 to x/c = 0.7, the local
turbulent flux slightly increases corresponding to the reattachment region of the
coolant film to the wall. Finally, the local turbulent flux stabilizes. It is worth to
00 00
Ui ni and its integral value remain
note that all along the film thickness, Ycoolant
positive. From Eq. (4.13), this confirms that the turbulent mass flux necessarily
decreases the level of Yf ilm along the pressure side of the blade. To find the origin
of this turbulent flux in the film, the second term on the RHS of Eq. (4.12) can
be re-arranged using the Green-Ostrogradski theorem so that,


Z
Sδ(x)

|

00 00
ρYcoolant
Ui ni dS

{z

}

Turbulent flux through film thickness

=

Z
Vf ilm

|

00 00
∂ ρYcoolant
Ui

∂xi
{z

Divergence term



dV −

Z
Sf ilm

}

|

00 00
ρYcoolant
Ui ni dS .

{z

Turbulent flux on Sf ilm

}

(4.14)
This last expression shows that the turbulent mass flux through the film thickness
Sδ results from the turbulent mass flux through Sf ilm and from the turbulent mass

00 00
Figure 4.40 – Axial evolution of the turbulent flux Ycoolant
Ui ni [kg/s/m2 ] (solid
red line −) and integrated value [kg/s/m] (dashed blue line −−) along the film
thickness surface Sδ(x) .
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00 U 00
∂ (ρYcoolant
i )
Figure 4.41 – Cross correlation divergence
[kg/s/m3 ] map in the span∂xi
averaged film. White line represents the iso-contour Ycoolant = 0.3 and black line
00 U 00
∂ (ρYcoolant
i )
the iso-contour
= 0.
∂xi

flux divergence integrated in the film. Note that turbulent fluxes though the ejection pipe surfaces Scold is zero because Ycoolant was assumed to be stationary and
uniform on Scold . The study of the turbulent mass flux divergence within the film
allows to identify regions which contribute to the turbulent mass flux taking place
at the edge of the film. From Eq. (4.14), a positive divergence tends to increase
the turbulent flux. To identity the regions which contribute to turbulent mass
00 U 00
∂ (ρYcoolant
i )
in
flux, the spatial distribution of the turbulent mass flux divergence
∂xi
the film is shown on Fig. 4.41. To localize the regions of positive and negative
00 U 00
∂ (ρYcoolant
i )
= 0 is added to
contributions, a black iso-contour corresponding to
∂xi
the view. Note also that a white iso-contour corresponding to Ycoolant = 0.3 is also
added to the view to identify the jets. Positive regions are observed to be at the
center of jets while negative regions are observed to be in the jet shear layers. It is
also noted that the divergence term is stronger in absolute value in the region of
detached jets issued from the first and second rows of pipes. This finding means
that the turbulent flux on Sδ is mainly driven by the turbulent activity in the detached jets. Indeed, high levels of turbulent kinetic energy and Yrms were observed
in this region on Fig. 4.30. Finally, if looking downstream the jets, the divergence
term is found to be also positive in the film confirming that turbulent mass flux
through Sδ still occurs when the film is attached to the wall.
To conclude this section, a coolant mass balance was performed in the film
to find the origin of the mixing process between the coolant and hot flows. The
mixing process is found to mainly originate from the turbulent mixing in the
region of detached jets. This is confirmed by the activation of Yrms in the jets.
This turbulent mixing is shown to mainly originate from the turbulence generated
in the pipes and in the jets. This mixing process is also observed to affect the axial
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evolution of adiabatic film effectiveness on the blade surface. Comparisons with
the experiment shows that LES improves the prediction with respect to RANS.
The quality of such LES results is then considered satisfactory to evaluate the
losses in the next section.

4.3.3

Investigation of the losses

The mechanisms by which losses are produced for the T120D cooled blade are
investigated in this section. To do so, the losses are first evaluated using total
temperature and total pressure balance equations introduced in Chapter 2. Losses
are then analysed using the Second Law Analysis to identify the sources of the
loss generation. Similarly to Chapter 3, advanced decompositions of the loss maps
are introduced to link the loss generation to flow physics. Finally, a particular
attention will be finally paid to the losses generated in the film.
Assessment of the losses using balance of total variables
As already demonstrated and discussed, the losses can be evaluated using balances
of the stagnation variables. To perform such a balance, again a control volume has
to be introduced. In the following, the chosen control volume is bounded by the
axial section Shot corresponding to the axial section located at the leading edge of
the blade, the coolant hole exit surfaces Scold and a moving axial section Sx (x) as
presented on Fig. 4.42. To obtain an axial dependency of the balance, Sx (x) will
move from Shot to 1.5 axial chords located downstream the trailing edge. First,
total temperature balance is performed to capture the effects of multiple coolant

Figure 4.42 – Control volume used to perform total variables balances. The control
volume is delimited by the hot flow inlet Shot , the hole coolant sections Scold and
a moving axial section Sx .
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ejections. Such a balance was derived in Chapter 2 for Cp = cst and is adapted
here for coolant ejection so that,
Qm Cp Tet,Sx − Qm,hot Cp Tet,Shot − Qm,cold Cp Tet,Scold =
|

{z

}

Qm Cp ∆Tet

ZZ
Sx

|

Ui τij nj dS −
{z

Viscous flux

}

ZZ
Sx

|

qj nj dS ,
{z

Heat flux

}

(4.15)
where Qm,hot is the hot mass flow rate from the inlet, Qm,cold is the coolant mass
flow rate, Qm is the mass flow rate on Sx (x) and •eS is the mass flow average
operator introduced in Chapter 2. The LHS of Eq. (4.15) corresponds to total
f
temperature variation between Sx (x), Shot and Scold and is here noted Qm Cp ∆T
t
for simplicity. The first term on the RHS of Eq. (4.15) corresponds to viscous
fluxes, while the second term corresponds to heat flux though Sx . Similarly to
Chapter 3, fluxes at the periodic boundaries conditions necessary cancel and are
omitted from the balance. Since such a balance is only applicable to a statistically
converged flow, the convergence of the mean fields needs first to be checked. To
do so, the mass flux conservation along the blade, i.e, Qm = Qm,cold + Qm,hot is
verified on Fig. 4.43. Clearly, the mass balance closes which ensures that the mean
flow is statistically converged. After this verification, balance of total temperature
along the blade can be investigated. To do so, axial evolution of total temperature
f is plotted on Fig. 4.44. Upstream the blade, there is not varivariation Qm Cp ∆T
t
ation because the imposed flow field from the inlet is almost uniform and laminar,
i.e, with no turbulence injection. In the region of coolant ejection defined between
f increases due to the activation
x/c = 0.08 to x/c = 0.35, the term Qm Cp ∆T
t
of the flux terms contained in the RHS of Eq. (4.15). Indeed, the temperature
difference between the hot and coolant flows necessarily induces a local heat flux.
Downstream the coolant rows, i.e, for x/c > 0.35, the variation stabilizes around
1.5 W, corresponding to a total temperature variation of 0.1 K which is negligible.
As a result and if neglecting this variation, the total enthalpy 1D balance necessary closes for the T120D cooled blade recovering the total enthalpy conservation.
Nevertheless, the difference between the hot and coolant temperature is clearly
under-estimated on this academic case if compared to real engine where heat flux
is expected to be stronger.

Figure 4.43 – Axial evolution of full mass flow rate Qm in red line and of the sum
of cold and hot mass flow rate Qm,cold + Qm,hot in blue squares along the blade.
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Figure 4.44 – Balance of the total temperature in the control volume defined
between the axial section Shot located at the leading edge and Sx a moving axial
section from Shot to 1.5 axial chords downstream the trailing edge.

The losses generated by such a system can be evaluated through entropy balance. Such an entropy balance was derived in Chapter 2 for Cp = cst and is here
adapted for coolant ejection so that,
^
^t ) − Qm,hot Cp Ln(T
^t )
Qm Cp Ln(T
Sx
Shot − Qm,cold Cp Ln(Tt )Scold ,
{z

|

}

^t )
Qm Cp ∆Ln(T





^t ) − Qm,hot Ln(P
^t )
^
−r Qm Ln(P
Sx
Shot − Qm,cold Ln(Pt )Scold ,
{z

|

}

^t )
−Qm r∆Ln(P

=

Z
V (x)

|

Pm + Pq
dV .
T
{z

Integrated losses

(4.16)

}

^t ) represents the entropy variThe first term of the LHS here noted Qm Cp ∆Ln(T
ation from the total temperature contribution while the second term here noted
^t ) results from total pressure variation. The RHS corresponds to the
−Qm r∆Ln(P
integration of the entropy source term in the control volume. Note again that
fluxes at the periodic boundaries conditions necessary cancel and are omitted in
the balance. The axial evolution of both total temperature and total pressure
contributions are plotted on Fig. 4.45. From the coolant rows, total pressure con^t ) increases all along the axial extent of the blade. Indeed,
tribution −Qm r∆Ln(P
in this interval, total pressure decreases due to the losses produced in boundary
layers and mixing layers (Denton, 1993). From x/c = 0.8 to x/c = 1, an change of
slope in the profile is noticed which corresponds to the turbulent transition of the
boundary layer on the suction side of the blade as discussed in Chapter 3. In the
wake for x/c > 1, the term still increases due to losses generated in the region. The
^t ) is very similar to previous
axial evolution of total temperature term Qm Cp ∆Ln(T
results and no new conclusions are drawn. If comparing levels of both terms in
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Figure 4.45 – Total temperature and pressure balances in the control volume defined between the axial section Shot located at the leading edge and Sx a moving
axial section from Shot to 1.5 axial chords downstream the trailing edge. Red line
with circle − • −represents the total temperature contrition and blue line with
triangle −N− the total pressure contribution to the losses.
the coolant ejection region, total temperature contribution represents about 30%
of the entropy balance. Contrary to the uncooled case, the integrated entropy
production then results from both total pressure and temperature variations for
such a system. As a result, investigating losses for cooled blades by only measuring
total pressure (as mostly done in the literature) would omit the total temperature
contribution and would provide a biased estimation of the losses. To alleviate such
issues and avoid applying such complex balances, the losses can also be quantified
by studying the RHS of Eq. (4.16), i.e, the entropy source term maps. In the next
section, the losses are investigated through the study of the loss maps obtained
from the Second Law Analysis (SLA) approach.
Investigation of the loss maps using Second Law Analysis
In this section, the time-averaged aerodynamic Pm and mixing Pq loss maps are
investigated. As already stated in Chapter 2, these maps give access to the local
loss generation within the computational domain. To evaluate the losses generated
by the presence of the film, loss maps are compared to the ones obtained from the
uncooled T120 case. Advanced diagnostics will be applied to the mixing loss Pq
to link the flow physics to loss generation process. The losses generated by the
boundary layer regions as well as by the film are finally addressed.
To identify the loss generation sources, time averaged loss maps are extracted
on the cut Bz −Bz previously introduced in Section 4.3.1 and provided on Fig. 4.46.
In the following discussions, the film thickness is added to the views to ease the
localization of the film. Note that the choice of the cut position is expected to
only impact the jet positions on the loss maps since the film rapidly homogenises
downstream in the span-wise direction. When the loss maps for the T120D blade
are compared to the T120 blade, Fig. 3.38, the same loss generation topology is
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Aerodynamic loss Pm

(b)
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Figure 4.46 – Time-averaged loss maps on cut Bz − Bz . Aerodynamic loss Pm on
left (a) and mixing loss Pq on right (b). White iso-line shows the film thickness.
recovered on the suction side of the blade. The main deviation is observed near
the pressure side of the blade, where coolant is ejected for the T120D blade. The
aerodynamic loss field Pm , Fig. 4.46 (a), is first described. As expected, aerodynamic losses mainly occur in the boundary layer on the suction side of the blade,
in the coolant film on the pressure side as well as in the wake downstream the
blade. Indeed, these regions present highly sheared flows. On the suction side, the
flow expansion region also evidences aerodynamic loss because of the strong flow
acceleration present in this region. Note that no loss is generated in the freestream
flow because no freestream turbulence was injected at the inlet. The mixing loss
Pq , Fig. 4.46 (b), mainly activates in the near wall flow region of the blade. On
the suction side of the blade, the boundary layer generates mixing losses due to
temperature gradients produced by compressibility effects as already discussed in
Chapter 3. Mixing losses are observed to be also generated in the mixing region on
the pressure side due to the temperature difference between the hot and coolant
flows. It is noted that more losses are generated in the jets with respect to regions
where the film is attached to the wall. Indeed, the mixing process was found to
be mainly located in the detached jets in Section 4.3.1. If both loss maps are
compared, Pm clearly dominates the loss generation in the domain. Nevertheless,
the ratio between Pq and Pm is probably under-estimated for this academic configuration compared to real engine where temperature differences are much higher.
From the loss maps, it is of interest to evaluate the contribution of each regions
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R

Pm dV
3.9 W (16 %)
20.0 W (84 %)
23.9 W
V

Coolant film
Profile losses (Wake, boundary layer)
Full domain (Excluding the pipes)

R

Pq dV
0.5 W (23 %)
1.3 W (77 %)
1.8 W
V

Table 4.5 – Integrated loss maps in each region of the flow normalized by the total
loss generation in the domain excluding the plenum and pipes.

on the loss generation. To do so, the loss maps are integrated in different volumes
corresponding to the film on the pressure side, the boundary layer on the suction
side and the wake. To purely focus on the loss generation around the blade, the
pipes are excluded from the integration domain. Integration results are provided
and normalized in Table 4.5. Note that losses generated in the boundary layers
and in the wake are gathered as profile losses. Integrated values confirm that
aerodynamic losses dominate the loss generation in the domain. If looking at the
contribution of each region, the profile losses clearly dominate the loss generation.
Nevertheless, almost 25% of the mixing losses and 16 % of the aerodynamic losses
are generated by the film. Since the most of losses are generated in the near wall
flow region of the blade, the following discussion focuses on the loss generation in
this specific region of the flow.
First, the losses generated by the suction side boundary layer are investigated
and compared to results from the uncooled T120 blade. To do so, the dissipation
coefficient Cd defined by Eq. (3.27) is plotted along the suction side of the blade and
compared to the one obtained for the uncooled T120 blade on Fig. 4.47. Similarly
to Chapter 3, Cd decreases in the laminar part of the boundary layer and then
increases from x/c = 0.8 due to the boundary layer turbulent transition. No strong
deviation is observed between both cases. As a result, same conclusions as the ones
obtained in Chapter 3 can be drawn concerning the impact of turbulent transition
on the losses. The loss generation in the coolant ejection region on the pressure

Figure 4.47 – Dissipation coefficient Cd [-] evolution along the suction side for the
uncooled T120 blade (red) and cooled T120D blade (blue) at mid-span.
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Figure 4.48 – Time-averaged loss maps in the jet regions on cut Bz − Bz . Aerodynamic losses Pm (a) and mixing losses Pq (b). White iso-contour represents
Ycoolant = 0.5 and black iso-line v = 20m/s where v is the velocity magnitude.
side of the blade is now addressed. To do so, a detailed view of the loss maps in
the coolant ejection region is provided on Fig. 4.48. For the following analysis, jets
are highlighted by the white iso-contour Ycoolant = 0.5 and recirculation bubbles
are evidenced by low velocity magnitude v regions identified by the black isocontour v = 20m/s. it is worth to note that the black iso-contour does not fully
represent recirculation bubbles but only provides a rough view of its position in
the pipes. The aerodynamic losses Pm , Fig. 4.48 (a), are observed to be generated
in the pipes, in the jets and in the attached film. It is noted that the detached jets
generate more losses than the region where the film is attached to the wall. Indeed,
the shear is expected to be stronger for detached jets. In the pipe, Pm is generated
by the strong shear present at the edge of the recirculation bubble present in the
pipe. The mixing losses Pq , Fig. 4.48 (b), are generated in the mixing regions
taking place between the jets and the hot flow. It is also noticed that, although
no hot flow enters in the pipes, mixing losses are found to be also generated in
the pipe. This can be explained by the compressibility effects induced by the
flow acceleration in the pipe generates temperature gradients activating Pq . To
quantify the loss generation in the coolant film, film dissipation coefficients Cdf ilm
can be defined for each loss contribution similarly to boundary layer dissipation
f ilm
coefficient Cd . In the following, aerodynamic film dissipation coefficient Cd,P
and
m
f ilm
mixing film dissipation coefficient Cd,Pq are defined so that,
f ilm
Cd,P
m

f ilm
Cd,P
q

R δf

=

Pm dn
,
3
ρ∞ U∞

0

(4.17)

R δf

=

Pq dn
,
3
ρ∞ U∞

0

(4.18)

where ρ∞ and U∞ are respectively the density and velocity magnitude at the edge
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f ilm
f ilm
Figure 4.49 – Dissipation coefficient Cd,P
[-] (red) and Cd,P
[-] (blue) profiles
m
q
extracted at mid-span of the T120D blade.

of the film thickness. The axial evolution of both film dissipation coefficients measured at mid-span of the blade are plotted on Fig. 4.49. Note that the jet positions
on these profiles are expected to be shifted if another cut position is chosen. Nevertheless, the film rapidly homogenises along the blade and the choice of the cut
position is then expected to weakly impact the loss profiles downstream the jets.
From such profiles, the most of losses are clearly generated in the detached jet
region confirming previous findings. Indeed, at x/c = 0.2 and x/c = 0.3, the effect
of jets on losses are clearly identified for both loss coefficients. At x/c = 0.45, a
peak is observed for both losses which corresponds to the impact of jets on the
blade wall. For x/c > 0.45, both film dissipation coefficients decrease in the region
where the film remains attached to the wall.
To link the flow physics to the losses, advanced diagnostics and decompositions
of the loss maps are hereafter introduced. Similarly to the Bobyleff-Forsyth formula
introduced in Eq. (3.22) for the aerodynamic loss generation, the mixing loss Pq
can be decomposed into different contributions. To do so, the isentropic relation
linking the static temperature T , total temperature Tt and Mach number M a is
introduced in Eq. (2.59) and after rearrangements of the terms, one can obtain,
Pq =

λ + λt Tt2
λ + λt ∂Tt ∂Tt
2 ∂M a ∂M a
f (M a)−2 +
(γ
−
1)
T ∂xj ∂xj
T f (M a)4
∂xj ∂xj
|

{z

Mixing term

−

}

|

{z

Compressibility term

λ + λt ∂Tt ∂M a Tt
(γ − 1),
T ∂xj ∂xj f (M a)
|

{z

Alignement term

}

(4.19)

}

where λ and λt are respectively the laminar and turbulent thermal conductivity,
γ the heat capacity ratio and f (M a) = 1 + γ−1
M a2 . On the RHS, the first term
2
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f (M a)−2
T ∂xj ∂xj

(a)

Tt2
λ+λt
a ∂M a
(γ −1)2 ∂M
T f (M a)4
∂xj ∂xj

(b)

λ+λt ∂Tt ∂M a Tt
(γ
T ∂xj ∂xj f (M a)

− 1)

(c)

Figure 4.50 – Mixing term on left (a), compressibility term in the middle (b) and
alignment term on right (c) on cut Bz − Bz .
represents the production of mixing losses due to non-zero total temperature gradients and will refer as mixing term in the following. The second term represents
losses from Mach number gradients and tends to 0 if the Mach number is very
small. As a result, this term represents the compressibility effects on the loss generation and will refer as compressibility term. Finally, the third term represents
the alignment between the total temperature and Mach gradient and will be refer
as alignment term. The mixing, compressibility and alignment terms are provided
at mid-span on Fig. 4.50 for an instantaneous solution. As expected, the mixing
term, Fig. 4.50 (a), dominates the mixing region on the pressure side of the blade
taking place between the hot and coolant flows. It also appears on the suction
side of the blade where turbulent transition of the boundary layer induces local
total temperature gradients. The compressibility term, Fig. 4.50 (b), is mainly
activated by compressibility effects on both sides of the blade. This term is found
to also activate in the coolant jet region due to the difference of Mach number
between the hot and coolant flows in this region. The alignment term, Fig. 4.50
(c), mainly activates in the near wall flow region of the blade. The reasons for
which this term activates in such regions is not clearly understood by the author
and would require more investigations. As a result of the previous discussion, it is
confirmed that mixing losses are generated in regions of high temperature differences and high compressibility.
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Similarly to Chapter 3, it is of interest to discriminate the mean flow contribution from purely unsteady effects for the time-averaged mixing loss generation
Pq . To do so, the Reynolds decomposition is introduced on the static temperature
field, i.e, T = T + T 0 where • is the time-averaged operator and 0 the temporal
fluctuation. Introducing the Reynolds decomposition in Eq. (2.59), one obtains,
Pq =

(λ + λt ) ∂(T + T 0 ) ∂(T + T 0 )
,
∂xi
∂xi
T + T0

or,
(λ + λt )
Pq =
T + T0

!

∂T ∂T
∂T ∂T 0 ∂T 0 ∂T 0
+2
+
.
∂xi ∂xi
∂xi ∂xi
∂xi ∂xi

(4.20)

At this point of the demonstration, the time-averaged operator can not be dist)
6= (λ+λt0) . To alleviate
tributed on the numerator and denominator because (λ+λ
T +T 0
this issue, (Kock and Herwig, 2004) proposes to develop
expansion around T 0 ∼ 0 so that,

1
T +T 0

T +T

in series using Taylor

1
1
T0
02
=
−
2 + O(T ),
0
T +T
T
T

(4.21)

where O(T 02 ) is the Taylor expansion error. For the T120D academic blade, the
2
temperature fluctuation T 0 is necessary greatly inferior to T whose the order of
magnitude is around 105 . Therefore if combining Eq. (4.21) with Eq. (4.20), the
time-averaged operator can be distributed giving,
Pq =

(λ + λt ) ∂T ∂T
+
T {z∂xi ∂xi}
|

Loss due to the mean fields

(λ + λt ) ∂T 0 ∂T 0
T {z∂xi ∂xi}
|

.

(4.22)

Loss due to the unsteady fields

The first term on the RHS represents the effect of the mean field while the second
term represents unsteady effects on the mixing loss generation. Both contributions
for both loss maps are extracted on the cut Bz − Bz and provided on Fig. 4.51.
As expected, the mean contribution of aerodynamic losses Pmmean , Fig. 4.51 (a),
dominates in highly mean sheared flow, i.e:boundary layer on the suction side and
coolant jets on the pressure side. Pmmean is also found to be activated in the flow
expansion region on the suction side of the blade. The mean contribution of the
mixing losses Pqmean , Fig. 4.51 (b), mainly takes place in the mixing region on
the pressure side due to the mean temperature difference between the coolant and
the hot flow. Again, the compressibility effects in boundary layers contributes also
to the mean mixing loss generation. The turbulent contribution of aerodynamic
losses Pmturb , Fig. 4.51 (c), mainly activates in the turbulent transition region of
the boundary layer on the suction side and in the film on the pressure side of
the blade. Indeed, in the film, Pmturb activates in the region of jets which was
observed to present a strong turbulent activity. Downstream the blade, Pmturb
also activates in the turbulent wake. Finally, the turbulent contribution of the
mixing losses Pqturb , Fig. 4.51 (d), also activates in the same regions as Pmturb . More
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Figure 4.51 – Mean and unsteady loss contributions on cut Bz − Bz . Mean contribution, i.e, Pmmean and Pqmean , on the top (a) & (b) and unsteady contribution,
i.e, Pmturb and Pqturb , on the bottom (c) & (d). Aerodynamic loss on the left (a)
& (c) and mixing loss on the right (b) & (c). White iso-line represents the film
thickness.

specifically in the jet region, Pqturb is probably activated by the turbulent mixing
taking place between the hot and coolant flows. If both mean and turbulent
contributions are compared, unsteady effects clearly dominate the loss generation
in the near wall flow region of the blade for both aerodynamic and mixing losses.
Such findings are coherent with results obtained for the T120 blade, Fig. 3.41.
To further investigate the loss generation in the jet region, a detailed view of
previous maps in this specific region of the flow is provided on Fig. 4.52. The
mean contributions Pmmean and Pqmean , Fig. 4.52 (a) & (b), are clearly linked to
mean shear and mean mixing layers present in the jets evidenced by the white
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Figure 4.52 – Mean and unsteady loss contributions on cut Bz −Bz in the jet region.
Mean contribution, i.e, Pmmean and Pqmean , on the top (a) & (b) and unsteady
contribution, i.e, Pmturb and Pqturb , on the bottom (c) & (d). Aerodynamic loss
on the left (a) & (c) and mixing loss on the right (b) & (c). White iso-contour
represents Ycoolant = 0.5 and black iso-line v = 20m/s.

iso-line. In the pipe, the mean contributions activate in the mean shear layer
created at the edge of the recirculation bubble evidenced the black iso-line. The
turbulent contributions Pmturb and Pqturb , Fig. 4.52 (c) & (d), are mainly generated
inside the jets and in the pipes. Indeed, high levels of turbulent kinetic energy were
previously observed in these regions. In the pipe, unsteady effects generated from
the bubble also activate the turbulent contributions of the losses. To go further
in the analysis of the losses generation in the film, wall normal loss profiles of
mean and turbulent contributions are extracted at different axial positions along
the pressure side of the blade, i.e,: at x/c = 0.30, i.e, where jets are detached
off the wall and at x/c = 0.80 where the coolant film is attached to the wall.
Results are then averaged in the span-wise direction and provided on Fig. 4.53. At
x/c = 0.3, Fig. 4.53 (a) & (b), mean and turbulent contributions for both losses
reach a peak located at n/δ = 0.33. This distance corresponds to the detachment
distance of the jets from the wall confirming that the detached jets generate large
amounts of aerodynamic and mixing losses. When approaching the wall, Pmmean
increases due to the rise of shear in the boundary layer. Indeed, Pmmean at wall was
shown to be linked to the wall shear stress by Eq. (3.28). If looking at Pqmean , the
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mean contribution of mixing loss decreases when approaching the wall. Indeed,
Pqmean necessary tends to zero due to the adiabatic wall condition which cancels
the temperature gradient. The turbulent contributions Pmturb and Pqturb also tend
to zero when approaching the wall. Indeed, unsteady effects are expected to be
dissipated by viscous effects when penetrating the laminar boundary layer. At
x/c = 0.8, Fig. 4.53 (c) & (d), loss profile shapes differ from the previous position.

Mean contribution

Turbulent contribution

x/c = 0.3

(a)

(b)

x/c = 0.8

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.53 – Wall normal span-averaged loss profiles located at x/c = 0.3 at top
(a) & (b) and at x/c = 0.8 at bottom (c) & (d). Mean contributions on left (a) &
(c) and turbulent contributions on right (b) & (d). n/δ represents the wall normal
distance normalized by the local thickness. Blue line represents aerodynamic loss
profile Pm (n/δ) and red line mixing loss profile Pq (n/δ).
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Away from the wall, a plateau in the profiles is observed for both losses and both
contributions. This plateau is associated to the losses induced by the freestream
flow. Since no freestream turbulence was injected at the inlet, the loss generation in
the freestream is rather low and only induced by the freestream flow acceleration.
When approaching the wall, Pmmean again increases for n/δ < 0.15 due to the rise
of shear when penetrating the boundary layer and reaches a peak at the wall.
Again, Pqmean tends to zero due to the adiabatic wall condition. Finally and as the
previous axial position, the turbulent contributions tend also to zero due to the
dissipation of unsteady effects when penetrating the boundary layer.

4.4

Chapter conclusions

In this chapter, the capacity of LES to predict the blade load distribution and
adiabatic film effectiveness for the T120D cooled blade was first evaluated. To do
so, a wall resolved LES representing two span-wise pitches of holes was realized.
From such a detailed simulation, the flow structure on the suction side of the blade
is found to be very similar to the uncooled T120 blade. On the pressure side in the
coolant ejection region, the instantaneous and mean flow organization are coherent
with literature findings. Recirculation bubbles in pipes are observed to strongly
alter the mean flow structure of jets and generate a strong turbulent activity. Jets
are also found to be detached from the wall and to strongly penetrate the main
stream. Then, jets are observed to reattach to the wall to produce an attached
film along the pressure side of the blade. When adiabatic film effectiveness is
compared to experimental results, deviations are mainly observed in the region of
coolant jets but results are overall satisfactory. The LES prediction is expected
to be improved if turbulence is injected at the inlets of the domain. Investigation
of the mixing process in the coolant film shows that the turbulent mixing mainly
occurs in the detached jet region. This mixing is shown to be induced by the
unsteady effects produced in cooling pipes and from the jet interactions with the
main stream. Finally, the losses were first investigated using methodologies introduced in Chapter 2. Results show that both total temperature and total pressure
variations should be taken into account to evaluate the losses for non-isothermal
flows. To identify the loss generation mechanism, loss maps were investigated
through the use of Second Law Analysis. Aerodynamic losses are shown to be
generated in highly sheared flow region while mixing losses are produced in the
mixing region between hot and coolant flows. Again, the turbulent contributions
to the losses dominate the mean ones in the near wall flow region of the blade.
Integration of loss maps shows that the film has a great impact on the overall loss
generation. Indeed, investigation of losses within the film shows that the peak of
loss production occurs in the detached jets. When the film is attached to the wall,
the peak of loss production is located nearby the wall and is mainly associated to
wall shear stress and mixing process taking place between the cold and hot flows.
The mixing losses are naturally found to tend to zero at wall due to the adiabatic
wall condition.
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To conclude this part, LES was shown to improve the prediction of the blade
load distribution and adiabatic film effectiveness for the academic T120 and T120D
blades with respect to RANS. Thanks to the Second Law Analysis (SLA), the
loss generation sources and mechanisms were clearly identified for these academic
blades not only from a qualitatively point of view but also quantitatively. Indeed,
SLA is shown to discriminate aerodynamic losses from mixing losses for compressible anisothermal flows contrary to total variable 1D balances. Introducing
advanced diagnostics, the loss generation process is shown to be mainly induced by
unsteady effects. This last finding evidences the benefits of SLA to predict losses
based on LES fields. Indeed, turbulent loss contributions are directly resolved on
mesh with LES while it should be modelled in RANS. Nevertheless, the number of
coolant holes and temperature differences for the academic configurations studied
so far are greatly under-estimated with respect to real engines. As a result, in the
next part, the loss generation issued by a 3D cooled blade including a high number
of holes with realistic inlet conditions is addressed.
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LES of an industry-oriented
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Outline of Part III
This part addresses the LES predictions for the industry oriented configuration
corresponding to the high-pressure vanes of the FACTOR project. In this project,
the migration of hot spots through combustion chambers and turbine vanes as
well as their interactions with coolant flows are specifically addressed. The NGVs
tested in this project are 3D vanes containing 171 coolant holes to form a film
cooling around the vanes, the aerothermal environment of the vanes approaching
real engine conditions. The main objective of the present part is to evaluate the
capacity of LES to predict the vane load distribution, the adiabatic wall temperature and losses for such a complex configuration. To predict the flow of such a
complex system, WMLES are performed on the NGV section of the FACTOR test
rig. To deal with the coolant flow ejection on the vane surfaces, two approaches
can be adopted, i.e:, the cooling system can be either included in the computational domain or the coolant can be directly ejected on the vane surfaces without
meshing the cooling system through the use of a coolant ejection model. The
main advantage of this last approach is to avoid the CPU effort inherent to the
flow resolution in the cooling system of turbine vanes. To ease the use of LES
for cooled turbine vanes in an industrial context, a new coolant ejection model is
introduced in this work. To assess the coolant ejection model, both approaches are
compared on the NGVs of FACTOR. To do so, a reference hole-meshed LES is first
realized by meshing the cooling system while a hole-modelled LES is performed
without meshing the cooling system using the proposed coolant ejection model.
Finally, the model is assessed from the comparison of the hole-modelled LES to
the hole-meshed LES. The reference hole-meshed LES is first presented in Chapter 5. From such a detailed simulation, LES prediction of flow aerodynamics and
vane wall temperature is assessed through the comparison to experimental results.
Then, losses are investigated using the methodologies introduced in Chapter 2.
From this loss analysis, the capacity of SLA to evaluate and study the losses for
complex configurations with LES is discussed. Afterwards, the hole-modelled LES
is presented in Chapter 6. From the comparison between the hole-modelled LES
and the hole-meshed LES, the capacity of the coolant ejection model to predict the
flow aerodynamics, the vane wall temperature and the losses is finally discussed.
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Loss prediction for an
industry-oriented geometry of
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This chapter addresses the hole-meshed LES prediction of the NGVs of FACTOR. For such a complex configuration, the capacity of LES to predict the vane
load distribution, the adiabatic wall temperature as well as the losses is assessed.
To do so, the hole-meshed LES is built by including the whole coolant pipes and
feeding plena of the vanes in the computational domain. For the loss evaluation, the methodologies introduced in Chapter 2 are adopted. The capacity of the
SLA to identify the loss generation mechanisms for such a complex geometry is
specifically addressed and discussed. It is important to note that because of the
configuration complexity, a global approach of losses is adopted. The chapter is
organized as follows. First, the design of the high-pressure vanes of the FACTOR
project and available experimental data are introduced in Section 5.1. At this
occasion, existing CFD predictions are provided. Next, the numerical set up and
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LES modelling of the hole-meshed LES are presented in Section 5.2. Then, the
LES prediction is described in Section 5.3. The large flow structures and mean flow
organization are first detailed. Then, the prediction of the vane load distribution
as well as adiabatic wall temperature is assessed with respect to experimental results. After validation of LES results, losses are investigated. Finally, conclusions
are provided in Section 5.4.

5.1

Review of the NGVs of the FACTOR project

In this section, the NGVs of the FACTOR project are presented. First, the context
of the FACTOR project is briefly recalled in Section 5.1.1. Then, the design of the
NGVs and the targeted experimental operating point are provided in Section 5.1.2.
Next, the available experimental database is detailed in Section 5.1.4. Finally, a
brief review of existing CFD predictions is shown in Section 5.1.5.

5.1.1

Presentation of FACTOR project and test rig

To reach the objective of NOx emission reduction, Rich Quench Lean (RQL) technology reached their limits and new combustor designs need to be introduced
(Liu et al., 2017). Among the solutions, new lean combustor technologies tend
to premix the reactive gases upstream the combustion chamber while removing
the dilution holes. As a result, lower overall combustion temperatures are reached
thereby reducing NOx production levels. Nonetheless, since more air is used in the
combustion process, less air is available for cooling systems. This approach then
leads to more temperature heterogeneities at the exit of the combustor. These
temperature heterogeneities are then transported in the turbine which can locally
increase the vane temperature to undesired levels as well as temperature gradients which are damageable for the vane material. To investigate such systems,
the FACTOR project has been set up (Bacci et al., 2015; Battisti et al., 2012;
Krumme et al., 2019) with the specific objectives of a better understanding of
such interactions and better anticipate the effects of such design changes. To do
so, this project experimentally and numerically investigates the migration of hot
spots through combustion chambers and turbine vanes. The FACTOR project is
experimentally conducted at the University of Florence (UNIFI) in Italy and at
the Deutsches Zentrum fur Luft-und Raumfahrt (DLR) at Gottingen in Germany.
The main test rig located at the DLR includes a swirler, a combustion chamber
designed to reproduce an inlet velocity and temperature field for the turbines representative of new technologies and a high-pressure turbine stage. A scheme of the
test rig is provided on Fig. 5.1. As a guideline, the different elements of the test
rig are delimited by the axial planes defined on Fig. 5.1: i.e. P30, is the plenum
entry feeding the swirling flow injection system of the combustor which ends at
P40 which is the turbine entry plane. Downstream, P41 corresponds to the axial
plane separating the stator and rotor while P42 corresponds to the exit plane of
the turbine. The test rig is non-reactive and the flow is heated at the inlet of
the test rig by an electrical device. To reproduce effusion cooling ejected in real
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Figure 5.1 – Test rig scheme used at the DLR, Gottinger (Germany). P30 is the
plenum entry feeding the swirling flow injection system of the combustor which
ends at P40 which is the turbine entry plane. Downstream, P41 corresponds to
the axial plane separating the stator and rotor while P42 corresponds to the exit
plane of the turbine stage.

combustors, fresh gas is injected through liners in the combustor section of the
test rig. In the following, the framework will be limited to the NGV section of the
test rig which is delimited by the axial planes P 40 and P 41.

5.1.2

Design of the NGVs

An upstream view of the half angular sector of the NGV stage is provided on
Fig. 5.2, the full angular sector containing 40 NGVs. One NGV angular sector

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2 – Upstream view of the half angular sector of the NGV stage in the
direction of the engine axis on left (a) and radial view on right (b).
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therefore corresponds to an angle of 9◦ , Fig. 5.2 (a). Each NGV has an Axial Chord
Length (ACL) of 38.6 mm as detailed on the radial view of the stage in Fig. 5.2
(b). The axial plane P 40 is located 0.425 ACL upstream the vanes while P 41 is
located 0.2 ACL downstream. It is important to note that one combustor angular
sector corresponds to two NGV angular sectors. As a consequence, experimental
data are given for an angular sector of 18◦ containing 2 NGVs denoted NGV1
and NGV2. To identify independently each vane, NGV1 is arbitrary chosen to be
located before NGV2 in the clockwise rotation if looking downstream as shown on
Fig. 5.3. Detailed views of one vane design is provided on Fig. 5.4. The vane is

Figure 5.3 – Relative position of NGV1 against NGV2 for an angular sector of 18◦ .

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.4 – Detailed upstream view of the design of the NGV. Pressure side view
on left (a) suction side view on right (b) and coolant system at bottom (c).
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designed to reproduce a similar expansion of the flow of real engines. To inject
coolant, 171 holes are drilled on both sides of each vane as shown on Figs. 5.4 (a)
&(b). The holes have a diameter of 0.8 mm and are distributed among 2 zones.
The first zone is located near the leading edge of the vane and axially extends from
x/ACL = 0 to x/ACL = 0.3. It is worth to specify that the radial distribution of
these holes follows the radial distribution of the stagnation line. In the following,
these coolant holes will be noted as LE coolant holes. The second zone is located on
the pressure side and axially extends from x/ACL = 0.6 to x/ACL = 0.7. These
coolant holes will be hereafter noted as TE coolant holes. A view of the internal
cooling system is displayed in Fig. 5.4 (c). Note that the LE coolant holes are
supplied by the plenum noted LE plenum while the TE coolant holes are supplied
by the plenum noted TE plenum.

5.1.3

Experimental operating point

The targeted experimental operating point is the one of the UNIFI facility called
design point (DP). This operating point is experimentally defined by the flow
fields on P 40 corresponding to 0D values for total temperature, total pressure and
no-dimensional numbers provided in Table 5.1. As shown in Table 5.1, a strong
swirled and turbulent flow originates from the combustor. To better characterize
the flow on P 40, 2D maps of velocity fields, total temperature and total pressure
were experimentally measured and maps are shown on Fig. 5.5. The flow presents
a hot spot located at the center of the plane, Fig. 5.5 (a), which is aligned with
NGV1. A cold flow region coming from the effusion cooling ejected in the combustor is observed near the shroud. Such a temperature heterogeneity is expected
to migrate through the vanes and will potentially interact with the coolant flow
ejected around the high-pressure vanes. From total pressure map normalized by
its mean spatial value, Fig. 5.5 (b), total pressure losses are mainly located at the
plane center and are induced by the swirl. Radial and tangential velocities, Fig. 5.5
(c) & (d), confirm that the flow strongly rotates clockwise if looking downstream
and is centred at the same position of the hot spot.
0D values on P40
Reynolds number (based on ACL) [-]
Mach number [-]
Swirl number [-]
Mass flow rate for one angular sector [kg/s]
Spatial averaged of static temperature [K]
Spatial averaged of static pressure [kP a]

111 000
0.112
0.6
0.12
450
147

Table 5.1 – Design operating point for one angular sector (Koupper, 2015).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.5 – Experimental data for the Design Point (DP). Total temperature
(a), normalized total pressure (b), radial velocity (c) and tangential velocity (d)
looking downstream. Taken from (Martin Thomas, 2017).

After description of the operating point, the experimental coolant operating
point of the vanes is provided in Table 5.2. The spatial averaged temperature of
the hot flow entering in the turbine is 450 K at P 40 while the coolant is injected
at 300 K. In this case, the ratio between the hot and coolant mass flow rate
(for one angular sector) is fixed at 7.5%. Note that more coolant mass flow rate
is injected in the LE plena to reduce the vane temperature near the stagnation
line on the vane. Assuming an uniform repartition of the coolant mass flow rate
among the coolant holes, the obtained blowing ratio M for each hole is around
1 and corresponds to typical values of turbine cooling systems (Han and Ekkad,
2001). For this specific operating point, the available experimental database is
hereafter detailed.

NGV coolant
Coolant temperature [K]
300
Coolant mass flow rate from LE Plenum [kg/s]
0.006
Coolant mass flow rate from TE Plenum [kg/s]
0.003
Coolant to hot mass flow rate ratio (One angular sector) [-] 7.5%
Table 5.2 – Coolant flow properties (Koupper, 2015).
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5.1.4

Experimental measurements

The aerodynamics and the thermal environment of the NGVs were experimentally
characterised by measuring the flow expansion along the vanes as well as the
adiabatic film effectiveness on the vane surfaces. Details on the measurement setup can be found in (Krumme et al., 2019). Both flow expansion and adiabatic film
effectiveness measurements are hereafter described.

Flow expansion
The flow expansion through the vanes was measured at DLR from pressure taps
located on the pressure side of NGV1 and on the suction side of NGV2. For all
taps, the time averaged pressure distribution P (x/ACL) is obtained giving access
to the spatial distribution along the axial position x. The pressure distribution
is then normalized giving the isentropic Mach number M ais (x/ACL) distribution
following,
M ais (x/ACL) =

v
u
u
u
t



2  < Pt >P 40
γ−1
P (x/ACL)

! γ−1
γ



− 1,

(5.1)

where < Pt >P 40 is the spatial averaged of the total pressure on P40 and γ is
the heat capacity ratio equal to 1.4. The obtained experimental distribution of
M ais (x/ACL) at mid-height of the vanes is plotted on Fig. 5.6. Note that no
pressure taps were present near the stagnation point of the vane near x/ACL = 0.
On both sides of the vane, the flow accelerates along the axial direction. It is noted
that on the suction side, the flow becomes supersonic after x/ACL = 0.7. From
x/ACL = 0.9, M ais decreases indicating the presence of a shock region.

Figure 5.6 – Experimental isentropic Mach number M ais [-] distribution along the
pressure side of NGV1 (bottom) and suction side of NGV2 (top).
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Adiabatic film effectiveness
The adiabatic effectiveness η for this configuration is given by the following relation
(Bacci et al., 2019),
Tskin − Thot
η=
,
(5.2)
Tcoolant − Thot
where Tskin is the time-averaged skin vane temperature, Tcoolant the total coolant
temperature and Thot the spatial averaged total temperature on P 40. In the experiment, the film effectiveness is measured using the heat and mass transfer analogy
(Han et al., 2000). To do so, a pressure sensitive paint (PSP) sensitive to oxygen concentration is applied to the vane surfaces. Then, pure CO2 is injected as
cooling fluid, the main fluid being air. The concentration of oxygen on the vane
is then measured using CCD cameras. Under the heat and mass transfer analogy
(Bacci et al., 2019), the film effectiveness is obtain using,
η=

Cmain − Cwall
,
Cmain

(5.3)

where Cmain and Cwall are the time-averaged oxygen concentration respectively of
the main flow and on the wall. The adiabatic film effectiveness distribution on
both surfaces of NGV1 and NGV2 is provided on Fig. 5.7. One clearly notes that
the film effectiveness is equal to 1 near all coolant holes suggesting that there is
no re-ingestion of hot flow in coolant pipes for both NGVs. Overall, experimental
spatial distribution of film effectiveness is highly heterogeneous and presents very
localized patterns. Behind all coolant hole, traces of coolant on the vane surfaces
are observed. Coolant free regions appear near the end-walls of the vane because
of an absence of coolant ejection at these radial positions. On the suction side
of NGV1, Fig. 5.7 (a), cooling is more efficient near the mid-height of the vane
(denoted region 1 on Fig. 5.7). On the pressure side, Fig. 5.7 (b), a high coolant
efficiency region is observed (denoted region 2). In the first third of the height of
the vane, region 3, a lower coolant efficiency is noticed. Indeed, coolant radially
migrates from the hub to the shroud because of the swirl (Bacci et al., 2019). Near
the leading edge of the vane, region 4, film effectiveness rapidly decreases from the
coolant ejection position suggesting a strong mixing with the hot flow downstream
the holes. On the suction side of NGV2, Fig. 5.7 (c), cooling is more efficient near
the middle and in the last third of vane height, region 1 and 2. On the pressure
side, Fig. 5.7 (d), a region of high film effectiveness is observed in region 3. The
strong variation along the radial direction of film effectiveness for both NGVs also
suggests that the coolant mass flow rate distribution among the holes is not uniform.
Since such a film effectiveness distribution originates from the hot spot migration as well as complex interactions with the coolant flow (Koupper, 2015), CFD
predictions were performed to understand all the interactions involved in such a
complex geometry.
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Suction side

Pressure side

NGV1

(b)

(a)

NGV2

(d)

(c)

Figure 5.7 – Experimental film effectiveness η [-] for NGV1 at top (a) & (b) and
for NGV2 at bottom (c) & (d). Pressure side on left (a) & (c) and suction side on
right (b) & (d). The described regions are evidenced by numbers.

5.1.5

Literature review of CFD prediction

In the FACTOR project, several numerical investigations were performed to evaluate the CFD capacity to predict the aerothermal environment of the high-pressure
turbine stage. Note that although multiples predictions of this test configuration
exist (Koupper, 2015; Vagnoli et al., 2016; Cubeda et al., 2019; Duchaine et al.,
2017; Thomas et al., 2018), only numerical works focusing on the prediction of the
vane temperature are addressed in the following.
CFD predictions were first performed by (Koupper, 2015) to investigate the
hot spot migration through the vanes and its impact on the vane surface temperature. In this original work, an adiabatic WMLES was performed representing
an 18◦ angular sector of the combustor - NGVs section of the FACTOR test rig.
Through such a LES, the transport of hot and cold flows issued from the combus189
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8 – Iso-surface of the hot spot temperature (a) and iso-surface of the
coolant temperature (b) of the time-averaged solution around the NGVs. Taken
from (Koupper, 2015).

tor can be detailed by studying the mean fields presented on Fig. 5.8. As expected,
the hot spot impacts NGV1 and splits in 2 parts, Fig. 5.8 (a). The hot spot is
then stretched by the accelerating flow along the passage between the vanes. The
effusion cooling exiting the combustor remains near the shroud (denoted noted
C1 on Fig. 5.8 (b)), affecting the distribution of the vane surface temperature in
the top region of NGV2 as shown on Fig. 5.9. The vane surface temperature for
both NGVs is observed to be affected by the migration of the hot spot through
the vanes. On NGV1, Fig. 5.9 (a), the hot spot impact marks both pressure and
suction sides of the vane. On NGV2, Fig. 5.9 (b), hot temperature is also observed
near the leading edge of the vane and on the downstream part of the vanes. Near
the end-walls of NGV2, trace of coolant flow near the shroud (C1) is also clearly
identified.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9 – Vane surface temperature Twall [K] of NGV1 (a) and NGV2 (b).
Taken from (Koupper, 2015).
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Along with the work of Koupper, additional numerical investigations using
RANS and LES have studied the impact of inlet specifications on the vane wall
temperature (Vagnoli et al., 2016; Cubeda et al., 2019). The aim of these studies
was to find best practices for inlet specifications to recover the turbulent activity
as well as the temperature fluctuations when performing an isolated CFD of the
stator domain. From such predictions, the hot spot migration through the vanes as
well as vane wall temperature are shown to be highly sensitive to RANS modelling
and inlet turbulent intensity.
Using LES predictions, the mixing process between the hot and coolant flows
was confirmed to be sensitive to unsteady inlet specifications (Duchaine et al.,
2017; Thomas et al., 2018). To inject unsteadiness at the inlet of an isolated adiabatic LES of the stator domain, the injection of synthetic turbulence was not
however able to recover the turbulent activity as well as temperature fluctuations
in the NGV passage (Duchaine et al., 2017). Finally, (Thomas et al., 2018) shows
that the unsteady activity in the stator can be recovered in a large extent only
if imposing the fully unsteady flow fields obtained from an integrated LES of the
combustor and NGV section of the test rig.
As a consequence of the previous discussion, the temperature distribution on
the vane surfaces is shown to be impacted by the inflow specifications and mixing
process between the hot and coolant flows. To predict the vane wall temperature
in this work, an isolated WMLES of the NGVs is built by including the cooling
systems of the vanes in the computational domain. This WMLES will be hereafter
named hole-meshed LES. Note that, to the author’s knowledge, such a WMLES
of such a complex geometry including the cooling system in the computational
domain has not been performed in the literature. Details about the numerical set
up are provided in the next section.

5.2

Numerics and modelling

In this section, the numerical set up and modelling of the hole-meshed LES are
addressed. First, the computational domain and the mesh are presented. Boundary conditions and imposed fields are then provided and discussed. Finally, the
numerical schemes and LES modelling are detailed.
Computational domain
The computational domain is based on the work of (Thomas, 2019) and is provided
on Fig. 5.10. The computational domain is axially limited by the turbine inlet
plane (P40) which is well numerically and experimentally characterized (Koupper,
2015; Thomas, 2019; Krumme et al., 2019). The domain represents a 18◦ periodic
sector (1/20th ) of the full annular domain containing a pair of NGVs denoted NGV1
and NGV2. The outlet locates 6 ACLs downstream the vanes to avoid interactions
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Figure 5.10 – Domain used for the study.

between the wakes of the vanes and the outlet boundary. As already indicated, the
whole cooling system including the cooling pipes as well as the feeding plena are
included in the computational domain. Coolant flow inlets coincide to the main
inlets of the feeding plena.
Mesh
The mesh is purely composed of tetrahedra and contains 73 million of cells. Due to
the high number of holes in the cooling system, half of the mesh cells are located in
the coolant pipes and feeding plena. A view of the grid is provided at mid-height of
vanes in Fig. 5.11. Meshing efforts have been made in the passage region between
the vanes, in the near wall flow region as well as in the wake regions. To capture
the flow dynamics in the cooling system, the cooling pipes are also refined to obtain 12-15 points to discretize each hole, Fig. 5.12. However, to ensure that the
locally strong gradients induced by coolant ejection are properly captured by the

Figure 5.11 – View of the full tetrahedron mesh at mid-height of the vanes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12 – View of the mesh in the coolant pipes near the leading edge of NGV1
(a) and mesh cut in a pipe (b).
mesh, an adaptive mesh refinement process has been applied to refine the mixing
regions between the main flow and coolant jets. The mesh refinement process is
based on the MMG3D library (Dapogny et al., 2014; Daviller et al., 2017). The
metric used to perform the automatic refinement is based on the loss maps Pm
and Pq to identify regions of strong velocity and temperature gradients. Since
coolant jets are expected to generate aerodynamic and mixing losses, the surface
mesh is then refined along the coolant jet trajectories as shown on the surface
mesh of NGV1 on Fig. 5.13. Note that the impact of the mesh adaptation process
on the vane wall temperature and resolved turbulence can be found in Appendix F.
It is worth to note that such a mesh does not result in a purely academic LES
in the sense that it does not respect the mesh resolutions of an academic problem.
Nevertheless, using 15 points to discretize the diameter of each hole and the use
of a wall-modelled approach is a good trade-off to deal with the capacity of mesh
to capture flow dynamics while limiting the CPU effort of such a simulation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13 – Surface mesh on pressure side (a) and suction side (b) of NGV1.
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Boundary conditions
Inflow and outflow boundary conditions are specified using the Navier-Stokes Characteristic Boundary Condition (NSCBC) formalism (Poinsot and Lele, 1992; Odier
et al., 2018). To deal with the inlet specification, the corresponding 2D timeaveraged mass flow rate ρUi and static temperature T maps obtained from the
integrated computation combustor - NGVs realized by (Thomas et al., 2018) are
extracted on P 40 to be imposed as inflow for the isolated WMLES. To illustrate
this inlet specification, the 2D steady map of temperature and associated velocity
vectors are shown on Fig. 5.14. As expected, the hot spot locates at the center of
the plane and aligns with NGV1. The cold flow issued from the effusion cooling
ejected in the combustor is visible near the shroud in an anti-clockwise swirl. The
coolant mass flow rates Qm1 and Qm2 corresponding respectively to coolant mass
flow injected at the inlets of the LE plena and TE plena of both NGVs are set to
comply with the experimental values with a static temperature of Tcold = 300 K.
Note that to track the coolant, a fictive species Ycoolant is also injected at the inlets
of the plena. At the outlet, the surface averaged static pressure is imposed and adjusted to reach the experimental spatial averaged of static pressure on P 40. Note
that radial equilibrium is naturally obtained using the specific 3D NSCBC outlet
boundary condition accounting for transversal terms as detailed by (Granet et al.,
2010; Koupper et al., 2014). Note finally that all walls are treated as adiabatic
condition. The imposed spatial averaged quantities are given in Table 5.3. It is
important to note that, contrary to the work of (Thomas et al., 2018), the flow
fields here imposed at the inlet are stationary. In other words, no turbulence is
injected at the inlet to limit the CPU effort of such a complex simulation. Devia-

Figure 5.14 – 2D static temperature map T [K] including a hot spot and swirled
flow (evidenced by arrows) imposed at the inlet boundary condition.
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Patch
Inlet
•
Plena LE NGV1 & NGV2
Plena TE NGV1 & NGV2
•
Outlet
Adiabatic Wall

Variable
Qm
Tinlet
Qm1
Qm2
Tcold
Poutlet
-

Spatial mean value
0.240 kg.s−1
455 K
0.0012 kg.s−1
0.006 kg.s−1
300 K
87000 Pa
-

Table 5.3 – Spatial mean values at the boundary conditions.
tions between LES prediction and experiment are then expected. Nonetheless, it
is worth to recall that the hole-meshed LES presented in this chapter will be taken
as the reference computation for the comparison with the hole-modelled LES. As
a result, the lack of turbulence injection at the inlet has no impact on the main
objective of this part.
LES modelling
The chosen sub-grid turbulence model is the WALE model (Nicoud and Ducros,
1999) because the Smagorinsky model (Smagorinsky, 1963) is known to be too dissipative for LES in turbomachinery (Collado, 2012; Papadogiannis, 2015; Koupper,
2015; Thomas et al., 2017).
More importantly, to avoid the overall cost of a WRLES for such a complex
geometry, all walls are treated using an adiabatic wall law (Gourdain et al.,
2009a; Tucker, 2011b; Tyacke and Tucker, 2014). In that case, the classical bilayer
logarithm law of the wall is adopted (Von Karman, 1930). With this wall law, the
switch from the log-law to sub-layer viscous linear part occurs when the normalized
wall unit distance satisfies y + = 11.445. A view of the resulting cell size y +
distribution is provided on Fig. 5.15. Clearly, the extent of wall unit value is large

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.15 – Normalized wall unit distance y + [-] near the leading edge of NGV1
(a) and in the cooling systems (b).
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on the walls. Near the leading edge of the NGVs, Fig. 5.15 (a), the wall unit
distance remains low, i.e, y + < 10. Downstream, y + rapidly increases and higher
values are reached on the walls around the trailing edges of the vanes due to large
velocities present in this region. In the cooling system of the vanes, a large extent
of the walls is also observed to be in the viscous sub-layer, Fig. 5.15 (b). Although
the author is aware of the limitations behind the chosen wall modelling (as the
absence of pressure gradient), it is worth to recall that the aim of this work is to
present the hole-meshed LES prior to the comparison with the hole-modelled LES.
The effect of the wall law on the flow prediction is then out of scope of this work.
Numerical scheme
All simulations rely on the resolution of the LES compressible equations (Garnier
et al., 2009; Poinsot and Veynante, 2011). The compressible equations are numerically integrated with the finite element numerical explicit scheme TTG4A, 3rd
order in space and 4th order in time (Donea and Huerta, 2003).

5.3

LES results

In this section, the LES prediction of the above described configuration is presented. The instantaneous flow structure and mean flow organization are first
described in Section 5.3.1. Since the migration of the hot spot and the mixing
process with the coolant flow were shown to affect the vane wall temperature,
these two points are specifically investigated. Following this investigation, the
evaluation of the adiabatic film effectiveness on the vane surfaces are compared to
experimental results. Finally, losses are investigated in Section 5.3.2.

5.3.1

Flow description and validations

Prior to the presentation of the flow organization, the numerical operating point
of the vanes should be verified. This specific point is hereafter addressed.
Numerical operating point
To verify the numerical operating point of the vanes, the isentropic Mach number distribution obtained at mid-height of the vanes is compared to experimental
results on Fig. 5.16. Based on this diagnostic, LES prediction and experiment
data are found to be in very good agreement which validates the flow expansion
through the vanes. Note that on both sides of the vanes, peaks are noticed in
the profiles between x/ACL = 0.05 and x/ACL = 0.15 and on the pressure side
near x/ACL = 0.7. These sudden changes of isentropic Mach values correspond
to the local acceleration of the flow due to coolant ejection as already observed in
Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.16 – Isentropic Mach number M ais [-] at mid-height of the vane on both
sides. Red line − represents LES and black circle O the experimental data. Axial
extents of the coolant rows are indicated.
Instantaneous view of the large scale flow structures
To evidence the large scale flow organization issued from the coolant jets, an instantaneous view of an iso-surface of Q-criterion equal to Qcrit = 1.109 s−2 coloured
by the vorticity is provided on Fig. 5.17. As expected, the wakes of the vanes are
found to be turbulent. All the coolant jets also exhibit unsteady coherent structures. A closer look at the coolant jets in the region A is provided on Fig. 5.17. In
this region, a pair of vortices is found to be issued from each hole and propagates
along the jets. Such vortices correspond to the so-called Counter Rotating Vortex
Pair (CRVP) and were reported in the literature of jets in cross-flows (Fric and
Roshko, 1994; New et al., 2003). These structures are then stretched by the acceleration of the flow downstream. This stretching is naturally enforced near the
trailing edge because of the strong flow expansion in this region. At the base of

Figure 5.17 – Instantaneous view of an iso-surface of Q-criterion equal to Qcrit =
1.109 s−2 coloured by the vorticity magnitude kωk [s−1 ]. A zoom in box A is shown.
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Figure 5.18 – Instantaneous view of coolant mass fraction map Ycoolant [-] taken at
mid-height. White iso-line represents the film thickness defined by Ycoolant = 0.05.

the coolant jets, high vorticity levels (red) are noticed due to the strong shear produced between coolant jet and main stream. To investigate the effect of all these
unsteady structures on the coolant film, an instantaneous view of the coolant mass
fraction map taken at mid-height is shown on Fig. 5.18. From this map, the film
cooling thickness is built from the iso-contour value Ycoolant = 0.05. Clearly, the
film covers both vanes except at the stagnation point. One also note that the
thickness of the film strongly varies along both pressure and suction sides of vanes
due to the unsteadiness present in the film. It is also noted that coolant mass
fraction is highly segregated in the film and is characterized by regions of low and
high concentrations due to unsteady structures.
For a clearer analysis and quantification, the flow fields are time-averaged
through 4 flow time passages defined as the time taken by a fluid particle released
at the inlet to reach the outlet of the computational domain. Such a convergence
time is sufficient to ensure that the flow statistics (mean + RMS) are converged.
From the time-averaged flow fields, the mean flow organization in the main stream
as well as of coolant jets are hereafter described in more details.
Mean flow organization
In this section, the mean flow organization is described. First, the flow aerodynamics is discussed by studying the time-averaged Mach number maps extracted
at different normalized heights h (by the height of the vanes H) on Fig. 5.19. To
evidence supersonic regions, white iso-lines corresponding to unity Mach number
are added to the views. First and despite the 2D fields imposed at the inlet, the
flow acceleration is found to be very similar between NGV1 and NGV2. For all
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.19 – Time-averaged Mach number maps M a [-] at mid-height for h/H =
0.50 on left (a), near the hub for h/H = 0.10 in the middle (b) and near the shroud
for h/H = 0.90 on right (c). White iso-line represents M a = 1.

heights, the flow is found to accelerate through the vanes, the white iso-contour
of M a = 1 clearly evidencing a supersonic region located on the suction side of
both vanes. On the contrary, very low Mach number, i.e, M a < 0.3 are found in
the coolant feeding plena of the vanes. Clearly, a dependency of the flow acceleration appear and is in function of the radial position. Indeed, near the hub at
h/H = 0.10, Fig. 5.19 (a), the acceleration of the flow is stronger compared to the
mid-height cut, Fig. 5.19 (b). As a result, the supersonic region extends more in
the NGV passage when approaching the hub. Near the shroud at h/H = 0.90,
Fig. 5.19 (c), the opposite appears and only a small proportion of the suction side
is supersonic. This radial dependency of flow expansion is recovered in all turbomachinery flows and is induced by the radial distribution of static pressure due to
radial equilibrium (Smith Jr, 1966).
The thermal environment around the vanes is now addressed. To do so, the
hot spot migration and the swirled flow through the vanes are investigated. In the
following, the contour of the hot spot will be represented by the iso-surface of the
total temperature Tt equal to 480 K. Indeed and since walls are adiabatic, the
total temperature spatial distribution only depends on the transport of the hot
spot and its mixing with the coolant flow. To get a first view of the migration
of the hot spot as well as its interaction with the coolant flow, the iso-surface of
the time-averaged total temperature Tt = 480K (in red) as well as of the coolant
total temperature Tt = 300K (in blue) are shown on Fig. 5.20. Due to the initial
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Figure 5.20 – Iso-surface of the time-averaged total temperature of 480 K in red
as well as iso-surface of the coolant total temperature of 300 K in blue.
position of the hot spot on P 40, the hot spot hits the pressure side of NGV1 and
splits in 2 parts and propagates along both pressure and suction sides of NGV1 as
described in (Koupper, 2015). The largest part of the hot spot remains near the
pressure side of NGV1 due to flow inertial effects (Koupper, 2015; Cubeda et al.,
2019; Li et al., 2019). Between the vanes, the hot spot is stretched by the flow
acceleration. Coolant flow is found to cover both vanes and to interact with the hot
spot mainly around NGV1. To investigate the hot spot migration along the vanes,
different axial cuts represented on Fig. 5.21 are extracted from the computational
domain. On these axial cuts, the total temperature field and swirled flow velocity
vectors are shown on Fig. 5.22. Finally, the iso-contour Tt = 480K is added to
the views to evidence the hot spot contour. To build the velocity vector of the
swirled flow, a similar approach used to extract secondary flows found from the
literature is adopted (Germain et al., 2007; Persico et al., 2009). This way, a
reference flow direction is first defined for each axial cuts based on the 2D average
direction of the flow at mid-height. Next, the local velocity vector is projected
on this reference flow direction and this projection is then removed from the local
velocity vector. Finally, the remaining velocity vector is projected onto axial cut
to obtain the swirled flow velocity vector. In the following, swirled flow velocity
vectors are normalized to obtain unit vectors and are represented by white arrows
on the views. By construction, the field at the inlet, Fig. 5.22 (a), corresponds
to the imposed field by the boundary condition and has already been discussed in

Figure 5.21 – Positions of the axial cuts in the computational domain.
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Inlet

x/ACL = 0.

(a)

(b)

x/ACL = 0.25

x/ACL = 0.50

(c)

(d)

x/ACL = 0.75

x/ACL = 1

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.22 – Axial cuts of total temperature Tt [K] at inlet (a), at leading edge for
x/ACL = 0. (b), at x/ACL = 0.25 (c), at x/ACL = 0.50 (d), at x/ACL = 0.75
(e) and at trailing edge for x/ACL = 1. (f). View downstream. PS (pressure
side) and SS (suction side). White iso-line represents Tt = 480K. White arrows
represent swirled flow velocity vectors.
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Section 5.2. At the leading edge of both NGVs, Fig. 5.22 (b), the total temperature
field as well as the hot spot boundary remain very similar compared to the inlet.
The cold region located near the shroud is however pushed by the potential effect of
NGV2 toward NGV1 (this cold region will be noted C1 in the following). Another
small cold region is observed to be surrounded by the hot spot and originates from
the coolant ejected at the leading edge of NGV1 (this second cold region will be
noted C2). At x/ACL = 0.25, Fig. 5.22 (c), the hot spot clearly splits in 2 parts.
The part of the hot spot located near the pressure side of NGV1 is noted H1 and
the part located near the suction side of NGV1 is noted H2. Both parts H1 and
H2 of the hot spot get smaller due to the reduction of the passage. The cold
region C1 lies at the corner between the shroud and the suction side of NGV2.
The cold region C2 locates near the pressure side of NGV1. Around both NGV1
and NGV2, the total coolant temperature is retrieved confirming that the coolant
film covers both NGVs. At x/ACL = 0.50, Fig. 5.22 (d), the hot spot continues
to shrink. Due to the swirled flow direction, the cold region C2 moves away from
NGV1 in the passage. Near the shroud, the cold region C1 gets closer to NGV1. At
x/ACL = 0.75, Fig. 5.22 (e), the part of the hot spot H1 is distorted by the swirled
flow. In parallel, size of cold region C2 has grown. Indeed, one part of the coolant
ejected on the pressure side of NGV1 is transported by the swirl from the near wall
region of NGV1 to the passage between NGV1 and NGV2. At the trailing edge of
the vanes, Fig. 5.22 (f), the part of the hot spot H1 remains close to the pressure
side of NGV1. This confirms that the trajectory of the hot spot is mainly driven by
the flow inertial effects and is weakly impacted by the pressure gradient generated
between pressure and suction of the vanes (Koupper, 2015; Cubeda et al., 2019; Li
et al., 2019). At this station, the shape of the hot spot is highly distorted by the
presence of cold region C2. The cold region C1 on the other hand gets closer to
the wake of NGV1 near the shroud. One finally notes that the total temperature
in the wake of both NGVs lies between the hot spot and coolant total temperature.
This indicates a strong mixing process taking place in the wakes between the hot
and coolant flows. To investigate this last interaction between the hot spot and
coolant flow, the mixing process between both flows is to be studied. To do so,
turbulent mixing between the coolant and hot flows is studied by investigating
the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the coolant mass fraction Yrms at different axial
cuts as previously described in Fig. 5.23. At the inlet, Fig. 5.23 (a), no turbulent
mixing is observed because no coolant is ejected at the inlet of the computation
domain. At the leading edge of both NGVs, Fig. 5.23 (b), turbulent mixing occurs
near the coolant ejection position. This turbulent mixing is particularly strong in
the cold region C2 due to the presence of turbulent fluctuations in the jets. At
x/ACL = 0.25, Fig. 5.23 (c), the mixing process mainly takes place in the near
wall flow region of NGV1 and NGV2 due to the interaction between the hot and
coolant flows in the film. At x/ACL = 0.50, Fig. 5.23 (d), the mixing process
moves away from the pressure side NGV1 in the passage. This effect is probably
induced by the transport of the coolant by the flow in the passage between the
vanes. At x/ACL = 0.75, Fig. 5.23 (e), this last effect is strengthened. Finally,
at x/ACL = 1, Fig. 5.23 (f), mixing regions are very extended in the wakes. This
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confirms that the hot spot strongly mixes with the coolant film in the wakes.
Mixing process is further spatially extended in the passage between both NGVs
by the swirl. Note that turbulent mixing is also observed near the shroud due to
the interaction between cold and hot flows in this region. To investigate the origin
of mixing process, the coolant flow aerodynamic is detailed in the next section.

P40

x/ACL = 0.

(a)

(b)

x/ACL = 0.25

x/ACL = 0.50

(c)

(d)

x/ACL = 0.75

x/ACL = 1

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.23 – Axial cuts of turbulent mixing represented by Yrms [-]. Axial cuts
correspond to the inlet (a), leading edge x/ACL = 0. (b) , x/ACL = 0.25 (c),
x/ACL = 0.50 (d), x/ACL = 0.75 (e) and the trailing edge x/ACL = 1 (f). View
downstream. White iso-line represents Tt = 480K.
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Mean structure of the coolant flow
In the following, the distribution of the coolant jets on both pressure and suction
sides for both NGVs is presented. To do so, an iso-surface of the time-averaged
coolant mass fraction equal to Ycoolant = 0.75 is provided on Fig. 5.24. To discriminate the pressure from the suction side of both NGVs, white lines representing
the identified stagnation lines on NGV1 and NGV2 are added to the views, the
stagnation lines being deduced from a null iso-contour of wall shear stress. As
seen on Fig. 5.24, both stagnation lines have a S shape which is explained by
the swirl which implies a heterogeneous radial distribution of pressure. Note also
that these stagnation lines are found to be different between NGV1 to NGV2 once
gain because of the different respective position with respect to the inflow. To
identify the coolant holes, the rows of holes are numbered from the leading edge
to the trailing edge as shown on Fig. 5.24. From this notation, the stagnation
line on NGV1 passes through the 4th row. The rows from 1 to 3 are therefore located on the suction side of the vane. On NGV2, the stagnation line passes though
the 3rd and 4th rows. Only rows 1 and 2 are located on the suction side of the vane.
For all holes, a cold jet is ejected from the aperture confirming that there is
no re-ingestion of hot gases through the coolant pipes. For rows 7th and 8th on
both NGVs, the jet iso-surface is stretched by the strong flow acceleration in this
region. It is noted for this value, the jet iso-surface remains near the vane wall
and does not propagate in the passage. This confirms that the mixing process
mainly takes place in coolant jets. To investigate the origin of this mixing process, the flow aerodynamic structure inside the coolant pipes is studied. To do
so, time-averaged velocity magnitude and turbulent kinetic energy maps in the
coolant pipes located near the leading edge at mid-height of NGV1 are given on
Fig. 5.25. From Fig. 5.25 (a), strong sheared flow and horse-shoe pattern are observed in coolant pipes. Such coolant flow structure originates from the separation
of the boundary layer at the inlet of the pipes as already observed in Chapter

Figure 5.24 – Time-averaged coolant mass fraction iso-surface, Ycoolant = 0.75.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.25 – Time-averaged velocity magnitude v [m/s] (a) and turbulent kinetic
energy k [m2 /s2] (b) maps at mid-height of the vanes in the pipes near the leading
edge of NGV1.
4 and in the literature of coolant jets (Leylek and Zerkle, 1994; Peet and Lele,
2008; Simiriotis, 2016; Bizzari, 2018). These specific regions are observed to be
associated with high levels of kinetic energy, Fig. 5.25 (b). Since no freestream turbulence is injected at the inlets of the coolant flow, the turbulence here evidenced
necessary originates from the flow dynamics present in the plena and the pipes.
Indeed and as observed in the literature, separations and horse-shoe patterns lead
to a turbulent transition of the flow (Leylek and Zerkle, 1994; Peet, 2006). To
study the impact of such a turbulence generation in the coolant pipes on the film
dynamic, the turbulent kinetic energy k is shown at mid-height around both NGVs
on Fig. 5.26. The edge of the coolant film defined by Ycoolant = 0.05 is represented
by the white iso-line. Since no freestream turbulence is injected at the inlets of the
domain, turbulence levels observed in the film and in the cooling system (pipes
+ plena) necessary originate from the flow dynamics present in the cooling system.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.26 – Turbulent kinetic energy maps k [m2 /s2 ] on NGV1 on left (a) and
NGV2 on right (b) at mid-height. White iso-line represents the thickness of the
film cooling defined by the iso-value Ycoolant = 0.05.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.27 – Time-averaged coolant mass fraction map Ycoolant [-] on left (a) and
Yrms [-] on right (b) at mid-height. White iso-contour represents Ycoolant = 0.05.

To investigate the film development in more details, time-averaged coolant
mass fraction Ycoolant as well as Yrms at mid-height are shown on Fig. 5.27. The
edge of the coolant film is added on the views for more clarity. Time-averaged
coolant mass fraction Ycoolant map, Fig. 5.27 (a), shows that the mean film develops around both vanes except on the stagnation points. As for the film itself,
spatial variations of Ycoolant is large. Indeed, Ycoolant approaches 1 near the coolant
holes because of coolant ejection and then decreases when moving away from the
wall due to the mixing process with the hot stream in the passage. Yrms map, Fig.
5.27 (b), confirms that turbulent mixing only occurs in the film itself. Naturally,
mixing is observed to be higher near the holes probably due to the higher temperature differences and flow dynamics in this region. Downstream the holes, Yrms
decreases indicating that turbulent mixing in the film reduces. Finally, turbulent mixing also activates in the wakes confirming that mixing process still occurs
downstream the vanes. To quantify the development of the coolant film around
the vanes, the thickness of the film δf is extracted from time-averaged maps. Similarly to Chapter 4, the film thickness δf is defined as the wall normal distance for
which Ycoolant = 0.05 along the vanes. Note that the following discussion is limited
to the mid-height to exclude the effect of end-walls as well as secondary flows on
the film development. Film evolutions are given on both sides of both NGVs on
Fig. 5.28. From Fig. 5.28, δf equals zero at the stagnation point as expected. It
is important to note that, since the origin of the plots is taken as the leading edge
axial position, film evolutions for x/ACL < 0.15 for NGV1 and x/ACL < 0.05
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.28 – Axial evolution of the film thickness δf [m] at mid-height of the
vanes for NGV1 (a) and NGV2 (b). The axial extend of the coolant holes as well
as the stagnation point for each NGVs are indicated.

for NGV2 correspond to suction side part of the vane. On the pressure side of
NGV1, Fig. 5.28 (a), δf increases for the axial extent 0 < x/ACL < 0.4 because of
the coolant ejection through the holes located near the leading edge of the vane.
For x/ACL > 0.4, δf stabilizes due to the flow acceleration in this region which
stretches and reduces the film thickness. On the suction side, δf continuously increases along the vane due to the accumulation of coolant fluid injected through
the holes located near the leading edge. Downstream the coolant holes, this increase of δf is expected to be mainly driven by the mixing process between the
coolant and the hot streams. It is important to note that δf clearly evidences different evolutions for NGV2, Fig. 5.28 (b), with respect to NGV1. Such a deviation
between both NGVs could originate from the 2D temperature map imposed at the
inlet which naturally implies a different behaviour of the mixing process between
both NGVs. On the pressure side of NGV2, δf increases at the axial positions
where coolant is ejected, i.e, for 0 < x/ACL < 0.3 and 0.6 < x/ACL < 0.7. As
for NGV1, δf then decreases downstream the coolant hole axial positions due to
the flow acceleration stretching the film. On the suction side, δf continuously increases for x/ACL > 0.2 due to the accumulation of coolant fluid injected through
the holes located near the leading edge as for NGV1. The swirled inflow is also
expected to impact δf by radially drifting the coolant film.
From δf and similarly to Chapter 4, the axial evolution of coolant concentration
along the vanes can be evaluated through the mass flow weighted film coolant Yf ilm
so that,
R δf (x)
ρUi ni Ycoolant dn
,
(5.4)
Yf ilm (x) = 0 R δf (x)
ρU
n
dn
i
i
0
where n is the wall normal distance, ρ the density, Ui the local velocity vector,
ni the normalized vector tangential to the wall and • the time-averaged operator.
The axial evolution of Yf ilm is provided for both NGVs on Fig. 5.29. As expected,
Yf ilm equals zero at the stagnation points. For both NGVs, Yf ilm increases for axial
positions of where coolant is ejected, i.e, for x/ACL < 0.3 and 0.6 > x/ACL > 0.7
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.29 – Axial evolution of the mass-flow averaged coolant mass fraction Yf ilm
[-] at mid-height of the vanes for NGV1 (a) and NGV2 (b). The axial extend of
the coolant holes as well as the stagnation point for each NGVs are indicated.

for the pressure side and x/ACL < 0.15 for the suction side. Downstream these
positions, Yf ilm decreases because of the mixing process with the hot stream. Similar observations are drawn for NGV2, Fig. 5.29 (b).
To confirm the link between axial evolutions of Yf ilm and mixing process with
the hot flow, a mass balance of the coolant flow can be performed as in Chapter 4.
To perform such a balance, the control volume is defined at mid-height of the vane
as shown in Fig. 5.30 and with the same notations of Chapter 4. Since the control
volume is defined on a radial cut, the radial contribution of the coolant mass flux
normal to the cut is omitted in the mass balance. Furthermore, since the flow is
statistically converged, the same logic used in Section 4.3.2 can be here applied.

Figure 5.30 – Control volume at mid-height to apply the mass balance in the
coolant film. The control volume is delimited by the ejection exit of the coolant
pipes Scold , the walls Swall , the edge of the coolant film Sδ and the film section
Sf ilm .
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As a result, the axial evolution of Yf ilm is retrieved by combining Eq. (4.11) with
Eq. (4.12), giving:


Yf ilm (x) =



1



Qm,cold
Qm,f ilm 


−



Z
Sδ(x)

|


00 00
ρYcoolant
Ui ni dS 
,
{z

Turbulent mass flux

(5.5)


}

where Qm,f ilm is the mass flow rate passing through Sf ilm , Qm,cold is the coolant
mass flow rate injected through the coolant holes, • is the time-averaged operator, q
• is the Favre averaging and 00 is the temporal fluctuations with respect to
the Favre averaging. The second term on the RHS of Eq. (5.5) corresponds to
the turbulent coolant mass flux through the edge of the coolant film. Note that
the mean contribution of the mass flux is assumed to be small compared to the
turbulent contribution and is thus omitted in Eq. (5.5). The axial evolution of
00 00
Ui ni on both sides of both NGVs is provided
the local turbulent mass flux ρYcoolant
on Fig. 5.31. For both NGVs, it is important to note that turbulent mass flux is
positive. According to Eq. (5.5), this means that turbulent mass flux necessary
decreases the value of Yf ilm as expected. Turbulent mass flux is found to increase
where coolant is ejected, i.e, for 0 < x/ACL < 0.3 and 0.6 < x/ACL < 0.7
confirming that turbulent mixing process mainly takes place in the coolant jets.
Indeed, turbulent mixing was previously observed to be strong in these regions in
Fig. 5.27. Downstream these axial positions, turbulent mass flux decreases. It
is noted that at the trailing edge of the vanes, i.e, for x/ACL = 1, the value of
turbulent mass flux is not zero confirming that mixing process still occurs in the
wakes of the vanes.
In the following, the impact of the coolant film on time-averaged skin vane
temperature is detailed.

(a)

(b)

00 00
Figure 5.31 – Axial evolution of the coolant turbulent mass flux ρYcoolant
Ui ni
2
[kg/s/m ] through the edge of the film at mid-height of the vanes for NGV1 (a)
and NGV2 (b). The axial extend of the coolant holes as well as the stagnation
point for each NGVs are indicated.
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Time-averaged wall temperature and adiabatic film effectiveness
A 3D view of the time-averaged wall temperature is provided in Fig. 5.32. Timeaveraged wall temperature field is observed to be highly non-uniform with large
variation of temperature. On the hub, traces of hot spot are retrieved and seen
to impact the pressure side of NGV1. On the shroud, the mark of the effusion
cooling coming from combustor is also observed to migrate in the passage between
the vanes. On the vane walls, a large range of temperature is also found. To better describe both sides, time-averaged wall temperature fields are unwrapped and
results are shown on Fig. 5.33. For this view, radial coordinate h is normalized by
the height of the vanes H taken at the trailing edge of the vanes. Note that this
choice leads to negative values for the normalized radial coordinate h/H near the
leading edge of the vane. Similarly, curvilinear coordinate sc is normalized by the
maximum curvilinear distance Sc for each sides of the vanes taken at h/H = 0 to
ensure that |sc /Sc | < 1 all along the vanes. Note also that normalized curvilinear
coordinate sc /Sc is arbitrary chosen to be positive on the pressure side and negative on the suction side. Using such a coordinate system, the LE coolant holes
locate in the interval −0.1 < sc /Sc < 0.2 while the TE coolant holes lie in the
interval 0.6 < sc /Sc < 0.7. On NGV1, Fig. 5.33 (a), high levels of temperature
(> 400K) and strong radial heterogeneity is observed near the leading edge of the
vane for 0 < sc /Sc < 0.2, where the hot spot and swirl impact the vane. Downstream the coolant holes of the pressure side for sc /Sc > 0.2, traces of coolant jets
are clearly seen thanks to the temperature range from 300 K to 320 K. In the
interval between sc /Sc = 0.2 and sc /Sc = 0.5, hot temperature (> 400K) are also
observed in the first half of the height for h/H < 0.5 while colder temperatures
(< 400K) concentrate on h/H > 0.5. Indeed, hot temperatures arise in-between
the coolant holes for sc /Sc = 0.2 and h/H < 0.2 indicating that one part of the
hot flow passes in-between holes. This effect corresponds to the suction of the
hot flow around the coolant holes due to the jet deviation as already observed in

Figure 5.32 – 3D view of the time-averaged wall temperature Twall [K].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.33 – Unwrapped time-averaged wall temperature, NGV1 (a) and NGV2
(b). Normalized radial coordinate h/H and curvilinear coordinate sc /Sc .

Chapter 4 and in (Gomes and Niehuis, 2011). The temperature radial distribution on NGV1 is also to be linked to the radial drift of hot temperatures from
h/H = 0.2 to h/H = 0.6 due to the effect of the swirl impacting NGV1. Downstream for sc /Sc > 0.7, colder temperatures are observed because of the coolant
ejection from the TE coolant holes which remains near the wall. On the suction
side of NGV1 for sc /Sc < 0, coolant jet traces are less marked compared to the
pressure side which implies a more uniform temperature spatial distribution. This
also indicates that a strong mixing process between the hot and coolant streams
occurs in this region. Coolant free regions are finally observed near the end-walls
for h/H < 0.2 and h/H > 0.8 due to the absence of coolant holes at these radial positions. On NGV2, Fig. 5.33 (b), temperature spatial distribution is found
to differ from NGV1 because the inflow impacting the vane is different. Indeed,
on the pressure side of NGV2, no strong radial drift of hot temperature is observed although similar local coolant flow patterns are found on both sides. For
instance, hot temperature spots are also observed in-between the coolant holes for
h/H = 0.4. On the suction side for sc /Sc < 0, spatial temperature distribution is
also found to be more uniform than on the pressure side as for NGV1.
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To evaluate the efficiency of the film cooling with respect to the hot temperature, the adiabatic film effectiveness is computed using Eq. (5.2) for both vanes
and compared to experimental results on Fig. 5.34. For both NGVs, LES fairly
predicts the positions of high and low efficiency regions. Nevertheless, LES is
observed to be more segregated with respect to the experiment. On the suction
side of NGV1, Fig. 5.34 (a) & (b), the high film effectiveness spot located near
the mid-height of the vane, denoted region 1, is well predicted by LES although
coolant jet traces are more visible. On the pressure side, Fig. 5.34 (c) & (d), the
radial deviation of the coolant flow, denoted by region 2, is also well predicted by
LES. In regions 3 and 4 close to the hub on the pressure side, a lack of film effectiveness is noticed. On the suction side of NGV2, Fig. 5.34 (e) & (f), the positions
of regions 1 and 2 featuring high levels film effectiveness are well captured by LES.
As for NGV1, coolant jet traces are also more marked in the CFD prediction. On
the pressure side, Fig. 5.34 (g) & (h), spatial distribution of the film effectiveness
differs from the experiment in regions 3 and 4. Deviations with the experiment can
be explained by the fact that the mixing process between the coolant and hot flow
is probably under-estimated in LES. Such deviations can be explained by the lack
of freestream turbulence at the inlets of the computational domain or insufficient
mesh resolution in the mixing region between the hot and coolant flows. Another
potential argument is that distribution of the coolant mass flow rate among the
cooling pipes is probably different between LES and the experiment. Nevertheless,
it is important to recall that such a validation is rare in the literature. Despite
the deviations observed with the experiment, such results evidence that LES is
able to capture the patterns and levels of the film effectiveness distribution for an
industry-oriented configuration.

To sum up this section, the investigation of the flow aerodynamics evidences
strong interactions between the hot spot migration and the coolant flow issued
from the cooling system of the NGVs. The coolant flow issued from the coolant
pipes develops near both sides of the NGVs while mixing process with the hot
flow mainly takes place at the edge of the film. Investigation of the cooling film
topology shows that the mixing process is mainly activated in the regions of coolant
jets and originates from the turbulent fluctuations produced in the coolant pipes.
By performing a coolant mass balance in the film, the mixing process is shown
to decrease the level of coolant mass fraction in the film. As a result, the skin
vane temperature is found to be highly affected by the mixing process between
the hot and coolant flows. Indeed, traces of coolant flow are clearly identified on
the vane temperature contours while downstream the coolant holes, the mixing
process tends to homogenize the wall temperature. Comparisons with experiment
shows that LES prediction fairly reproduces spatial distribution of adiabatic film
effectiveness. The quality of the present LES results can hence be considered
satisfactory to investigate the loss generation.
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Figure 5.34 – Adiabatic film effectiveness η [-] on NGV1 at top and NGV2 at
bottom for the experiment on left and LES on right.
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5.3.2

Investigation of the losses

The mechanisms by which losses are generated for the cooled vanes of FACTOR
are investigated in this section. More specifically, the losses generated by the flow
aerodynamics and by the cooling systems are addressed. To identify the loss generation mechanisms, methodologies introduced in Chapter 2 are adopted, i.e: by
using balance of total pressure and Second Law Analysis (SLA). It is important
to recall that, contrary to academic T120 and T120D cascade blades investigated
in previous chapters, the present configuration is a complex 3D geometry. As a
result, the capacity of each methodology to predict the losses for such a strongly
anisothermal configuration is discussed. To do so, losses are first evaluated using
total pressure balance. To further investigate the losses, loss maps are then described through the SLA. Finally, advanced analyses of loss maps are performed
to identify the dominant contributions behind the loss generation mechanisms.
Loss evaluation using balance of total pressure
First, the loss evaluation is based on a total pressure balance between two stations
of the flow as usually performed in the industry. It is worth to recall that such a
total pressure balance measures the losses generated between two stations of the
flow only if total temperature variation is negligible with respect to total pressure
variation as discussed in Chapter 4. Such an assumption is however not true if
the coolant and hot streams are not fully mixed. Nevertheless, since balance is
generally performed using a station crossing the wakes of the vanes, aerodynamic
losses dominate and can be thus evaluated through total pressure balance. As a
result in this work, total pressure variation is evaluated between the axial planes
P 40 and P 41 (which is located in the wakes). Since the flow has a low velocity
magnitude on P 40, the reference total pressure in this plane was experimentally
defined as the spatial averaged static pressure denoted < PS >P 40 . On P 41, the
spatial distribution of time-averaged total pressure Pt,41 (r, θ) is measured using five
hole probe with respect to radial r and azimuthal θ coordinates. More details on
the experimental set-up can be found in (Bacci et al., 2019). From the difference
between the total pressure on P 40 and P 41, the loss coefficient ξ is obtained as,
ξ=

< PS >P 40 −Pt,41 (r, θ)
,
Pupstream − < PS >P 41

(5.6)

where < PS >P 41 is the surface averaged static pressure on P 41. The loss coefficient map obtained with LES is compared to experiment on Fig. 5.35. As
expected, losses are mainly observed in the wakes of the vanes, Fig. 5.35 (a). High
values are also observed near the end-walls (hub and shroud) which are probably
induced by the presence of secondary flows developing along these walls. Advanced
methodologies to extract secondary flows are hence needed as presented in (Germain et al., 2007; Persico et al., 2009) to confirm this last statement. Between the
wakes, the loss coefficient also activates in the passage between the vanes. In this
region, the losses are probably generated by the swirled flow. Compared to experimental results, Fig. 5.35 (b), the spatial extent of the wakes is well predicted by
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.35 – Loss coefficient ξ [-] maps for experiment (a) and LES (b).
LES. Peaks located near the end-walls and in the wakes are also recovered. Note
that relative differences in the positions of these peaks are found. This means
that the secondary flow trajectories are most likely not fully reproduced by LES.
These deviations are however to be affected by the unsteady inflow specification.
Indeed, the true unsteady residual swirl exiting the combustor has been observed
to largely affect secondary vortices in others numerical studies of the configuration
(Duchaine et al., 2017; Thomas et al., 2018; Fiore, 2019).
To sum up, the loss evaluation from total pressure balance only highlights the
wakes and secondary flows. Indeed, the balance performed here only evidences
integrated losses generated upstream P 41 without taking into account the coolant
inlet contributions. Indeed, the coolant issued from the holes should be included
in the balance of total pressure as shown in Chapter 4. However, the complexity of
the vanes and the discrete positions of the jets make the balance difficult to apply.
Finally and as already stated, such a balance does not allow to discriminate the
aerodynamic losses from the mixing losses in the jets. As a consequence, total
pressure balance may not be the most appropriate methodology to accurately
evaluate the losses for such an anisothermal configuration. To further investigate
the losses, loss maps obtained from SLA are hereafter studied.
Investigation of the loss maps using Second Law Analysis
In this section, time-averaged loss maps Pm and Pq are investigated. First, the
overall loss generation can be estimated by integrating the loss maps. To limit the
loss evaluation to external flow around the vanes, the internal cooling systems of
the vanes are excluded from the integration and results are given in Table 5.4. In
R

Pm dV
509 W

V

R

Pq dV
264 W
V

Table 5.4 – Integrated loss values in the domain excluding the cooling system.
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that case, aerodynamic losses are about twice as many as mixing losses suggesting
that boundary layers and the wakes are responsible for the majority of losses. It
is important to underline that the contribution of the mixing losses to the overall loss generation is high especially if compared to the academic T120D cascade
blade (Table 4.5). Indeed, the present geometry contains more coolant holes and
the temperature difference between hot and coolant flows is much higher than for
the academic blade implying more interactions between these flows. This confirms
that academic vanes are probably not fully representative of the loss generation of
industrial cooled turbine vanes.
To obtain a better evaluation of the loss generation in the computational domain, an axial evolution of the integrated loss generation is studied by using a
moving integration volume. To do so, the integration volume is defined between
the axial plane P 40 and an axial plane Sx moving from P 40 to the axial plane
P 41. That way, an axial evolution of the cumulative losses is obtained. The axial
evolution of the integrated losses is plotted on Fig. 5.36. Upstream the vanes for
x/ACL < 0, no loss is generated because no freestream turbulence and coolant
is injected at the inlet. From the leading of the vanes for x/ACL > 0, both
aerodynamic and mixing losses begin to be generated. For both contributions, a
first increase is observed between x/ACL = 0 and x/ACL = 0.3 and a second
increase is observed between x/ACL = 0.6 and x/ACL = 0.7 which corresponds
to the axial positions of the coolant holes. As a result in these regions, losses are
probably generated in shear and mixing layers induced by the coolant ejection. It
is worth to note that in these regions, integrated mixing losses are higher than
aerodynamic losses due to the high temperature difference between the hot and
coolant streams. Downstream the trailing edges for x/ACL > 1, both integrated
losses increase mainly due to the wake evolutions. Since mixing process still occurs
in the wakes, mixing losses are still generated downstream the vanes. This last

Figure 5.36 – Axial evolution of the integrated losses from P 40 to P 41. Leading
edge (LE) and trailing edge (TE). Axial extents of the coolant holes are represented.
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point indicates that the mixing contribution to the losses can not be neglected in
the wakes for anisothermal configurations which is usually omitted in the literature. Nevertheless, more aerodynamic losses are generated in this region due to
the strong shear present in the wakes and are seen to exceed mixing losses.
To better investigate the reported axial evolution of integrated losses, timeaveraged loss maps are hereafter provided at mid-height on Fig. 5.37. To identify
the film region, a white iso-line representing the iso-contour Ycoolant = 0.05 is
added to the views. Both aerodynamic losses (Fig. 5.37 (a)) and mixing losses
(Fig. 5.37 (b)) are observed to be generated in the near wall flow region, in the
wakes as well as in the passage between the vanes. It is observed that Pq dominates the film region while Pm dominates boundary layer and wake regions. In the
passage between the vanes, the flow expansion and the swirl imposed at the inlet
induce a streamwise velocity gradient activating Pm while mixing losses Pq are
mainly activated due to the compressibility effects in high Mach number regions.
In the wakes, aerodynamic losses are generated due to the strong shear present in
this region while mixing losses are naturally generated from the mixing process.
In the film, the coolant ejection induces a difference of velocity and temperature
with the main stream, activating Pm and Pq .

Mixing loss Pq

Aerodynamic loss Pm

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.37 – Time averaged aerodynamic loss generation Pm (a) and mixing
loss generation Pq (b) at mid-height of the vanes. The film thickness defined
by Ycoolant = 0.05 is represented by the white iso-line.
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Mixing loss Pq

Aerodynamic loss Pm

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.38 – Time averaged aerodynamic loss generation Pm (a) and mixing loss
generation Pm (b) at mid-height of the vanes near the leading edge of NGV1. The
film thickness defined by Ycoolant = 0.05 is represented by the white iso-line.
A closer view of the loss maps in the coolant pipes near the leading of NGV1
is provided on Fig. 5.38. In this case, losses are observed to be mainly activated
in coolant jets. A difference of behaviour is however observed between both contributions. Indeed, Pm mainly activates near the wall, i.e, in the boundary layer
thickness and at the exit of coolant pipes while Pq mainly activates in the whole
film thickness. This difference is partially explained by the fact that the mixing
region between hot and coolant flows is probably thicker that the boundary layer
developing around the vanes. The high temperature differences between the hot
and cold streams could also explain that Pq dominates Pm . In the coolant pipes,
only aerodynamic losses are generated, Fig. 5.38 (a) because no re-ingestion of hot
flows in the pipes was noticed. In this region, the low value of Pq is then only
driven by compressibility effects.
To complement the previous view and eventually investigate the losses generated by the hot spot migration, time-averaged loss maps are extracted at different
axial cuts represented on Fig. 5.39. Results are provided on Fig. 5.40.

Figure 5.39 – Positions of the axial cuts in the computational domain.
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Aerodynamic loss Pm

Mixing loss Pq

P40

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

x/ACL=0

x/ACL=0.75

x/ACL=1

Figure 5.40 – Time averaged aerodynamic loss generation Pm on the left and
mixing loss generation Pq on right. Axial cuts correspond to P 40 (a) & (b), the
leading edge x/ACL = 0. (c) & (d), x/ACL = 0.75 (e) & (f) and the trailing edge
x/ACL = 1. (g) & (h). The film thickness defined by Ycoolant = 0.05 is represented
by the white iso-line.
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At plane P 40 corresponding to the inlet of the computational domain, Fig. 5.40
(a) & (b), no loss is generated at the center of the plane. Indeed, the fields imposed
at the inlet are stationary and the mean velocity gradients are not sufficiently high
to activate the loss terms. Nevertheless near the end-walls, aerodynamic losses are
generated in boundary layers developing along these walls. A small quantity of
mixing losses is also observed near the end-walls due to the temperature heterogeneities imposed at the inlet. Near the leading edge of the vanes, x/ACL = 0,
Fig. 5.40 (c) & (d), both losses activate in the film. Note that a weak quantity
of aerodynamic losses is also generated in the passage between the vanes. Near
the shroud, mixing losses are also activated due to the presence of cold flow issued
from the effusion cooling ejected in the combustor. At x/ACL = 0.75, Fig. 5.40
(e) & (f), both losses increase. A small region of mixing loss is noticed in the passage between the vanes as indicated by the white arrow. This region corresponds
to the cold region C2 which was observed to be extended in the passage by the
swirl in Section 5.3.1, activating Pq in the passage. Finally, near the trailing edge,
Fig. 5.40 (g) & (h), the swirled flow is found to contribute to the losses in the
passage as indicated by the white arrow.
To sum up, the loss generation mainly locates in the regions of high shear and
high temperature differences as already observed in Chapters 3 & 4. Detailed analyses of the loss generation in regions of interest like the film or boundary layers can
be performed as presented in Chapters 3 & 4. Nevertheless, the boundary layers
are difficult to extract on such a complex geometry. One remaining question which
is addressed hereafter is the contribution of the mean and turbulent fields on the
loss generation.
From the previous loss maps, the mean contributions Pmmean , Pqmean as well as
the turbulent contributions Pmturb , Pqturb can be evaluated from Eqs.(3.25)&(4.22).
These mean and turbulent contributions are first integrated in the computational
domain excluding the cooling pipes and plena. Integrated value are provided in
Table 5.5. Clearly, the turbulent contributions dominate the mean contributions
for both losses in agreement with Chapters 3 & 4. To localize these contributions, mean and turbulent loss maps are shown at mid-height on Fig. 5.41. The
mean aerodynamic contribution, Fig. 5.41 (a), mainly locates near the vane and
in the wakes, where mean velocity gradients are expected. The mean contribution
of mixing losses, Fig. 5.41 (b), only locates in the film, where mean temperature
gradients are expected due to the mixing with hot and coolant flows. The turbu-

Integrated mean contribution
Integrated turbulent contribution

Aerodynamic loss
33 W
476 W

Mixing loss
14 W
250 W

Table 5.5 – Integrated values of mean and turbulent contributions to the losses
within the computational domain excluding the cooling pipes and plena.
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Aerodynamic loss Pm

Mixing loss Pq

Mean
contribution

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Turbulent
contribution

Figure 5.41 – Time averaged aerodynamic loss generation Pm (a) & (c) on left and
mixing loss generation Pq (b) & (d) on right at mid-height of the vanes. Mean
contributions at top (a) & (b) and turbulent contributions at bottom (c) & (d).
The film thickness defined by Ycoolant = 0.05 is represented by the white iso-line.

lent contribution of aerodynamic losses, Fig. 5.41 (c), occurs in the film and in the
wakes, where high levels of turbulent kinetic energy have been observed in Section 5.3.1. Indeed, turbulent fluctuations are expected to correlate with unsteady
velocity fluctuations activating Pmturb . The turbulent contribution of mixing losses,
Fig. 5.41 (d), activates in the regions where turbulent mixing occurs.
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A closer view of the loss maps in the coolant pipes near the leading of NGV1
is provided in Fig. 5.42 confirms that for the cooling system, the turbulent contributions also dominate the mean ones. The mean contributions, Fig. 5.42 (a)
& (b), are located in the boundary layer and in coolant jets. On the other hand,
the turbulent contributions, Fig. 5.42 (c) & (d), only activate in the film. It is
also noted that in the coolant pipes, the turbulent contribution Pmturb also dominates the mean contribution Pmmean due to strong turbulent activity in the cooling
system.
Aerodynamic loss Pm

Mixing loss Pq

Mean
contribution

(b)

(a)

Turbulent
contribution

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.42 – Time averaged aerodynamic loss generation Pm (a) & (c) on left
and mixing loss generation Pq (b) & (d) on right at mid-height of the vanes near
the leading edge of NGV1. Mean contributions at top (a) & (b) and turbulent
contributions at bottom (c) & (d). The film thickness defined by Ycoolant = 0.05 is
represented by the white iso-line.
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Chapter conclusions

In this chapter, the capacity of LES to predict the vane load distribution, the adiabatic wall temperatures as well as the losses has been evaluated for the NGVs of
the FACTOR project. To do so, a WMLES representing a pair of vanes has been
performed meshing the whole cooling systems of the vanes. Results show that the
vane load distribution is well predicted by LES. The thermal environment of the
vane is found to be impacted by the hot spot migration and its mixing with the
coolant flow. Indeed in the coolant film, a strong turbulent mixing process between coolant and hot flows was observed. As a result of the complex interactions
between these flows, spatial distribution of time-averaged skin vane temperature is
highly heterogeneous. Comparisons with experiment showed that LES prediction
fairly reproduces spatial distribution of the adiabatic film effectiveness. Although
levels are not fully reproduced, injection of unsteadiness at the inlets is expected to
help to fully recover experimental results. Such results are then very encouraging
and promising for the vane wall temperature prediction of complex configurations
with LES. In the second part of the chapter, losses were investigated using balance of total pressure and Second Law Analysis (SLA). For the first methodology,
total pressure variation only highlights the aerodynamic losses generated in the
wakes of the vanes. Indeed, such a balance omits the contribution of mixing losses
and is then not fully appropriated for this anisothermal configuration. To overcome this limitation, the loss generation mechanisms were identified thanks to
the investigation of loss maps with SLA. Loss generation locations are coherent
with the literature findings (Leggett, 2018; Fiore, 2019) and observations of Chapters 3 & 4. Again, turbulent contributions are shown to dominate the mean ones,
encouraging the use of LES for the loss prediction. As a consequence of the results obtained in this chapter, SLA is found to be an appropriate methodology to
evaluate and quantify the losses for complex configurations of cooled turbine vanes.
However, the loss prediction for such a complex geometry requires high CPU
resources. Indeed and as shown in this chapter, resolving the internal cooling
system results in a non negligible effort in terms of grid design since a major part
of mesh cells is located in the cooling system. Cumulated to the fact that diameter
of coolant holes are of the order of millimeter, small cell volumes are expected to
locate there to ensure accurate flow predictions. As a consequence, the governing
equations being fully compressible and explicitly integrated in time, very small
time steps are required to satisfy numerical stabiltiy criterion increasing again the
CPU effort of such LES. To overcome such limitations and better design use, one
solution is to model the coolant injection on the vane surface. In the next and final
chapter, a new coolant ejection model is hence introduced in the context of turbine
vane cooling and assessed through the comparison between the hole-modelled LES
and the hole-meshed LES.
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This chapter addresses the evaluation of a coolant ejection model introduced
in the context of turbine vane cooling. To assess the model, the coolant ejection
model is applied on the NGVs of FACTOR to produce a so-called hole-modelled
LES. Then, the capacity of the coolant ejection model to predict the flow aerodynamics, the adiabatic wall temperature and losses is evaluated through the comparison to the hole-meshed LES of Chapter 5. To do so, the chapter is organized
as follows. First, a quick review of coolant injection modelling is provided in
Section 6.1. Following this review, the mathematical formulation of the model
is detailed in Section 6.2. Then, a specific discussion on coolant boundary condition deviations between the two LES is addressed in Section 6.3. Afterwards,
the comparison between the hole-meshed LES and hole-modelled LES on the flow
aerodynamics, adiabatic wall temperature and losses is described in Section 6.4.
Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6.5. Note that this work has been carried
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out in collaboration with M. Thomas, PhD student at CERFACS and has been
published in international journals and conferences:
• Harnieh, M., Thomas, M., Bizzari, R., Gicquel, L. Y. M. and Duchaine, F.
(2018) Assessment of a coolant injection model on cooled high-pressure vanes
in Large Eddy Simulation. 12th International Symposium on Engineering
Turbulence Modelling and Measurements. Montpellier, France, 2018.
• Harnieh, M., Thomas, M., Bizzari, R., Gicquel, L. Y. M. and Duchaine, F.
Assessment of a coolant injection model on cooled high-pressure vanes with
Large Eddy Simulation. Flow Turbulence and Combustion (2019).

6.1

Review of coolant injection modelling

To predict the flow aerodynamics and skin vane temperature for realistic cooled
vanes, RANS has been mainly used in the industry (Tucker, 2011a). However to
obtain accurate flow prediction, a great meshing effort is required to mesh the
cooling system. To alleviate the CPU effort inherent to the flow resolution in
the cooling system, coolant models have been first implemented in RANS solvers
(Andrei et al., 2016; Andreini et al., 2013; auf dem Kampe and Volker, 2012). The
aim of these models is to inject the coolant flow on the wall without meshing the
cooling pipes. However if implemented in the context of RANS, the predictions
still suffer from a lack of accuracy to predict mixing (Dickhoff et al., 2018; Ravelli
and Barigozzi, 2017; Dyson et al., 2012) and resulting film effectivenesses remain
highly sensitive to RANS closure as well as mesh resolution. With the constant
increase of computational power, LES of turbomachineries is increasingly realized
(Pichler et al., 2017; Tyacke and Tucker, 2014; Tucker, 2011b). However, when
extended to cooled configurations, very few LES studies representing full span-wise
extent of 3D cooled turbine vanes have been reported in the literature (Ravelli and
Barigozzi, 2017; Ling and Guoliang, 2011). Indeed and similarly to RANS, resolving the flow in the coolant systems of cooled vanes requires large CPU resources
when dealing with LES. The same situations are often encountered for LES predictions of multiperforated plates of aeronautical combustion chamber liners. In
this last context, Mendez and Nicoud (Mendez and Nicoud, 2008) have proposed
an homogeneous model with the objective to inject the coolant homogeneously on
the wall conserving the integrated mass flow rate and tangential momentum fluxes.
In this homogenisation process, the jet dynamics is lost and the mixing with the
hot flow is under-estimated. While addressing this specific weakness, Bizzari et al.
(2018) (Bizzari et al., 2018b) have proposed a thickened hole LES model to take
into account the position of perforations as well as the capacity of the local mesh
resolution to properly represent the jets issued from the perforations. An example
of this new modelling approach is presented on Fig. 6.1 for the effusion cooling
modelling in combustion chambers. In this approach, the cooling system is not
meshed but represented on the wall allowing to save significant CPU resources.
This modelling approach provides better results compared to the homogeneous
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1 – Example of the use of the thickened hole LES model from (Bizzari
et al., 2018b) in the context of effusion cooling in combustion chambers. (a) Holemeshed simulation and (b) application of the coolant model.
model and more importantly the reproduction of jet dynamics as the mesh resolution increases (Bizzari, 2018; Bizzari et al., 2018a). In this work, this modelling
approach is adopted and adapted to the context of turbine vane cooling.

6.2

Coolant ejection modelling in the context of
turbine blade cooling

Prior to present the mathematical formulation of the model, the geometric parameters are first introduced in the context of blade cooling. The geometric parameters
of holes present on vane surfaces are shown on Fig. 6.2. Note that the model only

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 6.2 – Geometric definitions of holes. Example of the pressure side view
of the FACTOR cooled vane (a). Normal blade view in the red square (b) and
view of the A-A cut (c). O is the center of the hole, D the minimum diameter of
the hole, r the local radial coordinate defined on the hole surface Shole and α the
inclination angle with respect to the wall.
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deals with cylindrical holes. The hole surface is taken to be ellipsoidal and is thus
defined by its minimum diameter D, its hole surface Shole and its inclination angle
to the blade surface α, Fig. 6.2 (a)&(b). A local radial coordinate r attached to the
hole surface center O is introduced. In this case, the normal direction is defined
at the center of the hole and the tangential direction is chosen to be aligned with
the projection of the perforation axis vector on the wall, Fig. 6.2 (c).
Based on the above parameters, the main idea of the model is to inject the
coolant on the wall surface without representing the cooling pipes in the computational domain but instead using an equivalent wall boundary condition. For
NGVs, each perforation is considered independently and contributions of each hole
are simply added when they belong to the same wall. To geometrically identify
the hole extent on the wall boundary condition, an axi-symmetric normalized distribution function f (r) centred on the hole center and defined on the total blade
surface Stot is considered so that,
r − 0.5Dnum
f (r) = 0.5 1 − tanh
β ∆x

!!

,

(6.1)

where ∆x is the local mesh size on the hole section, Dnum is the numerical diameter used in the model and β a numerical constant to limit the sharpness of the
distribution function on the mesh to avoid numerical stability issues. Bizzari et
al. (Bizzari et al., 2018b) showed that β = 0.1 is a correct value to represent the
distribution function on meshes usually used for combustor chamber liners while
avoiding numerical problems of stability from the profile stiffness. A 1D plot of the
distribution function f (r) is provided in Fig. 6.3. The numerical diameter Dnum
depends on the thickening factor Γ following,
Dnum = ΓD.

(6.2)

Figure 6.3 – Plot of the distribution function f(r) across a hole of diameter D.
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The thickening factor Γ allows to thicken the hole diameter if the hole is underD
resolved, i.e, ∆x
< 3 and is then expressed as,
!

3∆x
,1 .
Γ = M ax
D

(6.3)

This way, the radial extent of the distribution function covers the numerical diameter of the hole Dnum . The normal and tangential velocity profiles on the hole
section respectively noted Vnmodel and Vtmodel , are imposed by the model on the
blade surface assuming a stationary state and following the expressions,
Vnmodel = An f (r),

(6.4)

Vtmodel = At f (r),

(6.5)

where An and At are constants of the model. Note that the distribution function
f (r) is used to impose the shape of the velocity profiles on the hole section. Note
also that no turbulent fluctuation is imposed in the model, i.e, the velocity profile
is stationary. To conserve mass and tangential momentum fluxes of the physical
jet through the considered hole section Shole , balances need to be addressed to
evaluate the model parameters An and At . To do so, cited fluxes through the total
surface of the blade Stot only considering one hole are evaluated on the basis on
the flux conservation between the physical and modelled jets so that,
Z
Stot

Z
Stot

ρVnmodel dS =

ρVnmodel Vtmodel dS =

Z

ρVnjet dS,

(6.6)

ρVnjet Vtjet dS,

(6.7)

Shole

Z
Shole

where Vnjet and Vtjet are the normal and tangential velocity profiles of the real jet
if known and ρ is the density assumed uniform. Injecting the expressions of the
modelled velocity profile in Eqs. (6.4)&(6.5) then gives,
ρAn
ρAn At

Z

Z

f (r)dS = ρ

Stot

Z

Vnjet dS,

(6.8)

Vnjet Vtjet dS,

(6.9)

Shole

f 2 (r)dS = ρ

Z
Shole

Stot

and rearranging the above expressions one gets,
An =
At =< Vtjet

< Vnjet >Shole Shole
R
,
Stot f (r)dS
R
f (r)dS
>Shole R Stot 2
,
Stot f (r)dS

(6.10)
(6.11)

where < • >S is the spatial averaged on the considered section S. Note that
similarly to density, the temperature profile is also kept uniform on the hole extent.
Further details on the mathematical derivations can be retrieved in (Lahbib, 2015;
Bizzari, 2018). To apply the model in the context of turbine blades, one must know
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a priori the mass flow rate of each hole Qm,hole to retrieve the surface averaged
normal velocity. The jet angle needs also to be known to retrieve the surface
averaged tangential velocity. In practice, the jet angle is assumed to be equal to
the geometric angle α. This way, the expressions for the spatial averages of the
velocity profiles follow,
Qm,hole
,
ρShole

(6.12)

Qm,hole
.
ρShole tan(α)

(6.13)

< Vnjet >Shole =
< Vtjet >Shole =

Such a modelling approach was originally proposed in the context of multiperforated liners so deviations are expected if used in the context of blade cooling
and need to be discussed. Indeed, both systems operate at different coolant operating conditions. For combustion chamber liners, typical values for blowing ratio
M and momentum ratio J are respectively 1 < M < 20 and 30 < J < 90 (Bizzari
et al., 2018c) while for blade cooling systems, typical values are around 0.5 - 2
for both M and J (Han and Ekkad, 2001). The interactions between the jets and
the external hot stream are also different between these two contexts. Indeed in
combustion chambers, the external flow velocity remains relatively constant along
the liners while it strongly accelerates along turbine vanes. Inter-hole distances are
also quite different when comparing combustor liners with a NGV cooling system.
Indeed, the overall number of holes are very different and their relative proximity
strongly impacts the resulting film cooling dynamics. Jet physics are hence different depending on the context. Differences in flow responses as well as model
sensitivities will thus arise. One objective of the following discussion is to highlight
such changes and their potential importance in the context of a hole-modelled LES
for realistic NGVs.

6.3

Numerical set up of the hole-modelled LES

To evaluate the applicability of the modelling approach described above, the
coolant ejection model is applied on the NGVs of the FACTOR project to produce
the hole-modelled LES which is thereafter compared to the hole-meshed LES. To
purely evaluate the impact of the coolant model on the flow prediction, the hole
hole-modelled LES is built from the hole-meshed LES while excluding the cooling
system from the mesh and conserving same inflow/outflow boundary conditions,
same numerics and LES modelling. In this section, details on numerics and coolant
boundary conditions for both LES are provided.
As depicted above, the mesh uses the same mesh that is constructed for holemeshed LES while excluding the plena and the pipes connecting the internal flow
to the main flow. As a result, both simulations use the same freestream and vane
surface meshes as shown on Fig. 6.4. For the hole-modelled LES, the cell number
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4 – Mesh used in the hole-meshed LES (a) and in the hole-modelled LES
(b) at mid-height of NGV1.
is reduced from 73 to 38 million tetrahedra (divided by 2 compared to the holemeshed LES ). At the exit of holes, it is worth to recall that 15 points are used to
discretize the hole diameter. As a result, the value of the thickening factor given
by Eq. (6.3) is then Γ = 1 meaning that the projected holes on the vane walls are
not thickened in this context.
The coolant inlet condition is now addressed in the modelling approach. One
requirement behind the hole-modelled approach is the knowledge of mass flow distribution through each hole considered by the model. For the hole-modelled LES,
the distribution of coolant mass flow rate between holes to be imposed by the
user is extracted from the hole-meshed LES to limit sources of differences between
the two LES. As a result, the only deviation between the two LES predictions
is the treatment of the coolant ejection. Note that to track the coolant flow, a
fictive species Ycoolant is injected at the coolant inlets similarly to Chapter 5. To
illustrate the coolant ejection in the modelling approach, an instantaneous view
of an iso-surface of coolant temperature in the near wall flow region is provided
on Fig. 6.5. Coolant temperature iso-surfaces are observed to originate from the

Figure 6.5 – Iso-surface of coolant temperature to evidence the jets in the holemodelled LES.
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coolant ejection surfaces and to penetrate in the freestream flow as expected. Away
from the coolant ejection surfaces, the boundary condition switches to classical bilayer logarithm law of the wall when the distribution function satisfies f (r) < 
where  is a threshold value. On the coolant ejection surfaces, the fields to be
imposed by the coolant model differ by construction from the fields obtained in
the hole-meshed LES. Indeed, the model also assumes that the velocity profile at
the exit of a coolant pipe is axi-symmetric and stationary which differs from real
cooling hole features present in turbines (Peet and Lele, 2008). To illustrate these
deviations between the two approaches, the time-averaged mass flux profile, ρUi ni
where ni is the hole normal at the exit section of one specific hole of NGV1, is extracted in both LES predictions and presented in Fig. 6.6. In the hole-meshed LES,
Fig. 6.6 (a), the mass flux profile is not axi-symmetric and presents a sheared flow
pattern which is coherent with the literature (Fric and Roshko, 1994; New et al.,
2003). In contrast, the profile imposed in the hole-modelled LES, Fig. 6.6 (b),
clearly differs and is by construction uniform away from the wall. Unsteady activity evidenced by turbulent kinetic energy profiles k is also expected to differ as
shown on Fig. 6.7. For the hole-meshed prediction, Fig. 6.7 (a), the turbulence
intensity is around 5 % and unsteady activity is mainly located in the sheared
region of the profile, a feature that is not taken into account by the hole-modelled
approach, Fig. 6.7 (b). Indeed, no turbulent fluctuation is imposed with the model.
Such deviations are expected to impact the coolant jet aerodynamics.

The main objective of the remaining discussion is the quantification of the
modelling approach on mean flow prediction, aerodynamics of coolant jets as well
as adiabatic film effectiveness in comparison to the hole-meshed LES prediction.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6 – Time-averaged normal profiles of the mass flux ρUi ni of one specific
hole of NGV1 for the hole-meshed (a) and hole-modelled (b) LES.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.7 – Turbulent kinetic energy k profiles of one specific hole of NGV1 for
the hole-meshed (a) and modelled (b) LES.

6.4

Impact of the coolant model on the flow prediction

In this section, detailed comparisons of both LES predictions are proposed so
as to qualify the capacity of the hole-modelled approach to reproduce accurately
the coolant ejection for complex NGV simulations. First, operating conditions
obtained for the two LES predictions are verified to ensure the comparability of
the computations. Then, the impact of the coolant model on unsteady large flow
structure and mean flow organization is detailed. Next, the effect of the model on
adiabatic film effectiveness is specifically discussed. Since the film effectiveness is
sensitive to mixing process taking place within the film as shown in Chapter 5, the
impact of the model on this mixing process is specifically investigated. Finally,
the impact of the model on losses is addressed.

6.4.1

Impact of the coolant model on operating point

Wall temperature around a complex NGV geometry is the result of multiple tightly
coupled factors. For uncooled NGVs and under adiabatic wall conditions, the wall
temperature is governed by the aerodynamics induced by the presence of the vane
and the impact of the hot spot generated in the combustor. For an anisothermal case: i.e. with cooling, the wall temperature is the result of more complex
phenomena and is governed by the mixing process occurring between the hot and
cold streams as well as the associated aerodynamics response of the flow. In the
case of film cooling, the discrete nature of the cold stream ejection all around the
vane boundary layer clearly hinders the analysis. As a consequence and prior to
a deeper analysis of the hole-modelled approach, a verification of the overall operating condition and external flow aerodynamics provided by the two simulations
is mandatory.
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This specific point is here addressed by considering the overall mass flow rates
going through the system, total temperature Tt and pressure Pt at the plane P 40
to ensure that both LES ingest same inflow. Note that Pt and Tt are here massflow averaged on the considered planes. To get a first evaluation of the impact
of the model on losses, the drop of Tt and Pt between the axial planes P 40 and
P 41 is also evaluated through total enthalpy loss coefficient ξht and total pressure
loss coefficient ξ and compared between the LES predictions. To do so, the total
enthalpy loss coefficient ξht follows,
ξht =

Tt40 − Tt41
,
0.5 < V412 >S

(6.14)

where Tt40 and Tt41 are respectively the mass-flow averaged total temperature on
the axial planes P 40 and P 41 and 0.5 < V412 >S is the surface averaged kinetic
energy on P 41. The total pressure loss coefficient ξ follows,
ξ=

Pt40 − Pt41
,
Pt41 − P41

(6.15)

where Pt40 and Pt41 are respectively the mass-flow averaged total pressure on the
axial planes P 40 and P 41 and P41 the surface averaged of the static pressure on
the axial plane P 41. It is worth to recall that a stationary swirled flow is injected
at the main inlet of the computational domain. To ensure that the transport of the
swirled flow is equivalent in both LES, the swirl number, noted Sw,S and defined
for a section S, is computed between planes P 40 and P 41. For this quantity, the
definition from (Koupper et al., 2014) is retained,
R

Sw,S

1
S ρUx Uθ dS
,
=
R
2
(Rshroud − Rhub ) S ρUx + (P − < P >S )dS

(6.16)

where Ux is the time-averaged of the axial velocity component, Uθ the angular
velocity component and P the static pressure. Rshroud and Rhub are respectively
the radius of the hub and shroud. Global quantities are reported in Table 6.1. It is
CASE
Hot mass flow rate [kg.s−1 ]
Cold mass flow rate [kg.s−1 ]
Tt40 [K]
Pt40 [P a]
Sw,40 [-]
Sw,41 [-] )
ξht [-]
ξ [-]

hole-meshed LES
0.240
0.018
443
149738
0.19
21.2
≈0
0.072

hole-modelled LES
0.240
0.018
443
149619
0.19
20.3
≈0
0.070

Table 6.1 – Global quantities on P 40 and P 41 and associated loss coefficients.
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important to recall that total pressure and temperature at the inlet are not directly
imposed by the boundary conditions but are the result of the flow aerodynamics
in the domain. In that case, both LES present very similar global quantities at the
inlet confirming that same inflow is injected at the main inlet of the domain in the
two LES. Since the coolant mass flow only represents 7.5% of the total mass flow
and no work is enforced on the fluid, the mass-flow averaged total enthalpy is conserved between P 40 and P 41 which leads to ξht ≈ 0. Total pressure loss coefficient
ξ is found to be slightly lower for hole-modelled LES meaning that less losses are
generated in the modelling approach. Since swirl number values at P 40 and P 41
between the two LES are very similar, the transport of the swirl through the vanes
can be considered equivalent between the two LES. As a result of this discussion,
the external flow passing through the vanes is comparable between the two LES
and only minor and highly local deviations are expected between the hole-meshed
and the hole-modelled LES. This is confirmed by looking at the flow expansion
around the vanes. To do so, the isentropic Mach number profile obtained in the
hole-modelled LES is compared to the hole-modelled LES on Fig. 6.8. For both
NGVs, the flow expansion is well reproduced by the modelling approach. Nevertheless, a slight deviation is observed in the regions where the coolant is ejected.
Indeed, since the jet velocity profile imposed by the model differs from the one
obtained in the hole-meshed LES, this slight deviation was expected.

To sum up, global quantities as well as vane operating points between the
two LES predictions are shown to be equivalent. Deviations induced by the modelling approach are then expected to be locally localized within the computational
domain. In the following, unsteady flow structure and mean flow organization
obtained from the two LES predictions are compared.

(b)

(a)

Figure 6.8 – Isentropic Mach number M ais [-] along NGV1 (a) and NGV2 (b) at
mid-height of the vanes. Red circles ◦ represent the hole-meshed LES and solid
blue lines − represent the hole-modelled LES. Axial extent of coolant hole positions
is indicated.
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6.4.2

Impact of the coolant model on large scale structures

In this section, the impact of the coolant model on unsteady large scale flow
structure in coolant jets is studied. To do so, a view of an iso-surface of Q-criterion
equal to Qcrit = 1.109 s−2 coloured by the vorticity magnitude in the coolant jet
region of NGV1 is provided for both LES predictions in Fig. 6.9. Clearly, the model
reproduces well the coolant jet trajectories as well as jet penetrations. In the holemeshed LES, Fig. 6.9 (a), spatial fluctuations of the iso-surface are observed and
originate from turbulent fluctuations generated in the coolant pipes as shown in
Chapter 5. Shear layer rings are also retrieved in the jets as well as a pair of vortices
propagating from each hole which corresponds to the Counter Rotating Vortex Pair
(CRVP) (Fric and Roshko, 1994; New et al., 2003). The iso-surface obtained in
the hole-modelled LES, Fig. 6.9 (b), also features such structures. However, jets
seem to be smoother and more coherent than the one obtained in the hole-meshed
LES due to lack of turbulent fluctuations injected at the coolant ejection surfaces
in the modelling approach. As a result, the model partially reproduces the jet
aerodynamics. Such a deviation is expected to affect the coolant film development
around the vanes. To confirm this hypothesis, an instantaneous view of the coolant
mass fraction map at mid-height of the vanes for both LES predictions is provided

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9 – Instantaneous view of an iso-surface of Q-criterion equal to Qcrit =
1.109 s−2 coloured by the vorticity magnitude kωk [s−1 ] near the surface vane of
NGV1 for the hole-meshed case (a) and hole-modelled case (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.10 – Instantaneous view of the coolant mass fraction map Ycoolant [-] at
mid-height of the vanes for the hole-meshed case (a) and hole-modelled case (b).
The edge of the film is represented by the white iso-contour Ycoolant = 0.05.
on Fig. 6.10. The edge of the coolant film is represented by the iso-contour
Ycoolant = 0.05. The development of the film around both vanes is well reproduced
by the model on both sides of the vanes. In the hole-meshed LES, Fig. 6.10 (a), the
edge of the coolant film spatially varies in the jet regions and on the suction side of
the vanes. Such spatial variations originate from turbulent activity present in the
film as shown in Chapter 5. Within the film, local segregations of coolant mass
fraction are observed. In the hole-modelled LES, Fig. 6.10 (b), the edge of the film
is observed to be smoother and present less spatial variations due to the lack of
turbulent activity. It is noted that jets are more marked in the hole-modelled LES
indicating that the mixing process between the cold and hot streams is less efficient.
To confirm this statement, the statistic descriptions of the two LES predictions
need to be investigated and compared. To do so, the flow fields obtained with the
hole-modelled LES are time-averaged on the same convergence time as the holemeshed LES. Time-averaged and RMS fields obtained in the two LES predictions
are then compared in the next section.

6.4.3

Impact of the coolant model on mean flow structure

In this section, the impact of the coolant model on mean flow aerodynamics as
well as mean thermal environment is assessed. To evaluate the mean flow aerody237
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(b)

(a)

Figure 6.11 – Time-averaged Mach number map M [-] at mid-height of the vanes
for the hole-meshed case (a) and hole-modelled case (b). White iso-line represents
the iso-contour M = 1.
namics within the passage, time-averaged Mach number maps at mid-height of the
vanes for both LES predictions are shown on Fig. 6.11. Clearly, the Mach number maps between the two LES predictions are in full agreement. As anticipated,
the stagnation point positions on the vanes are not impacted by the modelling
approach because same inflow is imposed at the inlet for the two LES. The supersonic region located on the suction sides of the vanes is also well reproduced in
the hole-modelled LES. As a result, the modelling approach does not impact the
mean freestream flow in the passage between the vanes as expected. Deviations
are then expected to be localized in the film. To evaluate the unsteady activity,
turbulent kinetic energy map k are extracted at mid-height of the vanes for both
LES predictions and displayed in Fig. 6.12. Results confirm that turbulent activity
in the coolant film is strongly reduced in the hole-modelled LES compared to the
hole-meshed LES. Indeed, in the hole-meshed LES (Fig. 6.12 (a)), turbulence is
observed to be in the jets, in the film as well as in the wakes of the vanes. In
the hole-modelled LES (Fig. 6.12 (b)), smaller values of k are found in the jets
and in the film. Indeed and since the majority of turbulence is mainly generated
in coolant pipes, these turbulence generation regions are then not represented in
the mesh of the hole-modelled LES. Furthermore, since no turbulent activity is injected at the coolant ejection surfaces in the model, it results in a lack of turbulent
activity in films.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.12 – Turbulent kinetic energy maps k [m2 /s2 ] for the hole-meshed LES
on left (a) and hole-modelled LES on right (b) at mid-height of the vanes. The
mean film thickness is represented by the white iso-line Ycoolant = 0.05.
After comparisons of the mean flow organization, the mean thermal environment is now addressed by investigating the hot spot migration imposed at the main
inlet of the computational domain. To assess the hot spot migration through the
vanes, time-averaged total temperature fields are shown at mid-height of the vanes
on Fig. 6.13. Total temperature maps appear very similar in both simulations. The
hot spot, represented by the temperature range defined between Tt = 480K and
Tt = 500K impacts NGV1 and migrates in the same way in both LES predictions.
Deviations between the two LES are however observed in the region of the cooling
flow near the blade surfaces. Indeed, as already observed, jets are more marked
in the hole-modelled LES compared to the hole-meshed LES. Total temperature
distribution near the leading edge of NGV1 is also observed to differ between the
two LES. As a result, the model is shown to impact total temperature distribution
in the film. To find the origins of these deviations, specific investigations of the
mixing process in the coolant film will be later presented. To better assess the
hot spot migration through the passage, mean total temperature field is further
mass-flow averaged along the azimuthal direction on the axial planes P 40 and P 41
resulting in radial profiles plotted on Fig. 6.14. At plane P 40, no difference is
noticed between both LES confirming that same inflow is injected at the main
inlet. At plane P 41, profiles are very similar and differences only appear locally
near the shroud (top section of the curves), between 0.6 < h/H < 0.8 showing an
impact of the model on the mixing process in the wakes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.13 – Time-averaged total temperature fields Tt [K] at mid-height of the
vanes. (a) hole-meshed and (b) hole-modelled LES.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.14 – Radial total temperature profiles Tt [K] at the axial plane P40 (a)
and P41 (b). Red circle ◦, hole-meshed LES and solid blue line , hole-modelled
LES.

-
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To sum up, the mean flow aerodynamics and mean thermal environment are
found to be equivalent between both LES with only minor differences localized in
the coolant film. These findings underline the impact of coolant ejection treatment but at the same time highlight the suitability of the proposed approach for
efficient LES use on such problems. Since the main objective in the industry is
to predict adiabatic film effectiveness for film cooling design strategies, adiabatic
film effectiveness profiles on both NGVs are analyzed in the following section.

6.4.4

Adiabatic film effectiveness predictions

Adiabatic film effectiveness η is obtained from Eq. (5.3) in both LES predictions
and resulting profiles are shown on unwrapped NGV surfaces on Fig. 6.15. It
is worth to recall that η corresponds to a normalization of the adiabatic wall
temperature. As a result, the profiles of η present same spatial patterns of the
wall temperature profiles described in Chapter 5. Only the deviations between the
two LES predictions will be hereafter discussed. A good agreement between the
two LES predictions for both NGVs is confirmed. Indeed, with both approaches all
macroscopic patterns are present and equivalently positioned around the two vanes.
Near the end-walls for h/H > 0.8 and h/H < 0.2, radial extents of the coolant free
Hole-meshed LES

Hole-modelled LES

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.15 – Time-averaged adiabatic film effectiveness η [-] on both NGVs for
both LES. Top (a) & (b), NGV1. Bottom (c) & (d), NGV2. Left (a) & (c), holemeshed LES. Right (b) & (d), hole-modelled LES. Normalized radial coordinate
h/H [-] and normalized curvilinear coordinate sc /Sc [-].
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regions and associated levels of film effectiveness are retrieved in the hole-modelled
LES. Downstream the coolant holes on both sides for sc /Sc > 0.2 and sc /Sc < 0,
traces of cold temperature on the wall surfaces (delimited by the iso-lines η = 0.8
and η = 1) are observed to be very similar between both approaches. Nonetheless,
the hole-modelled LES exhibits more segregated values on both sides of the vanes.
As anticipated, NGV1 profile, Fig. 6.15(a)&(b), is influenced by the swirled flow
on the pressure side which radially deviates the cold flow on the vane surface.
This effect is well reproduced in the modelling approach. Nevertheless, deviations
appear on the pressure side of NGV1 near the leading edge for sc /Sc < 0.2 where
colder temperature are observed in the hole-modelled LES as previously noticed
on Fig. 6.13. Since same coolant mass flow rate distribution is ejected in the two
approaches, this specific deviation could originate from different jet detachments
off the wall and jet angles between the two LES. Downstream the coolant holes for
sc /Sc > 0.2, traces of hot and cold temperatures are observed to be more marked
in the hole-modelled LES compared to the hole-meshed LES. This confirms that
the mixing process is less efficient in the modelling approach. On the suction
side of NGV1, same conclusions are drawn. On NGV2, Fig. 6.15(c)&(d), patterns
remain similar to the hole-meshed prediction but peak values are larger with the
model. Similarly to NGV1, colder temperatures are observed near the leading
edge of the vane. Again and similarly to NGV1 downstream the coolant holes
for sc /Sc > 0.2, traces of hot and cold flow are also observed to be more marked
in the modelling approach on both sides of the vane. To quantify the impact of
the model on adiabatic film effectiveness, profiles are mass-flow averaged along
the azimuthal direction. Resulting radial profiles of η are plotted on Fig. 6.16.
Overall, a good agreement is found between the two simulations. Nevertheless,

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.16 – Radial profiles of adiabatic film effectiveness η [-] for NGV1 (a) and
NGV2 (b). Red circle ◦ represents the hole-meshed LES and solid blue line the
hole-modelled LES.

-
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profiles for the hole-modelled LES present more peaks than the hole-meshed LES.
Indeed for NGV1, Fig. 6.16 (a), both approaches are very close and peaks are
locally accentuated indicative of local colder or hotter streams. The differences
are more important for NGV2 presenting a maximum deviation between the two
approaches around 10 % reaching for a larger radial extent. As a result for both
NGVs, the use of the modelling approach induces an efficiency that is slightly
higher at mid-height. As expected, no impact is noticed near the hub and shroud
where there is no coolant jets. Consequently and as expected, the hole-modelled
LES does not fully recover the hole-meshed LES prediction indicating that the
coolant film region is impacted by the coolant model. To find the origin of such
defect near wall, the mixing process in the film is specifically investigated in the
next section.

6.4.5

Analysis of the mixing process in the coolant film

A key feature differentiating the predictions of the hole-meshed LES from the
modelled one is the coolant film development around the NGVs. Since the swirled
flow is shown to be equivalent between both LES, the impact of the model is expected not to be impacted by the radial position in the computational domain. As
a result, the following investigations only focus near mid-height plane of the vanes.
The impact of the model on the mean coolant jet topology is first evaluated.
To do so, a view of an iso-surface of time-averaged coolant mass fraction Ycoolant located near the leading edge of NGV1 is shown on Fig. 6.17 for the two simulations.
The shape of jets and their trajectories are shown to be well reproduced in the
modelling approach. Nonetheless, iso-surfaces are observed to penetrate further in
the freestream flow in the hole-modelled LES. This deviation could originate from
a less efficient mixing process with the hot flow. Furthermore, jet angles are also

(b)

(a)

Figure 6.17 – Iso-surface of time-averaged coolant mass fraction equal to Ycoolant =
0.65 in the hole-meshed LES (a) and hole-modelled LES (b) near mid-height plane
of the leading edge of NGV1.
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observed to slightly differ between the two simulations. Indeed, it is important
to recall that in the modelling approach, the jet angle is assumed to be equal to
the geometric angle of holes. However, this is not necessary the case in the holemeshed LES. Indeed, jet angles near the leading edge are expected to be strongly
influenced by the inflow impacting the vane and then to deviate the jets from the
geometric direction of the hole. As a consequence, deviations between the two
LES are expected near the leading edge of the vanes.
The impact of the model on mean coolant film topology is now investigated.
To do so, time-averaged coolant mass fraction Ycoolant is provided at mid-height on
Fig. 6.18. Note that the mean edge of the coolant film is represented by the white
iso-contour Ycoolant = 0.05. The model reproduces correctly the mean coolant film
topology around the vanes. Indeed, in the hole-meshed LES, Fig. 6.18 (a), the
coolant film covers both sides of the vanes. If compared against the hole-modelled
LES, Fig. 6.18 (b), the film topology is very similar but deviations are observed
near the leading edge of NGV1, where the coolant film topology is clearly different.
This specific deviation between the two LES originates from different jet angles as
previously discussed. Coolant jets are furthermore observed to be more marked

(b)

(a)

Figure 6.18 – Time-averaged coolant mass fraction map Ycoolant [-] at mid-height
of the vanes for the hole-meshed case (a) and hole-modelled case (b). The mean
film thickness is represented by the white iso-line Ycoolant = 0.05.
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in the regions where coolant is ejected in the hole-modelled LES. Indeed in this
region, the mean coolant mass fraction is observed to be more segregated. This
corroborates the fact that the mixing process between the jets and the hot streams
is less efficient in the modelling approach. To confirm this statement, the mixing
process between the cold and hot streams needs to be investigated. The effect of
turbulent mixing on the coolant mass fraction can be evaluated from RMS fields
of coolant mass fraction Yrms maps plotted at mid-height of the vanes on Fig. 6.19.
Turbulent mixing is found to be strongly reduced in the hole-modelled LES. In the
hole-meshed LES, Fig. 6.19 (a), turbulent mixing mainly activates in the coolant
jets, in the film and in the wakes. In the hole-modelled LES, Fig. 6.19 (b), lower
values of Yrms are found in the coolant jets and in the wakes. This finding is corroborated by lower levels of turbulent kinetic energy in the film in the hole-modelled
LES, Fig. 6.12. To illustrate the difference of coolant distribution in the film between the LES predictions, the profile of Ycoolant is extracted along the wall normal
distance at mid-height of NGV1 on both sides and at different axial positions as
represented on Fig. 6.20. Normal profiles obtained for LES predictions are then
plotted on Fig. 6.21. Note that profiles are normalized by the local film thickness
δf defined as the normal distance from the wall up to the arbitrary position where
Ycoolant = 0.05. Overall, both predictions remain equivalent and only local deviations in the profiles are observed. At x/ACL = 0.25, Fig. 6.21 (a), on the suction
side, the passive scalar decreases monotonously away from the wall starting from
a fixed value at the wall. On the pressure side, the behaviour is different, i.e. the

(b)

(a)

Figure 6.19 – Yrms [-] maps for the hole-meshed LES on left (a) and hole-modelled
LES on right (b) at mid-height of the vanes. The mean film thickness is represented
by the white iso-line Ycoolant = 0.05.
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Figure 6.20 – Positions of the extracted normal profile to the wall.

x/ACL = 0.25

(a)

x/ACL = 0.50

x/ACL = 0.75

x/ACL = 0.90

(c)

(d)

(b)

Figure 6.21 – Normal profile of coolant mass fraction Ycoolant [-] for different axial
positions at (a) x/ACL = 0.25, (b) x/ACL = 0.50, (c) x/ACL = 0.75 and (d)
x/ACL = 0.90 at mid-height along NGV1. Red circles ◦ represent the hole-meshed
LES and the solid blue line the hole-modelled LES. Pressure side (PS) is at the
bottom and suction side (SS) at the top.

-
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value of the passive scalar presents a maximum, not located at the wall, indicating
that the coolant distribution in the film is complex and linked to the preceding
local coolant ejection. Such observations are confirmed by the other positions, the
pressure side film being more complex than the suction side film. When comparing the hole-meshed profiles to the hole-modelled one, differences are noticed near
the walls where the coolant concentrations differs although both LES recover the
same evolution when y approaches δf . At x/ACL = 0.50, Fig. 6.21 (b), the holemodelled simulation over-estimates the value of the passive scalar if compared to
the hole-meshed prediction. This indicates that the local concentration of coolant
is higher in the film with the modelling approach. At x/ACL = 0.75, Fig. 6.21 (c),
the two simulations are in very good agreement. It is important to recall that this
specific station is located near the coolant holes located at x/ACL = 0.7. Thus in
this region, the coolant distribution is then mainly dictated by the coolant mass
flux injected through the holes which is consistent in both simulations. Finally and
at x/ACL = 0.90, Fig. 6.21 (d), the local concentration of coolant is higher in the
hole-modelled LES as already observed at the station located at x/ACL = 0.50.
From these profiles, the axial evolution of the film thickness δf (x) is obtained and
plotted along NGV1 and NGV2 on Fig. 6.22. Note that for the hole-meshed LES,
a full description of the axial evolution of δf was provided in Chapter 5 and only
deviations will be hereafter discussed. If comparing both LES, one observes that
the hole-modelled formalism under-estimates the film thickness along both NGVs
compared to the hole-meshed LES. For NGV1, Fig. 6.22 (a), the axial evolution of
δf is well reproduced in the modelling approach while under-estimating levels on
both sides of the vane. For NGV2, Fig. 6.22 (b), the axial evolution on the pressure
side is also well reproduced. A larger deviation is however observed on the suction
side of NGV2 where levels are also under-estimated. This indicates that coolant
tends to remain in the film and lowly mixes with the hot stream in the modelling

(b)

(a)

Figure 6.22 – Film thickness δf [m] along the vanes for NGV1 (a) and NGV2 (b)
at mid-height. Red circles ◦ represent the hole-meshed LES at the pressure side.
Red triangles ∆ represent the hole-meshed LES at the suction side. The solid blue
line − represents the hole-modelled LES at the pressure side. The dashed blue
line - - - represents the hole-modelled LES at the suction side. Cooling row axial
locations are indicated.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.23 – Film coolant mass fraction Yf ilm [-] along NGV1 (a) and NGV2 (b)
at mid-height. Red circles ◦ represent the hole-meshed LES at the pressure side.
Red triangles ∆ represent the hole-meshed LES at the suction side. The solid blue
line − represents the hole-modelled LES at the pressure side. The dashed blue
line - - - represents the hole-modelled LES at the suction side.
approach. From the above profiles, axial evolution of coolant concentration in the
film along the vanes can be evaluated using the mass flow weighted film coolant
fraction Yf ilm given by Eq. (5.4). Results are plotted on Fig. 6.23 for both NGVs
and both LES. For both vanes, axial evolutions of Yf ilm are in good agreement in
the two simulations. Nonetheless, levels of Yf ilm are over-estimated on both sides
of the vanes in the modelling approach. This deviation confirms that more coolant
is present in the film in the hole-modelled LES. Indeed for NGV1, Fig. 6.23 (a),
levels are over-estimated along the vane on both sides. For NGV2 (Fig. 6.23 (b)),
the hole-modelled LES follows the same evolution of Yf ilm as the hole-meshed LES
along the vane while also over-estimating levels of coolant. Major differences are
observed on the pressure side of the vane for x/ACL = 0.65 where δf was shown
to be very low. As a result, this specific axial position is more sensitive to changes
in the film. From this diagnostic, the coolant model leads to an over-estimation of
Yf ilm for both vanes. This indicates that coolant mainly remains in the film because the mixing process with the hot stream is less efficient in the hole-modelled
LES. To confirm this last statement, a mass balance of the passive scalar concentration is performed in the film region. Using the same control volume and same
hypotheses adopted in Chapter 5, axial evolution of Yf ilm is given by Eq. (5.5)
which is here recalled:


Yf ilm (x) =

1



Qm,cold
Qm,f ilm 
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where Qm,cold is the coolant mass flow rate and Sδ (x) ρYcoolant
Ui ni the turbulent
mass flux through the edge of the film Sδ . Since the coolant mass flow rate distribution is consistent in the two LES predictions, the only deviation necessary
originates from the turbulent mass flux through the edge of the film Sδ . The axial
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(a)

(b)

00 00
Figure 6.24 – Axial evolution of turbulent mass flux ρYcoolant
Ui ni [kg/s/m2 ]
through the edge of the film Sδ at mid-height of NGV1 (a) and NGV2 (b). Red
circles ◦ represent the hole-meshed LES at the pressure side. Red triangles ∆ represent the hole-meshed LES at the suction side. The solid blue line − represents
the hole-modelled LES at the pressure side. The dashed blue line - - - represents
the hole-modelled LES at the suction side.

00 00
Ui ni along Sδ (x) obtained for both
profiles of local turbulent mass flux ρYcoolant
LES predictions are provided in Fig. 6.24. First, it is worth to note that levels of
00 00
ρYcoolant
Ui ni remain strictly positive all along the coolant film. From Eq. (5.5),
this shows that turbulent mass flux decreases levels of Yf ilm confirming previous
findings. Clearly, turbulent mass flux is strongly reduced in the hole-modelled LES
compared to the hole-meshed LES for both NGVs and values are near zero. This
finding confirms that the lack of turbulent activity in the hole-modelling approach
strongly reduces the mixing with the hot stream.

To conclude, the investigation of the impact of the model on the film effectiveness profiles shows that the vanes are slightly colder with the model. By performing
a coolant mass balance in the near wall regions of the vanes, it can be deduced
that there is more coolant in the film in the modelling approach. This is confirmed
by the absence of turbulent fluctuations in the coolant film, reducing the mixing
efficiency with the hot flow and thus keeping the film temperature near the cold
injected temperature. The losses are thus expected to be also impacted by the
model. This point is specifically addressed in the next section.

6.4.6

Impact of the coolant model on the loss prediction

An impact of the model on losses was already observed on the total pressure loss
coefficient ξ in Table 6.1. Indeed, total pressure loss coefficient ξ was found to be
lower for the hole-modelled LES, meaning that less losses are generated with the
model. To find the origin of this deviation, time-averaged loss maps, Pm and Pq are
compared between the two LES predictions. Note that a full description of the loss
generation process was provided in Chapter 5 and only deviations between the LES
predictions will be hereafter discussed. First, the integrated values of loss maps
for both LES are provided in Table 6.2. To compare both LES predictions, the
cooling system of the hole-meshed LES is excluded from the integration volume.
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R
RV

Pm dV
V Pq dV

hole-meshed LES
509 W
264 W

hole-modelled LES
300 W
171 W

Table 6.2 – Integrated loss values in the domain excluding the cooling system.

Overall loss generation is clearly reduced in the hole-modelled LES compared to
the hole-meshed LES. Indeed, aerodynamic losses are reduced by 41% and mixing
losses are reduced by 35 %. To study these deviations, loss maps are provided
for both LES predictions at mid-height on Fig. 6.25. In the freestream flow,
i.e, away from the film regions, the loss generation is not impacted by the model
because no impact of the model has been observed on freestream flow. In contrast,
the loss generation is reduced in the films with the model. Indeed, in the holemeshed LES, aerodynamic losses, Fig. 6.25 (a), mainly takes place in the coolant jet
regions. In the hole-modelled LES, Fig. 6.25 (b), same regions of loss generation are
observed as the hole-meshed LES while under-estimating levels. Same conclusions
are drawn for the mixing losses, Fig. 6.25 (c) & (d). To investigate the impact of
the model on the loss generation process, the mean contributions Pmmean , Pqmean as
well as turbulent contributions, Pmturb , Pqturb are hereafter studied. The different
contributions for both losses are first integrated and results are provided in Table
6.3. Numbers show that the mean contributions are weakly impacted by the
model. In contrast, the model strongly reduces the losses issued by turbulent
fluctuations. To localize these deviations between the two LES predictions, the
turbulent contribution maps for both losses Pmturb , Pqturb are provided at mid-height
in Fig. 6.26. In the hole-meshed LES, Fig. 6.26 (a), turbulent contributions of
aerodynamic losses are mainly located in coolant jets and in the wakes of the
vanes, where high levels of turbulent kinetic energy were observed. In the holemodelled LES, Fig. 6.26 (b), levels are clearly under-estimated. Same conclusions
are drawn for the mixing losses, Fig. 6.26 (c)&(d). Turbulent contributions in the
loss generation mechanism are then strongly reduced due to the lack of turbulent
activity in the film in the hole-modelling approach.

Pmmean dV
P mean dV
RV q turb
P dV
RV m
turb
dV
V Pq

R
RV

hole-meshed LES
33 W
14 W
476 W
250 W

hole-modelled LES
31 W
14 W
269 W
157 W

Table 6.3 – Integrated losses within the computational domain excluding the cooling system.
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Hole-meshed LES

Hole-modelled LES

Pm

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Pq

Figure 6.25 – Time-averaged loss maps at mid-height for the hole-meshed case on
left (a)&(c) and hole-modelled case on right (b)&(d). Aerodynamic loss Pm at
top (a)&(b) and mixing loss Pq at bottom (c)&(d). White iso-line represents the
iso-contour Ycoolant = 0.05.
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Hole-meshed LES

Hole-modelled LES

Pturb
m

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Pturb
q

Figure 6.26 – Turbulent contribution Pmturb at top (a)&(b) and Pqturb at bottom
(c)&(d) at mid-height for the hole-meshed case on left (a)&(c) and hole-modelled
case on right (b)&(d). White iso-line represents the iso-contour Ycoolant = 0.05.
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6.5

Chapter conclusions

In the present study, the applicability of a coolant injection model to predict the
adiabatic wall temperature for turbine vanes with LES has been assessed. The
model derives from an existing coolant ejection model designed for combustion
chamber liners and was adapted to turbine blade cooling. To evaluate the coolant
model, the reference hole-meshed LES of Chapter 5 is compared to a so-called holemodelled LES while conserving same inflow/outflow boundary conditions, same
numerics and LES modelling. Results are very encouraging. The coolant jet trajectories and jet penetrations are well reproduced in the hole-modelling approach.
In the hole-modelled LES, a very close distribution of the adiabatic film effectiveness is found compared to the hole-meshed LES with a maximum over-estimation
of 10 % . Investigations of the coolant film show that the coolant concentration is
higher in the hole-modelled LES. By performing a mass balance in the film region,
turbulent mixing of the coolant with the hot flow is shown to be strongly reduced
in the hole-modelled LES. Indeed, the evaluation of the turbulent fields shows that
levels of turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent mixing are strongly reduced in the
hole-modelled LES. Since turbulence is mainly produced in the cooling systems of
the vanes which is omitted in the modelling approach, a lack of turbulent activity
is observed in the film. The investigation of the loss maps confirms that turbulent
contributions in the loss generation mechanism are reduced in the hole-modelling
approach. As a result, the model needs to be improved to recover the flow dynamics in the film. Naturally, a path of improvement is the injection of synthetic
turbulence at the exit pipe section with the model which needs to be tested in future studies. In terms of CPU effort, the model allows drastic saving of resources
as presented in Table 6.4. Note that the CPU cost is estimated for one domain
flow through time. Using the modelling approach, only one third of the original
cost is needed to resolve the flow for these realistic cooled vanes. Indeed, the cooling system containing half of the mesh cells is removed from the computational
domain decreasing the human work and time to produce CAD and mesh design
of the vanes. As a result, the mesh refinement can be enforced around the vanes
and in the mixing regions between hot and coolant streams thanks to the coolant
ejection model. Finally, this coolant model also permits to test many layouts of
coolant holes to improve and optimize future design of blade cooling for complex
geometries with LES. To do so, the coolant mass flow distribution between holes
can be estimated from RANS or analytical models based on flow physics in pipes.
CASE
Hole-meshed LES
Hole-modelled LES

Number of cells
73.106
38.106

CPU cost (CPUH)
50.000
15.000

Table 6.4 – Summary of the CPU costs to statistically converge the mean flow
using the HPC ressources of IDRIS on the Blue Gene machine TURING 1 .
1

Further information on the machine can be found on http://www.idris.fr/eng/turing/.
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General conclusions and
Perspectives
To improve the engine efficiency while ensuring long time operation of highpressure vanes in aeronautic engines, efficient and optimized cooling systems for
turbine blades and vanes are required. To qualify turbine blade and vane designs,
accurate predictions of wall temperature and losses are needed. In the industry,
numerical predictions based on the Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes Simulations
(RANS) formalism are mainly used. However, limitations have rapidly been encountered on the prediction of the mixing process between the hot and cold streams
present in turbines of aeronautical engines. With the constant increase of CPU
resources, Large Eddy Simulations (LES) has recently appeared as a potential
substitute for the flow prediction in turbomachinery. Indeed, LES has proved its
capacity to predict flow aerodynamics for turbine flows. However, very few LES
studies of aerothermal configurations have been reported. From these observations,
the capacity of LES to predict the flow aerodynamics, the blade wall temperature
as well as the identification of the loss locations and mechanisms in the case of
anisothermal configurations is considered in the present work.
To access and study the losses for these strong anisothermal flows, two highfidelity methodologies are described in Chapter 2. In the first approach, losses are
evaluated using entropy balance through the 1D evolution of total pressure and total temperature between two stations of the flow. This approach is quite standard
and often used in the literature. The question addressed at this occasion rather
focuses on the need to reduce the 3D unsteady LES data to 1D steady quantities.
In that case, mass flow rate average is shown to be adequate since conservation
properties of transport equations are preserved during the averaging process. Nevertheless, the main limitation of such a balance is that the loss generation process
within the flow is not accessible. To access the loss generation location and mechanism, a second approach based on the Second Law Analysis (SLA) is adopted. In
this approach, loss maps are constructed from the resolved entropy source terms.
In this approach, loss maps are further split in an aerodynamic contribution and a
mixing contribution. To evaluate the capacity of both approaches whenever used
in the context of LES, academic and complex configurations of increasing complexity are investigated. For all cases addressed, the major conclusions are hereafter
summarized:
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Academic uncooled configuration T120 In Chapter 3, wall resolved LES
are performed on the academic uncooled T120D blade studied in the framework of
AITEB II project for which a recirculation bubble on the pressure side is present.
For this specific problem, it is shown that injection of freestream turbulence at
the inlet is needed to recover the pressure distribution around the blade. For this
isothermal configuration, the total pressure drop measured between two stations is
shown to give a good indication of the integrated loss value. To further investigate
the process of loss generation, loss maps are investigated through the use of SLA.
Most of the aerodynamic losses are observed to be generated in the wake, boundary layers and the freestream flow region when turbulence is injected at the inlet.
More advanced analyses of these loss maps show that regions of strong unsteady
fluctuations as well as high vorticity levels generate the majority of losses. The
integration of loss maps in local volumes shows that the boundary layer is responsible for 70% of the loss generation. These loss generation locations are found to
be coherent with the literature.
Academic film-cooled configuration T120D In Chapter 4, a wall resolved
LES is performed on the academic blade T120D for which film cooling on the pressure side is present. When compared to experimental results, LES clearly improves
the prediction of the pressure distribution as well as the adiabatic film effectiveness
on the blade surface with respect to RANS. Nevertheless, jet separations and detachments are observed to be over-estimated in the LES compared to experimental
results. Injection of freestream turbulence at the inlet could help to reduce these
deviations with the experiment results and needs to be tested in future studies.
Investigation of losses using entropy balance shows that both total pressure and
total temperature should be taken into account to quantify the integrated value
of losses between two stations. It is important to note that the contribution of
total temperature is generally omitted in the literature and leads to an inaccurate
estimation of loss levels for these anisothermal flows. To identify the loss location
and mechanisms for these flows, SLA is shown to differentiate aerodynamic and
mixing contributions of losses. It is shown that aerodynamics losses are generated
in high sheared regions (boundary layer and shear layer of jets) while mixing losses
are naturally produced in regions of mixing between the hot and coolant streams
(film cooling and wake). Again, turbulent fluctuations are observed to dominate
the overall loss generation process.
Industry oriented film-cooled configuration FACTOR In this part, the
capacity of LES to predict the vane wall temperature and losses is assessed for
the complex geometry of high-pressure vanes of the FACTOR project. To do so,
WMLES are performed to avoid the CPU effort associated to the near wall flow
resolution. A first hole-meshed LES is realized by meshing the whole coolant pipes
and feeding plena and is presented in Chapter 5. Results show that LES captures
the patterns and levels observed in the experiment of the adiabatic film effectiveness distribution on the vane surfaces. Again, the lack of unsteadiness injected at
the inlet could explain the deviations with the experiment. A first evaluation of
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losses is performed through the use of total variable balances and only evidences
the aerodynamic losses generated in the wake. To access the loss generation mechanism for such a complex configuration, loss maps are further investigated using
SLA. With this approach, the same loss generation locations and mechanisms observed for the academic configurations studied in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are
found. However, resolving the flow in the cooling system of such a complex geometry requires a significant CPU effort. Indeed, half of the mesh cells are only
dedicated to the cooling system for this case. To alleviate this CPU issue, the
coolant can be directly ejected on the vane surfaces through the use of the coolant
ejection model introduced in this work. To evaluate the coolant ejection model, a
hole-modelled LES is realized by modelling the coolant ejection on the vane surfaces and is thereafter compared to the hole-meshed LES in Chapter 6. The model
reproduces the coolant jet aerodynamics while over-estimating the adiabatic film
effectiveness by 10%. Indeed, the mixing process between the hot and cold streams
is observed to be strongly under-estimated in the hole-modelled LES because no
turbulent fluctuation is imposed with the model. One natural consequence is that
losses generated by turbulent fluctuations are also strongly reduced. To recover
the dynamic of the flow, injection of freestream turbulence on the coolant ejection
surfaces seems required and needs to be considered in futures studies. Finally, the
CPU cost is divided by 3 with the model which reduces the lead time in industry.
From the above results and discussions, LES shows its capacity to predict the
flow aerodynamics and blade wall temperature for complex non-isothermal configurations. Indeed, the prediction is clearly improved when compared to RANS
which is the current industrial practise. It is further guaranteed if the mesh is sufficiently refined in highly dynamic regions and if unsteadiness are injected at the
inlet boundary conditions especially for cases presenting separation bubbles. For
more complex configurations, such high-fidelity simulations can be also performed
through the use of the coolant ejection model introduced in this work. Such results
are then very promising for the prediction of blade wall temperature of complex
non-isothermal configurations with LES.
To evaluate the losses, SLA is shown to identify the loss generation locations
and mechanisms for anisothermal complex configurations. Indeed, the main advantage of this approach is that loss maps are directly constructed from the LES
resolved fields and does not require any averaging procedures contrary to total
variable 1D balances. From these loss maps, SLA allows to discriminate aerodynamic losses from mixing losses. It is also shown that turbulent fluctuations
dominate the loss generation mechanism. This finding highlights the benefits of
SLA to predict the losses from LES fields. Indeed, turbulent contributions are
directly resolved on mesh with LES while it should be modelled in RANS. Such a
methodology coupled to the proposed analyses (integration of loss maps, Reynolds
decomposition, links with the flow physics) is then very promising to accurately
investigate the losses for highly turbulent, compressible and anisothermal flows in
complex systems.
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Note that the methodologies developed in this thesis were applied to an industrial cooled high-pressure vane supplied by Safran Helicopter Engine. Despite the
existence of this work, it is not reported in the manuscript because of confidentiality reasons. However, very promising results were obtained.
Note finally that new developments have been implemented in the code AVBP
to realize this work. First, the expressions of the loss maps for anisothermal compressible flows have been implemented to AVBP. Then, to impose a 2D map at
the inlet of the periodic computation performed in Chapter 5, a specific tool has
been designed. Afterwards, several post-processing tools have been created using
Python to extract and analyse boundary layer and mixing regions for complex geometries. Finally, to comply with the variable heat capacity ratio formalism used
in AVBP, new routines to compute the total pressure and temperature have been
implemented and validated.

Perspectives
To improve the prediction of the blade wall temperature for complex geometries,
several points need to be considered for futures studies. First, the injection of unsteady fluctuations at inlet of hot stream is expected to strongly impact the mixing
process between the hot and cold streams and should hence be tested. Then, wall
laws need to be improved in the context of turbine blade cooling to take into account radial and streamwise pressure gradients as well as mixing process between
the hot and cold streams in the near wall flow region.
As a result of the present PhD work, different perspectives are foreseen for SLA
when dealing with LES. First, SLA needs more validation. To do so, comparisons
of loss maps obtained from academic configurations with LES to Direct NavierStokes Simulations (DNS) are needed since experimental access to such quantities
remains difficult today. Last but not least, the impact of numerics and mesh resolution on loss maps needs also to be evaluated. Finally, the impact of sub-grid
scale models and wall modelling needs also to be addressed.
For future industrial designs, optimization processes based on the loss maps
can also be developed to minimize the losses. Loss maps can also be used to identify regions of strong velocity and temperature gradients in complex geometries to
perform automatic mesh refinement as presented in (Daviller et al., 2017).
Finally and as a consequence of the present PhD work and perspectives, SLA
coupled to LES is a very promising methodology to predict the flow aerodynamics
and losses for the design of future geometries of industrial turbine vanes and blades.
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Appendix A
LES governing equations of
non-reactive compressible flows
A.1

Governing equations of non-reactive compressible flows

The compressible non-reactive flow is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations.
They constitute a set of three conservation laws which are detailed here using the
Einstein’s rule of summation for indices, considering no body forces nor radiative
heat flux:
∂
∂ρ
+
(ρuj ) = 0
∂t ∂xj
∂
∂
(ρui ) +
(ρui uj + P δij − τij ) = 0
∂t
∂xj
∂
∂
(ρE) +
(ρuj E + ui P δij + qj − ui τij ) = 0
∂t
∂xj

(A.1)
(A.2)
(A.3)

In Eqs. (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3) respectively corresponding to the conservation
laws for mass, momentum and total energy, the symbols τij , fi , E, qj , Qr denote respectively the viscous stress tensor, the body forces, the total energy, the heat flux
vector and the radiative heat flux. The other symbols present in these equations
were already introduced in this work and keep their meaning. In these equations,
the pressure, temperature and density are linked by the equation of state of a
perfect gas:
P = ρrT
(A.4)
with r = 287.0 J/kg.K is the perfect gas constant for pure air. As air is a Newtonian fluid, the viscous stress tensor is linearly dependent on the strain rate which
components read:
!
1 ∂ui ∂uj
+
.
(A.5)
Sij =
2 ∂xj
∂xi
Using fluid particle isotropic considerations and Stokes’ hypothesis one obtains the
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following expression for the viscous stress tensor τij :
1
τij = 2µ Sij − Skk δij .
3




(A.6)

The dynamic viscosity µ is assumed to depend only on temperature because of the
limited pressure level and variations found in the CS. The Sutherland law (valid
from 100 K to 1900 K) is used at this purpose:
µ = µref

T
Tref

!2/3

Tref + 110.4
,
T + 110.4

(A.7)

with µref = 1.71 × 10−5 kg/m.s and Tref = 273.15 K.
Finally, for the monospecies flow of the CS, the heat flux vector reads:
qi = −λ

∂T
,
∂xi

(A.8)

where the thermal conductivity is expressed as:
λ=

µCp
Pr

(A.9)

with the molecular Prandtl number P r =0.75 for air supposed as constant in time
and space.

A.2

LES governing equations

(

LES are based on the hypothesis that the small turbulent structures are more
universal in character and isotropic than the large eddies which are the real energycarrying structures (Pope, 2000). Based on this separation of scales, the LES
principle is to resolve the contribution of the large scales to the flow while modeling
the effect of the small scales. The underlying concept of LES is therefore the
filtering of the NS equations: any quantity φ is decomposed as a filtered quantity
φb (resolved in the numerical simulation) and the SGS part φ00 due to the unresolved
flow motion: φ = φb + φ00 . For a variable density ρ, a mass-weighted Favre filtering
is introduced such as:
c
ρφ
φ=
.
(A.10)
ρb

(

Length-scale separation on any variable φ is achieved with the spatial Favre filtering operation:
φ(~x, t) =

1 Z +∞ ~0
ρ(x , t)φ(~x0 , t)G(~x0 − ~x)dx~0 ,
\
−∞
ρ(~x, t)

(A.11)

where G is the filter function which determines the structure and size of the small
scales based on the filter width and shape (tophat, Gaussian etc.). In most cases,
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the filter width 4 is equal to the cubic root of the local cell volume. The balance
equations for LES are obtained by filtering the NS equations (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3)
yielding:
(

∂ ρb
∂
+
(ρb uj ) = 0 (A.12)
∂t ∂xj
(

(

(

∂
∂
sgs
(ρb ui ) +
(ρb uj ui +Pb δij − τc
) = 0 (A.13)
ij − τc
ij
∂t
∂xj
(

(

(

(

(

∂
∂
sgs
) = 0 (A.14)
(ρb E) +
(ρb uj E +Pb ui δij + qbj + qbj sgs − ui (τc
ij + τc
ij
∂t
∂xj
The laminar filtered stress tensor and the filtered heat flux are respectively approximated by:
(

(A.15)

(

(




\
1
1
b
= 2µ sij − δij skk ' 2µ sij − δij skk
3
3
[
∂T
b∂ T
' −λ
qbi = −λ
∂xi
∂xi


τc
ij

(A.16)

Due to non-linearity of the NS equations, Favre averaging introduces two new
sgs
terms in these equations (−τc
, qbj sgs ) which require to supply specific closures,
ij
i.e. ad-hoc modeling. The first term, also called Reynolds tensor is defined as:
(

(

(

sgs
b ui uj − ui uj ).
τc
= −ρ(
ij

(A.17)

sgs
Various methods of different complexity exist to model τc
One focuses here
ij
only on the so-called functional approach which supposes that the effect of the
small scales on the larger ones is purely dissipative and models this influence by
introducing a turbulent (SGS) viscosity νsgs in the LES equations. These models
are able to represent the global dissipative effects of the small scales but they
cannot reproduce the local details of the energy exchange, nor the backscatter
process (energy transfer from small to large scales). Because of its reduced cost,
effectiveness and robustness, this is the most common practice. The turbulent
viscosity is thus expressed based on the Boussinesq eddy viscosity:

=

(

1
sij − δij skk .
3


b t
2ρν

(

sgs
τc
ij



(A.18)

(



(

To close the turbulent viscosity term νt , the WALE model proposed by (Nicoud
and Ducros, 1999) was adopted for all computations performed in this thesis. The
second unclosed term is the SGS heat flux vector defined by:


(

qbi sgs = ρb ui E − ui E ,

(A.19)

(

and is modeled by introducing a SGS heat flux:
qbi sgs = −λsgs
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,
∂xi
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which is driven by the SGS thermal conductivity λsgs :
λsgs =

c
νsgs ρC
p
.
P rsgs

(A.21)

where the SGS Prandtl number P rsgs is usually set to a constant value (about
0.6). When doing do, the SGS thermal conductivity shares the same properties as
the turbulent viscosity in all the regions.

A.3

AVBP solver

The LES code used in this manuscript to is the AVBP code1 , today property of
CERFACS and Institut Francais du Petrole Energies Nouvelles (IFPen). It was
designed from the very beginning to be used for massively parallel computations
on dedicated architectures, addressing all the issues associated with the High Performance Computing (HPC). The code solves the full compressible, multi-species,
reactive NS equations, presented previously in the simplified mono-species and
non-reactive form suitable for our study. The solver relies on the cell-vertex approach (data stored at mesh nodes) and finite volume method on unstructured
or hybrid meshes which gives among other advantages a good robustness against
mesh distortion. Temporal integration is performed by an explicit formulation
which globally controls the time-step to respect the Courant Friedrichs Lewy condition (CFL). In AVBP, various numerical schemes are available from low to very
high orders were used in this work:
TTGC is a version of the two-step Taylor-Galerkin schemes providing a third
order discretization both in space and time (Colin and Rudgyard, 2000).
It is known to be a good candidate for LES thanks to its good dissipation
and dispersion properties (Lamarque, 2007). This numerical scheme was
adopted for the flow prediction of the academic configurations T120 and
T120D performed in Chapters 3 & Chapter 4.
TTG4A is a fourth order in time, third order is space scheme (Donea and Huerta,
2003) having better dispersion properties than TTGC but a worse dissipation behaviour (Lamarque, 2007). This numerical scheme is better use for
complex geometry and was adopted for the flow prediction of the FACTOR
configuration performed in Chapters 5 & 6.
In AVBP, the use of centered schemes with low dissipation requires the addition
of artificial diffusion operator. Indeed, transport of high gradient may lead to the
apparition of non physical oscillations. To help the diffusion operator in this task,
artificial viscosity can be added locally in the field to remove numerical oscillations.
A sensor specifically dedicated to unsteady turbulent flow can automatically detect
numerical anomalies and increase local viscosity in the limitation of an user defined
threshold.
1

www.cerfacs.fr/˜avbp
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Appendix B
Effect of the formalism used for γ
on the computation of the
stagnation variables
Definition of Pt and Tt for γ variable
The stagnation state is a fictive state defined for each stations of the system. The
stagnation or total state corresponds to the value of the temperature and pressure
if the flow is stopped isentropically and is represented on the enthalpy - entropy
diagram (Fig. B.1). The definition of the total temperature Tt is derived from the
definition of the total enthalpy ht . Assuming that the fluid is thermally perfect,

Figure B.1 – Relation static and total variables in the T - s diagram.
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the enthalpy depends only on the temperature, i.e,
h(T ) = h0 +

Z T
T0

Cp dT,

(B.1)

where h0 is the reference enthalpy taken at the reference temperature T0 . The
specific heat capacity at constant pressure is Cp and in general depends on the
temperature. In this study, the reference temperature and enthalpy taken for
T0 = 0K and the Cp is tabulated every 100 K deduced from the JANAF tables.
By inversing Eq. (B.1), the total temperature Tt in the most general case is given,
Tt = h−1 (ht ) =

Z ht
0

dh
Cp

(B.2)

where h−1 is the reciprocal function of the enthalpy.
The total pressure Pt is derived from the Gibbs equation, fundamental relation
of thermodynamic so that,
dh
dP
ds =
−r
,
(B.3)
T
P
where r is the perfect gas constant. To do so, the Gibbs equation (Eq. (B.3)) is
integrated between the static and stagnation variables giving,
Z st
s

ds =

Z Tt
T

dT Z Pt dP
Cp
r
−
.
T
P
P

(B.4)

Since
the transformation between the static and stagnation variables is isentropic,
R st
i.e, s ds = 0. The two terms on the RHS are then equal resulting in an expression
for Pt that is,
Pt = P eφT ,
(B.5)
where φT =

R Tt Cp 1
dT .
T

r T

Equations (B.2) and (B.5) gives the expressions of the isentropic relations if
Cp depends on the temperature. Computing Pt and Tt therefore implies to know
the evolution of Cp against the temperature and the reciprocal function h−1 or the
integral φT are mandatory.
If the fluid is callorifically perfect, i.e, Cp = cst, the expressions are clearly
simplified and the well known isentropic relations depending on the Mach number
M are recovered,


γ−1 2
Tt = T 1 +
M ,
(B.6)
2
γ

γ − 1 2 γ−1
Pt = P 1 +
M
.
(B.7)
2
In the literature, the isentropic relations assuming γ = cst is generally used. But
the validity of this hypothesis depends on the evolution of the temperature within
the flow. Figure B.2 shows the evolution of the specific heat ratio γ for air against
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Figure B.2 – Evolution of the specific heat ratio for air against the temperature
between 100 and 5000 K. Solid lines − represents the model where γ is tabulated
every 100 K. Dashed lines −− represents the model where γ = 1.4.

the static temperature T assuming that γ is tabulated every 100 K deduced from
the JANAF tables between 100 K and 5000 K. If the temperature is lower than 500
K, γ is almost constant and can be approximate at 1.4. However, for large values
of temperature, γ evolves between 1.28 and 1.4. Since the computation of the
stagnation variables involves γ in Eqs. (B.2) and (B.5), differences are expected
on the computation of Tt and Pt . The effect of the formalism used to compute γ
has been evaluated by (Zebbiche and Youbi, 2007) and is presented in the next
section.

Impact of the formalism used for γ on the computation of stagnation variables
The computation of stagnation quantities Tt and Pt will depend on the formalism
adopted for Cp . The objective here is to illustrate such effect for 2 operating
points representative of 2 cases of application of the aeronautic flow context. The
first operating point represents the external flow around a plane defined as : T =
220K and P = 25000P a taken during cruise flight. The second operating point
corresponds to the flow inside an engine, downstream the combustion chamber
defined as : T = 2000K and P = 1.106 P a. The relative differences issued from
a constant Cp formalism or variable while estimating Tt and Pt is plotted against
the Mach Number on Fig. B.3 for both operating points. Results show that if
the temperature remains low, i.e, near the ambient conditions, the error between
both formalism is negligible and independent with respect to the Mach number.
Otherwise, the effect of the variation of γ becomes significant if the temperature
is higher than 2000 K and the Mach number approaches one. This leads to an
error superior to 5% for the stagnation temperature and superior to 2.5% for the
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.3 – Relative differences on the computation of Pt (a) and Tt (b) obtained
for γ = 1.4 (N) and the case where γ is temperature dependent (•).
stagnation pressure. This is not negligible compared to the accuracy searched in
the industry. In this work, the investigated academic blades operate near ambient
temperature. The effect of the variable Cp will be neglected on these specific cases.
The isentropic relations using variable Cp have nevertheless been implemented in
the AVBP code to evaluate the stagnation variables for industrial blades operating
at real conditions.
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Appendix C
Averaging operator to compute
the balance of an extensive
variable
Different averages are usually defined. The most common encountered in CFD is
the time averaged that can be defined over a period T as follows,
R

•dt
,
T dt

• = RT

(C.1)

where • stands for any variable of interest. Time averaged is generally used to
have access to the mean field yield by a turbulent flow. In this specific case, the
mass flow time averaged can also be introduced and reads,
R

•e

= TR

ρUi ni • dt
ρUi •ni
,
=
ρUi ni
T ρUi ni dt

(C.2)

where ni stands for the normal of a section S, ρ the density and Ui the velocity
component. To compare the fields from 3D simulation tools to 1D analytical
model, a natural operator is the spatial averaging operator over the surface S as,
RR

•dS
.
S dS

< • >S = RRS

(C.3)

Taking into account the mass flow distribution over the section S, the spatial mass
flow averaged naturally falls and writes,
RR

ρUi ni • dS
.
S ρUi ni dS

< • >ρUi S = RRS

(C.4)

The averaging operators defined previously are applied in the context of the transport equations. In our specific case, the objective is to preserve fundamental
conservation properties while reducing 3D fields in 1D evolution.
Assuming that the variable φ is transported in a compressible turbulent flow, the
transport equation follows,
∂(ρφ) ∂(ρUi φ)
+
= Ṡ,
∂t
∂xi
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where Ṡ is the local source term. The time averaged operator • applied on the
Eq. (C.5) gives access to the transport equation of the mean flow. If this flow
is statistically stationary and assuming the commutation between the averaging
operator and the spatial derivative leads to,
∂(ρUi φ)
= Ṡ.
∂xi

(C.6)

Integrating Eq. (C.6) over a control volume V yields,
ZZZ
∂(ρUi φ)
dV =
ṠdV
∂xi
V

ZZZ
V

(C.7)

In this specific case, the volume V is assumed to be bounded by an inlet S1 ,
an outlet S2 and watertight surfaces Sw representing a wall or a streamsurface.
Applying the theorem of Green-Ostrogradski reduces the divergence term into
flux terms overs the bounded surface S1 and S2 ,
ZZ
S1

(ρUi φ)ni dS +

ZZ
S2

(ρUi φ)ni dS =

ZZZ

(C.8)

ṠdV.

V

At this point, the mass flow time averaged operator can be applied to get,
ZZ
S1

e
φρU
i ni dS +

ZZ
S2

e
φρU
i ni dS = Ṡ.

(C.9)

Introducing the spatial mass flow averaged operator allows to rewrite Eq. (C.9) so
that,
< φe >ρUi S1

ZZ
S1

ρUi ni dS+ < φe >ρUi S2

ZZ
S2

ρUi ni dS =

ZZZ

ṠdV.

(C.10)

V

The mass flow rate Qm is recognised and it is by definition conserved between S1
and S2 ,
ZZ
ZZ
Qm =
ρUi ni dS = −
ρUi ni dS
(C.11)
S1

S2

Finally, the balance reduces to,
Qm (<

φe

>ρUi S2 − <

φe

>ρUi S1 ) =

ZZZ

ṠdV.

(C.12)

V

In Eq. (C.12), < φe >ρUi S represents the 1D value defined on each section by
preserving the original conservation properties of Eq. (C.6). The evolution of
< φe >ρUi S depends on the mass flow rate Qm as well as the integrated source term
within the control volume. Equation (C.12) can be generalized to Ninlet inlets and
Noutlet outlets,
NX
outlet
k=1

Qm,k <

φe

>ρUi Sk −

NX
inlet

Qm,k <

k=1
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φe

>ρUi Sk =

ZZZ
V

ṠdV.

(C.13)

In this PhD work, the notation of the mass flow averaging is simplified using •eS ,
RR

•eS

=

S

ρUi ni • dS
.
Qm

(C.14)

Finally, it worth noting that for no moving surfaces, the temporal and spatial
averaged are commutative and can be applied in both orders.
From the above analysis, the final value of the averaged variable depends on the
weighing used in the averaging operator. If the averaging operator is not weighted
by the mass flow, the resulting balance introduces an error on the conservation
properties whenever transforming the 3D field to the corresponding 1D value. To
estimate this error, it is assumed that the variable φ can be split into the temporal
averaged φ and the temporal deviation φ0 ,
φ = φ + φ0 .

(C.15)

This splitting can then be introduced in the definition of the mass flow averaged
operator to yield,
ρUi φ
,
ρUi
ρUi φ (ρUi )0 φ0
⇒ φe =
+
,
ρUi
ρUi
(ρUi )0 φ0
⇒ φe = φ +
.
ρUi
φe =

(C.16)
(C.17)
(C.18)

Equation (C.18) shows that the difference between averaging operators depends
on the correlation between φ0 and (ρUi )0 . If the correlation (ρUi )0 φ0 is null, i.e, the
temporal variation of the deviation φ0 is independent of the variation of (ρUi )0 ,
there is no difference between both averaging operators. From this analysis, an
estimation of the correlation is given by the following expression,
=

(ρUi )2

2.

(C.19)

(ρUi )

This demonstration can be also applied for spatial averaging. As a result, the
weight used in the averaging operator will not impact the averaged value if the
flow is uniform or stationary.
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Appendix D
Sentivity of Large Eddy
Simulations to the operating
point of the T120 blade.
This appendix is extracted from the publication of (Harnieh and Duchaine, 2017).
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NOMENCLATURE
Acronyms
AIT EB Aerothermal Investigation
on Turbine Endwalls and Blades
CFD
Computational Fluid Dynamics
DNS
Direct Numerical Simulation
LES
Large Eddy Simulation
RANS
Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes
T T GC
Two-Step Taylor Galerkin C
URANS Unsteady Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes
WALE
Wall Adaptative Local Eddy-viscosity

ABSTRACT
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) prediction of the flow around
transonic high-pressure turbine cascade vanes is an active subject of research. For such problems, the flow topology is dictated
by the geometry, inflow conditions and irreversibilities. When
studied experimentally, input specifications necessarily suffer
from uncertainties inherent to experimental measurement facilities. Such limits are also present in numerical applications. The
following paper proposes to evaluate the relative importance of
uncertainty sources in determining the adequate LES flow behaviour for the T120 transonic blade experimentally tested at
UniBw (Munich) during the European project AITEB II. To do so,
the nominal operating point is targeted and different simulations
are obtained by changing inflow specifications with and without
turbulence injection. As expected, changes in the static pressure
ratio between the inlet and the outlet by more or less 4%, alter significantly the flow topology and the aerodynamic losses.
Impact of turbulence injection at inlet is also addressed. Investigation of dissipation fields, including the laminar and sub-grid
model contributions, allows the identification of the underlying
mechanisms. Although irreversibilities have a smaller impact on
the flow prediction relative to the static pressure ratio (and associated uncertainties), its relevance on the flow prediction and
topology is found to be of primary importance.

∗ Address

β1
βS
φ
ρ
γ
µ
µt
τi j
τilj
τit j
τw
ξ
ξke

Greek letters
Inlet angle
Sutherland law constant
Dissipation rate of the resolved kinetic energy
Density
Specific heat ratio
Laminar viscosity
Turbulent viscosity
Total viscous stress tensor
Laminar viscous stress tensor
Turbulent stress tensor
Wall shear stress
Primary loss coefficient
Kinetic loss energy coefficient

[−]
[−]
[W.m−3 ]
[kg.m−3 ]
[−]
[kg.m−1 .s−1 ]
[kg.m−1 .s−1 ]
[Pa]
[Pa]
[Pa]
[Pa]
[−]
[−]

all correspondence to this author.
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Symbols
Cf
Skin friction coefficient
Ec
Resolved kinetic energy
k
Subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy
L
Integrated dissipation rate on volume
Ma
Mach number
Mais
Isentropic Mach number
Ma2
Exit Isentropic Mach number
P
Local static pressure
Ps
Static pressure at the outlet
Pt1
Total pressure at the inlet
Pt2
Total pressure at the outlet
PtLE
Total pressure at the leading edge
q2
Dynamic pressure at the outlet
Qm
Flowrate
Re2
Exit Reynolds number
S
Sutherland law constant
se
Filtered entropy per unit mass
Si j
Symmetric part of the strain-rate tensor
Tt1
Total temperature at inlet
Te
Filtered static temperature
uei
Resolved velocity
U1
Time averaged velocity at inlet
U2
Time averaged velocity at outlet
Vglobal Global volume
V
Specific volume
+
Dimensionless wall coordinate
Ywall

[−]
[kg.m−1 .s−2 ]
[m2 .s−2 ]
[W ]
[−]
[−]
[−]
[Pa]
[Pa]
[Pa]
[Pa]
[Pa]
[Pa]
[kg.s−1 ]
[−]
[−]
[m−1 .s−2 .K −1 ]
[s−1 ]
[K]
[K]
[m.s−1 ]
[m.s−1 ]
[m.s−1 ]
[m3 ]
[m3 ]
[−]

INTRODUCTION
Understanding the behavior of flow around transonic high
pressure vanes has been a key issue for researchers and engineers. Due to the geometry, high Reynolds number and compressible flow at the exit of the combustor, this flow topology is
very complex and often unsteady. Experimental and numerical
investigations are required to predict lift and drag coefficients as
well as heat loads. Due to the increase in computational power,
numerical approaches are increasingly used in turbomachinery
design. The Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) method
is the most common method used for turbomachinery flows and
blade load is usually well captured with an acceptable computation cost [1,2]. As RANS is a purely steady approach, limitations
have been identified and it is known that all complex effects cannot be captured unless specific tuning or developments are applied [3]. To alleviate these limits, Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS) is possible but remains a costly method. Despite its computation cost, some academic test cases have been simulated in
recent studies [4] . Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is another alternative to predict flow in turbomachinery. Resolving the most
energetic scales while modeling the small ones allows the study
of complex and unsteady effects [5–7]. Despite the high computation cost required compared to RANS and URANS approaches,

this method has demonstrated capabilities to predict flows even
in complex geometries [8–10].
Flow topology predictions in LES comes from complex interactions between boundary condition specifications, turbulent modeling and numerical handling. However, numerical inlet specification is generally given by experimental measurement which
contains sources of uncertainties. The key issue addressed in this
study concerns the effect of boundary condition uncertainties on
flow predicted by LES. The aim is to demonstrate that uncertainties on inflow specifications can lead to strong variations of LES
aerodynamic fields and whose origins are often ignored by experiments. To do so, LES is carried out on the T120 blade, tested
experimentally at UniBw (Munich) during the European project
AITEB II without film cooling. The nominal point is targeted to
get a reference case. To evaluate the effect of uncertainties on
boundary conditions, different simulations are tested by changing the static pressure ratio by more or less 4%. Injecting turbulence at the inlet is also tested.
The document is organized as follows. The experimental set up
is presented in Section 2. Computational domain and numerical
set up are described in Section 3. Then, numerical results are
described and discussed in Section 4. The flow topology of the
nominal point is presented in Section 4.1. The definition of the
losses is introduced and applied for the nominal case in Section
4.2. Afterwards, the sensitivity to the inlet total pressure is discussed in Section 4.3. At last, the impact of turbulence injection
on the irreversibilities is studied in Section 4.4.

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
The experiments were conducted in the High-speed Cascade Wind Tunnel of the Institute of Jet Propulsion for AITEB
II project [11, 12]. A wind tunnel operates continuously and is
enclosed inside a tank. The pressure inside the vessel can be varied to obtain different Reynolds and Mach number combinations.
The flow passes through a compressor before being accelerated
inside a nozzle toward the test section. A turbulence grid with
crossed rectangular plates is located at the entrance of a nozzle
to increase the turbulence level of the freestream flow. Table 1
sums up the geometric features of the T120 blade.
Experimentally, the operating point is monitored by the
static pressure Ps in the pressure tank and the dynamic pressure
q2 as well as total temperature Tt1 measured at the inlet as represented on Fig. 1. Note that information on the turbulent field is
experimentally characterized at a specific point located upstream
the cascade in-between two blades. The total pressure downstream the cascade Pt2 is monitored with a probe to estimate the
total pressure loss between the inlet and the outlet. Due to uncertainty measurements, the inlet total pressure has an accuracy of
+/- 1500 Pa. Dynamic pressure is computed using the inlet total
2
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Feature

Symbols

Value

Chord length

l

120 mm

Axial chord length

lax

76 mm

Blade height

h

300 mm

Pitch to chord ratio

t/l

1.007

Stagger angle

βstag

46.25 ◦

for the temperature dependent viscosity,

Re2 =

Ma2 .Ps
"

1
Tt .  γ−1
1+ 2 Ma22

#

+S

#

,

(3)

NUMERICAL SET UP
Computational domain and mesh
The computational domain used for this work is displayed
in Fig. 2. Only span-wise length of 8 mm (3% of total blade
span) is represented in this domain. To avoid interaction between
the inlet computational boundary condition and potential effect
due to the blade, one chord length is taken between the inlet and
leading edge. 3 chord lengths between the trailing edge and the
outlet have been chosen to avoid strong wake effects on the outlet
boundary condition. Wall resolved approach is used in the com+
putation (Ywall
≈ 1 − 2).
A hybrid mesh composed of 24 millions tetrahedrons and 10 millions prisms is used (Fig. 3). The number of vertices is about 9.3
millions. Refinement of the grid is enforced near the blade pressure side wall to capture near wall flow physics and potential
recirculation zones. Likewise, a fine mesh is used on the suction
side to capture shock waves and vortex shedding. 10 layers of
prism are chosen next to wall to reduce computational cost compared to a fully tetrahedral mesh (Fig. 4). Special care is taken to
avoid big volume jump at the interface between prisms and tetrahedrons and to ensure proper numerics in these regions (average
volume jump is about 0.8 - 0.9) .

FIGURE 1: Scheme of the experimental set up extracted and

adapted from [13] (Not to scale). Profile pressure distribution
(PPD) measurements are carried out on the pressure side (PS)
and the suction side (SS).
pressure Pt1 , i.e:

Boundary conditions
To evaluate sensitivity of flow topology to inflow specification and associated uncertainties, different simulations are carried out around a nominal test case targeting the experimental
nominal operating point: i.e. Ma2 = 0.87 and Re2 = 390, 000.
Table 2 describes the boundary conditions imposed in the simulation for the nominal case and enforced numerically through the
mean local values by use of the NSCBC method [14]. Since the
flow is compressible, special treatment is used to avoid acoustic
reflection at inlet and outlet. It consists in relaxing the value of
boundary conditions to the target values with a relaxation coefficient.
Table 3 shows the set of LES produced and considered to be representative of the experimental nominal case. Case 1 corresponds

(1)

Operating point is then defined by the exit Mach number Ma2
following:
v


u

 γ−1
u
q2 γ
u 2 
Ma2 = t
1+
− 1,
γ −1
Ps

γ l
R βS

1
Tt .  γ−1
1+ 2 Ma22

where S and βS are constants relative to Sutherland law: S =
110.4 ; βS = 1.458.10−6 for air. R is the gas constant of perfect
gas.

TABLE 1: Geometric features of the T120 blade.

q2 = Pt1 − Ps .

r

"

(2)

where γ is the heat specific ratio fixed at 1.4 for air. The exit
Reynolds number Re2 is defined as follows with Sutherland law
3
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FIGURE 4: Wall view of the prism layers.

Patch

Variable

Value

Inlet

Pt1

26720 Pa

Tt1

333 K

β1

138.6 ◦

Turbulence injection

No

Ps

16307 Pa

FIGURE 2: Computational domain with geometric features of

the T120 blade. Span-wise length of 8 mm (3% of total span).

Outlet
Wall

No slip adiabatic

Span

Periodicity

TABLE 2: Boundary conditions used in the computation for nom-

inal operating point.

potential inflow specification. Case 4 considers the injection of
turbulence on the top of case 1 reference conditions. Turbulence
injection is done by imposing a turbulent fluctuation on velocity
fields at the inlet [15].

FIGURE 3: Global view of the mesh next to the leading edge.

to the nominal operating point. Case 2 and 3 are obtained by
changing the inlet total pressure by 4% (which corresponds to
change the pressure ratio Ps /Pt1 between the inlet and the outlet
by 3.6%) thereby coinciding with the known uncertainty on this

Case name

Pt1

Ps /Pt1

Turbulence injection

Case 1

26720 Pa

0.61

No

Case 2

27720 Pa

0.59

No

Case 3

25720 Pa

0.63

No

Case 4

26720 Pa

0.61

Yes

TABLE 3: Set of LES produced.

4
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Numerical scheme
All simulations are produced using TTGC finite element
scheme [16] that is known for its good spectral properties. The
WALE model [17] is used as sub-grid model to comply with a
wall resolved approach which requires proper damping of the
turbulent viscosity near wall. Finally, each simulation lasted long
enough for the flow to pass through the solution domain 5 times.
The time averaged flow fields were extracted and are discussed
in the following section.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Flow topology of the nominal case
The time averaged Mach number field is displayed in Fig.
5 for nominal case, i.e case 1. A recirculation zone is indicated

FIGURE 6: Instantaneous field of ρ gradient density at mid-span.
Isocontour of Ma = 1 is plotted in white. Isocontour of null axial
velocity is plotted in black.

transonic flows [20], i.e, 1.0 < Ma < 1.1 at the throat.
A turbulent transition of the boundary layer is observed downstream the sonic line. This transition location can be evidenced
by monitoring the skin friction coefficient C f = 1 τw 2 along
2 <ρ1U1 >

the suction side wall for which ρ1 , U1 are taken at the inlet and
spatially averaged (<>) and τw stands for the local wall shear
stress along the blade (Fig. 7). From this curve, the beginning of
the transition is evidenced by an increase of C f once a local minimum is reached. Naturally such a local change in flow topology
is expected to impact the losses.
To validate the flow prediction, the isentropic Mach number
is computed to compare with the experiment as follows,

FIGURE 5: Time averaged of Mach number field at mid-span.

Isocontour of Ma = 1 is plotted in white. Isocontour of null axial
velocity is plotted in black.

v


u
 γ−1

u
Pt1 γ
u 2 
Mais = t
1+
− 1,
γ −1
P

on the pressure side by the black isocontour of zero axial velocity. This is created by the detachment of the boundary layer on
the pressure side where the geometry presents a strong curvature
and by the reattachment of the boundary layer downstream. On
the suction side, a small supersonic zone is evidenced confirming that the flow is transonic. Thus, lot of activity of waves and
shocks are expected. As exhibited on Fig. 6, acoustic waves are
generated at the trailing edge due to temporal fluctuation of vortex shedding and are reflected on the suction side of the blade
located below [18]. On the suction side, acoustic waves are observed to propagate upstream and merge generating weak shocks
or shocklets. This behaviour has been already observed in a diffuser [19]. Note that no strong and stabilized shock arises: i.e,
shocklets realign as they reach the sonic line (chocked region)
where they disappear. This behavior is in agreement with weakly

(4)

where P is the local static pressure and • is the temporal average operator. Additional spanwise average is performed. Fig.
8 indicates that the overall result matches well the experiment.
Slight differences can be noticed in the circulation zone on the
pressure side, where the local time averaged static pressure is
underestimated. The shock located on the suction side is not also
correctly positioned. These differences have also been reported
in some studies with LES [10, 21]. These two specific zones will
be therefore of primary interest for the following discussion to
assess the uncertainty effect on these two specific flow features
and the capacity of LES to properly reproduce them. To detail the
sensitivity of the flow, a loss indicator is constructed to evidence
the most vulnerable zones of the computation.
5
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where Ec = 12 ρ uei uei is the kinetic energy, ρ is the time averaged
density and uei is the resolved velocity. The total stress tensor τi j
is divided into a laminar part τilj and a turbulent part τit j . Assuming that the fluid is Newtonian, the laminar part of the stress
tensor is expressed as:
τilj



1
= 2µ Si j − Sll δi j
3

(6)



∂ ue
where Si j = 21 ∂∂ xueij + ∂ xij is the symmetric part of the resolved
strain-rate tensor and δi j the Kronecker symbol. The turbulent
part τit j is modeled by a turbulent viscosity µt according to the
Boussinesq assumption and a turbulent SGS kinetic energy k:


2
1
τit j = 2µt Si j − Sll δi j − kδi j
3
3

FIGURE 7: Time averaged of the skin friction coefficient C f

along the suction side. The turbulent transition of the boundary layer is evidenced by the sudden increase of the C f profile
once the local minimum has been reached.

(7)

Combining the different models for the total stress tensor τi j , the
Eq. (5) is rewritten as:
l

t

ui
∂ Ec ∂ Ec uei
∂ Puei ∂ (τi j + τi j )e
∂ uei
+
=−
+
−P
−φ
∂t
∂ xi
∂ xi
∂xj
∂ xi

(8)

where the last term φ is:


2
1
φ = 2(µ + µt ) Si j − Sll δi j Si j − kSll
3
3

(9)

Likewise, the filtered entropy per unit mass se transport equation
is written for adiabatic compressible flow [22]:
∂ ρe
s ∂ ρ uei se 1
+
= φ
∂t
∂ xi
Te

The term φ appears in the Eq. (10) as a positive source term if
the compressible effects are neglected (i.e. Sll ≈ 0 in Eq. (9)).
So, the dissipation rate of the resolved kinetic energy, i.e.,

FIGURE 8: Isentropic Mach number along the blade: •, experi-

ment; - LES nominal case.

φ = 2(µ + µt )Si j Si j

Definition of the losses in the computation
To evaluate the losses within the flow, the local kinetic energy equation is written in the general context of LES compressible flow with no volume forces ( [22]), i.e,
∂ Ec ∂ Ec uei
∂ Puei ∂ τi j uei
∂ uei
∂ uei
+
=−
+
+P
− τi j
∂t
∂ xi
∂ xi
∂xj
∂ xi
∂xj

(10)

(11)

is the unique irreversible process for adiabatic compressible flow.
Since only time averaged fields are discussed in this study, the
time averaged dissipation rate of the resolved kinetic energy will
follow

(5)

φ = 2(µ + µt )Si j Si j .
6

(12)
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A typical field of φ is displayed in Fig. 9. The majority of losses
occurs in the boundary layer, in the wake and the recirculation
zone. The boundary layer at the suction side seems to produce
more losses than the pressure side.
Contrary to this work, many studies evaluate the losses with a

Case

Ps /Pt1

Qm (g/s)

ξ

Numeric

0.61

18.08

2.67 %

Experiment

0.61

-

2.76 %

TABLE 4: Set of results for the nominal case. The primary loss

coefficient is computed over Vglobal .

over the specific volumes V displayed in Fig. 10. Box a represents the boundary layer on the pressure side downstream the
recirculation bubble. Box b refers to the turbulent boundary layer
on suction side. Box c describes the recirculation zone. Box d
exhibits the wake created by the blade. At last, box e illustrates
the laminar boundary layer on suction side. The integrated dissi-

FIGURE 9: Local dissipation rate of the resolved kinetic energy

φ at mid-span for the nominal case.

FIGURE 10: Location of partial integration volumes around the

global budget of the total pressure over a global volume [23, 24]
by introduction of the primary loss coefficient, i.e.,
ξ=

Pt1 − Pt2
q2

blade.

pation rate of the resolved kinetic energy L is normalized by the
exit flux of the kinetic energy by the introduction of the kinetic
energy loss coefficient ξKE :

(13)

where the dynamic pressure q2 is computed as Section 2. Hereafter, the global volume Vglobal is defined by the volume between
the inlet of the computation and the plane measurement of Pt2
used in the experiment to compare both numeric results and experiment data. Note that Pt2 is extracted at midspan and a circumferential average is applied to both the numerical and experimental results. The primary loss coefficient is computed numerically
considering Vglobal and is compared with the experimental value
in table 4. Clearly the primary loss coefficient received from
the simulation underestimates the experimental finding. To evaluate the origin of such differences, the losses in resolved flow
kinetic energy are studied by use of volume partial integrations
of φ computed by
L=

Z

V

φ dV,

ξKE =

1
2

L
< U22 > Qm

(15)

where < U2 > is the average magnitude of the time and spatial
averaged velocity at the measurement plane Pt2 used in the experiment. Note that coefficient does not depend on the mass flowrate
due to the changes of the inlet specification.
Table 5 presents the results of the partial integrations over the
specific volumes described before. The contribution of each specific volume is also presented. The dissipation rate of the resolved kinetic energy between the inlet and the measurement
plane for Pt2 represents 15.1 % of the exit energy flux. The major
contributor of losses is the boundary layer at the suction side of
the blade which represents almost 70 % of the total losses. The

(14)
7
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turbulent part of the boundary layer produces more losses than
the laminar one. Then, the second contributor is the vortex shedding. The laminar boundary layer at the pressure side has a minor
impact on the losses. At last, the contribution of the recirculation
zone is insignificant.

Zone

ξKE

Contribution

Pressure side BL (a)

1.5 %

9.9 %

Suction side turbulent BL (b)

6.1 %

40.4 %

Recirculation (c)

0.2 %

1.3 %

Vortex shedding (d)

3.1 %

20.5 %

Suction side laminar BL (e)

4.2 %

27.9 %

Total

15.1 %

Case

Ps /Pt1

Qm (g/s)

L (W )

ξ

ξKE

Case 1

0.61

18.0

11.76

2.67 %

15.1 %

Case 2

0.59

18.8

12.52

2.63 %

14.4 %

Case 3

0.63

17.7

11.15

2.78 %

16.2 %

TABLE 6: Set of results for the inlet total pressure sensitivity.

The different losses L, ξ and ξKE are computed over Vglobal .

volume between the cases is normalized by the kinetic energy
loss coefficient computed over all the specific volumes for
case 1. The most sensitive zone in the computational domain

TABLE 5: Kinetic energy loss coefficient for specific volume V

and the different contributions. The total dissipation rate of the
resolved kinetic energy is computed over Vglobal .

This distribution of losses is similar to the literature [25].
As shown previously, the most critical zones in the domain are
the turbulent boundary layer at the suction side and the wake.
However if compared to the experiment (detailed in Section 4.1),
the suction side pressure distribution and the bubble zone are observed not to be well captured. In the following, the effect of
uncertainty of the inlet total pressure, i.e. case 2 and 3, and turbulence injection, i.e. case 4, are assessed on the LES aerodynamic
fields and the losses.

Case 2

Case 3

Pressure side BL (a)

- 0.6 %

+ 0.6 %

Suction side turbulent BL (b)

- 2.5 %

+ 3.8 %

Recirculation (c)

+0%

+ 0.1 %

Vortex shedding (d)

+ 0.7 %

+ 0.5 %

Suction side laminar BL (e)

- 2.2 %

+ 2.3 %

Total

- 4.6 %

+ 7.3 %

TABLE 7: Absolute variation of ξKE over each specific volume

for case 2 and case 3 compared to case 1 normalized by the kinetic energy loss coefficient computed over all the specific volumes for case 1.

Sensitivity of LES to the inlet total pressure
Figure 11 displays the time averaged Mach number field
for cases 1, 2 and 3 where the flow exhibits clearly different
mean flow topologies. The transonic zone enlarges for case 2.
On the contrary, case 3 presents a transonic zone which moves
upstream if compared to case 1. Note nonetheless that no change
is noticed on the pressure side.
The operating point, flowrate and the losses are summarized in
Table 6. As expected, the smaller the pressure ratio is, the larger
the flowrate and the losses are. On the contrary, the smaller
the pressure ratio is, the smaller are the loss coefficients , i.e,
ξ and ξKE . The primary coefficient and the kinetic energy loss
coefficient have the same trend when the flowrate increases. A
more sensitive reaction of the kinetic energy loss coefficient
can be noticed. To explain the trend, the kinetic energy loss
coefficient is computed for each specific volume V described
before in Table 7. The variation of ξKE over each specific

is the boundary layer at the suction side. Changing the inlet
specification affects the freestream velocity and the Reynolds
number which impacts the turbulent boundary layer losses.
The position of the turbulent transition is different (Table 8).
Since the turbulent transition occurs downstream for case 3, the
turbulent boundary layer produce more losses along the blade.
The wake and the boundary layer at the pressure side have a

Case

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Turbulent transition position

0.77

0.82

0.73

TABLE 8: Relative position of the turbulent transition of the

boundary layer at the suction side. Position is determined with
the method described in the Section 4.1.
8
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(a) Nominal case.

(b) + 4 % pressure ratio.

(c) - 4 % pressure ratio.

FIGURE 11: Effect of changing the pressure ratio on the time averaged Mach number field. Isocontour of Ma = 1 is plotted in white.

between case 2 and case 3 reaches up to 10% for the isentropic
Mach number issued by these two simulations, which represents
an overall difference of 11% on the local static pressure on
the suction side. The pressure distribution is different because
the inflow specification affects the flowrate, the losses and the
turbulent transition position. Indeed, the larger the flowrate is,
the larger the maximum Mach number is, which impacts the
shock position. In contrast and as mentioned before, the pressure
side is not affected compared to case 1.

minor sensitivity.
Since the pressure distribution along the blade is affected by the
losses, a more quantitative view is provided on Fig. 12 where
the corresponding isentropic Mach number is plotted along the
blade. In agreement with previous findings, the suction side

At this point of this study, the response of the LES flow
fields was discussed where only the static pressure ratio varied
for the T120 test case. More specifically, a slight change of inlet
specification produces significant changes of flow topology,
especially on suction side. The expansion ratio is of primary
importance. However, because of turbulent modeling and
numerical handling, the losses are also known to be of primary
importance to capture the load around a transonic blade. Flow
losses are essentially issued by the boundary layer state and
the blade wake. Indeed, the losses should only be perceived
as a result issued by the prediction of the CFD tool. Flow
losses are nonetheless known to be highly dependent on the
turbulent modeling strategies in the flow field or near walls.
These remarks partly explain the difficulties encountered by
RANS / URANS modeling in adequately recovering proper
flow behaviours outside the calibration range used for turbulent
closure derivation. In that respect, since wall resolved LES
theoretically diminishes the effect of turbulence modeling,
it is expected to be more robust. The main question hence
becomes which flow specifications and mechanisms highlighted
previously are of importance for adequate predictions. The
following part addresses the effect of the freestream turbulence
on the mechanisms raised previously.

FIGURE 12: Effect of changing the pressure ratio on the isen-

− LES
− · −, LES -

tropic Mach number along the blade: •, experiment;
nominal case;
, LES + 4% pressure ratio;
4% pressure ratio.

−−

loads issued by all first three cases clearly differ as highlighted
by the level of each curve downstream x/c = 0.2. The difference
9
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Sensitivity of LES to turbulence injection
As indicated early on, the T120 nominal case contains turbulence in the mean flow stream. It is taking into consideration
in CFD computation by injecting turbulence at the inlet. In this
section, the aim is to evaluate the sensitivity on the flow to turbulence injection. The turbulence intensity injected in the computation at the inlet is 20%. Going further downstream this turbulent
field naturally decays and to compare with experimental findings
at the same location, the measured numerical intensity is found
to equal 5.0% which is in agreement with experimental findings:
i.e. 5.23%. The inlet total pressure is affected by turbulence
injection due to the kinetic energy added by the velocity fluctuation. To guaranty the same expansion between case 1 and 4,
the total pressure at the leading edge PtLE is retained in this section. Table 9 proves that the operating point is almost the same
with a slight difference on flowrate inferior to 0.1%. On the contrary, one great difference between case 1 and case 4 is the flow
induced losses in terms of L, ξ or ξKE . Irreversibilities are globally more important in case 4 than case 1 in the freestream as
shown on Fig. 13. This is easily explained by the activation of
the turbulent field of the sub-grid scale viscosity present in LES
due to velocity gradient provided by turbulence. The effect of the
freestream turbulence on the losses has been investigated in the
literature, especially with a reciruclation bubble [18, 23, 24].

Case

Ps /PtLE

Qm (g/s)

L (W )

ξ

ξKE

Case 1

0.6096

18.08

11.76

2.67 %

15.1 %

Case 4

0.6102

18.07

12.96

3.22 %

16.7 %

Zone

Case 4

Pressure side BL (a)

+ 1.0 %

Suction side turbulent BL (b)

+ 5.2 %

Recirculation (c)

+ 0.4 %

Vortex shedding (d)

+ 2.4 %

Suction side laminar BL (e)

+ 1.6 %

Total

+ 10.6 %

TABLE 10: Absolute variation of ξKE over each specific volume

between case 1 and case 4 normalized by the kinetic energy loss
coefficient computed over all the specific volumes for case 1.

Turbulent transition position

Case 1

Case 4

0.77

0.71

TABLE 11: Relative position of the turbulent transition of the

boundary layer at the suction side. Position is determined with
the method described in the Section 4.1.

in case 1. Turbulence helps in reattaching the boundary layer
closer to leading edge. This behavior is similar to the flow
around a cylinder where turbulence delays the detachment of the
boundary layer [26].
Isentropic Mach number (Fig. 15) shows that the shock
position is moved upstream the flow. Isentropic Mach number
is larger at the suction side region, upstream the shock. At
last and as underlined above, turbulence induced losses in the
recirculation bubble located on the suction side is observed to
allow the right recovery of the isentropic Mach profile in this
specific region and if compared to experimental data.

TABLE 9: Set of results for turbulence injection sensitivity.

The local contribution of turbulence is evaluated by the partial integration of losses over the same volumes presented in Section 4.2 and are reported in Table 10. The absolute variation of
ξKE over each specific volume between the cases is normalized
by the kinetic energy loss coefficient computed over all the specific volumes for case 1.
Major differences between case 1 and case 4 are situated
in the turbulent boundary layer, in the wake and the laminar
boundary layer. As expected, the turbulence injection increases
the losses in the laminar boundary layer. This region produces
more irreversibilities which affect the freestream flow. The
turbulent transition occurs upstream for the turbulent case,
which produces more losses (Table 11).
A closer look at
the recirculation displays important effects of the introduction
of a turbulent field in the main stream. Such a difference is
explained by clear different recirculation topologies as shown
on Fig. 14. For case 4, the recirculation zone is smaller than

To conclude, turbulence injection clearly implies a different evolution of losses in the T120 flow. It increases laminar
boundary layer losses as well as moves the turbulent transition
position. If compared to experiment, prediction from LES is improved. The boundary layer in the recirculation bubble is reattached upstream if compared with no turbulence injection. All in
all, turbulence injection is found to provide LES predictions that
better reproduce experimental findings.

10
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(a) Nominal case.

(b) Turbulence injection case.

FIGURE 13: Effect of the turbulence injection on the local dissipation rate of the resolved kinetic energy φ at mid-span.

(a) Nominal case.

(b) Turbulence injection case.

FIGURE 14: Effect of the turbulence injection on the recirculation zone at mid-span. Isocontour of null axial velocity is plotted in white.

FIGURE 15: Effect of the turbulence injection on the isentropic Mach number along the blade: •, experiment;
LES turbulence injection case.

11

- LES nominal case; - - ,
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CONCLUSION
Uncertainties on inflow specifications are a key issue in LES.
To evaluate the sensitivity of the flow topology to pressure ratio, different LES simulations were carried out. The losses were
computed through L, ξ and ξKE to find the most vulnerable zone
in the computational domain. The first set of simulations, i.e,
case 1, 2 and 3 were obtained by changing the static pressure
ratio by 4% to coincide with the experimental uncertainty compared to the nominal operating point. Investigation of dissipation field has proved that the majority of irreversibilities occurs
in the turbulent boundary layer on suction side and the wake.
Comparison of test cases shows a non linear interaction between
the losses and the static pressure ratio. The pressure distribution
around the blade is very sensitive to inflow specification. As a
result, the response of LES depends on the capacity of the CFD
tool to capture the correct losses within the flow since it is primary of interest as well as the pressure ratio.
The second set of LES concerns the effect of the turbulence injection on flow topology and dissipation field. Results show that
prediction is improved in the recirculation zone by helping the
boundary layer to reattach the blade wall. On suction side, both
laminar and turbulent boundary layer produce more irreversibilities. As a result, mean flow topology in this region is very different and prediction is improved as well as shock position.
Future investigations are needed to compare the time averaged
dissipation rate of the resolved kinetic energy φ and the total
pressure loss used in the literature [27] in the wake and in the
boundary layer.
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Appendix E
LARGE EDDY SIMULATIONS
OF A HIGHLY LOADED
TRANSONIC BLADE WITH
SEPARATED FLOW
This appendix is extracted from the publication of (Harnieh et al., 2018).
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ABSTRACT
Efficient design of highly loaded pressure blades often leads
to the generation of a separation bubble on the pressure side
of highly curved blades. For this specific region, fundamental,
numerical and experimental studies have indicated the importance of the turbulence present in the main stream in determining
the size of the bubble before its reattachment to the blade. Despite this important finding, many complex phenomena remain
and are still present and can influence the overall flow response.
In this paper, explorations of high-fidelity unsteady Large Eddy
Simulations of a separated flow are studied for the high pressure
T120 blade from the European project AITEB II (Aerothermal
Investigation on Turbine Endwalls and Blades). For this investigation, simulations are carried out at the nominal operating
point with and without synthetic turbulence injection at the inlet
condition to comply with the specification from the experiment.
Based on these predictions, the near wall flow structure and turbulent fields are specifically investigated in an attempt to identify the key mechanisms introduced by the turbulent main stream
flow. Results show that the turbulence specification at the inlet
enables the recovery of the correct pressure distribution on the
blade surface contrary to the laminar inlet condition if compared
to the experiment. Investigations of the boundary layer profiles
show a strong impact of the freestream turbulence on the shape
factor from the leading edge. As a consequence, the recirculation bubble located downstream on the pressure side is impacted
and reduced when turbulence is injected. Due to this change in
mean flow topology, the mass flow distribution in the passage ap-
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pears strongly affected. Investigations of loss fields furthermore
show that the freestream turbulence dramatically increases the
loss production within the computational domain.
NOMENCLATURE
Acronyms
AIT EB Aerothermal Investigation
on Turbine Endwalls and Blades
DNS
Direct Numerical Simulation
LES
Large Eddy Simulation
RANS
Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes
SLA
Second Law Analysis
T T GC Two-Step Taylor Galerkin C
WALE
Wall Adaptative Local Eddy-viscosity
α
βS
ε
δ
γ
λ
λt
µ
µt
ρ
τi j
τit j
ξ
1

Greek letters
Deflection angle
Sutherland law constant
Turbulent dissipation
Boundary layer thickness
Specific heat ratio
Thermal conductivity
Turbulent thermal conductivity
Laminar viscosity
Turbulent viscosity
Density
Laminar viscous stress tensor
Turbulent stress tensor
Loss coefficient

[−]
[−]
[m2 .s−3 ]
[m]
[−]
[W /(m.K)]
[W /(m.K)]
[kg.m−1 .s−1 ]
[kg.m−1 .s−1 ]
[kg.m−3 ]
[Pa]
[Pa]
[−]
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Symbols
c
Axial chord length
Cf
Friction coefficient
k
Resolved turbulent kinetic energy
kSGS Subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy
H
Shape factor
L
Blade to blade length
Mais Isentropic Mach number
Ma2 Outlet isentropic Mach number
P
Static pressure
Pt
Total pressure
Pk
Turbulent kinetic energy production
Pm
Mechanical term of the losses
Pq
Thermal term of the losses
Pr
Normalized turbulent production
q
Thermal flux
qt
Turbulent thermal flux
q2
Dynamic pressure at the outlet
Qcrit Q criterion
Qm
Flowrate
Re
Reynolds number
S
Sutherland law constant
Si j
Symmetric part of the strain-rate tensor
s∗
Resolved entropy source production
Tt
Total temperature
Uin f
Velocity at the edge of the boundary layer
w
Vorticity
Te
Filtered static temperature
uei
Resolved velocity
x
Axial position
y
Blade to blade position
y+
Dimensionless wall coordinate

1
2
LE

[m]
[−]
[m2 .s−2 ]
[m2 .s−2 ]
[−]
[m]
[−]
[−]
[Pa]
[Pa]
[m2 .s−3 ]
[W.m−3 ]
[W.m−3 ]
[−]
[W.m−2 ]
[W.m−2 ]
[Pa]
[s−2 ]
[kg.s−1 ]
[−]
[−]
[s−1 ]
[W.m−3 .K −1 ]
[K]
[s−1 ]
[s−1 ]
[K]
[m.s−1 ]
[m]
[m]
[−]

Subscript
Inlet
Outlet
Leading edge

INTRODUCTION
To comply with new environnemental regulations and reduce fuel consumption in aeronautics, the engine efficiency must
be considerably improved. The Brayton cycle shows that the
isentropic efficiency depends partly on the losses taking place
in the turbine [1]. Recent turbine blade designs lead to highly
loaded pressure blades for size and cost optimization [2]. The
strong deviation of the flow in such cases can lead to high adverse pressure gradient and produce separation of the flow. If
separation occurs, research has indicated that the size of the bubble is determined by the state of the boundary layer located upstream [3]. Experiments have indeed shown the influence of

the inflow conditions on the separation [4]. Particularly, the
freestream turbulence has been shown to play an important role
in determining the size of the separation [5]. To predict the flow
structure, different numerical studies have investigated the influence of the inflow condition on the flow structure. The Reynolds
Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) consists in resolving the statistically mean flow while all the turbulence is modeled. With an acceptable CPU cost, RANS studies show that the prediction of the
separation is sensitive to the turbulence modeling and mesh resolution [6]. However, such modeling tools have rapidly shown
limitations and specific tunings and developments are required
to capture complex flow structures [7]. An alternative is to use
the Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) where all the turbulence
length scales are resolved on the mesh. Despite its high computational cost, recent studies realized on a limited span wise extent
of academic blades show that the separation is strongly affected
by the freestream turbulence [8,9]. Another alternative to predict
complex flow structure is to use Large Eddy Simulations (LES).
It consists in resolving the most energetic scales while modeling
the small ones thereby offering access to much higher Reynolds
number flows if compared to DNS [10–12]. Recent LES studies
show the impact of the resolved freestream turbulence [13, 14]
on the flow structure and particularly on the separation on simple
test cases. But the impact on the pressure distribution of the blade
have not sufficiently been studied in part because of the sub-grid
modelling impact that may not be clear in such a context.
In this study, the effect of the inlet turbulent injection is assessed
on the flow structure and on the operating point of a high pressure blade with separation. The question on the quantification of
the losses is also addressed in this LES study due to its importance in engineering design. To realize this study, the T120 blade
tested in the European project AITEB II (project number 2005516113) is investigated with the compressible code AVBP [15].
One experimental operating point is targeted and the simulation
is carried out with and without turbulent injection at the inlet.
The investigation of the boundary layer state is done to understand the mechanism of the bubble separation in LES. The size
of the bubble separation is assessed to explain the mass flow distribution in the passage. Lastly, the impact of the inlet turbulent
injection has been evaluated on the loss distribution within the
flow.
The document is organized as follows, the methodology and the
numerical set up are explained in the first section. Then, the
results are presented and discussed in the second section. The
comparison of the operating point and the flow structure are here
explained. To finish, the losses are evaluated in the third section.
METHODOLOGY AND SET UP
Computational domain and mesh
The features of the blade are summed up in Table 1. The
computational domain is shown in Fig. 1. The span-wise do-
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Feature

Symbols

Value

Chord length

l

120 mm

Axial chord length

lx

76 mm

Blade height

h

300 mm

Pitch to chord ratio

t/l

1.007

Stagger angle

βstag

46.25 ◦

wall resolved approach. The normalized wall unit, y+ , is below
2 along the blade except near the leading and trailing edges as
plotted in Fig. 2. The wall surface is meshed with isotropic triangles, i.e, x+ ≈ z+ . The aspect ratio of the prisms is limited to
5 along the blade except at the trailing edge, i.e, x+ ≈ 5y+ , and
the cell volume jump volume at the interface tetrahedron / prism
is by construction imposed to 3 to ensure proper numerics. As
shown on Fig. 3, the mesh is refined on the pressure side, suction side and wake zone to capture strong gradients and near wall
structures.

TABLE 1: Geometric features of the T120 blade.

main extent is limited to 8 mm, i.e, 3 % of the height of the blade
to allow fine mesh in the regions of interest. One chord length is
taken in the front part of the domain to avoid acoustic interactions
and potential effect of the blade on the inlet. Three chord lengths
have been chosen between the blade and the outlet to damp the
effect of the wake and the acoustic on the outlet boundary condition.
The unstructured mesh is composed of 24 million of tetrahedra

FIGURE 2: y+ distribution along the blade. Red circle o repre-

sents the laminar inlet case and blue circle o the turbulent inlet
case. Wall resolved approach is used for both cases.

(a) Leading edge.

FIGURE 1: Computational domain of the T120 blade. The geometric features are summed up in Table 1.

(b) Trailing edge.

FIGURE 3: Mid-cut of the mesh in the near leading edge (a) and

trailing edge (b). Refinement is done at the pressure side, suction
side and wake zone.

and 10 million of prisms, i.e, the number of vertices is about 9.3
millions. Ten layers of prisms at the blade surface are used to
reduce the simulation computational cost while complying with
3
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Matching experimental operating point
The T120 blade was investigated in the High-speed Cascade Wind tunnel of the Institute of Jet Propulsion for AITEB
II project [16–19]. The test bench is enclosed in a tank and the
pressure inside the tank is monitored to get the desired operating point. A turbulence grid with cross rectangular plates is located upstream the blade to increase the turbulence level of the
freestream flow. The turbulence level is measured with a hot
wire probe upstream the cascade in the middle of the passage.
The operating point is defined by the Reynolds number Re2 and
the outlet isentropic Mach number Ma2 computed following,

Re2 =

Ma2 .P2
"

1
Tt1 .  γ−1
1+ 2 Ma22

#

26720 Pa

Tt1

333 K

Inlet angle

138.6 ◦

P2

16307 Pa
Adiabatic no slip

#

,

Case

P2 /PtLE

Qm (g/s)

Inlet turbulent intensity

LAMINAR

0.6096

1.808

0%

TURBULENT

0.6102

1.807

20%

TABLE 3: Test case matrix. The expansion ration and the mass

flow rate are equivalent for both simulations.

(2)

+S

Pt1

TABLE 2: Boundary conditions used in the computation to com-

The inlet turbulent intensity is adjusted to comply with the experimental measurement at the probe location, i.e, the turbulence
intensity is 5.23% at 0.6c upstream the cascade if c is the axial chord length [22]. The integral length scale imposed at the
inlet is adjusted at 0.08c to be in the span-wise domain and corresponds to the typical value used in limited span-wise extent
simulations [8].

The Reynolds number is determined with the inlet total temperature Tt1 following,

γ l
R βS

Inlet

Wall

(1)

q2 = Pt1 − P2 .

r

Value

Outlet

and monitoring the dynamic pressure q2 given by the tank pressure P2 and the inlet total pressure Pt1 ,

1
Tt1 .  γ−1
1+ 2 Ma22

Variable

ply with Re2 = 390, 000 and Ma2 = 0.87.

v


u

 γ−1
u
γ
q2
u 2 
1+
− 1,
Ma2 = t
γ −1
P2

"

Patch

(3)

Numerical scheme and averaging procedure
The finite element approach is used to run the simulations.
The convective terms are integrated with the high order scheme
TTGC [23], i.e, 3rd order in space and 3th order in time. This numerical scheme has good spectral properties and does not dissipate the smallest length scale flow structures present on the mesh.
It is adapted for the Large Eddy Simulation [23]. The diffusive
terms are integrated with a 2nd order finite element scheme. The
WALE subgrid model is used to comply with correct wall behaviour of the turbulent viscosity [24].
The time average is based on 4 flow time passages and it is assured that the turbulent fields are sufficiently averaged based on
the largest resolved time scale. The instantaneous and time averaged are extracted and discussed in the next section.

assuming a Sutherland law for the temperature dependent viscosity where the relative constants are : S = 110.4 ; βS = 1.458.10−6
for air and R is the gas constant of perfect gas.
To match numerically the experimental operating point, an iterative procedure is completed to compute Pt1 , P2 and Tt1 to comply
with the correct value of Re2 and Ma2 . In the following, the
operating point chosen is: (Re2 ; Ma2 ) = (390, 000; 0.87). The
corresponding numerical boundary conditions are summed up in
Table 2. Since a limited span-wise extent is computed, periodic
conditions are applied in the span and y directions. To deal with
acoustic treatment, the value of the boundary conditions are relaxed to the target values with NSCBC formalism [20].
To assess the inlet turbulent injection on the flow structure, the
boundary conditions of the test cases are summed up in Table
3. The expansion ratio P2 /PtLE computed with the total pressure
at the leading edge PtLE and the mass flow rate Qm are assured
to be the same for both simulations. The turbulence field is
added to the mean flow at the inlet following the method of [21].

RESULTS: IMPACT OF THE INLET TURBULENT INJECTION ON THE FLOW STRUCTURE
In this section, the turbulent fields are first studied to show
that the resolved turbulent structures reach the blade and are cor4
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of turbulence is then compared to the analytical law resulting
from the decay of an homogeneous isotropic turbulent field [25].
For such a flow, the turbulence can be described by the initial
turbulent kinetic energy k0 and the initial turbulent dissipation
ε0 , the time evolution of k reducing to,


− Cε1−1



t
k(t) = k0 1 + (Cε − 1)
τ0

(4)

with τ0 = kε00 and the analytical model constant Cε = 1.92. From
the integral length scale, the initial turbulent dissipation ε0 is estimated at ε0 = 3.78.106 m2 s−3 . The time evolution can then be
transformed to a spatial evolution along a streamline using the
Taylor hypothesis [25], i.e, x = u0 ∗ t with u0 the velocity at the
inlet to be compared to the spatial prediction. Figure 6 shows the
evolution from the inlet up to the leading edge of the blade. The
decay of the turbulent kinetic energy is stronger than the model
in part because of the unphysical spectrum used at the inflow.
Despite this shortcoming both evolutions are in good agreement.
Indeed, the turbulent intensity value at the experimental probe
location is 5% and very similar to the experiment one, 5.23 %.

FIGURE 4: Iso-surface of Q criterion, i.e, Qcrit = 4.107 s−2 , in

the flow passage of the blade. The color indicates the span wise
vorticity.

rectly transported. The iso-surface of Q criterion is plotted on
Fig. 4 to discriminate the turbulent structures. Clearly, the turbulent structures are transported up to the leading edge of the blade
and are then stretched in the flow passage. It is also evidenced
through this view that structures are created at the pressure side
and along the suction side of the blade. The spectra of the axial
fluctuating velocity signal at x/c = −0.1 in the mid flow passage
is displayed in Fig. 5. The -5/3 slope is well recovered corresponding to the spectra of homogeneous turbulence. The decay

FIGURE 6: Turbulent kinetic energy decaying between the inlet

and the leading edge of the blade along a streamline. Red solid
line is the model and blue dashed line is the simulation.

Flow structures with and without turbulence injection
The time averaged pressure fields issued by both simulations, i.e. (a) without and (b) with turbulence injection, are plotted in Fig. 7 at mid-cut of the domain. The time averaged pressure fields are very similar. The flow structure is locally affected

FIGURE 5: Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the axial velocity

signal taken at the probe located at x/c = −0.1 in the mid flow
passage. The -5/3 slope is plotted in dashed.
5
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by the freestream turbulence in the near wall region.
On the suction side, the sonic line shows that a shock is present

(a) Laminar case.

(a) Laminar case.

(b) Turbulent case.

FIGURE 8: Iso-surface of Q criterion, Qcrit = 1.109 s−2 in the

near wall region on the suction side. The color indicates the span
velocity. (a) is the laminar case and (b) the turbulent case.
(b) Turbulent case.

FIGURE 7: Time averaged pressure field at mid-cut. Black line

isocontour is null axial velocity. White line isocontour is sonic
line. Velocity vectors are represented by arrows. (a) is the laminar case and (b) the turbulent case.

(a) Laminar case.

(b) Turbulent case.

FIGURE 9: Iso-surface of Q criterion, i.e Qcrit = 1.105 s−2 , in
the bubble region. Red represents positive axial velocity and blue
negative axial velocity. (a) is the laminar case and (b) the turbulent case.

in this region. The turbulent transition of the boundary layer occurs on the blade as shown by Fig. 8. Turbulent structures, as
hairpin vortices, are developed near the blade wall from the same
position of the sonic line location. The transition mode is hence
shock-induced. The position of the turbulent transition is different with the injection of the turbulence at the inlet and it is moved
upstream when compared to the laminar case prediction.
On the pressure side, the flow exhibits a separation due to
high adverse pressure gradient deduced by the null axial velocity
iso-contour. The size of the bubble is smaller for the turbulent
case. A closer look at the bubble structure is given in Fig. 9.
For the laminar case, the shear produced by the bubble creates
Kelvin-Helmholtz structures. The rolls are then transported and
stretched downstream. For the turbulent case, the bubble structure is quite different. The freestream turbulence interacts with
the bubble. The bubble does not fully vanish but its size is greatly
diminished. The bubble size is estimated by extracting the friction coefficient C f along the pressure side. The separation and

reattachement points are defined when C f = 0 and the bubble
size is specified on Fig. 10 against the experimental results. For
the laminar case, the bubble is clearly too large. For the turbulent case, the bubble size is reduced and improved. The impact of
the freestream turbulence on the flow structure of high pressure
blades, e.g, bubble size and turbulent transition of the boundary
layer, has been studied in experimental and numerical investigations [5, 26]. Studies show that the state of the boundary layer
along the blade needs to be investigated.

6
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(a) Pressure side.

(b) Suction side.

FIGURE 11: Shape factor evolution along the boundary layer

blade. Suction side (a) and pressure side (b). Separation length is
indicated for both LES and no points are plotted in the separation.
Red line represents the laminar case and blue the turbulent case.
FIGURE 10: Friction coefficient evolution along the pressure

side of the blade between x/c = 0.1 and x/c = 0.6 for the laminar,
i.e, indicated by the red dots and the turbulent case, i.e, indicated
the blue dots. The bubble size is indicated and compared with
the experiment extracted from [19].

shock in the boundary layer theory [3]. Downstream, the shape
factor dramatically decreases down to the typical value of the turbulent boundary layer, i.e 1.5.
To estimate the turbulent transition position, the normalized production term of the turbulent kinetic energy Pr is integrated in
the boundary layer on the suction side of the blade,

Boundary layer investigation
The boundary layer thickness δ is defined by the method
of [27], i.e, based on the magnitude of the vorticity w. With
this approach, the boundary layer thickness is defined when the
magnitude of the vorticity satisfies,
w = wmin + (wmax − wmin ) ∗ 0.01,

Pr =

1
Uin3 f

Z δ
0

Pk dy,

(6)

0 0
i
where Pk = −u0i u0j ∂U
∂ x j where ui u j is the time averaged velocity

(5)

correlation tensor and Ui the time averaged velocity. The production term Pr is plotted in Fig. 12. The turbulent kinetic energy

where wmin and wmax are the minimum and the maximum of the
vorticity magnitude along the wall normal cross section. The
evolution of the different properties of the boundary layer, i.e,
the displacement thickness δ ∗ and the momentum thickness θ
are then extracted along the blade. The evolution of the shape
factor which is equal to H = δθ∗ is plotted in Fig. 11. On the
pressure side, the shape factor is near 2 all along the pressure
side and the boundary layer remains laminar [3]. Downstream
the reattachment point, the strong acceleration of the flow relaminarizes the boundary layer as pointed in the experiment [22].
The freestream turbulence affects the shape factor from the leading edge. Near the separation position, the shape factor is lower
for the turbulent case. As shown by the theory of the boundary layer [3], the smaller is the shape factor, the more resistant
is the boundary layer to detachment. For these two simulations,
the turbulence injection clearly favors the boundary layer resistance to the separation. That is the reason why the bubble size
is smaller in the turbulent case. On the suction side, the shape
factor increases along the blade. The shape factor peak gives an
indication on the strong pressure gradient term induced by the

FIGURE 12: Normalized turbulent kinetic energy production Pr

integrated in the boundary layer at the suction side of the blade.
Red line represents the laminar case and blue the turbulent case.
7
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production remains low in the first part of the boundary layer,
i.e, x/c < 0.60 for both cases. The peak at x/c = 0.86 indicates
the turbulent transition position of the boundary layer followed
by the non-equilibririum region [28]. When the turbulence is injecting at the inlet, the transition moves upstream at x/c = 0.80.
The impact on the position of the turbulent transition has been
observed in numerical studies [26].
Impact on the pressure distribution
The mass flow distribution in a flow passage is affected by
the flow structure. In this part, the impact of the inlet turbulent
injection on the mass flow distribution is assessed. The mass flow
rate by unit surface distribution on axial surfaces is plotted in Fig.
13 at different axial positions. The distribution is not affected

(a) x/c = 0.1

(c) x/c = 0.5

(a) Pressure side streamline.

(b) Suction side streamline.

FIGURE 14: Mach number profile along the streamlines at the

edge of the boundary layer from x/c = 0.5 to x/c = 0.9 on both
pressure and suction side. s is the streamline coordinate. Red
dots represents the laminar case and blue dots the turbulent case.
x/c = 0.8. At x/c = 0.35, the mass flow is more important near
the pressure side for the turbulent case. Since the bubble size is
lower for the turbulent case, more mass flow can pass in this region. At x/c = 0.5 and x/c = 0.8, a deficit of mass flow appears
on the suction side for the turbulent case. Since the mass flow
rate is the same for both test cases, the additional mass flow on
the pressure side results in a deficit of mass flow on the suction
side to preserve the integrated mass flow in a section. This results
in a different Mach number distribution along the streamlines at
the edge of the boundary layer from x/c = 0.5 to x/c = 0.9 on
pressure and suction sides as proved by Fig. 14. On the pressure
side, the Mach number is not impacted by the turbulent injection. On the suction side, the profiles are very different. For the
turbulent case, the position of sonic line, i.e, M = 1 is moved upstream.
The impact of the freestream turbulence on the flow structure, i.e,
at the pressure and suction side affects directly the pressure distribution on the blade surface displayed by the Isentropic Mach
Number computed by,

(b) x/c = 0.35.

v


u

 γ−1
u
γ
2
P
u
 1 + t1
Mais = t
− 1.
γ −1
P

(d) x/c = 0.8

FIGURE 13: Mass flow rate by surface unit normalized by the

surface average mass flow < rhou > along the flow passage at
different axial locations. y = 0 corresponds to the suction side
wall and y = L the pressure side wall. L is the distance between
the blade walls. Red dots represents the laminar case and blue
dots the turbulent case.

(7)

where • is the time averaged operator. Compared to the experimental results (Fig. 15), the bubble size in the laminar case
evidenced by the Mais plateau is too large. The position of the
shock, represented by a decrease of the isentropic Mach number
on the suction side is located downstream the experimental one.
Turbulence injection at the inlet enables to recover the pressure
distribution on the pressure and suction sides.

near the leading edge at x/c = 0.10. The major differences are
presented at the position of the separation, on the suction side,
and at the turbulent transition, i.e, at x/c = 0.35, x/c = 0.5 and
8
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Pt2 is the total pressure measured at x/c = 0.4 downstream the
trailing edge. Both LES are in agreement with the wake loss pro-

FIGURE 15: Effect of the turbulence injection on the isentropic
Mach number along the blade: •, experiment [22]; Red LES
laminar case; Blue - - LES turbulence injection case.

-

FIGURE 16: Loss coefficient profiles at the mid-cut located at

Partial conclusion
To sum up this section, the inlet turbulent specification is assessed on the flow structure. The inlet turbulent injection affects
strongly the leading edge boundary layer. The boundary layer
profiles show an impact of the turbulence on the shape factor.
The boundary layer on the pressure side remains laminar. It is
then more resistant to the separation and the bubble size is reduced. The turbulent transition of the boundary layer on the suction side is also impacted and moved upstream. The mass flow
distribution in the flow passage along the blade is then strongly
affected. The comparison with the experiment shows that the
inlet turbulent injection enables to recover the correct pressure
distribution on the blade wall.
The first part of this study shows that the flow structure and the
mass flow distribution in a section are different by injecting the
same mass flow rate at the inlet but with different turbulent inlet
specifications. The pressure and the suction side of the blade are
coupled. One side can not be predicted without the other side.
Comparisons with the experiment show that the prediction is improved if turbulence is injected at the inlet. In the next section,
the impact of the inlet turbulent specification will be assessed on
the losses.

x/c = 0.4 downstream the trailing edge along the y direction normalized by the spacing between the periodicity patches L. Red
dots represents the laminar case, blue dots the turbulent case and
green line the experimental data.

files reported experimentally. The loss coefficient in the middle
of the wake, i.e, y/L = 0.4 is under-estimated for both LES simulations. Differences between the two LES appear on the pressure
side although they remain close to the experimental findings. The
deflection angle is computed as the angle between the surface averaged velocity vector at the outlet and the inlet. Looking at the
flow deflection angle, Table 4, when turbulence is injected the
prediction is improved.

CASE

α

EXPERIMENT

60.60◦

LAMINAR INLET SIMULATION

60.44◦

TURBULENT INLET SIMULATION

60.56◦

TABLE 4: Summary of the deflecting angle α for the experiment

and simulations.

INVESTIGATION OF THE LOSSES
In the litterature, the losses are usually defined with loss coefficients [1, 29] and the deflection angle α of the flow between
the inlet and the outlet. Figure 16 compares with the experimenP −P
tal results the total pressure loss coefficient ξ = tLEq2 t2 where

However, loss coefficients are generally based on the variation of
total pressure and temperature from basic thermodynamic mod9
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where µt is the turbulent viscosity and kSGS the turbulent SGS
kinetic energy. In this study, the last term is neglected since it is
not present in the sub grid model. According to the Eqs. (11) and
(12), the mechanical term is given by,

els assuming perfect fluid. As demonstrated by [30], the evolution of the total pressure and temperature does not measure rigorously the losses, e.g, the total pressure can increase between 2
sections of the flow passage due to viscous effect.
In this study, the Second Law Analysis (SLA) is used to quantify the losses, initially developped by [31] to optimize thermal
systems. Following this method, the entropy source terms represent the losses and are directly assiciated with the detorioration
of the isentropic efficency. The entropy source terms are locally
identified within the flow to discrimanate the zones responsible
for the losses. This method has already been used in turbulent
flows for aeronautic applications with RANS [32], DNS [33] and
LES [34, 35]. In the following, the definition of the loss terms is
explained and detailed for a compressible viscous flow of perfect
gas adapted to the LES. According to [34], the entropy production s∗ is divided into 2 contributions, i.e, Pm and Pq ,
Pm + Pq
.
s =
T
∗



1
Pm = 2(µ + µt ) Si j − Sll δi j Si j .
3

The mechanical term Pm is explicitly expressed as resolved quantities in Eq. (13).
Thermal loss Pq
Assuming that the heat flux follows the Fourier law,
qi = −λ

(8)

e

qti = −λt

(9)

(−qi − qti ) ∂ Te
,
T
∂ xi

Pq =

(10)

(11)



∂ ue
where µ is the dynamic viscosity, Si j = 12 ∂∂ xueij + ∂ xij is the
symmetric part of the resolved strain-rate tensor and δi j the Kronecker symbol. A Boussinesq assumption is used to model the
sub-grid Reynolds stress tensor [36],


1
2
= 2µt Si j − Sll δi j − kSGS δi j ,
3
3

(15)

(λ + λt ) ∂ Te ∂ Te
.
T
∂ xi ∂ xi

(16)

Sensitivity of the losses to the turbulent injection
The time averaged losses map, i.e, Pm and Pq are shown on Fig.
17. The majority of the losses is produced in the boundary layer
and the wake. The mechanical contribution is superior to the
thermal one. By injecting turbulence at the inlet, the losses produced are overall dramatically increased. The losses are then
integrated over the domain volume and normalized by the total
enthalpy flux at the inlet defined as Fht = Qm ∗ C p ∗ Tt1 in Table
5 where C p is the heat capacity. The integrated mechanical term
dominates the loss production within the global volume. The integrated thermal term is low because the boundary conditions are
adiabatic and does not impose strong temperature gradient. For
the turbulent case, the losses produced are more important due to
the activation of the turbulent viscosity by injecting freestream
turbulence at the inlet.
To evaluate the losses produced by each zone of the domain,
the losses are integrated in 5 local volumes Vlocal of the domain. The local volume are displayed in Fig. 18. The wake

Mechanical loss Pm
Assuming that the fluid is Newtonian, the filtered viscous
stress tensor is modelled as,

τit j

∂ Te
.
∂ xi

The thermal contribution Pq is also explicitly expressed as resolved quantities in Eq. (16).

where qi and qti are respectively the filtered heat flux and the subgrid turbulent heat flux. In the following, the expressions of Pm
and Pq are expressed as resolved quantities.



1
τi j = 2µ Si j − Sll δi j ,
3

(14)

According to the Eqs. (14) and (15), Pq is given by,

where τi j and τit j are respectively the filtered viscous stress tensor
and the sub-grid Reynolds tensor. The second contribution is an
energy diffusion term,
Pq =

∂ Te
,
∂ xi

the turbulent flux is related a turbulent diffusivity λt [37],

The first term of Eq. (8) is a momentum diffusion contribution,
∂ Ui
Pm = (τi j + τit j )
,
∂xj

(13)

(12)
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CASE
LAMINAR
TURBULENT
RELATIVE
DIFFERENCE

Contribution
of
R
V Pm dV
with respect to Fht

Contribution
of
R
V Pq dV
with respect to Fht

Overall contribution
of the losses
with respect to Fht

1.94 %

0.12 %

2.06 %

2.53 %

0.16 %

2.69 %

+ 30 %

+ 33 %

+ 31 %

TABLE 5: Global integration of the losses normalized by the total
enthalpy flux at the inlet Fht .

is extracted from the computation downstream the trailing edge
when the magnitude of the vorticity satisfies w < wcrit where
wcrit = 0.01wmax , a threshold value determined with the maximum of the vorticity wmax downstream the blade. Only the mechanical term Pm is integrated and investigated since it dominates
the losses. Table 6 sums up the contribution of each zone for the
turbulent injection case and the loss production is compared to
the laminar case. Note that the inlet volume is not taken into
account to compute the contributions since the inlet dissipation
is not induced by the blade. The boundary layer on the blade
produces the most of the losses. The turbulent boundary layer
produces more losses than the laminar one. The second contributors of the loss production are the wake and the inlet domain.

FIGURE 18: Local control volume for integration of the losses.
R

R

Contribution of V Pm dV with
respect to Fht

Contribution of V Pm dV
with respect to the total losses

CASE

LAMINAR

TURBULENT

LAMINAR

INLET

0%

0.39 %

-

TURBULENT
-

FREESTREAM

0.18 %

0.31 %

10 %

8%

BOUNDARY LAYER

1.45 %

1.60 %

70 %

74 %

LAMINAR BL

0.60 %

0.69 %

29 %

32 %

TURBULENT BL

0.85 %

0.91 %

41 %

42 %

WAKE

0.385 %

0.39 %

20 %

18 %

TABLE 6: Summary of the integrated loss in each zone normal-

ized by the total enthalpy flux at the inlet Fht . The contribution
of each zone on the overall loss produced is computed for the
laminar and turbulent case.

(a) Pm term for the laminar case.

(b) Pm term for the turbulent case.

(c) Pq term for the laminar case.

(d) Pq term for the turbulent case.

Within the inlet domain, the losses correspond only to the turbulent dissipation because the time averaged velocity field injecting at the inlet is uniform. That is the reason why there is no
loss produced for the laminar injection case. The distribution
of the losses are very similar to high pressure turbine numerical
studies [35, 38]. Injecting turbulence at the inlet affects the most
the freestream flow by the turbulent dissipation. The freestream
turbulence impacts also the losses produced in the laminar and
turbulent boundary layer.
To sum up this section, the method of SLA is used to identify
the loss location production within the flow. The integrated mechanical term dominates the integrated thermal term within the
domain. Injecting freestream turbulence at the inlet changes the
distribution of the loss map and increases the loss production.

FIGURE 17: Loss contributions within the flow. Laminar case

are plotted on (a) and (c) and turbulent case on (b) and (d).
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, the effect of the inlet turbulent injection is
studied on a high pressure loaded blade with separation. The
freestream turbulence injected as fluctuations on the mean flow
at the inlet propagates up to the leading edge and affect strongly
the boundary layer. The boundary layer is more resistant to the
separation which reduces the bubble size on the pressure side.
Then, the mass flow distribution in a passage section is affected
and increased in the near pressure side region. The supersonic
pocket on the suction side is then moved upstream with the shock
position. At the end, the pressure distribution on the blade wall
is strongly affected and recovers the experimental results. This
study shows that one side of the blade can not be predicted without the other side.
The losses were first measured with loss coefficients and give
a good agreement with the experiment. The loss prediction is
improved if turbulence is injected at the inlet. Then, the losses
were identified within the flow with the Second Law Analysis
method. The entropy source term are found to be located mainly
in the boundary layer and in the wake of the blade. The turbulent
boundary layer produces more losses than the laminar one. The
injection of turbulence at the inlet increases the global loss produced within the flow and affects the loss map.
Future investigations are needed to evaluate the contribution of
the sub-grid turbulent kinetic energy on the separation bubble
and on the flow structure. The contribution of the sub-grid scale
modelling on the entropy source terms needs also to be evaluated.
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Appendix F
Sensitivity of resolved turbulence
and wall temperature to mesh
adaptation process
In the present study, a mesh adaptation process has been performed to accurately
refine the regions of mixing between the hot and coolant streams in Chapter 5. To
do so, an user-defined mesh is first created. Then, an automatic mesh adaptation
is performed based on the entropy source terms obtained from the user-defined
mesh to identify regions of strong velocity and temperature gradients and refine
these regions. The properties of the two meshes are summarized in Table F.1.
To only refine the freestream and the near wall flow regions of the vanes, the

Cells (millions)
Cells in the cooling system (millions)
Cells in the freestream region (millions)

User-defined mesh
60
35
25

Adapted mesh
73 (+ 21%)
35 (+ 0%)
38 (+ 52%)

Table F.1 – Number of cells for the user-defined mesh and adapted mesh.
mesh in the cooling system including coolant pipes and plena is frozen during the
mesh adaptation process. As a result, the number of cells only increases in the
freestream region by 52%. To localize the refined regions, a view of the two meshes
at mid-height of the vanes are provided on Fig. F.1. The mesh is observed to be
mainly refined in the near wall flow region of the vanes. The impact of the mesh
adaptation on resolved turbulence is now addressed. To quantify the resolution of
turbulence on mesh, the criteria of Pope (2000) is studied through the evaluation
of ME defined so that,
kres
,
(F.1)
ME =
kres + ksgs
2
2
where ksgs is the sub-grid turbulent kinetic energy, kres = 0.5(u2rms +vrms
+wrms
) is
the resolved turbulent kinetic energy and urms , vrms , wrms are the RMS of velocity
fields. For the above relation, a closure for ksgs is needed. To close ksgs , the
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(b)

(a)

Figure F.1 – View of user-defined mesh (a) and adapted mesh (b) at mid-height
of NGV1.
following relation is used Smagorinsky (1963):
νt = C m V

1
3

q

(F.2)

ksgs ,

where νt is the turbulent viscosity, V the node volume and Cm a constant of
the model. To operate suitability of LES, near 80% of the turbulence should be
resolved on mesh according to Pope (2000). The map of ME is provided at midheight of the vanes on Fig. F.2 for the two meshes. To evidence the regions where
more than 80% of turbulence is resolved on mesh, an iso-line equal to ME = 0.8
is added to Fig. F.2. For the user-defined mesh, Fig. F.2 (a), turbulence in the

(b)

(a)

Figure F.2 – ME [-] map at mid-height of the vanes. White iso-line represents
ME = 0.8. User-defined mesh (a) and adapted mesh (b).
302

film region of the vanes is clearly under-resolved. Nevertheless in the wakes of the
vanes, turbulence is observed to be sufficiently resolved. For the adapted mesh,
Fig. F.2 (b), the resolution of turbulence is clearly improved in the film region and
locally reaches 80% of the overall turbulence. The resolution of turbulence is also
improved in the wakes of the vanes. In the coolant pipes, a good resolution of
turbulence is also observed featuring more than 80% of resolution. The impact of
the increasing mesh resolution on the prediction of time-averaged adiabatic wall
temperature is shown on Fig. F.3. For the user-defined mesh, Fig. F.3 (a), a large

(b)

(a)

Figure F.3 – Impact of mesh adaptation on adiabatic wall temperature Twall [K].
User-defined mesh (a) and adapted mesh (b).
range of temperature is observed on the vane surfaces and local patterns of hot
and cold temperature are observed. For the adapted mesh, Fig. F.3 (b), the wall
temperature is more segregated compared to the user-defined mesh. Indeed, finer
patterns of hot and cold temperatures are observed on the vane surfaces because
a finer turbulence is resolved on the adapted mesh.
As a consequence of the previous discussion, the mesh adaptation process has
improved the resolution of turbulence in the film region of the vanes. Although
turbulence resolution remains locally inferior to 80% around the vanes, the adapted
mesh allows to capture very fine patterns of hot and cold temperature on the vane
surfaces.
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